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A theoretical approach is proposed to describe the concentration and temperature dependence of
the static magnetic susceptibility of a metal–ammonia solution. A mechanism is also
suggested to explain the transition of the system from the paramagnetic to the diamagnetic state.
The theory is based on the assumption that both single-particle and two-electron bound
singlet formations of the bipolar type exist in the solution. It is shown that diamagnetism is due
to the electron orbital motion and to the relative motion of the quasiparticles. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00108-6#
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susceptibility of metal–ammonia solutions have shown
that the static magnetic susceptibility of the systems va
substantially depending on the concentration of dissolved
kali metal, ranging from the paramagnetic, purely spin s
ceptibility typical of the electronic subsystem of nonintera
ing spins at low concentrations to a diamagnetic state
concentrations of the order of 1020 cm23 and temperatures
below 200 K. Further experimental studies3 of the spin sus-
ceptibility of metal–ammonia solutions confirmed that as
electron concentration increases, a compensation of the
angular momenta of the electrons does in fact occur. Num
ous attempts have been made to explain this behavior o
static susceptibility of metal–ammonia systems. In Ref.
the experimentally observed change in susceptibility w
analyzed assuming that solvated electrons and also bo
electron states in the form ofF color centers and doubleF2

color centers may coexist in the solution. However, th
bound states were not observed experimentally.5 The binding
energy of these formations4 is considerably higher than th
characteristic energy of a solvated electron, which sho
obviously lead to an appreciable short-wavelength shift
the optical absorption band maximum. In practice, howev
the maximum is slightly shifted toward longe
wavelengths.6,7 An analysis of the absorption frequencie
performed in Ref. 8, showed that a similar shift of the opti
absorption maximum may be attributed to the formation
bipolar two-electron bound singlet formations. It was not
in Refs. 6 and 9–16 that a singlet paired state of two e
trons may be formed in ammonia. However, bound state
solvated electrons with metal cations do not form, as w
demonstrated experimentally.17,18 The valence electrons o
dissociated metal atoms and metal cations are clearly
tially separated in the solution. This conclusion also agr
with the results of investigations of the optical properties
solvated electrons in ammonia, which proved to be indep
dent of the nature of the dissolved alkaline-earth metals,
cluding divalent ones.19 The absence of any electron intera
tions with positive centers in the solution is also evidenc
by the extremely narrow spin resonance line with ag factor
of 2.001270.0002 ~Refs. 3 and 20!, which is almost the
same as the free-electrong factor of 2.0023.

In the present paper the concentration dependence
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of metal–ammonia solutions are analyzed on the assump
that solvated electrons and bipolar two-electron bound
glet formations coexist in the solution. A rigorous, trans
tionally invariant theory of continuous bipolarons was co
structed in Ref. 21 using the adiabatic approximation. T
conditions for the existence of spin-paired electron states~bi-
polarons! in polar dielectric media were discussed in detail
Refs. 22 and 23, where the authors determined typical
rameters of bipolarons, criteria for stability of a two-electr
bound state, and the dependence of the binding energy o
two-electron formation on the dielectric properties of the p
lar medium, including for the case of ammonia. The int
electron pair potential was also determined as a function
the distance between self-trapped electrons.

The states of solvated~self-trapped! electrons are de-
scribed using a continuous model, which presupposes st
interaction between the electrons and the longitudinal bra
of polarization oscillations of the medium. Variou
investigations4,24–27 have shown that many properties
electrons solvated in ammonia may be described using
model of continuous polarons. The criteria for validity of th
theory reduce to the following inequality:\v f,\ve,\vm .
For an electron solvated in ammonia,\ve50.885 eV is the
energy of the most active optical transition of a self-trapp
electron,5 \vm.6 eV is the excitation energy of electrons
the main substance, and\v f.0.4 eV is the energy of the
longitudinal polarization oscillations of the medium. The o
entational oscillations of molecules about their equilibriu
position in a polar liquid form elastic waves which may b
treated as in a crystal. As a result of the directionality a
saturation of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds for amm
nia, the ‘‘quasicrystallinity’’ of the structure is compara
tively well defined. Far from the critical point, the therm
vibrations of the molecules may be reduced to a set of De
waves, as in a crystal, where the spectrum of collective
cillations in the liquid has a cutoff at longer wavelengt
than in crystals28 on account of the translational motion o
the particles. The elastic continuum approximation does
generally allow for anistropy and is far better applicable to
liquid than to a crystal.29

We first derive dynamical equations to describe the
havior of self-trapped~solvated! electrons in a static mag
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electrons and the longitudinal polarization oscillations o
polar medium. The author has previously studied the eq
tions of motion for noninteracting electrons in a magne
field in a polarizable medium30 and has established that th
motion is of a complex character, consisting of electron
cillations in a deep potential well together with oscillatio
of the center of inertia of the entire system in a magne
field. Thus in the present study, particular attention will
devoted to analyzing the equations of motion for a bou
two-electron system in a magnetic field. The influence of
external uniform magnetic field on self-trapped sing
electron states in polar media was discussed in detail in
31, and its influence on bipolaron states was considered
ing a Feynmann path-integral formalism in Ref. 32. Here
effect of an external uniform magnetic field on two-electr
bound states will be investigated by canonical transform
tions of Bogolyubov–Tyablikov coordinates.33,34

The complete Hamiltonian describing the state of t
interacting electrons in a uniform, isotropic dielectric co
tinuum in the presence of an external uniform magnetic fi
specified by the vector potentialA(r ) is written as follows:

H5
1

m*
(

j 51,2
S \

i
¹ j2

e

c
A~r j ! D 2

1 (
j 51,2

(
f

@Vfexp~ i f•r j !bf1V2 f* exp~2 i f•r j !bf
1#

1(
f

\v f~bf
1bf1bfbf

1!1
e2

«`ur12r2u
. ~1!

The Fourier coefficients Vf5( i / f )\v f(4pac /V)1/2

3(\/2m* v f)
1/4 satisfy the reality conditionVf5V2 f* ; the

dimensionless electron–phonon coupling const
ac5(e2/2«* \v f)(2m* v f /\)1/2 characterizes the ratio o
the effective electron energy Ry* 5e4m* /«* 2\2 to the en-
ergy quantum\v f of a longitudinal polarization oscillation
with quasimomentum\f involving librational oscillations of
the dipolar ammonia molecules; the system is situated
certain finite volumeV and obeys periodic boundary cond
tions;«* 5«`«s /(«s2«`) is the effective permittivity of the
medium and corresponds to a polarization wherein the d
lar molecules follow the field of the electrons with an inert
delay, while their electron shells adiabatically follow th
configuration of the dipolar environment. The following th
oretical parameters were taken for electrons solvated in
monia: static permittivity«s522.8, high-frequency permit
tivity «`51.756, and isotropic effective electron mass at
bottom of conduction bandm* 51.73m ~Ref. 23!, which was
determined by comparing the theoretical and experime
positions of the absorption band maximum of a solva
electron in ammonia. The quantum amplitudesbf andbf

1 of
the phonon field satisfy the commutation relations for
discrete spectrum@bfbf 8

1
#25d f f 8, @bf

1bf 8
1

#25@bfbf 8#250.
The vector potential of the external magnetic field is giv
by A(r j )5(2Hyj /2, Hxj /2,0) and satisfies the Coulom
gauge, i.e., divA50, wherer j is the position vector of the
j th electron. An external static uniform magnetic fieldH is
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field is a weak perturbation and that the effective elect
mass, refractive index, and static permittivity of the po
medium do not depend on this field. Zero energy is taken
the energy of the system when all the alkali metal atoms
dissociated and the electrons are located at the bottom o
conduction band, infinitely separated, and do not inter
with phonons.

Here the action of the magnetic field on two-electr
bound states will be analyzed using adiabatic perturba
theory. We formally introduce the small parameterj,
assumingv f5jn f . Using the small parameterj allows
us to investigate the Hamiltonian~1! by the method of ca-
nonical transformations of the Bogolyubov–Tyabliko
coordinates,33,34 which separates the internal, translationa
invariant degrees of freedom from the motion of the syst
as a whole. This then opens up the possibility of construct
a self-consistent system of successive approximations to
energy and wave function of a composite system, while
individuality of its interacting components is still conserve

In the Hamiltonian~1! we convert from the occupation
numbersbf and bf

1 to the complex variables of the fiel
coordinatesqf and their canonically conjugate momentapf :

bf
15~q2 f /j2 i jpf !/A2,

bf5~qf /j1 i jp2 f !/A2. ~2!

The variablesqf and pf satisfy the commutation relation
@qf ,pf 8#25 id f f 8. Using the transformation~2!, the Hamil-
tonian ~1! can be reduced to:

H5
1

m*
(

j 51,2
S \

i
¹ j2

e

c
A~r j ! D 2

1 (
j 51,2

(
f

@Wf exp~ i f•r j !qf1W2 f* exp~2 i f•r j !q2 f* #

1(
f

\n f~qf
1q2 f1j4pfp2 f

1 !1
e2

«`ur12r2u
,

Wf5Vf /jA2. ~3!

Since the term proportional to the kinetic energy of t
phonon field is small, to a first approximation the Heisenb
equations of motion have the formqf(t) 5 const and the
principal effect of the particle–field interaction can be r
duced to the creation of a deep potential well for each p
ticle, whose motion is kinematically independent for lar
interparticle distances. The position vectorsr1 and r2 for
each particle can then by given as:

r15R11r1 , r25R21r2 . ~4!

The vectorsr1 and r2 are translationally invariant and
describe the high-frequency oscillations of the electrons
the polarization potential wells, and the vectorsR1 and R2

have the meaning of the coordinates of the center of mas
the first and second electrons.

It is known that as a result of electron–phonon intera
tions, the equilibrium positions of the field oscillators a
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dinatesQf can then be related to the old coordinatesqf by:

qfexp~ i f•R1!5uf~1!1jQf ,

qfexp~ i f•R2!5uf~2!1jQf , ~5!

whereuf(1) anduf(2) are the two kinematically indepen
dent classical components of the phonon field for the fi
and second quasiparticles.

The variableQf describes the quantum fluctuations
the field about their classical values. Using Eq.~5!, we de-
termine the old

qf5@~uf~1!1jQf !exp~2 i f•R1!

1~uf~2!1jQf !exp~2 i f•R2!#/2 ~6!

and new

Qf5$qf@exp~ i f•R1!1exp~ i f•R2!#2uf~1!2uf~2!%/2j

~7!

amplitudes of the phonon field for a two-particle system.
the absence of external fields, the Hamiltonian~3! is transla-
tionally invariant with respect to the transformations~4!–~7!.

It is convenient to change from the variablesR1 andR2

to the coordinates of the center of inertia of the system
the relative motion

r15R1br1r1 , r25R2ar1r2 ,

a5M1 /~M11M2!, b5M2 /~M11M2!, ~8!

whereM1 and M2 are the effective translational masses
the first and second self-trapped electrons, separated b
finity, R is the position vector of the center of inertia of th
two-electron system, andr is the coordinate of the relativ
motion of the quasiparticles.

Since the transformations~7! and ~8! increase the num
ber of independent variables compared with the initial va
ablesr1, r2, and qf by six, the same number of addition
conditions must be introduced. The additional conditions
given in the following simple form:

(
f

f av f* ~1!$qfexp@ i f•~R1br!#2uf~1!%50,

(
f

f av f* ~2!$qfexp@ i f•~R2ar!#2uf~2!%50,

a5x,y,z. ~9!

The new variables satisfy the reality conditio
uf* ( i )5u2 f( i ), v f* ( i )5v2 f( i ), Qf

15Q2 f , where i 51,2.
Without restricting the generality, it may be assumed that
complex numbersv f( i ) anduf( i ) also satisfy the following
orthogonality relations:

(
f

f a f bv f* ~1!@uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!#5dab ,

(
f

f a f bv f* ~2!@uf~2!1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#5dab ,

a,b5x,y,z. ~10!
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new variables~7! and~8!, for which we determine the opera
tor

]

]qk
5(

f

]Qf

]qk

]

]Qf
1

]R

]qk

]

]R

1
]r

]qk

]

]r
1

]r1

]qk

]

]r1
1

]r2

]qk

]

]r2
. ~11!

The derivatives]Qf /]qk are easy to determine from relatio
~7!. In order to find the derivatives]R/]qk and]r/]qk , we
differentiate the additional condition~9! with respect to the
field coordinatesqk and take into account the orthogonali
condition ~10!. We then obtain two equations to determin
the unknown derivatives:

kvk* ~1!exp@ ik•~R1br!#1~ i /2!]~R1br!/]qk1~ i j/2!

3(
f

~ f•f!v f* ~1!Qf@11exp~ i f•r!#]~R1br!/]qk50,

kvk* ~2!exp@ ik•~R2ar!#1~ i /2!]~R2ar!/]qk1~ i j/2!

3(
f

~ f•f!v f* ~2!Qf@11exp~2 i f•r!#]~R2ar!/]qk50. ~12!

The solutions of system~12! may be sought by the method o
successive approximations. As a result, we obtain the follo
ing iterative solutions in the form of a series expansion
terms of the small parameterj:

]~R1br!/]qk52ikvk* ~1!exp@ ik•~R1br!#

22i jkvk* ~1!exp@ ik•~R1br!#

3(
f

~ f•f!v f* ~1!Qf@11exp~ i f•r!#1 . . . ,

]~R2ar!/]qk52ikvk* ~2!exp@ ik•~R1ar!#

22i jkvk* ~2!exp@ ik•~R2ar!#

3(
f

~ f•f!v f* ~2!Qf@11exp~2 i f•r!#1 . . . ~13!

It is then easy to find the derivatives]r/]qk and]r/]qk . In
accordance with the definition of the coordinatesr, r1, r2,
andR, we find from Eq.~8!

]r1 /]qk52]R/]qk2b]r/]qk ,

]r2 /]qk52]R/]qk1a]r/]qk . ~14!

Taking into account the iterative values of the deriv
tives ~13!, we obtain the derivatives

]r1 /]qk522ik exp~ ik•R!vk* ~1!exp~ ibk•r!1 . . . ,

]r2 /]qk522ik exp~ ik•R!vk* ~2!exp~2 iak•r!1 . . . .
~15!

Here we have confined ourselves only to the leading term
the expansion as a series in powers of the parameterj. Dif-
ferentiating Eq.~6! with respect toqk allowing for the trans-
formation ~13! and ~15!, we express the operator]/]qk as a
series to terms of zeroth order in the parameterj

857V. K. Mukhomorov



]/]q 5 exp~ ik•R!@exp~ ibk•r!1exp~2 iak•r!#]/]Q

-

$~Rx
21Ry

2!12~bRxrx2aRyry!1b2rx
21a2ry

2%

ter
be
etic
of

g

k H k

1~ i /2!(
f

f@~uf~1!1jQf !exp~2 ibf•r!

1~uf~2!1jQf !exp~ iaf•r!#

3F2ikexp~ ibf•r!vk* ~1!exp~ ik•~R1br!#

3F12j(
s

s•svs* ~1!Qs~11exp~ is•r!!1 . . . G
12ikexp~2 iaf•r!vk* ~2!exp~ ik•~R2ar!!

3F12j(
s

s•svs* ~2!Qs~11exp~2 is•r!!

1 . . . G]/]Qf J /2j

12ikexp~ ik•R!@avk* ~1!exp~ ibk•r!1bvk* ~2!

3exp~2 iak•r!#]/]R12ikexp~ ik•R!

3@vk* ~1!exp~ ibk•r!2vk* ~2!exp~2 iak•r!#]/]r

22ikexp~ ik•R!@vk* ~1!exp~ ibk•r!]/]r1

1vk* ~2!exp~2 iak•r!]/]r2#1 . . . ~16!

Bearing in mind that]Qf /]r150 and ]Qf5]r250, we
have for the operators¹ r1

5¹r1
and¹ r2

5¹r2
. Assuming the

Coulomb gauge for the vector potential and also using fo
mulas ~15! and ~16!, we can rewrite the complete Hamil
tonian of the system in terms of collective coordinates as
series in increasing powers of the small parameter up
quantities of orderj4:

H52~\2/2m* !~¹r1

2 1¹r2

2 !1~1/2!

3(
f

$Wf@@uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!#exp~ i f•r1!

1@uf~2!1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#exp~ i f•r2!#

1W2 f* @@u2 f~1!1u2 f~2!exp~2 i f•r!#exp~2 i f•r1!

1@u2 f~2!1u2 f~1!exp~ i f•r!#exp~2 i f•r2!#%

1e2/«`ur1r12r2u1(
f

\n f$uf~1!@u2 f~1!

1u2 f~2!exp~ i f•r!#1u2 f~2!@uf~2!1uf~1!

3exp~2 i f•r!#%/21 i j~eH\/2m* c!

3H (
i 51,2

@~Ry]/]r ix2Rx]/]r iy!

1~r iy]/]r ix2r ix]/]r iy!#1ry~b]/]r1x2a]/]r2x!

2rx~b]/]r1y2a]/]r2y!J 1j2~e2H2/8m* c2!
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@~r ix
2 1r iy

2 !12~Rxr ix1Ryr iy!

12~brxr ix2aryr iy!#1~j/2!(
f

$QfWf@~1

1exp~ i f•r!!exp~ i f•r1!1~11exp~2 i f•r!!exp~ i f•r2!#

1Q2 fW2 f* @~11exp~2 i f•r!!exp~2 i f•r1!

1~11exp~ i f•r!!exp~2 i f•r2!#1\n fQf@u2 f~1!

3~11exp~ i f•r!!1uf~2!~11exp~2 i f•r!!#

1\n fQ2 f@uf~1!~11exp~2 i f•r!!1u2 f~2!

3~11exp~ i f•r!!#%1~j2/2!H(
f

\n fQfQ2 f

3@21exp~ i f•r!1exp~2 i f•r!#1@Pf81~2i f/\!•Ff #

3@P2 f8 2~2i f/\!•F2 f #J /41~ i j3/2!

3(
f

\n f f•@~Pf81~2i f/\!•Ff !G2 f2Gf~P2 f8

2~2i f/\!•F2 f !#12j4(
f

~ f•f/\2!Gf•G2 f1 . . .

5H01jH11j2H21j3H31j4H41 . . . , ~17!

whereH05H0
(0)1jH0

(1)1j2H0
(2) .

Here we have introduced the additional small parame
j, whereby the effect of the external magnetic field can
taken into account as a weak perturbation. For the magn
fields usually used experimentally, the magnetic energy is
the order of 1025 eV and is much lower than the bindin
energy of a solvated electron, which is 0.16 Ry* . The fol-
lowing notation was adopted in the expansion~17!:

Ff5Sf* I1Zf* J, Gf52j~Yf* Pr1
1Xf* Pr2

!,

I52jPR , J52jPr ,

PR52 i\]/]R, Pr52 i\]/]r,

Pr1
52 i\]/]r1 , Pr2

52 i\]/]r2 ,

Pf52 i\]/]Qf ,

Sf* 5av f* ~1!exp~2 ibf•r!1bv f* ~2!exp~ iaf•r!,

Yf* 5v f* ~1!exp~2 ibf•r!,

Zf* 5v f* ~1!exp~2 ibf•r!2v f* ~2!exp~ iaf•r!,

Xf* 5v f* ~2!exp~ iaf•r!,

Pf85exp~ ibf•r!H Pf2fv f* ~1!(
k

k@uk~1!

1uk~2!exp~ ik•r!#PkJ 1exp~2 iaf•r!H Pf2fv f* ~2!
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k k kJ
5exp~ ibf•r!Pf8~1!1exp~2 iaf•r!Pf8~2!1 . . . . ~18!

The wave equation with the Hamiltonian~17! will be solved
by the perturbation theory method for which we write t
complete wave function and the energy as a series expan
in terms of the small parameterj

C5C01jC11j2C21 . . . ,

E5E01jE11j2E21 . . . . ~19!

We substitute the series~19! into the Schro¨dinger equation
with the Hamiltonian~17! and collect terms with the sam
powers ofj. We then obtain the following chain of couple
equations:

~H02E0!C050,~H12E1!C01~H02E0!C150,

~H22E2!C01~H12E1!C11~H02E0!C250 . . . .
~20!

Since the operatorH0 does not depend on the field var
ablesQf and the vectorsr andR appear in parametric form
the zeroth-order approximation function,C0, can thus be
expressed as a product: C0(r1 ,r2 ,r,R,Qf)
5c(r1 ,r2 ,r,R)F(Qf). The wave functionc(r1 ,r2 ,r,R)
can then be expanded as a series in terms of the smal
rameterj. The leading term of the expansion~17! which
contains nontrivial information on the system is the Ham
tonianH0

(0) . In the zeroth-order approximation with respe
to the magnetic field, the variablesr1, r2, R, and r in the
HamiltonianH0

(0) separate. Thus, the wave functionc in the
zeroth approximation can be expressed as the pro
c05x0(r1 ,r2 ,r)h0(r)w0(R), where the functionx0 de-
pends parametrically on the distancer. We can then find the
unknown complex numbersuf( i ) which determine the clas
sical components of the polarization field. To do this,
average the HamiltonianH0

(0) over the wave functionx0 and
then minimize the total energy functionalF5^x0uH0

(0)ux0&
with respect to (u2 f(1)1u2 f(2)exp(2if•r)) and
(u2 f(1)1u2 f(2)exp(2if•r)). We finally obtain

uf~1!524W2 f* ^x0uexp~2 i f•r1!ux0&/\n f ,

uf~2!524W2 f* ^x0uexp~2 i f•r2!ux0&/\n f . ~21!

The extreme values~21! cause the linear Hamiltonia
H1 with respect toQf to vanish and thereby satisfy the co
dition for regularity of the solution in terms of the variab
Qf , as is required in the Bogolyubov–Tyabliko
method.33,34 Using formulas~21!, the HamiltonianH0

(0) may
be rewritten as:

H0
~0!52~\2/2m* !~¹r1

2 1¹r2

2 !22(
f

WfW2 f*

3$@Jf~1!1Jf~2!exp~ i f•r!#exp~ i f•r1!

1@Jf~2!1Jf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#exp~ i f•r2!

1@J2 f~1!1J2 f~2!exp~2 i f•r!#exp~2 i f•r1!
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WfW2 f* $Jf~1!@J2 f~1!1J2 f~2!exp

3~2 i f•r!#1Jf~2!@J2 f~2!1J2 f~1!

3exp~ i f•r!#%/\n f1e2/«`ur1r12r2u, ~22!

where the following notation is used:

Jf~1!5^x0uexp~2 i f•r1!ux0&,

Jf~2!5^x0uexp~2 i f•r2!ux0&. ~23!

The electronic states of the two-electron formation in t
zeroth approximation with respect to the magnetic field c
be determined either by solving an integrodifferential eq
tion with the operatorH0

(0) or by using a direct variationa
method, i.e., by minimizing the total energy functional wi
an additional normalization condition imposed on the wa
function x0. Changing from the discrete momentum repr
sentation with respect to the quasiwave vectorf to integra-
tion, we derive the following expression for the functional
the total self-consistent electron energy in the coordinate
resentation:

E0
~0!~r!52~\2/2m* !E x0~r1 ,r2!~¹r1

2 1¹r2

2 !

3x0~r1 ,r2!dt1dt22~e2/2«* !

3E x0
2~r1 ,r2!x0

2~r18 ,r28!$ur12r18u
21

1ur12r2r18u
211ur22r28u

21

1ur22r2r28u
21%dt1dt2dt18dt281~e2/«`!

3E x0
2~r1 ,r2!ur12r2r2u21dt1dt2

5T12U11U2 . ~24!

The energyE0
(0)(r) is the total energy of two interacting

self-trapped electrons, which depends parametrically on
distancer. When the relative distancer in Eq. ~24! increases
without bound, one gets twice the result of the single-parti
problem. Equation~24! was derived in the long-wavelengt
(f→0) approximationv f5v0. For ammonia, the limiting
frequencyv0 lies in the range~2.3–6.3! 31013 s21 ~Refs. 4
and 35!.

A detailed analysis of the functional~24!, with allow-
ance for exchange forces and dynamic short-range intere
tronic correlations, was performed in Refs. 8 and 23, wher
was shown that the two-electron bound state is an axis
metric dimer. It was also established that for a fixed cente
mass, the dominant singlet termE0

(0)(r) for electrons in am-
monia has a broad potential well with a depth of 0.15 eV,
an equilibrium interparticle spacing r056.2a0* ,
a0* 5«* (m/m* )a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius. The par
ticles may undergo periodic oscillations described by
relative coordinater about the minimum of the potentia
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derives from the condition for regularity of the wave func-
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ns
finite, but at large distances this term has Coulo
asymptotic behavior.

The variational parameters minimizing the function
E0

(0)(r) were determined numerically and only those so
tions satisfying the virial theorem8,22,23 will be physically
meaningful

2T~r!2U1~r!1rdE0
~0!~r!/dr1U2~r!50. ~25!

Nonfulfillment of the constraints imposed by the viri
theorem leads to exaggerated binding energies and
causes an unjustified expansion of the region of dielec
media where bound two-electron formations may exist
may also lead to inaccurate symmetry of the continu
strong-coupling bipolaron.

Collecting terms including the electron coordinates
the HamiltonianH, we obtain the following Hamiltonian de
scribing the electron motion:

H05H0
~0!1 i j~eH/2m* c!H (

i 51,2
@~Ry]/]r ix

2Rx]/]r iy!1~r iy]/]r ix2r ix]/]r iy!#

1ry~b]/]r1x2a]/]r2x!2rx~b]/]r1y2a]/]r2y!J
1j2~e2H2/8m* c2! (

i 51,2
@~r ix

2 1r iy
2 !

12~Rxr ix1Ryr iy!12~brxr ix2aryr iy!#. ~26!

The diamagnetic component of the dimer susceptibility d
to the electron motion in the potential polarized well c
then easily be determined by perturbation theory metho
Using the results23 for the electron wave eigenfunctio
x0(r1 ,r2) of the HamiltonianH0

(0) , we obtain the following
value for the diamagnetic contribution to the susceptibility
the multiplicative approximation:

xe
~d!52~e4/4m* c2! (

i 51,2
^x0ur i

2dab2r iar ibux0&

5239.52mB
2a0 /e2, ~27!

wheremB is the Bohr magneton.
A paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility al

appears in the second order of perturbation theory. Howe
for axisymmetric systems the paramagnetic component
be reliably approximated by:36

xe
~p!52~xe,xx

~d! 2xe,zz
~d! !2/uxe,yy

~d! u51.52 mB
2a0 /e2. ~28!

Thus in the selected coordinate system with its ori
tied to the center of inertia of the system, the main contri
tion of the electron component of the susceptibility is d
magnetic. In order to estimate the contributions made to
susceptibility by the other components of the HamiltonianH,
we need to find solutions of the wave equation with t
Hamiltonian H2. The additional unknown quantitiesv f(1)
andv f(2) are selected so that the terms in the Hamilton
H2 which are linear in the momentaPf vanish. The require-
ment that the linear operator with respect toPf should vanish
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tion in terms of the phonon field variableQf . We write the
phonon kinetic energy as follows:

~1/4!(
f

\n f$Pf812i fSf* I /\12i fZf* J/\%

3$P2 f8 22i fS2 f* I /\22i fZ2 f* J/\%, ~29!

where the following notation is used

Pf85FPf2fv f* ~1!(
k

k~uk~1!1uk~2!exp~ ik•r!!PkG
3exp~ ibf•r!1FPf2fv f* ~2!(

k
k~uk~2!

1uk~1!exp~2 ik•r!!PkGexp~2 iaf•r!. ~30!

SettingPf5p f1af , whereaf are some arbitrary numbers
one can easily show34 that the condition for vanishing of the
linear terms with respect to the momentaPf in the Hamil-
tonianH2 may be expressed in the form:

fv f@exp~ ibf•r!1exp~2 iaf•r!#~S2 f* I1Z2 f* J!

5f H @uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!#

3(
k

k•k~S2k* I1Z2k* J!nkvk* ~1!exp~ ibk•r!

1@uf~2!1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#

3(
k

k•k~S2k* I1Z2k* J!nkvk* ~2!exp~2 iak•r!J .

~31!

Taking into account the definition of the complex quantiti
Sf andZf ~18!, we rewrite Eq.~31! as follows:

fn f$~aI1J!@11exp~2 i f•r!#v2 f* ~1!1~bI2J!

3@11exp~ i f•r!v2 f* ~2!#%

5f H(
k

~k•k!nk~aI1J!

3@~uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!!vk* ~1!v2k* ~1!1~uf~2!

1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!!vk* ~2!v2k* ~1!exp~ ik•r!#

1(
k

~k•k!nk~bI2J!@~uf~1!1uf~2!

3exp~ i f•r!!vk* ~1!v2k* ~2!1~uf~2!1uf~1!

3exp~2 i f•r!!vk* ~2!v2k* ~2!exp~ ik•r!#J . ~32!

Equation~32! is easily reduced to a system of two equatio
for the vectorsI1J/a and I2J/b

n f f~ I1J/a!@11exp~2 i f•r!#v f~1!
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k f f

3exp~ i f•r!!vk* ~1!vk~1!1~uf~2!1uf~1!

3exp~2 i f•r!!vk* ~2!vk~1!exp~2 ik•r!#,

n f f~ I2J/b!@11exp~ i f•r!#v f~2!

5f(
k

~k•k!nk~ I2J/b!@~uf~2!1uf~1!

3exp~ i f•r!!vk* ~2!vk~1!1~uf~1!1uf~2!

3exp~2 i f•r!!vk* ~1!vk~2!exp~ ik•r!#. ~33!

Using the orthogonality conditions~11!, the system~33! is
identically satisfied if it is assumed that

fn fv f~1!~ I1J/a!5f\2@uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!#~V1W!,

fn fv f~2!~ I2J/b!5f\2@uf~2!1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#~V2W!.
~34!

Here V is the velocity vector of the translational displac
ment of the center of inertia of the system, andW is the
velocity vector of the relative motion of the electrons. W
divide each of the equations~34! by the frequencyn f and
multiply the first equation byf@u2 f(1)1u2 f(2)exp(2if•r)#
and the second equation byf@u2 f(2)1u2 f(1)exp(2ifr)#,
and we then sum over the wave vectorf. Using the orthogo-
nality conditions~11!, we obtain the system

I1J/a5~V1W!(
f

\2f•f@u2 f~1!1u2 f~2!exp~2 i f•r!#

3@uf~1!1uf~2!exp~ i f•r!#/n f ,

I2J/a5~V2W!(
f

\2f•f@u2 f~2!1u2 f~1!exp~ i f•r!#

3@uf~2!1uf~1!exp~2 i f•r!#/n f . ~35!

Then, taking account of the physical meaning of the vect
I , J, V, andW, we can find the translational effective ma
of a two-electron formation,

MR5~\2/3!(
f

f•f@u2 f~2!1u2 f~1!exp~ i f•r!#

3@u2 f~2!1u2 f~1!exp~ i f•r!#/v f , ~36!

and also its reduced mass

M r5M1M2MR /~M11M2!2, ~37!

where the effective mass of thei th solvated electron is given
by

Mi5~\2/3!(
f

ffu2 f~ i !uf~ i !/v f .

The HamiltonianH2 describing the relative motion o
the particles, the translational displacement of the bo
two-particle formation as a whole, and the motion of t
renormalized phonons may be finally written in the follow
ing form:
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31PR
2 /2MR1Pr

2/2M r1PR•Pr/2MRr , ~38!

where

MRr5~4/3!(
f

f•fv f@2av f* ~1!v2 f* ~1!

22bv f* ~2!v2 f* ~2!

1~b2a!v f* ~2!v2 f* ~1!exp~ i f•r!

1~b2a!v f* ~1!v2 f* ~2!exp~2 i f•r!#/\,

Qf85Qf@11exp~ i f•r!#,

P f5@p f8~1!exp~ ibf•r!1p f8~2!exp~2 iaf•r!#/2,

p f8~1!5p f2f•v f* ~1!(
k

k@uk~1!1uk~2!

3exp~ ik•r!#pk ,

p f8~2!5p f2f•v f* ~2!(
k

k@uk~2!1uk~1!

3exp~2 ik•r!#pk .

The first sum in the Hamiltonian~38! corresponds to the
energy of oscillators which do not interact with the sourc
of the polarization field. For a symmetric bound two-electr
formation, M15M2, the parameters area5b51/2, and
thereforeMRr50. The second and third terms in Eq.~38!
determine the kinetic energies of the translational and r
tive motion.

Since for strong electron–phonon coupling, the kine
energy of the relative and translational motion under norm
experimental conditions is of the same order of magnitu
one must in general carry out a joint analysis of the mot
in the coordinatesr andR and in the coordinatesQf . How-
ever, since the characteristic size of the region of localizat
of each particle isA^r2&.j1/2 and the main contribution to
the sum over the vectorf is made by valuesufuuru@1, the
exponential function exp(if•r) is therefore rapidly oscillat-
ing. Then, in the zeroth approximation with respect to t
magnetic field the variablesr, R, andQf separate, and the
wave eigenfunctionQ0(r,R,Qf) of the HamiltonianH2 may
be expressed in the product form
Q0(r,R,Qf)5w0(r)h0(R)F(Qf). Averaging the Hamil-
tonian H ~17! over the ground-state electron wave functi
x0(r1 ,r2) and bearing in mind that the HamiltonianH2 can
be separated into independent parts, we obtain an equa
describing the relative motion of the particles in the poten
field E0

(0)(r):

@Pr
2/2M r1E0

~0!~r!1j2~e2H2/8m* c2!

3~rx
21ry

2!#w~r!5Ww~r! ~39!

and the equation of motion for the center of mass as a wh

@PR
2 /2MR1j2~e2H2/8m* c2!
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2!#h~R!5Fh~R!. ~40!
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Equation~40! leads to the appearance of Landau orbital d
magnetism whose magnitude per particle in this case is g
by

xL52~m2/m* MR!mB
2/kBT523.7531025mB

2/kBT.
~41!

The translational mass of a bound two-electron form
tion is not a sum of additive effective masses of the in
vidual particles, and studies have shown21 that it has the
valueMR5931022ac

4m* .
The potentialE0

(0)(r) must be defined analytically in
order to determine the relative oscillation spectrum~39!. The
potential energyE0

(0)(r) for the ground singlet term was ca
culated by a direct variational method in Ref. 23. An analy
has shown37 that the dependence of the leading term of
two-electron formation on the distancer may be approxi-
mated by the analytical expression

E0
~0!~r!52Ry* ~12«* /«`!a0* /r1Veff~r!. ~42!

The first term in Eq.~42! describes the long-rang
screened Coulomb repulsion of the quasiparticles. The
ond term in Eq.~42! may be written as:

Veff~r!5Ry* $D1Cr2

1@A1B~r2r1!2#@12exp~2gr!#

1a0* ~12«* /«`!/r%exp~2dr!, ~43!

which gives a short-range attraction of like-charged qua
particles owing to the exchange of longitudinal quanta of
polarization field. A correlation analysis was used to obt
the following parameters of the approximation~43!:

A520.01952, B51.268931023/a0* ,

C524.585431024/a0*
2 , D529.523831023,

g50.195/a0* , d50.345/a0* , r150.05a0* .

The energy origin in Eq.~43! is taken as the energ
equal to the sum of two complete self-consistent energie
infinitely separated ground-state solvated electrons.
choice of potential in the form~42!, ~43! has been physically
substantiated. At the pointr50 the potential is finite, as is
deduced from variational calculations,8,23 and for r→` the
approximation ~42!, ~43! gives the correct Coulomb
asymptotic form.

It is impossible to obtain an accurate analytic solution
the Schro¨dinger equation with the potential~39!, but satis-
factory approximations to the solution of the radial equat
may be found by the shifted 1/N expansion method.38 For
smooth potentials the analytical technique of the shifted 1N
expansion can give the eigenspectrum with a high degre
accuracy, similar to the results of the exact analytical so
tion. The method involves using an expansion as a serie
terms of the dimensionless parameterk5N12l 2a, where
N is the number of spatial measurements andl ( l 1N)\2 is
the square of the eigenvalue of theN-dimensional orbital
angular momentum. The shift parametera will be deter-
mined subsequently.
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~42! in the zeroth approximation with respect to the magne
field, we reduce the Schro¨dinger equation~39! to the follow-
ing form:

2
\2

2M r
H d2

dr2
1

N21

r

d

dr

1
l ~ l 1N22!

r2
1E0

~0!~r!J w~0!5Ww~0!. ~44!

The superscript inE0
(0)(r) will subsequently be omitted. The

approximate wave function of the time-independent equa
~44! with a centrosymmetric potential in the approximatio
of the shifted 1/N expansion may be written asw (0)

3(r)5Rnlr
2(N21)/2Ylm(u,c), whereYlm(u,c) are spheri-

cal harmonics,n is the radial quantum number, and the pri
cipal quantum number isn1 l 11. The radial componen
Rnl(r) of the wave function satisfies the equation38

2
\2

2M r
F d2

dr2
2

~N21!~32N!

4r2
1

l ~ l 1N22!

r2
1E0

~0!~r!G
3Rnl5WnlRnl . ~45!

The 1/N expansion method usually only gives asympto
convergence for eigenvalues. To overcome this difficulty
has been suggested38 to introduce an additional shift param
etera. The shift parametera is selected so that the results
the shifted 1/N expansion technique agree with the exa
analytical results for the eigenvalues of anN-dimensional
harmonic oscillator. With allowance for the additional p
rametera, the Schro¨dinger equation~53! may be rewritten
as:

2
\2

2M r

d2Rnl

dr2
1

\2

8M r

k2

r2
@12~12a!/k#

3@12~32a!/k#Rnl1E0~r!Rnl5WnlRnl . ~46!

As in Ref. 38, we also introduce the scale factorQ and
rewrite Eq.~46! in the form:

2
\2

2M r

d2Rnl

dr2
1k2H \2

8M rr2
@12~12a!/k#

3@12~32a!/k#1
E0~r!

Q J Rnl5WnlRnl . ~47!

The main contribution to the energy in Eq.~49! is made by
the effective potential

Eeff
~0!~r!5\2/8M rr21E0~r!/Q. ~48!

The scale factorQ is determined from the condition o
minimum effective potential~48! in terms of the coordinate
r

Q54M rr3E~1!~rm!/\2,E~ j !5djE0~rm!/dr j , ~49!

whererm is the position of the local minimum of the effec
tive potential~48!.
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It is subsequently convenient to convert to the dimen-
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TABLE I. Vibrational eigenstates of a quasimolecular dimer solvated in
ammonia
sionless variablex5k (r2rm)/rm in Eq. ~47!. Using the

variablex, we expand the potential in Eq.~47! as a series in
terms ofx andk21/2. The Schro¨dinger equation~49! can then
be rewritten as:

$2~\2/2M r!d2/dx21~k\2/8M r!

3~113x2/k24x3/k3/215x4/k22 . . . !

2~22a!\2~122x/k1/213x2/k2 . . . !/4M r

1~12a!~32a!\2~122x/k1/213x2/k2 . . . !/8kMr

1rm
2 k@E0~rm!1E~2!~rm!rm

2 x2/2k

1E~3!~rm!rm
3 x3/6k3/21 . . . #/Q%Rn,l~r!

5Wn,lrm
2 Rn,l~r!/k. ~50!

The effective potential~48! is of orderk2 and is identified
with the leading approximation in the shifted 1/N expansion
method. This expansion is physically justified by the fact t
whenN→`, the quantum system behaves as a static cla
cal system. The next contribution to the energy is of ordek
and may be written as

k@~n11/2!\V2~22a!\2/4M r#/rm
2 , n50,1,2, . . . ,

~51!

where the frequency of the normal oscillations about
equilibrium position is determined from Eq.~50! and is
given by

V5@3\2/4M r
21rm

4 E~2!~rm!/M rQ#1/2

5~\/2M r!@31rmE~2!~rm!/E~1!~rm!#1/2. ~52!

The shift parametera5222(2n11)M rV/\ is determined
from the condition that the solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation obtained by the 1/N expansion technique in th
leading approximation and the exact analytic results fo
harmonic oscillator should be equal. In order to match E
~45! and~46!, we assumeQ5k1/2. Then, using the definition
Q54M rrm

3 E(1)(r)/\2, we obtain

2l 1N221~2n11!@31rmE~2!~rm!/E~1!~rm!#1/2

5~4M rrm
3 E~1!~rm!/\2!1/2, ~53!

from which the position of the local minimumrm is deter-
mined for a fixed set of quantum numbersn and l . For the
three-dimensional case, we obviously need to assumeN53
in Eq. ~53!. Equation~52! then gives the following rapidly
converging series for the eigenvalues:

Wn,l5~k/rm!2@\2/8M r1rm
2 E0~rm!/Q

1g~1!/k21g~2!/k31O~1/k4!#

5Wn,l
~0!1Wn,l

~1!1Wn,l
~2!1 . . . . ~54!

The corrections to the leading contribution to the ene
Wn,l

(0) from quantum fluctuations and anharmonicity effe
are cumbersome and are not given here. The analytical f
of these corrections was given in Ref. 38. Thus the deter
nation of the spectrum of normal modes associated with
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relative motion of the particles in a two-electron formatio
reduces to solving the transcendental equation~53!.

The results of the calculations are presented in Tabl
which gives the vibrational energiesWn , the position of the
local minimumrm , and the vibration frequency for a give
quantum numbern. It was found that the total number o
vibrational states is limited, and five are quasi-steady sta
since they lie above the asymptotic curve of the pair pot
tial. The position of the local minimum for the ground vibra
tional state is close to the minimum point of the pair pote
tial ~43!, which implies that near the minimum the pa
potential is close to the harmonic potential. Using the wa
functions given in Ref. 38, it is easy to calculate the ma
netic susceptibility due to the relative motion of the particle
Since the interval between the vibrational energy levels is
comparable order of magnitude to the thermal energykBT,
we write the magnetic susceptibility as:

xr
~d!52

«* 2mB
2a0*

6e2
2S m

m*
D 3

3
(n^wn

~0!ur2uwn
~0!&exp~2DWn /kBT!

(nexp~2DWn /kBT!
, ~55!

whereDWn5Wn2W0.
Summing in Eq.~55! over all the vibrational states~54!,

we finally obtain the magnetic susceptibility due to the re
tive motion:xr

(d)525.11mB
2a0 /e2.

The magnetic susceptibility of the solution will consi
of the susceptibilities of individual solvated electrons and
two-electron quasimolecular formations, and may be
pressed as:

x5nsx11ndx2 , ~56!

where x1 is the total susceptibility of a solvated electro
@consisting of the Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibi
x1

(p)5mB
2/kBT, which gives the main contribution, and th

single-electron corrections calculated using formulas~27!

n rm , a0* Wn , 1023e4m* /«* 2\2 V, 1023\/m*

0 6.115 27.220 5.107
1 6.365 26.105 3.16
2 6.59 25.329 2.497
3 6.81 24.666 2.18
4 7.03 24.09 1.97
5 7.255 23.57 1.82
6 7.476 23.086 1.71
7 7.695 22.600 1.617
8 7.912 22.11 1.54
9 8.126 21.606 1.474
10 8.34 21.086 1.41
11 8.55 20.551 1.365
12 8.756 23.123 1023 1.31
13 8.96 0.552 1.275
14 9.16 1.108 1.235
15 9.36 1.657 1.198
16 9.55 2.19 1.162
17 9.73 2.7 1.13
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and ~43!#, x2 is the total susceptibility of a bound two-
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electron formation@with components given by~27!, ~28!,
~41!, and~55!#, andns andnd are the concentrations of so
vated electrons and dimers.

The translational effective mass of a solvated elect
was taken to beM150.023ac

4m* ~Refs. 33 and 34!. We
assume that the total number of electronsn0 in the solution
corresponds to the concentration of dissolved alkali me
The condition for conservation of the total number of ele
trons can then be written asns12nd5n0. In accordance
with the law of mass action,39 the equilibrium constantK of
the reactionnd�2ns in the thermodynamic equilibrium stat
at temperatureT is given by

n0K5
ns

2

nd
54S M1kBT

2p\2 D 3S 2p\2

MRkBTD 3/2
exp~2D/kBT!

ZvibZrot
,

~57!

whereZvib andZrot are the vibrational and rotational partitio
functions of the dimer, andD is its dissociation energy.

The factor of 4 in formula~57! is due to the spin vari-
ables of the quasiparticles. We neglect the contributions
the partition functions associated with electronic transitio
since the energy interval between the ground electronic le
and the first excited level for single-particle and two-parti
formations is 0.9 eV@kBT. The first two factors in paren
theses in formula~57! are attributed to the translational pa
tition functions of the solvated electrons and dimers, resp
tively. The vibrational partition function was calculated b
direct summation using the results of the shifted 1/N expan-
sion method. The rotational energy levels of the dimer w
so close together~with an energy interval of the order o
Wn,l2Wn,l 21.1024 Ry* ) that the rotational spectrum ca
be treated as continuous. In this case, the rotational part
function is replaced by an integral and, in the approximat
T.Trot , may be written as Zrot5T/Trot , with
Trot5\2/2kBJrot . The rotational moment of inertia of th
dimer relative to thex axis, perpendicular to the dimer cou
pling axis, may be written as:23

Jrot5~4/3!pe2~v0
2«* !21E x0

4~r1 ,r2!

3~r1y
2 1r1z

2 !dt1dt250.35ac
2\/v0 .

Figure 1 shows the change in the relative equilibriu
concentrations of single-electron and two-electron states,
culated according to formula~57!, as a function of the con
centration of dissolved alkali metal at the temperatures
K and 238 K for which the susceptibility of a metal
ammonia solution has been measured.1,2 It can be seen tha
the formation of bound electron pairs is initiated at alk
metal concentrations of.531017 cm23, in the range
n0.331018–1019 cm23, the number of singlet dimers an
solvated electrons is equalized, and asn0 increases further
the number of diamagnetic formations begins to exceed
number of single-particle states. It is important to stress
in this comparatively narrow range of concentrations,
maximum of the optical absorption band undergoes a lo
wavelength shift7 which is identified with the formation o
singlet dimers.8 The concentration changes in the optic
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characteristics are completely correlated15 with a drop in the
spin susceptibility of the electronic subsystem. In this ran
of concentrations, a drop in the equivalent conductivity of
metal–ammonia solution to approximately 20% of its valu
in dilute solutions is observed experimentally, which may b
explained by the formation of bound two-electro
formations15 whose effective size is greater than that of
solvated electron. The results of the calculations plotted
Fig. 1 are also confirmed by measurements40 of the rates of
proton relaxation due to the hyperfine interaction betwe
the proton spin and the spin system of the electron ensem
These investigations also show that the formation of sing
spin pairs is initiated at electron concentration
ns.(531017) –(331018) cm23.

To compare the results of the theoretical calculations
the static susceptibility with experiment, we introduce th
quantity

Ck5NAxT/ns

5NAmB
2@x1 /x1

~p!2~x2 /x1
~p!22!nd /ns#/kB , ~58!

whereNA is Avogadro’s number.
In Fig. 2 a comparison is made between the theoreti

~58! and experimental results1,2 for the magnetic susceptibil-
ity of metal–ammonia solutions at temperatures of 198 a
238 K as a function of the degree of dilution of the solutio
lg(n/n0), wheren52.4331022 cm23 is the concentration of
solvent atoms4 andn0 is alkali metal concentration, which is
assumed to be equal to the number of electrons in the so
tion. The theoretical curves obtained using the model whi
presupposes the coexistence of two types of particles i
metal–ammonia solution — solvated electrons and tw
electron singlet formations — accurately describes t
changes in the susceptibility of a metal–ammonia solution
a function of temperature and concentration. The param
netism decreases with increasing concentration of the so

FIG. 1. Relative concentrations of solvated electrons and bound tw
electron states as a function of the dissolved metal concentration.T, K: 1 —
238 and2 — 198.
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tion and with decreasing temperature, and at concentratio
n0.1021 cm23 the susceptibility changes sign.

Some discrepancy with experiment in the case of com
paratively weak dilutions<431017 cm23 may be attributed
to the influence of a repulsive potential barrier in the pa
interparticle potentialE0

(0)(r), the maximum of which,
.2.931023Ry* is attained at distancesr.21a0* ~Refs. 8
and 23!. This obviously shifts the reactionnd�2ns for the
temperature range under study toward the formation of ind
vidual solvated electrons and thus enhances the paramag
ism of the solution at low electron concentrations. Howeve
as the concentration of the dissolved alkali metal increases
.431018 cm23, the barrier height is reduced by Debye
screening, so that the equilibrium constantK of Eq. ~57! is
no longer sensitive to the presence of the potential barrie
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Localization of a nonlinear switching wave in an active bistable medium with an

r-
isolated inhomogeneity
S. V. Petrovski 

P. P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117851 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted December 16, 1994; resubmitted April 26, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 14–20~August 1997!

An analysis is made of the one-dimensional propagation of a switching wave in an active
medium when one of the parameters of the medium is a function of the coordinate over a certain
region and remains constant outside this region. The possibility of localization~stopping! of
the wave at this type of inhomogeneity is investigated. An analytical expression is obtained for the
wave shift in the case of a small-amplitude inhomogeneity. Constraints on the amplitude
and length of the inhomogeneity at which localization takes place are obtained for an
inhomogeneity of finite dimensions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00208-0#
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Various aspects of the dynamics of nonlinear waves
active dissipative media have been addressed in nume
studies~see, for example, Refs. 1–7!. A detailed mathemati-
cal analysis of wave regimes as applied to flame propaga
problems was reported in Ref. 8. General aspects of the w
dynamics of various physical types of dissipative media w
considered in Refs. 9–11.

Most of these studies have been concerned with
propagation of nonlinear waves in spatially homogene
media. The question arises as to what extent the inhom
neity that is always present to some degree in real syst
may alter the nature of the dynamics. It was shown in R
11 that a point inhomogeneity may lead to localization~stop-
ping! of the wave. Here, an analysis is made of the propa
tion of a nonlinear switching wave in an active medium
the presence of an isolated inhomogeneity of finite dim
sions. It is shown that if the amplitude of the inhomogene
is small, the presence of an inhomogeneous section me
shifts the position of the wave, and an expression for t
shift is derived in the first order of perturbation theory. Ho
ever, if the amplitude is large~but finite!, even an inhomo-
geneity of short length may lead to stopping of the wa
Analytical expressions describing the relation between
amplitude and length of a critical-scale inhomogeneity
obtained for a bistable medium with an arbitrary nonline
ity. The results show good agreement with the numer
modeling data.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In many physically different cases the process of wa
propagation in an active medium may be described by
same equation8–10

] tu5D]xx
2 u1 f ~u!. ~1!

Hereu is a quantity describing the state of the medium~for
instance, the temperature!, D is the thermal conductivity or
the diffusion coefficient,x is the coordinate,t is the time,
and the functionf (u)52au1 f 1(u) describes the kinetics
of the active medium~a typical form off (u) is shown in Fig.
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mal waves anda in general depends on the coordinates.
Let us first consider a homogeneous mediuma(x)[a0

5 const. In this case, the description of the process using
~1! corresponds to the model of a bistable medium:10 the
form of the function f (u) allows ~subject to various con-
straints on the value of the coefficienta0) three uniform
stationary states to exist in the system:u5u2, u5u1, and
u5u0 of which the intermediate state is unstable with r
spect to small perturbations. Note that the valueu22u0 is
the natural scale parameter for the functionu(x,t): as a re-
sult of a linear fractional transformation of the depende
variable ũ5(u2u0)/(u22u0), keeping the form of Eq.~1!

unchanged, we haveũ050, ũ251. Thus, we subsequentl
assume throughout thatu050, u251.

We determine the dimensionless variabl
x85x(D/a0)21/2, t85ta0 by a standard method~the primes
are subsequently omitted!. Equation~1! has the form

] tu5]xx
2 u1F~u!, ~2!

whereF(u)52u1(1/a0) f 1(u).
It is well known1,2,8–10that subject to the boundary con

ditions

u~x→2`,t !51, u~x→`,t !50 ~3!

and transient initial conditions, the solution of Eq.~2! for
fairly long times is an aperiodic steady-state ‘‘switchin
wave.’’ The wave profile is described by the equation

Q9~j!1vQ8~j!1F~Q!50 ~4!

~where j5x2vt, v is the wave velocity! with the corre-
sponding conditions at infinity

Q~j→2`!51, Q~j→`!50. ~5!

No solution of the nonlinear problem~4!, ~5! exists for
any values of the velocityv ~Refs. 1,3, and 5!. The wave
velocity is determined from the condition for the existence
a solution that is an eigenvalue of the boundary-va
problem.1,5,8 The structure of the eigenvalue spectrum is d
termined by the form of the nonlinearity ofF.

86666-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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For an arbitrary nonlinearity, an explicit solution of th
steady-state wave equation~4! is unknown. The case wher
the function F(u) is a third-degree polynomial has bee
studied in fairly great detail. The authors of Refs. 12 and
obtained a special two-phase solution of the reaction di
sion equation~2! with cubic nonlinearity which describes th
profile of a steady-state wave as a kink in the long-time lim
A broad class of solutions of the steady-state equation~4!,
expressed in terms of the Weierstrass function, was obta
in Refs. 14 and 15.

For an arbitrary form of the functionF(Q) it is easy to
obtain an asymptotic representation of the solution of E
~4! and~5! for j→6`, i.e., for any finite value of the coor
dinatex for t→7`. In fact, let us assumet→1`. Then, for
a steady-state wave we haveu(x,t)→u251 for any finitex,
and F(u).2b(u21), where b52F8(u51).0. Thus,
Eq. ~4! becomes linear

Q9~j!1vQ8~j!2b~Q21!>0, ~6!

and its solution~with allowance for the condition of bound
edness forj→2`) has the form

Q~j!>12exp@m~j1D!#, ~7!

where m50.5((v214b)1/22v) and D is an arbitrary con-
stant.

Similarly, for t→2`, Eq. ~4! gives

Q9~j!1vQ8~j!2aQ>0, ~8!

and its solution is

Q~j!>exp@2l~j1D!#, ~9!

where l50.5((v214a)1/21v), a52F(u5u050).0,
and D is an arbitrary constant generally different from th
appearing in Eq.~7!.

FIG. 1. Typical form of the functionf (u) ~a! and diagram of wave propa
gation in a bistable medium with an isolated inhomogeneity~b!.
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generally not steady-state. Here we confine our analysis t
‘‘isolated inhomogeneity’’: the dependencea(x) has the
form

a~x!5a0~11C~x!!, ~10!

where the functionC(x) is finite. Its behavior will be char-
acterized by two quantities: by the inhomogeneity amplitu
Cmax and by the effective lengthd ~see Fig. 1b!.

In traveling-wave coordinates, Eq.~2! together with Eq.
~10! becomes

] tu2v]ju5]jj
2 u1F~u!2C~x1vt !u, ~11!

where v is the wave velocity in a corresponding homog
neous medium, i.e., forC(x)[0.

We shall assume that the wave front is formed at a la
distance from the inhomogeneous section. The initial con
tion for Eq. ~11! is then

u~j,t→2`!5Q~j!, ~12!

whereQ(j) describes the wave in a homogeneous mediu
i.e., is a solution of the steady-state equation~4!.

The aim of this study is to investigate how the propag
tion of a wave is influenced by the presence of an isola
inhomogeneity~for various values of the parameters!.

SMALL-AMPLITUDE INHOMOGENEITY

When the inhomogeneity amplitudeCmax is fairly small,
the wave negotiates the inhomogeneous section and the w
front recovers with time~with increasing distance from th
region of inhomogeneity!. The presence of an inhomogenei
can then only lead to a shift in the position of the wave.

Thus, in this case

u~j,t→1`!5Q~j1d!, ~13!

whered is the shift, which depends on the parameters of
problem.

Then, if Cmax5«!1, an explicit expression can be ob
tained ford.

Using the notationC(j1vt)5«f(j1vt) and substitut-
ing into Eq. ~11!, we seek a solution in the form of th
steady-state wave perturbation:

u~j,t !5Q~j!1«w~j,t !10~«!. ~14!

In the first order with respect to«, the following equa-
tion is obtained forw(j,t):

] tw2v]jw5]jj
2 w1F8@Q~j!#w2Q~j!f~x1vt ! ~15!

with the boundary conditions

w~j→6`,t !50, w~j,t→2`!50. ~16!

Using the results of Ref. 6, we expandw(j,t) in terms of a
complete system of eigenfunctions of the boundary-va
problem for the equation describing small wave pertur
tions in a homogeneous medium,

w~j,t !5(
i 50

`

Gi~ t !F i~j!, ~17!
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F i9~j!1vF i8~j!1F8@u~j!#F i~j!52l iF i~j!, ~18!

F i~j→6`!50 ~ i 50,1,2, . . .!.

It should be noted that the Sturm–Liouville proble
~18! is not generally identical to that considered in Ref.
The difference is that in this case,F(Q) is not positive defi-
nite so that in principle, nonmonotonic solutions of Eq.~4!
may exist. However, it can be shown, as in Ref. 6, that
nonmonotonic solutions are not stable with respect to sm
perturbations and thus cannot be an intermediate asymp
limit for any class of initial conditions. Confining our analy
sis to physically meaningful waves with a monotonic profi
the conclusions drawn in Ref. 6 concerning the propertie
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be applied to
problem~18! without being modified.

Substituting Eq.~17! into Eq. ~15! with allowance for
Eq. ~18!, we obtain

(
i 50

`

Gi8~ t !F i~j!52(
i 50

`

l iGi~ t !F i~j!2Q~j!f~j1vt !.

~19!

Performing scalar multiplication of Eq.~19! by Fk(j), we
obtain

Gk8~ t !1lkGk~ t !1hk~ t !50 ~20!

with the additional condition Gk(t→2`)50
(k50,1,2,. . . ), where

hk~ t !5uuFkuu22E
2`

`

Q~j!f~j1vt !Fk~j!dj ~21!

and uuFkuu25*2`
` Fk

2(j)dj.
The solution of Eq.~20! has the form

Gk~ t !52E
2`

`

hk~t!exp@2lk~ t2t!#dt. ~22!

It is easy to establish that for anyk>1, Gk(t→`)50. It
was shown in Ref. 6 that the lowest eigenvalue of the pr
lem ~18! is l050 andlk.0 for k>1. Then, denoting byt0

the time at which the wave propagates through the inho
geneity and assuming that the functionf(j1vt)5f(x) is
localized near a certainx5x0, we can write the integral~22!
as

Gk~ t !5hk~ t0!exp@2lk~ t2t0!#Dt, ~23!

whereDt is the time taken by the wave to propagate throu
the inhomogeneity. Obviously,Dt is finite, Dt→(v/Dx) for
«→0. This givesGk(t→`)50 for all k>1.

Thus, Eqs.~14!, ~17!, and~22! yield

u~j,t→`!>Q~j!1«g0F0~j!, ~24!

where

g05G0~ t→`!52E
2`

`

h0~ t !dt, ~25!

i.e., with allowance for Eq.~13!

868 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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~sinceF0(j)5Q8(j) ~Ref. 6!!; this givesd5«g0.
Then, substituting Eq.~21! into Eq. ~25!, changing the

order of integration, and using the notationB[*2`
` C(x)dx

~the integration is actually performed over the interval
which the functionC has finite values!, we have

g05~B/2«vuuF0uu2!@Q2~2`!2Q2~`!# ~27!

or with the boundary conditions~5!

d5~B/2!S vE
2`

`

@Q8~j!#2dj D 21

. ~28!

Taking into account the form of Eq.~4!, we can easily show
that

vE
2`

`

@Q8~j!#2dj5E
0

1

F~Q!dQ[M . ~29!

The final expression for the shift is

d5B/2M . ~30!

Note that formula~30! was derived without any specia
assumptions about the kinetics of the medium, i.e., as to
form of the functionf 1(u), and for an arbitrary inhomoge
neity C(x).

WAVE LOCALIZATION: RESULTS OF A NUMERICAL
SIMULATION

The results obtained above do not answer the most
teresting question as to whether a wave can be localized a
isolated inhomogeneity. For small inhomogeneity amplitud
Cmax, no localization occurs. Expression~30! does not de-
scribe any critical phenomena: the wave shift increa
monotonically but remains finite for any finite values of th
inhomogeneity parameters.

However, the possibility of localization at isolated inh
mogeneities of infinitely large amplitude was demonstra
in Ref. 11. Thus, different limiting values ofCmax corre-
spond to different types of system dynamics. Consequen
it may be predicted that for each lengthd there exists a
critical inhomogeneity amplitudeCcr , such that for
Cmax.Ccr the wave stops and forCmax,Ccr the wave
passes through.

These qualitative conclusions are supported by the
sults of computer simulations. We confine our analysis to
case of an inhomogeneity in the form of a rectangular b
rier:

C~x!5Cmax, x1,x,x11d,

C~x!50, x,x1 or x.x11d ~31!

~for numerical results for other cases see Ref. 16!.
The kinetics of the active medium~following Refs. 9 and

10! will be described by the cubic polynomial

F~u!52u1au22bu3. ~32!

Equation~2! together with Eqs.~10!, ~31!, and~32! was
solved by a finite-difference method over a wide range
parametersCmax andd. It should be noted that a numerica
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solution of nonlinear partial differential equations m
present appreciable difficulties~see Ref. 17!. The results of
the numerical calculations must be thoroughly checked
convenient method is to check against an analytical solu
of the problem~if one is known!, such as the solution de
scribing a steady-state wave.

The existence and uniqueness of the ‘‘classical’’~i.e.,
continuous and bounded! solution of the problem~4!, ~5! for
an arbitrary functionF(Q) describing a bistable medium
was demonstrated in Ref. 7. An explicit analytical solution
the problem~4!, ~5! in the form of a kink for the case o
cubic nonlinearity was first obtained in Refs. 12 and 13~as
the asymptotic form of the more general two-phase solu
of the reaction diffusion equation~2! for long times!. Note
that the constraint for boundedness of the solution is imp
tant for its uniqueness. It was shown in Refs. 14 and 15
if this constraint is removed, the nonlinear problem~4!, ~5!
has a rich new class of analytical solutions expressed
terms of the Weierstrass function. These solutions, wh
generally have second-order discontinuities, describe ph
cal systems possessing fairly exotic properties. Here we c
fine our analysis to the dynamics of continuous wave fro
having conventional physical applications. An analytical s
lution describing a two-phase wave12,13 was used to check
the results of the numerical calculations.

The initial condition was a finiteP-shaped distribution
of width and amplitude sufficient for the formation of
wave.18 The size of the calculation region was sufficien
large that the perturbation did not reach the boundary o
the times studied. Figures 2 and 3 show wave profiles ca
lated for successive equidistant times~half the region is
shown! for values of the parameters corresponding to diff
ent regimes. Figure 2 gives the profiles obtained for sup
critical values of the parametersd52.0, Cmax50.7 ~for
a55, b54, corresponding tou251, M50.167); curve1
gives the initial condition and the solid line corresponds
the asymptotically established steady-state distribution. F
ure 3 gives the wave profiles for the subcritical parame

FIG. 2. Wave profiles~in dimensionless variables! calculated for successive
equidistant times for supercritical values of the inhomogeneity parame
1 — initial condition,2–4 — wave profiles for successive equidistant time
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d52.0, Cmax50.5. The wave shift for small inhomogeneit
amplitudes agrees well with formula~30!, although it in-
creases considerably faster asCmax approaches the critica
value.

By performing a fairly large number of computer sim
lations for various values ofCmax and d, it is possible to
estimate the critical dependenceCcr(d). Figure 4 shows the
pattern on the (Cmax,d) plane obtained from the results o
the calculations. The curveCcr(d) ~solid curve! divides the
plane of the inhomogeneity parameters into two regions.
values of the parameters from region1 ~i.e., for fairly small
amplitude or width! the wave overcomes the inhomogenei
whereas for values from region2 the wave stops. The result
of the numerical simulations show that a change in the
rameters of the active medium only alters the position of
curveCcr(d) on the plane (Cmax,d), while the nature of the
critical dependence is almost independent ofa andb. Note
also that by applying known comparison theorems for so
tions of nonlinear parabolic equations,19 the monotonicity of
the functionCcr(d) can be proven with mathematical rigo

rs:

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2 for subcritical values of the parameters — the wa
propagates:1 — initial condition,2–7 — wave profiles for successive equ
distant times.

FIG. 4. Diagram on the length–amplitude plane for an isolated inhomo
neity. Solid curve — numerical simulation, dashed curve — asympto
curve for short lengths~formula ~49!!, and dot-dash curve — asymptoti
curve for long lengths~formula ~34!!.
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In the above model the type of system dynamics~wave
propagation or stopping! is predicted by calculating the de
pendenceCcr(d). The exact form of this dependence cann
be derived, although asymptotic formulas ford→0 and
d→` may be obtained for the very general case of a bista
medium with arbitrary nonlinearity.

We begin with the case of an inhomogeneity in the fo
of a long rectangular barrier. The key to solving the probl
can be found in the so-called ‘‘limit theory’’ of wave propa
gation in a homogeneous medium.4 For a single-componen
bistable medium described by the single equation~2!, this
implies that the propagation of a wave switching the syst
from the lower homogeneous state,u[0, to the upper state
u[1, becomes impossible whenM[*0

1F(Q)dQ<0 ~Refs.
7 and 10! ~for M,0 a ‘‘reverse’’ switching wave, switching
the system from the upper to the lower state propagate
the system, but this will not be considered separately:
case reduces to the previous one upon the change vari
u→12u, x→2x).

Clearly, for a long barrier the conclusions of the lim
theory become applicable to the inner region, and no swi
ing wave is found in the regionx1,x,x11d if

Min5E
0

1

@2~11Cmax!Q1~1/a0! f 1~Q!#dQ<0, ~33!

i.e., for

Cmax.C* 52M . ~34!

The asymptotic curveCcr(d→`)5C* is shown by the
dot-dash line in Fig. 4. Expression~34! thus shows excellen
agreement with the results of the numerical analysis
lengthsd*10.

Let us now consider the cased→0. For arbitrary finite
Cmax the inhomogeneity clearly has a weaker influence
the wave propagation for smaller lengthsd. In particular,
distortions of the wave front as it propagates through
inhomogeneity may be neglected for fairly smalld. Thus to a
first approximation we shall assume that the wave profile
unchanged and the influence of the inhomogeneity then
duces to a gradual shift of the wave position with time re
tive to the position it would have occupied in a correspon
ing homogeneous medium. This implies that the solution
the time-dependent equation~11! may be sought in the form

u~j,t !5Q~j;D~ t !!, ~35!

whereQ(j) is the solution of Eq.~4! for a steady-state wave
D(t) is the shift, andD(t→2`)50.

The time-independent equation~4! is invariant with re-
spect to the shift, so thatQ(j;D(t))5Q(j1D(t)). Hence,
substituting Eq.~35! into Eq. ~11!, we obtain

@D8~ t !2v#]jQ5]jj
2 Q1F~Q!2C~j1vt !Q. ~36!

Multiplying Eq. ~36! by ]jQ and integrating overj be-
tween 2` and `, we obtain an equation for the functio
D(t):

D8~ t !52~v/M !E
2`

`

C~j1vt !Q~j1D~ t !!
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~the convergence of the integral is ensured by the finiten
of the functionC(x)).

The idea of the subsequent analysis is as follows. So
ing Eq. ~37! in the long-time limit gives the total shif
D(`)5d, which, as has been shown above, increases w
increasing inhomogeneity parametersCmax andd. If the total
shift becomes infinite for a certain ratio between the para
eters, this implies~within the limits of this approach! that the
wave is localized.

The solution of the steady-state equation~4! for an arbi-
trary type of nonlinearityF(Q) is unknown, so that it is also
impossible to solve Eq.~37!. However, the behavior of the
solution fort→1` is of particular interest. In this case~i.e.,
for any finite x for j→2`), an asymptotic representatio
~7! is found for the steady-state wave. Substituting Eq.~7!
into Eq. ~37! yields the following equation forD(t):

D8~ t !.~vm/M !~L exp@m~D2vt !#

2N exp@ 2m~D2vt !# !, ~38!

where L5*0
dC(x)exp(mx)dx, N5*0

dC(x)exp(2mx)dx ~as-
suming, without loss of generality, thatx150).

Since exp(mj) is small forj→2`, we confine ourselves
to linear terms with respect to exp(mj) in Eq. ~38!, which
then gives

D8~ t !.~vmL/M !exp@m~D2vt !#. ~39!

Equation~39! can easily be solved

D~ t !.2~1/m!ln~C1~mL/M !exp~2mvt !!. ~40!

The integration constantC in Eq. ~40! cannot be deter-
mined directly, since the ‘‘initial’’ condition has the form
D(2`)50 whereas the asymptotic representation~39! can
only be considered to be approximately valid from a cert
t0. The value ofC can be determined from the matchin
conditions of the asymptotic representations of the solut
for t→` and t→2`.

The asymptotic behavior of the solution of Eq.~37! for
t→2` is determined by the behavior of the solution of t
steady-state equation~4! for j→`. Substituting Eq.~9! into
Eq. ~37! gives

D~2 !8 ~ t !.~vlK/M !exp@22l~D2vt !#, ~41!

whereK5*0
dC(x)exp(22lx)dx, which gives

D~2 !~ t !.~1/2l!ln~11~lK/M !exp~2lvt !!. ~42!

However, the simplest conditionD (2)(t0)5D(t0) is not sat-
isfactory since the times for which the interaction betwe
the wave and the inhomogeneity is strongest are then
glected. The contribution of these times can be described
introducing the effective shift parameterD0. The matching
condition has the form

D~2 !~0!1D05D~0! ~43!

~assumingt050). Using Eqs.~40!, ~42!, and~43!, we obtain
the integration constant

C5exp~2mD0!@11~lK/M !#2m/2l2~mL/M !. ~44!
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It is easy to see from Eq.~40! that the total shift becomes
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infinite when C50. Thus the inhomogeneity becomes im
passable for a wave with the following relation between
parameters:

~mL/M !@11~lK/M !#m/2l5A, ~45!

whereA5exp(2mD0), and the values ofK, L, andN are the
integral characteristics of the functionC(x).

We stress that expression~45! was obtained for a
bistable medium with an arbitrary nonlinearity and an ar
trary isolated inhomogeneity. For each specific form,C(x)
belongs to a certain two-parameter fam
C5C(x;Cmax,d). In this case, the values ofK, L, andM
are functions of the inhomogeneity amplitudeCmax and the
lengthd, and expression~45! describes the required relatio
between the critical inhomogeneity parameters.

Relation~45! may be simplified by taking into accoun
the smallness ofd proposed above. Let us assume th
d!min$1/m,1/l%, in which case we obtain, to first order i
d,

L>K>E
0

d

C~x!dx[B5B~Cmax,d!, ~46!

and Eq.~45! becomes

~mB/M !@11~lB/M !#m/2l5A. ~47!

Relation ~47! has the simplest form for a bistable m
dium with cubic nonlinearity. For this case, using the resu
of Ref. 20, it is easily shown thatl5m and Eq.~47! gives

~mB/M !@11~mB/M !#1/25A, ~48!

wherem5(b/2)1/2.
Expression~48! is a nonlinear algebraic equation for th

variablez5mB/M . Denoting its solutions asz0, we obtain a
simple relation between the parameters of a critical-scale
homogeneity

B~Cmax,d!5z0M /m. ~49!

The normalization coefficientz0 is not determined in this
approach. It may be determined by means of a compar
with the results of a computer simulation.

For a rectangular barrier inhomogeneity we ha
B5Cmaxd. The critical curveCcr(d) calculated for this case
in accordance with Eq.~49! ~dashed curve in Fig. 4! demon-
strates almost ideal matching with the results of the num
cal simulation up to lengthsd>2.

Thus, the asymptotic expressions~34! and~49! satisfac-
torily describe the dependenceCcr(d) for any lengthsd. The
value C* is an exact lower bound on the critical values
the amplitude~with allowance for the monotonic behavior o
the functionCcr(d).

CONCLUSIONS

Information on the wave dynamics of an active mediu
with an isolated inhomogeneity, obtained only for one ca
871 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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lations ~34! or ~49!! may be used to predict the propagatio
of a wave in a medium with an arbitrary type of inhomog
neity when the inhomogeneityC0(x) is supercritical. Then,
using the comparison theorems for solutions of nonlin
parabolic equations,19 it is easily shown that any inhomoge
neity C1(x) such thatC1(x)>C0(x) for anyx is supercriti-
cal. Conversely if the inhomogeneityC0(x) is subcritical,
any inhomogeneityC2(x) such thatC2(x)<C0(x) is also
subcritical. In particular, this implies that in a given activ
medium the coefficientz0 in relation ~49! ~or in a similar
relation obtained from the more general expression~47!!
need be determined only once. The dependence~49! will
then serve as a lower bound for supercritical inhomoge
ities and as an upper bound for subcritical inhomogeneit

To conclude, we note that the assumption made at
beginning of this study that the functionC(x) is finite is not
a fundamental constraint. It is easy to see that a neces
condition is thatC(x) should tend fairly rapidly to zero for
x→6`, which ensures convergence of the appropriate in
grals.
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Jet engine electrification as a phenomenon reflecting the evolution of charge instability

n-
in an outflowing combustion product mixture
V. A. Pinchuk

Baltic State Technical University, 198005 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted January 12, 1996; resubmitted April 12, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 21–26~August 1997!

It is hypothesized that charge instabilities developing in a mixture of outflowing combustion
products make some contribution to the mechanism of engine electrification in jet engines.
Investigations are carried out which support this hypothesis. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00308-5#
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The electrification of jet engines is a phenomenon tha
still in need of a physical interpretation. The most frequen
advanced concepts of engine electrification as a proces
sentially caused by the removal of electric charge from
chambers in the form of electrically charged volumes of g
from regions adjacent to the walls in the outflow of weak
ionized combustion products into the surrounding spac1,2

have difficulty accounting for~and may even be inconsiste
with! many of the general characteristics observed in exp
ment.

In particular, this model is not supported by investig
tions of the downstream distribution of the charge remov
from the chamber of a jet engine: the observed distributi
of the exhaust currents do not reveal any preferential con
tration of charge in the peripheral layers and correspond
the cross-sectional distributions of electrical charge in
with a unipolar ionic charge.3

The general features of the identified dependences o
polarity of the charge extracted from the chambers on
engine operating conditions are difficult to explain in term
of these concepts. For instance, experimental investigat
of engine electrification have convincingly demonstrated t
high-temperature operation generally leads to the remova
positive charge from the chambers. At the same time
low-temperature operation~generator modes! it is negative
charge that is most often found to be expelled from
chambers.2–4

Another approach has been developed in which the p
nomenon of engine electrification is attributed to the char
particles being ‘‘frozen’’ in the combustion product mixtur
i.e., as being due to their low mobility, on the assumpt
that the charge carriers in the chamber are predomina
small carbon-containing particles of unburned fuel.3 How-
ever, engine electrification as a phenomenon is character
of a whole range of jet engines, including some not us
carbon-containing substances as fuel~for example, those us
ing hydrogen fuel!. Moreover, the experimental observatio
of engine electrification do not reveal any fundamen
changes in its behavior related to the presence or absen
carbon-containing components in the fuel.4

In other words, a comprehensive explanation of the
served characteristics of engine electrification has not
been formulated. The combined results of attempts to ob

872 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997 1063-7842/97/080
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tionally used models of these characteristics are fundam
tally incapable of discriminating between alternative choic
as to the physical causes of engine electrification.

The overall situation clearly suggests that analysis
limited to the processes taking place in the volumes of co
bustion products adjacent to the chamber walls and to
removal of electricity from the chambers by barely mob
carbon-containing particles of unburned fuel, it is difficult~if
not impossible! to put forward scientifically substantiate
concepts of engine electrification.

Without dismissing the contribution of the factors co
ventionally taken into account in the mechanism of eng
electrification, it is suggested in the present paper that m
els of engine electrification may be constructed to inclu
phenomena reflecting the evolution of charge instabilities
a weakly ionized mixture of combustion products flowin
out of the combustion chambers.5

MODEL MECHANISM

We start from the fact that the known experimental d
on engine electrification suggest that there is some me
nism which not only leads to a contribution to engine ele
trification from the entire stream of combustion produc
flowing out of the chambers~and not only from the periph-
eral layers adjacent to the chamber walls! but also causes the
electrification process to depend on the operating charac
istics in a manner that cannot be explained by the conv
tional reasoning.

In this context, it is assumed that, under the conditio
prevailing in the chambers of jet engines, the combust
products form predominantly a weakly ionized gaseous m
dium which is subjected to an intense acoustic perturba
as it flows out into the surrounding space. In view of Ref.
it is natural to expect that the outflow of combustion pro
ucts from the chambers into the surrounding space will
accompanied by the evolution of charge instabilities in
medium. The characteristics of the expected manifestat
of these charge instabilities in the form of erosion curre
arising in the stream could be of particular interest in t
regard.

Let us construct a system to describe the outflow of co
bustion products. The description is based on the concep
the three-fluid model.5 Note that among other advantage

87272-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the mixture composition: both the individual characterist
of a composition and the possibility that they may diff
substantially can be taken into account by specifically de
mining or, alternatively, by varying over a wide range, o
of the important characteristics of ionized media — the
fective ionization potential.

Adopting the notation of Ref. 5, assuming that the pro
lem is steady-state, and using a one-dimensional repres
tion, we determine the composition of the system using
equations of motion for the electron component

meneUe

]Ue

]x
1

ene

me
~Ue2Ua!1

]pe

]x
2eneE50, ~1!

and for the ion component

miniUi

]Ui

]x
1

eni

m i
~Ui2Ua!1

]pi

]x
2eniE50 ~2!

the Saha ionization equilibrium condition for a three-flu
medium of arbitrary composition, expressed in the form

ah

~12a!~11h!
26.6667981022

T5/2

p
expS 2

eV

kTD50 ~3!

expressions for the mass-averaged density

rS2
meh1mia1ma~12a!

11h

p

kT
50, ~4!

and velocity

USFh1
mi

me
a1

ma

me
~12a!G2Ueh2

mi

me
Uia

2
ma

me
Ua~12a!50 ~5!

of a three-fluid medium, the equation of flux continuity

rSF̄
]US

]x
1rSUS

] F̄

]x
1USF̄

]rS

]x
50 ~6!

the electric charge conservation law

USF̄
]q

]x
1 j k

] F̄

]x
1 F̄

] j k

]x
50, ~7!

and the Poisson equation for the electric component of
field

]E

]x
2

e

«0

a2h

11h

p

kT
50. ~8!

Using the relations between the parameters, and also
expressions for the mobilitiesme andm i of the components
and the densities of the excess chargeq and the convective
current j k ~Ref. 5!, the system is reduced to eight linea
independent equations for eleven unknowns:Ue , Ui , Ua ,
rS , US , a, h, E, p, T, andF̄.

Equations~1!–~8! are then supplemented by an equati
linking the pressure and temperature of the medium for is
tropic flow

873 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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T5T0S P0
D , ~9!

and also by a relation for the expansion of the nozzle a
function of the relative pressure in the stream and the ch
acteristic of the process

F̄5

S 2

n11D
1

n21S n21

n11D 0.5

F S p

P0
D 2/n

2S p

P0
D

n11
n G 0.5. ~10!

To close the system and to ensure the possibility of us
the formalism developed in Ref. 5 to obtain quantitative
timates for the stated problem, we adopt the following fo
for the characteristic pressure distribution over the length
the supersonic part of the nozzle of a jet engine:

p5p* S pa

p*
D S x

La
D
. ~11!

Herex P @0, La# is the linear coordinate,

p* 5P0S 2

n11D
n

n21

is the pressure at the nozzle throat. The system~1!–~11! was
thus used to obtain an electrogasdynamic description of
outflow of combustion products from the chamber of a
engine. The electrical coupling between the stream
nozzle walls is neglected.

NATURE OF THE INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS

The system~1!–~11! was used to study the characteri
tics of the supersonic part of the stream during the outflow
combustion products from the chambers. It was assumed
the electrophysical parameters of the combustion prod
stream in the throat cross section of the nozzle are un
turbed, i.e., they are consistent with the general condition
quasineutrality and are characterized by the absence of
internal electric fields.

With allowance for these physical concepts, a differen
scheme was formulated using the initial integration con
tions

x50: Ue5Ui5Ua5US5@nRT0 /~n11!#0.55W* 5a* ,

a5h5 f ~T* ,p* ,V!, E50, rS5r* , p5p* ,

T5T* , F̄51.

The problem was thus reduced to numerical integrat
of the system~1!–~11! in the rangexP@0, La#, whereLa is
the length of the supersonic part of the nozzle. At each s
during the integration process, a check was made to en
that the condition modE,Ebd was satisfied, whereEbd is
the breakdown strength of the electric field~arbitrarily taken
to be 107 V/m!. If this condition was not satisfied, the inte
gration was terminated.
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As in Ref. 5, an estimate was made of the complex char-
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acteristics such as the exhaust current densityj k , the local
electric charge densityq caused by the charge instability
and the degree of degradation of the quasineutrality of
mediumj. The specific conditions for the calculation varia
were determined by defining the pressureP0 in the chamber,
the pressurepa of the combustion products in the nozz
edge cross section, the temperatureT0 of the combustion
products in the chamber, the outflow characteristicn, the
ionization potentialV for the conditions of a three-fluid me
dium, and the nozzle lengthLa . The input parameters for th
calculations were varied widely:P0P(0.3,5) MPa, pa

P(0.05,0.5) MPa,T0P(1500,3500) K, nP(1.1,1.4), La

P(0.5,1.5) m, andVP(6,16) V. However, it was ensure
that when selectingP0 and pa , the conditionP0 /pa<10
was satisfied. At present there is no commonly held, defi
tive view as to how far the composition of the combusti
product mixture flowing out of the chambers of real jet e
gines corresponds to the ionization equilibrium conditions
given by Eq.~3!. Thus, the calculations using this techniq
were duplicated with calculations in which the degree of io
ization over the nozzle length was considered to be ‘‘froze
~other conditions being equal, the Saha equation was o
used in these cases when formulating the initial conditi
for the numerical analysis; this condition was subseque
dropped when integrating the system!.

The general results of the numerical analysis justify
validity of considering engine electrification as a pheno
enon which reflects the evolution of instabilities in the bu
distribution of electric charge in a weakly ionized mixture
combustion products flowing out of the chambers.

In fact, the solutions reveal that over the entire range
input parameters, nonzero exhaust currents are necess
formed in the streams of combustion products flowing ou
the nozzle, and these give rise to macroscopic formati
with excess electric charge~but quasineutral! and internal
electric fields.

In general, the results indicate that either positive
negative electric charge may be carried out of the cham
as a result of the evolution of charge instabilities in outflo
ing combustion product streams. Other conditions be
equal, the probability of the extraction of positive char
increases with decreasing ionization potential or increas
mixture temperature, while the probability of the extracti
of negative charge increases with increasing ionization
tential or decreasing temperature. The general nature o
results stays the same regardless of the calculation va
~equilibrium or frozen outflow in terms of degree of ioniz
tion!.

Figure 1 shows specific distributions of the exhaust c
rent density along the nozzle length, obtained from th
solutions. These curves also show how the polarity of
electric charge carried out of the chamber with the comb
tion product stream depends on the composition of the
flowing medium, as was noted above. Figure 2 gives
extracted current density as a function of the temperatur
the combustion products, keeping other conditions equa

Although these curves are plotted for ionization equil
rium outflow, they are nevertheless typical, and as a wh
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reflect the general features of the results. In the range oT0

and V levels covered by these investigations, three char
teristic regimes of combustion product outflow from th
chambers of jet engines can be identified in particular. T
first regime is characterized by stable extraction of posit
electric charge from the chambers along the nozzle len
This regime is established when high-temperature~or easily
ionized! combustion product mixtures flow out of the cham
ber and may be arbitrarily assigned to the ‘‘chamber’’ gro
~Figs. 1a and 2a!.

The second characteristic group of regimes exhib
stable extraction of negative charge along the nozzle len
and is established when low-temperature~barely ionizable!
media flow out into the surrounding space. These regim
may be arbitrarily assigned to the ‘‘generator’’ group~Figs.
1b and 2b!.

Finally, the third, transition, group of regimes exhibi
some uncertainty as to the sign of the charge carried ou
the chamber with the combustion product stream. The dis
butions of the flow parameters over the nozzle length, wh
determine the evolution of charge instabilities in the stre
and the local electrophysical properties of the combust

FIG. 1. Current density distribution over nozzle length as a function
mixture composition.P050.4 MPa,T053000 K,pa50.1 MPa,La51.0 m,
n51.3. V in volts for a:1 — 8.5, 2 — 10.5,3 — 10.0,4 — 9.5, and5 —
9; for b: 1 — 13.00,2 — 12.75,3 — 14.00,4 — 14.50,5 — 15.00,6 —
15.50,7 — 16.00, and8 — 17.00.
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products as a whole, have a nonunique character for the
ous realizations of this group of regimes, which fully reflec
the complex mechanism~via the evolution of well-defined
charge instability in the stream! of reversal of the charge
extracted from the chamber during the outflow proc
~Fig. 3!.

In other words, as in Ref. 5, it is observed that in t
region where the sign of the exhaust currents reverses~see,
for example, j 5 f (V)uT05const in Fig. 4, the dependenc
j 5 f (T0)uV5const is similar!, the electrophysical characte
istics of the charge instabilities estimated by the solutions
only increase abruptly in absolute value, but their directio
become highly indeterminate~under these conditions, th
charge instability may described as ‘‘catastrophic’’!. Thus,
the observed pattern reflects the general behavior of insta
ties in bulk distribution of electric charge,5 which develops
in weakly ionized media as a result of parametric transie
~which, in this particular case, is caused by the outflow!.

These results support the initial assumption that cha
may be carried out of the chambers as a result of the ev
tion of charge instabilities in the outflowing combustio
product mixture, and therefore confirm their contribution

FIG. 2. Current density distribution over nozzle length as a function
temperature in chamber.P050.4 MPa,V59 V, pa50.1 MPa,La51.0 m,
n51.3,T, K for a: 1 — 2800,2 — 3000,3 — 2500,4 — 3200,5 — 3300,
6 — 3400,7 — 3500; for b:1 — 1700,2 — 1800,3 — 1900,4 — 2000,
and5 — 2100.
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among those conventionally taken into account by kno
models!.

Confirmation that charge instabilities formed in the ou
flowing combustion product mixture contribute to th
mechanism of engine~i.e., caused directly by the operatio
of the engine! electrification is also provided by comparin
the general characteristics of the experimental observat
of engine electrification with predictions from the prese
results.

Although there are generally very few known expe
mental studies of engine electrification, it should nevert
less be acknowledged that specialists at the Kazan Scho
Science~V. E. Alemasov and A. F. Dregalin! have produced
extremely reliable results in this field taking into account
extensive, complex range of factors, some of which are
ported in Refs. 2, 4, and 6. We note the general feature
these results.

Unique experimental results of investigations of t
characteristics of engine electrification obtained in tests
liquid-fueled jet engines utilizing different fuel mixtures
carried out using a specially equipped test rig, were repo
in Ref. 4. In particular, it was established in Ref. 4 that the
are three characteristic regimes of engine electrification.
first is achieved when the engine becomes negativ
charged as a result of positive charge being carried out of
chamber with the outgoing stream. This regime is mai
typical of high-temperature operation~determined by fuel
component ratios in the chamber being approximately s
ichiometric!. The engine electrification characteristics und
these conditions are stable. During operation the engine
quires and stably retains a negative potential with respec
ground.

Conversely, low-temperature~generator! operation, ac-
cording to Ref. 4, is characterized by the removal of nega
charge from the chamber. The engine then becomes p
tively charged. It acquires and stably retains a positive
tential with respect to ground.

Finally, the existence of a regime of unstable poten
formation is identified, where the sign of the charge~poten-
tial! extracted with the stream changes. It is observed that
absolute levels of the electrophysical characteristics of
gine electrification in this region are many times greater th
those of the inherent stable regimes and also vary in sig

These general characteristics of engine electrificat
therefore show complete qualitative agreement with
present results~Figs. 1–4!. The more specific results als
agree with the known observations.

It was observed in Ref. 6 that the region of unstab
regimes becomes larger as the expansion ratio of the
flowing medium increases. This is also confirmed by the
sults of the present numerical calculations. Agreement m
be noted between the results of the observations2,3 and the
extracted charge distribution over the stream cross sec
taken into account initially. In other words, comparisons
veal a qualitative analogy between the nature of the predic
engine electrification assuming that charge instabilities m
a decisive contribution to the mechanism, and the gene
ized results of the experimental observations.

f
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FIG. 3. Distributions Ue2Ui5 f (x),
Ue2Ua5 f (x), Ui2Ua5 f (x), and
j k5 f (x) over nozzle length~respec-
tively!. P050.4 MPa, pa50.1 MPa,
T053000 K,V512.1 V,La51.0 m, and
n51.3.
Thus, the results as a whole support the assumption that
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rts
the phenomenon of motive electrification reflects the evo
tion of instabilities in the bulk electric charge distribution
the combustion products flowing out of the chambers of
engines.

CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical analyses using the three-fluid model h
confirmed that engine electrification in jet engines can

FIG. 4. Distribution j k5 f (V) in nozzle edge cross section.P050.4 MPa,
pa50.1 MPa,T053000 K,La51.0 m, andn51.3.
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stabilities in the bulk electric charge distribution of the com
bustion products flowing out of the chambers. Further th
retical and, particularly, experimental investigations a
needed to determine in greater detail the importance of
relative contribution of charge instabilities to the mechani
of engine electrification and to obtain a generally deeper
derstanding of the concepts of engine electrification wit
the proposed model. In particular, the mechanism for lim
tion of the charge accumulated at the casing of jet engine
a result of engine electrification requires detailed study un
flight conditions.

The author would like to thank G. E. Skvortsov for hel
ful discussions and pertinent observations which were of p
ticular assistance to the author in the final preparation of
manuscript for publication.
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Capillary oscillations and Tonks–Frenkel instability of a liquid layer of finite thickness

A. I. Grigor’ev, S. O. Shiryaeva, V. A. Koromyslov, and D. F. Belonozhko

Yaroslavl State University, 150000 Yaroslavl, Russia
~Submitted April 3, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 27–33~August 1997!

A dispersion relation is derived and analyzed for the spectrum of capillary motion at a charged
flat surface of viscous liquid covering a solid substrate with a layer of finite thickness. It
is shown that for waves whose wavelengths are comparable with the layer thickness, viscous
damping at the solid bottom begins to play an important role. The spectrum of capillary
liquid motion established in this system has high and low wave number limits. The damping rates
of the capillary liquid motion with wave lengths comparable with the layer thickness are
increased considerably and the Tonks–Frenkel instability growth rates are reduced compared with
those for a liquid of infinite depth. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00408-X#
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The instability of a charged liquid surface~Tonks–
Frenkel instability! of finite depth must be considered
various scientific, technical, and technological applicatio
Such applications include the stability of a water layer on
surface of an ice core~melting hailstone! in a thundercloud
or in a vacuum type of liquid mass spectrometer, and
stability of a layer of liquid metal in liquid-metal ion source
where electrospraying takes place from the lateral surfac
the emitter needle along which liquid metal is supplied~see
Ref. 1!. It is therefore of interest to calculate the capilla
oscillations and electrostatic instability of a liquid layer
finite thickness. A similar problem was considered in Re
2–5 but some problems were not resolved: in Ref. 2 th
was an error — one term was lost in the dispersion relat
In Refs. 3–5, the authors only considered asymptotic ca
Situations with high-viscosity and zero-viscosity liquid la
ers of extremely large and very small thickness were a
lyzed in Ref. 3, but the asymptotic expression of the disp
sion relation for thin layers of liquid was written incorrectl
Intermediate situations of the greatest interest for pract
applications were not considered. In Ref. 4 the approxim
tion of an ideal liquid was used to study the influence of
disjoining pressure on the stability of a charged thin liqu
layer. In Ref. 5 the problem was solved for thin layers
low-viscosity liquids.

1. We propose to calculate the spectrum of capilla
waves on a flat charged surface of an ideally conduc
liquid of finite depthd, bounded by vacuum, having the de
sity r, viscosity n, and surface tensiong, exposed to the
gravitational fieldg and an electrostatic field. The upper m
dium has the permittivity«. The strength of the electric field
E at the liquid surface is determined by the potential diff
ence between the electrodes: a lower electrode positione
z52d, covered by a layer of liquid maintained at the pote
tial F150, and a parallel counterelectrode, separated fr
the liquid surface by the distanceb and having the potentia
F25V.

We position a Cartesian coordinate system such that
z axis is directed vertically upwardnzi2g (nz is the unit
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direction of motion of a plane capillary wave;exp(st1ikx).
We also assume that thez50 plane coincides with the free
unperturbed surface of the liquid (s is the complex fre-
quency,k is the wave number,t is the time, andi is an
imaginary unit!. Let us suppose that the functio
j(x,t)5j0exp(st1ikx) describes a small perturbation of a
equilibrium flat liquid surface induced by thermal capilla
wave motion of extremely small (j0;(kT/g)1/2) amplitude,
wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute tempera
ture, andU(r ,t) is the velocity field of the liquid motion
induced by the perturbationj(x,t), having the same order o
smallness.

To simplify the following reasoning, we cast all th
quantities in dimensionless form to their characteristic v
ues, takingg5r5g51,

d* S rg

g D 21/2

, n* 5S g3

r3g
D 1/4

, k* 5S rg

g D 1/2

,

s* 5S rg3

g D 1/2

, W* 5Argg.

The linearized system of hydrodynamic equations fo
viscous liquid ~we retain the previous notation for all th
dimensionless quantities!, describing the liquid motion in
this particular system, has the form

]U

]t
52

1

r
¹P~U!1n¹2U1g, ~1!

div U50, ~2!

z52d: U50, ~3!

z50:2
]j~x,t !

]t
1Uz50, ~4!

z50: n•~t•¹!U1t•~n•¹!U50, ~5!

z50: 2P~U!1rgj12rnn•~n•¹!U

2PE~j!1Ps~j!50, ~6!

87777-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



div Ei50, Ei52¹F i ~ i 51, 2!, ~7!

e
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z50:
]j

5
]w

1
]c

, ~17!

ed

or

ure

m

ar
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ed
z52d: F150, ~8!

z5b: F25V, ~9!

z5j: F15F2 , ~10!

where P(U), PE(j), and Ps(j) are the corrections to th
pressure of the electrical forces and the pressure of the
face tension forces caused by the surface perturbationj, hav-
ing the first order of smallness inj ~Refs. 6 and 7!, n andt
are the unit vectors of the normal and the tangent to
liquid surface, and the subscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ refer to th
liquid and the external medium, respectively.

2. The two-dimensional nature of the problem~the per-
turbation of the surface profilej(x,t) and the fieldU(r ,t) are
assumed to be independent of the coordinatey) allows the
problem to be scalarized using the Helmholtz theorem, in
ducing the velocity field potentialw(r ,t) and the stream
function c(r ,t) ~Ref. 6!,

U5N̂1w1N̂2c.

N̂1[¹; N̂2[@¹3ny# , ~11!

whereny is the unit vector of the Cartesian coordinatey, N̂1

and N̂2 are vector differential operators satisfying the o
thogonality relations and the commutation conditions w
the Laplacian operator. The Hermitian operatorN̂1 isolates
the potential component of the motion, while the an
Hermitian operatorN̂2 isolates the solenoidal~vortex! com-
ponent.

Substituting the expansion~11! into the vector equations
~1! and ~2! and taking the eigenvalues of the operato
N̂1•N̂2 and N̂2•N̂1 to be nonzero, we obtain the system
scalar equations

]c

]t
2n¹2c50, ~12!

¹2w50, ~13!

P~U!52r
]w

]t
2rgz. ~14!

.
Having substituted the expansion~11! into Eqs.~3!–~6!,

we transform the boundary conditions for the vector veloc
field U(r ,t) to give the boundary conditions for the scal
functionsw(r ,t) andc(r ,t). Condition~3! on the lower elec-
trode is transformed to give

z52d:
]w

]x
2

]c

]z
50, ~15!

]w

]z
1

]c

]x
50. ~16!

.
Conditions~4!–~6! on the free liquid surface have th

form
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]t ]z ]x

2
]2w

]x]z
1

]2c

]x2
2

]2c

]z2
50, ~18!

r
]w

]t
1rgj12rnH ]2w

]z2
2

]2c

]x]z J
2PE~j!1Ps~j!50. ~19!

The system~12!–~14! with the boundary conditions~15!–
~19! is the hydrodynamic part of the problem in scalariz
form.

In order to satisfy the dynamic boundary condition f
the normal components of the stress tensor~19!, we need to
use expression~A19! for PE(j) obtained in the Appendix
and the known expression for the correction to the press
of the surface tension forcesPs , which has the following
form in the linear approximation with respect toj ~Ref. 6!

Ps~j!'2s
]2j

]x2
.

3. Bounded solutions of the system~12! and ~13!, peri-
odic in x, will be sought in the Cartesian coordinate syste
in the form

w5~C1 sinh~mz!1C2 cosh~mz!!exp~st2 ikx!, ~20!

c5~C3 sinh~qz!1C4 cosh~qz!!exp~st2 ikx!, ~21!

whereC1, C2, C3, C4, ands are complex quantities.
Substituting Eqs.~23! and~24! into the boundary condi-

tions ~15!–~19! yields a homogeneous system of five line
algebraic equations for the unknown constantsC1, C2, C3,
C4, andj0

GC112rnqC31Fj050,

2rnkC21GC450,

2C1 sinh~kd!1C2 cosh~kd!2C3 sinh~qd!

1C4 cosh~qd!50,

kC1 cosh~kd!2kC2 sinh~kd!1qC3 cosh~qd!

2qC4 sinh~qd!50,

C21C42sj050,

where

G5
rn

k
~k21q2!, q25k21s/n,

F5rg1gk22
«E0

2

4p
k coth~kb!.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
a nontrivial solution of this system of equations is that
determinant, consisting of the coefficients of the requir
quantitiesCi andj0 should be zero,
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en
U G 0 2rnq 0 F

0 2rnq 0 G 0

2sinh~kd! cosh~kd! 2sinh~qd! cosh~qd! 0

k cosh~kd! 2k sinh~kd! q cosh~qd! 2q sinh~qd! 0

0 1 0 1 2s

U50.

This condition gives the dispersion relation for the spec-which is an identity because of the known relation betwe
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we
so-
trum of capillary liquid motion in the system being analyz

4qk2~k21q2!1~k21q2!2

3~k sinh~kd!sinh~qd!2q cosh~kd!cosh~qd!!

14k3q~q sinh~kd!sinh~qd!

2k cosh~kd!cosh~qd!!2
Z~k!

n2
~q cosh~qd!sinh~kd!

2k cosh~kd!sinh~qd!!50,

Z~k![k1k32Wk2 coth~kb!,

W5
«E0

2

4p
, E052V/b. ~22!

In the limiting case of an infinitely deep ideal liquid, E
~22! is written quite simply

s25
k

r
~«E0

2k coth~kb!2rg2gk2!

and determines the critical conditions for the establishm
of Tonks–Frenkel instability. This relation is similar to th
expression derived in Ref. 7 for an ideal, ideally conduct
liquid, and only differs by the factor coth(kb), which allows
for the finite distance from the upper electrode. This, at fi
glance, minor circumstance leads to some interesting ph
cal consequences and specifically indicates that the cri
conditions for the establishment of instability of a charg
liquid surface depend on the distance from the upper co
terelectrodeb, and this dependence becomes appreciable
k comparable tob.

4. We briefly analyze the dispersion relation~22! and
consider some of its asymptotic forms. It is easy to see th
(k,q) is a solution of Eq.~22!, then (k,2q) and (k, q̄ ) are
also solutions of Eq.~22! because of the properties of hype
bolic functions8 ( q̄ is the complex conjugate ofq). A trivial
solution of Eq.~22! is q50. In addition,q5k is always a
solution of Eq.~22!. In fact, substitutingq5k into Eq. ~22!
gives the equality

8q514q4~q sinh2~qd!2q cosh2~qd!!

14q4~q sinh2~qd!2q cosh2~qd!!

2
Z~k!

n2
~q cosh~qd!sinh~qd!

2q cosh~qd!sinh~qd!!50,
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the hyperbolic sine and cosine. Thus, the simplest obvi
solutions of Eq.~22! ares50 (q5k) ands52nk2 (q50).
The number of nontrivial roots of the dispersion relation f
the case where the viscosity and depth of the liquid layer
nonzero bounded quantities, is an infinite denumerable
The first two members~in order of increasing real compo
nents! of this set determine potential–vortex motion simil
to that existing in an infinitely deep liquid, while the othe
determine aperiodically damped vortex motion formed a
result of interaction between the flows and the bottom.

We now consider the transition from this situation of
liquid layer of finite depth with a solid flat bottom to a
infinitely deep liquid. Ford→`: coth(kd)→1, coth(qd)→1
and the dispersion relation~22! may be written as

~Ak21s/n2k!H 4k3Ak21s/n2~2k21s/n!22
Z~k!

n J 50.

~23!

The nontrivial solutions are determined by the factor
braces. It is easy to see that on going to the limit of
infinitely deep layer, the trivial solutions50 is retained but
the infinite denumerable set of nontrivial solutions is reduc
to four, of which only two lie on the upper sheet of th
two-sheet Riemann surface on which the entire expres
~23! is determined, and thus are observable.

In the approximation of a liquid layer of small dept
d!1, we assume that the productqd is small and in Eq.~22!
we take cosh(qd)'1 and sinh(qd)'qd, so that Eq.~22! can
we rewritten as

Ak21s/nH 4k2S 2k21
s

n D 1S 2k21
s

n D 2

3~kd sinh~kd!2cosh~kd!!

14k3S S k21
s

n D d sinh~kd!2k cosh~kd!D
2

Z~k!

n2
~sinh~kd!2kd cosh~kd!!J 50. ~24!

It is easy to see that the simplest solutions of Eq.~22! are
retained.

If we assumekd'qd ~i.e., if the analysis is performed
in the vicinity of the solution s50), the terms
kd sinh(kd)'k2d2 should be neglected in Eq.~24! and
cosh(kd)51 should be assumed. In this approximation,
obtain a dispersion relation which only has the simplest
lutions
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The nontrivial solutions of Eq.~24!, determined by the
factor in braces, are the roots of a quadratic equations
can easily be written as

s1,2522k2n~11AB!

6A4k4n2~AB22A21!2Z~k!AC,

A51/~dk sinh~kd!2cosh~kd!, B511dk sinh~kd!,

C5dk cosh~kd!2sinh~kd!.

Thus, in the thin layer approximation both of the sim
plest solutions and only two nontrivial solutions are retain
which may be real or complex depending on the values
the physical parameters, i.e., they may determine aperi
and wave potential–vortex motion, similar to the motion
an infinitely deep liquid. Aperiodically damped vortex m
tion associated with the presence of a bottom does not o
in this approximation.

Since an attempt to go to the limit of an infinitely th
layer, wherekd'qd ~for sinh(kd)'kd, cosh(kd)'1 (d→0)!,
yields a dispersion relation having only trivial solutions, w
analyze this case, retaining small quantities up to the th
order of smallness

sinh~kd!'kd1
k3d3

6
, cosh~kd!'11

k2d2

2
.

We substitute these expansions into Eq.~22! and write
the resulting equation in a form which explicitly containss

s

n
Ak21s/nH s

2

d2

n S s

n
14k2D1

s

n
1

Z~k!kd3

3n2 J 50.

It can be seen that this equation contains the two s
plest solutions and two nontrivial solutions determined b
quadratic equation with coefficients which depend on diff
ent powers of the small parameter

s2
d2

2n2
1

s

n
~112d2k2!1

Z~k!

3n2
kd350. ~25!

Both roots of Eq.~25!

s1,25nS 1

d2
12k2D

6An2S 1

d2
12k2D 2

2
2

3
Z~k!kd, ~26!

like the solutions of Eq.~24!, which reduce to expression
~26!, describe the potential–vortex motion of the liquid.

A striking feature of this analysis is that all the solutio
of the dispersion relation for a liquid of any finite depth a
determined on the upper sheet of the Riemann surface
theoretically may be observable. For a liquid of infinite dep
there are also nonobservable solutions determined on
lower sheet of the two-sheet Riemann surface.

A numerical analysis of the dispersion relation~22! re-
veals that this has an infinite single-parameter family of
lutions ~there is an infinite number of branches with numb
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greater than 3 and with ordinates whose absolute value
creases with increasing branch number! ~Fig. 1!, unlike the
dispersion relation for a liquid of infinite depth9 whose spec-
trum of capillary motion is described by curves1–3 in Fig.
1. From the mathematical point of view, this circumstan
arises because hyperbolic functions of the complex
quency appear in the dispersion relation in this situati
From the physical point of view, the appearance of an in
nite family of aperiodic, strongly damped motion is caus
by reflection of the moving liquid from the bottom. Curve2
in Fig. 1 determines the growth rate of instability of
charged liquid surface in the region Res.0 ~the growth rate
of Tonks–Frenkel instability!. Curve1 describes the dampe
wave motion. Curve3 together with part of curve2 deter-
mines the damped aperiodic motion of the liquid in the
gion Res,0. All new branches of the dispersion relatio
compared with the case of an infinitely deep liquid determ
strongly aperiodically damped vortex motion.

The influence of the finite layer thickness on the para
eters of the liquid motion becomes substantial when
thickness is comparable to the wavelength, as can be
from Figs. 2 and 3, which give the complex frequency a
function of the wave number for subcritical and supercritic
values of the electric field at the liquid surface. Figure
gives the left-hand side of Fig. 2a on a larger scale to sh
how the transition takes place from a state of stable capil
liquid motion to Tonks–Frenkel instability, which i
achieved forW.2. The part of branch2 tangent to the ab-

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary components of the dimensionless frequencys of
the capillary wave motion as a function of the dimensionless parameteW
characterizing the electric field pressure on the free liquid surface:b510,
k51, n50.1, andd55.
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FIG. 2. Real and imaginary components of the frequencys as a function of the wave numberk for b510, n50.4,d51, andW52 ~a! and left-hand side of
Fig. 2a at higher resolution~b!.
scissa atk51 rises above it and gives the growth rate of the
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wavelength, this increases the damping rates of all the
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able
the
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he
Tonks–Frenkel instability, as can be seen from Fig. 3, wh
Re s5Re s(k) is plotted forW54.

Figures 4 and 5 give the complex frequency as a fu
tion of the liquid layer depthd for k51 for subcritical
(W51.9) and supercritical (W52.02) values of the electric
field at the liquid surface. It can be seen that the growth r
of the Tonks–Frenkel instability, the capillary wave freque
cies, and the damping rates of the aperiodic vortex liq
motion depend ond. This dependence is strongest ford,2.
Calculations of the complex frequency as a function of v
cosity in the subcritical and supercritical regimes show t
as the viscosity increases, the damping rates increase an
growth rate of the Tonks–Frenkel instability decreases.

The fact that the condition for the existence of capilla
waves is influenced by the viscosity and the layer thickn
is also confirmed by the dependence plotted in Fig. 6 wh
for k51 ~curve 1! and k510 ~curve 2! and a fixed layer
thickness, determines the characteristic viscosity for wh
the capillary wave motion completely disappears. The po
lying above the curve correspond to the situation where th
is no capillary wave motion with the given wave numb
while for those lying below the curve, such motion do
exist. It can be seen that the layer thickness has an ap
ciable influence whend,l and a weak influence whe
d.l.

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis indicates that when the thickness o
charged liquid layer decreases to a level comparable with

881 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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damped liquid motion and reduces the growth rate of
Tonks–Frenkel instability. A decrease in the thickness of
liquid layer also narrows the spectrum of established w
motion by imposing high and low wave number limits. Th
spectrum of wave numbers characterizing the motion
volved in the buildup of the Tonks–Frenkel instability als
becomes narrower. The wave number of the most unst
mode increases with increasing electric field strength at
liquid surface and with decreasing layer thickness.

APPENDIX

We shall calculate the electrical pressure on the surf
of the liquid layer in the geometry described above. T

FIG. 3. Real component ofs versus wave numberk for b510, n50.4,
d51, andW54.
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mathematical formulation of the problem of calculating t
electric field between the electrodes has the form~7!–~10!.
Since it is known that there is no electric field in a conduct
it can immediately be assumed that the electric field poten
in the liquid layer isF1 5 const5 0. Thus, the problem is
reduced to the simpler one of determining the electric pot
tial F2 in the region between the perturbed liquid surfa
and the flat counterelectrode

¹2F250, ~A1!

z5j: F2[0, ~A2!

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary components ofs versus liquid layer depthd for
k51, b510, n50.1, andW51.9.

FIG. 5. Real component ofs versus liquid layer depthd for k51, b510,
n50.1, andW52.02.
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z5b: F2[V. ~A3!

We shall seekF2 in the form

F25F~0!1F~1!, ~A4!

where F (0) is the steady-state solution obtained forj[0,
F (1) is a small correction toF (0) caused by the deformatio
of the surfacej(x,t) and having the same order of smallnes

Decomposing the boundary condition~A2! near the un-
perturbed liquid surfacez50 in the linear approximation in
j andF (1)

z50: F~0!1F~1!1j
]F~0!

]z
[0 ~A5!

and substituting Eq.~A4! into Eqs.~A1!, ~A3! and~A5!, it is
easy to obtain the problem to determine the potentials in
zeroth-orderF (0 and first-orderF (1) approximations

¹2F~0!50, ~A6!

z50: F~0![0, ~A7!

z5b: F~0![V, ~A8!

¹2F~1!50, ~A9!

z50: F~1![2j
]F~0!

]z
, ~A10!

z5b: F~1![0. ~A11!

It is also clear thatF (1) should be sought as a class
functions, bounded and periodic inx.

The solution of the problem in the zeroth-order appro
mation has the form

F~0!52E0z, E052V/b. ~A12!

We seek the solution in the first-order approximation
the form

F~1!~x,z,t !5F
*
~1!~x,z!exp~mt!,

which, after substituting into Eqs.~A9!–~A11!, gives

FIG. 6. Viscosity versus liquid layer thickness for which capillary wa
motion ceases, forb510, W50, k51 ~1!, andk510 ~2!.
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F~1!52
E0j

sinh@k~z2b!#. ~A13!

he
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n5 ikjnx1nz ,
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on
by

kh.

s. II

o.

,

sinh~kb!

Finally the solution of Eqs.~A1!–~A3! apart from small,
first-order terms has the form

F52E0z1
E0j

sinh~kb!
sinh@k~z2b!#. ~A14!

For the projections of the electric field strength on t
axis required to write the expression for the electric fie
pressure on the liquid surface, we find

Ex52
ikE0j

sinh~kb!
sinh@k~z2b!#, ~A15!

Ez5E01
kE0j

sinh~kb!
cosh@k~z2b!#. ~A16!

Near the unperturbed liquid surfacez50, the compo-
nents of the electric field strength vector on the perturb
surface needed to use the dynamic boundary condition
written as

Ex5 ikE0j, ~A17!

Ez5E0~11kjcoth~kb!!. ~A18!

These quantities determine the components of the M
wellian stress tensor

P ik5«EiEk2
«

2
E2d ik

on the perturbed liquid surface

2Pzz5Pxx52
«

4pS E0
2

2
1E0

2kj coth~kb! D ,

Pxy5Pyz5Pyy50, Pxz5
«

4p
E0

2ikj.

Assuming that the unit vectorn of the normal to the flat
free liquid surface perturbed by the wave motion in the lin
approximation with respect to the small parameter is writ
as
883 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
d
re
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r
n

and retaining terms of the zeroth and first orders of sm
ness, it is easy to derive an expression for the momen
flux density entering the liquid~i.e., for the force acting per
unit surface area!,

P iknk5
«E0

2

8p
~ ikjnx1~112kj coth~kb!!nz!.

After scalar multiplication of this vector by the norma
vector n in the linear approximation with respect toj, it is
easy to derive an expression for the electric field pressure
the free liquid surface in this electrode system, induced
the perturbationj(x,t)

PE~j!5
«E0

2

8p
~112kj coth~kb!!. ~A19!
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Capillary oscillations of a flat charged surface of liquid with finite conductivity

all
S. O. Shiryaeva, A. I. Grigor’ev, and V. A. Koromyslov

Yaroslavl State University, 150000 Yaroslavl, Russia
~Submitted April 10, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 34–41~August 1997!

A dispersion relation is proposed and analyzed for the spectrum of capillary motion at a charged
flat liquid surface with allowance made for the finite rate of charge redistribution
accompanying equalization of the potential as a result of the wave deformation of the free
surface. It is shown that when the conductivity of the liquid is low, a highly charged surface
becomes unstable as a result of an increase in the amplitude of the aperiodic charge-
relaxation motion of the liquid and not of the wave motion, as is observed for highly conducting
media. The finite rate of charge redistribution strongly influences the structure of the
capillary motion spectrum of the liquid and the conditions for the establishment of instability of
its charged surface when the characteristic charge relaxation time is comparable with the
characteristic time for equalization of the wave deformations of the free surface of the liquid.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00508-4#

INTRODUCTION formulated problem, linearized with respect to the sm
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In view of the wide range of different applications
physics, geophysics, engineering, and technology, m
studies have been devoted to the laws governing the es
lishment of capillary wave motion at a charged liqu
surface.1 However, some particular aspects have not yet b
sufficiently well studied. This particularly applies to the i
fluence of the finite rate of potential equalization in a re
liquid on the characteristics of the establishment of capill
motion and its stability. The few theoretical studies that ha
taken into account the finite conductivity of the liquid~see,
for instance, Refs. 2–5! have not fully clarified the specific
characteristics of the phenomenon. A preliminary analysis
this problem5 has indicated that allowance for the finite ra
of equalization of the electric potential in a real liquid fir
increases the order of the dispersion relation and sec
increases the damping rates of all the branches. In addi
when the physical parameters of the problem are varied~the
surface charge density, permittivity, and electrical conduc
ity! , the various branches of the dispersion relation beco
deformed and reclose onto one another, which indica
some change in the physical meaning of the liquid mot
established under the new conditions.

1. We shall calculate the spectrum of capillary waves
a flat surface of infinitely deep liquid, bounded by vacuu
having the densityr, conductivity g, viscosity n, surface
tensions, and permittivity«, exposed to the influence of
gravitational fieldg and an external electrostatic field who
strength vectorE0 is perpendicular to the flat liquid surfac
(E0i2g). We position a Cartesian coordinate system su
that thez axis is directed vertically upward, perpendicular
the surface, and thex axis is parallel to the direction o
motion of a plane capillary wave. Let us assume that
functionj(x,t) describes a small perturbation of the equili
rium flat liquid surface andU(r ,t) is the velocity field of the
liquid motion induced by the perturbationj, having the same
order of smallness.

The system of hydrodynamic equations determining
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quantitiesU andj, has the form

]U

]t
52

1

r
¹P~U!1n¹2U; ~1!

¹•U50; ~2!

z→2`: U→0; ~3!

z50: 2
]j~x,t !

]t
1Uz50; ~4!

z50: ~Pt
~2!2Pt

~1!!2rn@n•~t•¹!U

1t•~n•¹!U!] 50; ~5!

z50: 2P~U!1rgj12rnn•~n•¹!U

2PE~j!1Ps~j!50, ~6!

where P(U), PE(j), and Ps(j) are the corrections to the
pressure inside the liquid in the presence of an electric fi
the pressure of the electrical forces, and the pressure o
surface tension forces caused by the surface perturbatioj
and having the first order of smallness inU andj, n andt
are the unit vectors of the normal and the tangents to
liquid surface,Pt5(«/4p)EnEt , En andEt are the normal
and tangential components of the electric field strength,
the subscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ refer to the liquid and the ex
ternal medium, respectively.

We supplement the system~1!–~6! with the equations
taking into account the finite rate of electric charge redis
bution accompanying equalization of the potential at the
cillating liquid surface,

divEj50; Ej52¹F j ~ j 51,2!; ~7!

z→`: E2→E0 ; z→2`: E1→0; ~8!

z5j: E2n2«E1n54p¸; F15F2 ; ~9!

z5j: 2g~n•E1!1~U•¹S!¸1
]¸

]t
50;
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whereF i is the electric potential anḑ(x,t) is the surface
charge density~in the equilibrium statȩ (x,t)[¸0 5 const:
4p¸05E0.!

Note that in the linear approximation with respect
small quantities, the second~convective! term in Eq.~10! is
dropped, since it has the second order of smallness beca
is proportional to the product ofU(r ,t) and the correction
¸(x,t) to the surface charge density, appearing as a resu
deformation of the liquid surface and having the value;j.

2. Using a scalarization method described in detail
Ref. 7, we express the velocity fieldU as the sum of three
orthogonal fields

U„r ,t)5(
j 51

3

N̂jC j~r ,t !, ~11!

whereC j (r ,t) are scalar functions determined by the for
of the field U(r ,t), N̂j are vector operators satisfying th
orthogonality relations and the commutation conditions w
the Laplacian operator,

N̂j•N̂k50~ for j Þk!; ¹2N̂j5N̂j¹
2 ~ j 51,2,3! ~12!

and have the form

N̂15¹; N̂25¹3ez ; N̂35¹3~¹3ez!. ~13!

The operatorN̂1 isolates the potential component of th
liquid motion, andN̂2 and N̂3 isolate its solenoidal~vortex!
components.

Substituting the expansion~11! into the system of vecto
equations~1! and ~2!, and assuming that the eigenvalues
the operatorsN̂j

1
•N̂j are nonzero, we obtain a system

scalar equations equivalent to~1! and ~2!

P~U!52r
]C1

]t
; ~14!

¹2C j2~12d1 j !
1

n

]C j

]t
50 ~ j 51,2,3!. ~15!

Having substituted the expansion~11! into Eqs.~3!–~6!,
we transform the boundary conditions for the vector funct
U to give the conditions for the scalar functionsC j and after
simple transformations, we obtain

z→2`: C11
]C3

]z
50;

]C1

]z
2

]2C3

]x2
50; C250. ~16!

The kinematic boundary condition at the free liquid surfa
has the form

z50: 2
]j

]t
1

]C1

]z
2

]2C3

]x2
50. ~17!
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nents of the stress tensor is split into two because the
vectors of the coordinate axesex andey may be selected a
the tangent vectort

z50: ~Pt~x!
~2! 2Pt~x!

~1! !2rn
]

]x

3F2
]C1

]z
1S ]2

]z2
2

]2

]x2D C3G50;

z50: ~Pt~y!
~2! 2Pt~y!

~1! !1rn
]2C2

]x]z
50. ~18!

The boundary condition~6! for the normal component o
the stress tensor with allowance for Eq.~14! has the form

z50: r
]C1

]t
1rgj12rnH ]2C1

]z2
2

]2

]x2

]C3

]z J
2pE~j!1Ps~j!50. ~19!

The system~14! and~15! with the boundary conditions~16!–
~19! is the hydrodynamic part of the problem in scalariz
form.

3. Suppose that the velocity fieldU and the free surface
perturbation j depend exponentially on the timet:
U;exp(vt), j;exp(vt), wherev is the complex frequency
Then the solutions of system~15! satisfying the conditions
~16! may be written in Cartesian coordinates as

C1~r ,t !5E
0

`

dkB1 exp~kz!exp~ ikx!exp~vt !;

C j~r ,t !5E
0

`

dkBj expSAk21
v

n
zD

3exp~ ikx!exp~vt !~ j 52,3!, ~20!

wherei is an imaginary unit.
The functionj(x,t) describing the perturbation of th

liquid surface can also be expressed as an expansion in t
of plane waves

j~x,t !5E
0

`

dkC exp~ ikx!exp~vt !. ~21!

In Eqs.~20! and~21! Bj andC are constants, expansio
coefficients whose relation is determined by the bound
conditions~17!–~19!.

In order to satisfy the dynamic boundary conditions~18!
and~19!, we use the expressions derived in the Appendix
the electric parts of the tangential components of the st
tensor~A15! and ~A16!, and for the correction to the pres
sure of the electric forcesPE(j) ~A14!, as well as the known
expression for the correction to the surface tension forcesPs

in the linear approximation with respect toj ~Ref. 6!

Ps~j!'2s
]2j

]x2
. ~22!

Satisfying the boundary conditions~17!–~19! with al-
lowance for these relations, we can obtain the dispers
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relations characterizing the capillary motion of the liqu
Note that we are dealing with two dispersion relations, sin
the problem of determining the vortex motion described
the function C2(r ,t) is completely autonomous, does n
depend on the functionsC1(r ,t), C3(r ,t), andj(x,t) ~i.e.,
has no influence on the formation of the liquid surface
lief!, and leads to a separate dispersion relation. Howe
we first consider the boundary-value problem forC1(r ,t),
C3(r ,t), andj(x,t).

Substituting the solutions~20! and ~21! into the bound-
ary conditions~17!–~19!, with allowance for expression
~38!, ~39!, and ~22!, we obtain a homogeneous system
three linear equations for the coefficientsB1, B3, and C,
which has a nontrivial solution when its determinant va
ishes — this condition also gives one of the dispersion re
tions

k

r
~sk21gr!1@~v12k2n!224~k2n!3/2Av1nk2#

2
k2

r

4p¸0
2

4pg1v~«11!
$~4pg1v«!

1~v12k2n!22~k2n!1/2Av1nk2%50. ~23!

We now change to dimensionless variables wh
r5g5s51. Then, all the quantities~for which we retain
the previous notation! will be expressed in fractions of th
characteristic values

k* 5S rg

s D 1/2

, v* 5S rg3

s D 1/4

, g* 5S rg3

s D 1/4

,

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary components of the dimensionless frequenv
of capillary motion of a liquid as a function of the dimensionless param
W characterizing the electric field pressure~the surface charge density! on
the free surface of the liquid, calculated forn50.1 andg50.1.
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¸* 5~rgs!1/4, n* 5S s3

r3g
D 1/4

.

The dispersion relation~23! then has the form

k~K211!1@~v12k2n!224~k2n!3/2Av1nk2#

2
Wk2

4pg1v~«11!
$~4pg1v«!1~v12k2n!

22~k2n!1/2Av1nk2%50,

W54p¸0
2 . ~24!

It is easy to see that Eq.~24! has a higher order than th
dispersion relation neglecting the charge relaxation effect7–11

~derived from Eq.~24! for g→`). In addition to the capil-
lary wave branches usual for a flat charged surface of ide
conducting liquid, branches of damped liquid motion al
appear as a result of redistribution of the charge over
liquid surface during its deformation. These branches
logically called branches of charge-relaxation motion.

The results of the numerical calculations using Eq.~24!
for k510, «5100, and various values of the viscosityn and
conductivity g are illustrated in Figs. 1–4, which give de
pendences of the real and imaginary components of the
mensionless frequency on the dimensionless electric fi
pressure on the unperturbed liquid surface. It is easy to
that in addition to the branches of capillary liquid motio
usual for a flat charged liquid surface~branches1–3!, other
branches4–7 of liquid motion also appear as a result

r

FIG. 2. As Fig. 1 forn50.01 andg50.1.
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redistribution of the charge over the liquid surface as it u
dergoes deformation. The branches of the dispersion rela
lying on the lower sheet of the two-sheet Riemann surface
which the dispersion relation~24! is determined and thus no
realizable in practice, are merely given in order of elimin
tion in the figures, where this helps to understand the me
ing of the new branches. In Figs. 1–4 the curves Rev(W)
are plotted for the range ofW values containing the poin
where the capillary branch of thek510 mode is transferred
to an unstable state.

The calculations show~and it is obvious from the physi
cal meaning! that the finite rate of equalization of the pote
tial along the liquid surface has a substantial effect at l
conductivitiesg. It can also be seen from Figs. 1–3 that t
viscosity of the liquid plays an important role in the stru
turing of its charge-relaxation motion and as the viscos
increases, the structure of these branches of motion beco
appreciably more complex.

Note that for an ideal, but real, conducting liquid, it
impossible to allow exactly for the finite rate of charge r
distribution during capillary motion of the liquid because t
charge relaxation motion is generated by tangential stre
at the liquid surface, which are neglected in an ideal liq
~at the free surface of an ideal liquid there are no bound
conditions for the tangential component of the stress tens!.

A striking feature of Fig. 1 is that asW increases, the
charge-relaxation motion4 becomes unstable and not th
capillary motion branch2, as is observed for an ideally con
ducting liquid. It can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that, ot
conditions being equal, as the viscosity of the liquid

FIG. 3. As Fig. 1 forn50.001 andg50.1.
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creases, the capillary-motion branches1–3 ascend toward
the abscissa. It is interesting to note that in the ran
10.1,W<10.2, directly after branch4 has passed from the
region of negative to positive Rev atW510.1, the instability
growth rate of the charge relaxation waves changes neg
bly with increasingW up to W'10.2, remaining extremely
low. At W'10.2 the growth rate then begins to increa
rapidly with increasingW.

A further increase in viscosity~Fig. 3! leads to a sub-
stantially more complex structure of charge-relaxation a
capillary motion of the liquid as a result of the displaceme
and reclosure of various branches of the dispersion rela
and the appearance of new branches. For instance, bran1
ascends partially into the region Rev.0 and closes onto
branch4. Then, part of branch4 in the region Rev.0 for
10.1<W<10.2 lies below branch1 and is renumbered a
branch6. Curve7, linking the point of intersection of curve
1 and 4 with the point of intersection of curves6 and 4
describes the growth rate of aperiodic instability which d
creases with increasing surface charge density~with increas-
ing W). To the right of the point of intersection of branche
4 and6 is the start of branch5, which passes from the regio
Rev.0 to Rev,0 and has an imaginary component, i.
describing periodic wave motion, which increases with tim
in the left part of branch5 in the range 10.175<W<10.195
and decays in the right part in the range 10.195<W<10.257.
The end of the real part of branch5 spawns two branches o
aperiodically damped motions2 and3.

Part of branch1 lying in the region Rev.0 passes into
the region Rev,0 at W59.91. In the range

FIG. 4. As Fig. 1 forn50.001 andg510.
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9.91<W<10.15, branch1 describes oscillatory instability o
the capillary waves. ForW,9.91 branch1 describes damped
capillary waves.

In Fig. 4 these dependences are plotted for a liquid
substantially higher conductivityg510. The curves
Rev'Rev(W) and Imv'Imv(W) in this case are close t
those for an ideally conducting liquid: branch1 describes
damped capillary waves. Branch2–4 gives the growth rate
of the Tonks–Frenkel instability. Branch1–3 is a direct con-
tinuation of branch1 and describes damped capillary wave
However, in practice the motion determined by branch1–3
is aperiodic, since the frequencies of this motion are subs
tially lower than their damping rates. In one oscillation p
riod the amplitude of this wave decreases by more than
order of magnitude. As a result of a further increase in
conductivityg, the imaginary part of branch1–3 disappears
for W corresponding to the point of intersection of curves1
and2 and its real part numbered3 describes purely aperiodi
cally damped motion. Thus, the region of physical charac
istics of liquids for which the finite rate of charge redistrib
tion has a substantial influence on the spectrum of capil
motion is limited by media having low conductivities.

Figures 5–7 give the real and imaginary components
the dimensionless frequency as a function of the liquid c
ductivity g for fixed W, «, andn. Figure 5 shows the calcu
lated capillary motion associated with thek51 mode for
n50.1 and subcritical charge density~for W51.98). Branch
1 describes damped capillary wave motion. Branch2 de-
scribes damped charge-relaxation wave motion. At the r

FIG. 5. Real and imaginary components of the dimensionless frequenv
of the capillary motion of a liquid as a function of the dimensionless para
eter g characterizing the liquid conductivity for«5100, W51.98, and
n50.1.
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end of the real and imaginary components of branch2, this
branch is transferred to the lower sheet of the Riemann
face. Branch3 lies on the lower sheet of the Riemann surfa
and is nonobservable. Branch4 exhibits charge-relaxation
behavior, where the part of this branch in the region Rev.0
describes aperiodic instability established in a narrow ra
of conductivitiesg and characterized by low growth rates~as
can be seen from Fig. 5!.

Figure 6 gives results of calculations of the capilla
motion of thek51, n50.1 mode for a supercritical surfac
charge density~for W52.05). The instability growth rate is

-

FIG. 6. As Fig. 5 forW52.06 andn50.1.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 5 forW52.05 andn51.
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charge-relaxation waves while branches5 and 6 determine
damped aperiodic motion.

Figure 7 gives the same curves as in Fig. 6, but fo
substantially higher viscosityn51. Branch 7 lies on the
lower sheet of the Riemann surface. It is easy to see tha
instability growth rate of branch4 decreased substantiall
with increasing viscosity and the range of existence of
charge-relaxation waves was shifted toward higher cond
tivity.

Note that this charge-relaxation motion is generated b
phase lag between the capillary motion of the liquid defor
ing the surface and the associated currents of redistribu
charge, which dissipate energy as Joule heat.

It is clear from the physical meaning of this effect th
the change in the structure of the capillary wave motion
scribed only occurs for those wavelengths in poorly condu
ing liquids for which the characteristic relaxation time of t
electric charget«5«/g is greater than or comparable wit
the periodTk of the capillary wave motion

Tk52p~r/~sk21gr24p¸0
2k!k!1/2.

The constraintt.T is not too stringent and may be sa
isfied for capillary motion of high wave numbers even for
liquid such as water, which is commonly used in practi
electrospraying, and is not considered to be a poor cond
tor.

It is interesting to note that the frequencies of the ca
lary and relaxation waves have qualitatively different dep
dences on viscosity: for capillary waves, the frequency
creases with increasing viscosity whereas for relaxa
waves, it increases. This behavior evidently arises beca
the capillary wave motion is generated by a pressure cha
at the free surface~from the mathematical point of view, it is
generated by the dynamic boundary condition for the nor
components of the stress tensor!, whereas the relaxation
waves are associated with the establishment of tange
stresses at the liquid surface~with a change in the form of the
dynamic boundary condition for the tangential compone
of the stress tensor!. The relation between the frequency a
the viscosity in the dynamic boundary conditions for the n
mal and tangential components of the stress tensor is
opposite.

4. Let us now consider the boundary-value problem
the functionC2(r ,t). From the second boundary conditio
~18! for C2 with allowance for the solution~20! and expres-
sion ~A16!, dispensing with the integration overk by Fourier
transformation, we obtain

B2S kAk21
v

n D 50. ~25!

The condition may be satisfied in two ways: 1! by im-
posing the constraint that all the coefficientsB2 vanish,
which is equivalent to equating the entire function to ze
C2(r ,t)50; 2! by assuming thatC2(r ,t) Þ 0, in which
case the dispersion relation for the vortex motion of the
uid, determined by the functionC2(r ,t) is obtained by
equating to zero the expression in braces in Eq.~25!. This
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responding liquid motion is aperiodically damped with t
damping rate;k2.

It is easy to see that this type of motion does not dep
on the finite rate of charge redistribution, as should be
pected, strictly speaking, from the general physical mean

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of electric charge relaxation makes the str
ture of the capillary motion spectrum of a liquid considerab
more complex, leading to new capillary wave and aperio
motion. For poorly conducting liquids, charge relaxati
leads to the onset of periodic instability which is establish
when the electric field strength at the liquid surface is bel
the critical value for the Tonks–Frenkel instability, which
essentially an aperiodic instability. The conditions und
which the viscosity relaxation effect has a strong influen
reduce to the requirement that the characteristic charge
laxation timet« should be of the order of or greater than t
characteristic time taken for equalization of the deformatio
of the free liquid surface or the characteristic viscous rel
ation time.12,13 This last constraint implies that the effect
important for liquids which are viscous in the sense of el
trospraying from the meniscus at the end of a capillary, alo
which liquid is supplied to a discharge chamber.12,13 Typical
examples of such liquids are glycerin and cyclohexanol.

APPENDIX

We shall solve the problem~7!–~10! which will allow us
to obtain expressions for the electric part of the tangen
components of the stress tensor (Pt

(2)2Pt
(1)) and the correc-

tion to the pressure of the electric forcesPE(j) with allow-
ance for the electric charge relaxation effect, contained in
dynamic boundary conditions~18! and ~19!.

The system ~7!–~10! allows us to formulate the
boundary-value problem for the electric potentialsF j

¹2F j50 ~ j 51,2!, ~A1!

z→2`: F1 is bounded; F2→F0524p¸0z;

z5j: ¸5
1

4pS «
]F1

]n
2

]F2

]n D ; F15F2 ; ~A2!

z5j: g
]F1

]n
1~U•¹S!¸1

]¸

]t
50. ~A3!

We express the potentialsF j in the form of expansions

F j5F j
~0!1dF j ~ j 51,2!, ~A4!

whereF j
(0) are the potentials for the equilibrium state of th

system anddF j are the corrections caused by the perturb
tion of the liquid surfacej, which are of the same order o
smallness.

Substituting Eq.~A4! into the system~A1!–~A3!, we
write the boundary-value problems forF j

(0) and dF j sepa-
rately

¹2~F j
~0!!50 ~ j 51,2!; ~A5!
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z→2`: F1
~0!5const;

as

o

-

n
o

o

Then, with allowance for Eq.~A13! in the linear ap-

ress
ons

kh.

h.

z.

25
ro-
z→1`: F2
~0!→24p¸0z;

z50: F1
~0!5F2

~0! ;

¹2~dF j !50 ~ j 51,2!; ~A6!

z→2`: dF1→0; z→1`: dF2→0; ~A7!

z50: dF11
]F1

~0!

]z
j5dF21

]F2
~0!

]z
j; ~A8!

z50: s
]~dF1!

]z
1

v

4pF«]~dF1!

]z
2

]~dF2!

]z G50.

~A9!

The boundary-value problem~A5! for the potentials
F j

(0) does not present any difficulties and its solution is e
ily written

F1
~0!50; F2

~0!524p¸0z. ~A10!

The solutions of Eqs.~A6! satisfying the conditions~A7!
are logically sought in the form of expansions in terms
plane waves

dF1~r ,t !5E
0

`

dkN1 exp~ ikx!exp~kz!exp~vt !;

dF2~r ,t !5E
0

`

dkN2 exp~ ikx!exp~2kz!exp~vt !,

~A11!

whereN1 andN2 are constant expansion coefficients.
Satisfying the conditions~A8! and ~A9! using the solu-

tions ~A10! and~A11!, we obtain, in the first order of small
ness, equations linking the constantsN1 and N2 with the
coefficientC in the expansion~21! of the perturbationj(x,t)
in terms of plane waves

N1524p¸0

v

4pg1v~«11!
C;

N254p¸0

4pg1v«

4pg1v~«11!
C. ~A12!

We can now write the normal and tangential compone
of the electric field strength vector, apart from quantities
the first order of smallness

En
~2!'4p¸02

]~dF2!

]z
; En

~1!'2
]~dF1!

]z
;

Et~x!
~2! '2

]F2
~0!

]z

]j

]x
2

]~dF2!

]x
; Et~x!

~1! '2
]~dF1!

]x
;

Et~y!
~2! '0; Et~y!

~1! '0. ~A13!

The general expression for the electric field pressure
the surface of a liquid bounded by vacuum has the form11

PE5
1

8p
@~En

~2!!22«~En
~1!!2#1~«21!

Et
~2!2

8p
.
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proximation we find

PE'PE
~0!1PE~j!, PE

~0!'2p¸0
25

E0
2

8p
;

PE~j!54p¸0
2 4pg1v«

4pg1v~«11!

3E
0

`

dkCk exp~ ikx!exp~vt !. ~A14!

The electric parts of the tangential components of the st
tensor in the first order of smallness using expressi
~A11!–~A13! and ~21!, and the definitionP r5(«/4p)EnEt

may be given as

z50: Pt~x!
~2! 2Pt~x!

~1! '2¸0

]~dF1!

]x

54p¸0
2 v

4pg1v~«11!

]j

]x
, ~A15!

z50: Pt~y!
~2! 2Pt~y!

~1! 50. ~A16!
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Limiting nonideal metastable supercooled plasma

is
A. N. Tkachev and S. I. Yakovlenko
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Direct modeling of the dynamics of a system of many Coulomb particles is applied to analyze
the formation stage of a metastable plasma state from an initial, highly nonideal state,
and also to consider some properties of this metastable supercooled state. It is shown that
relaxation of the average particle kinetic energy may be characterized by a universal dimensionless
function and in particular, there is a limiting degree of plasma nonideality which may be
achieved in the metastable state, in the absence of any external influence. The calculated pair
correlation functions agree with the results of the Debye model, even outside its limits
of validity. The time dependence of the total dipole moment of the particle system is investigated.
It is shown that oscillations of the total dipole moment are observed. These collective
oscillations take place at a frequency slightly below the Langmuir frequency and the oscillations
of free and bound electrons are in antiphase. The hypothesis is put forward that
recombination relaxation is frozen as a result of interaction between quasibound electrons and
Langmuir oscillations of free electrons. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00608-9#
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The results of first-principles modeling of the dynami
of many Coulomb particles have yielded some fairly radi
conclusions ~see Refs. 1 and 2 and the literature cit
therein!. It has been shown that in a classical Coulom
plasma, recombination processes are frozen if the cha
particle motion is not subjected to some stochastic exte
influence. Here we are talking of an external influence
relation to Newton’s dynamic equations which control t
particle motion. The stochastic nature of the influence is
served as a loss of dynamic memory, i.e., a loss of rev
ibility of the particle motion. A stochastic influence has be
specially incorporated in codes used to model particle m
tion and has stimulated recombination processes. In addi
errors in the numerical simulation have a stochastic influe
on particle motion~see for instance, Refs. 3–5 and also Re
1 and 2!.

With the same degree of accuracy as that achieved
numerical simulation, it may be stated that a classical C
lomb plasma may be in a metastable state which is su
cooled in terms of degree of ionization. In this state, the to
electron energy has a quasi-steady-state distribution func
which differs radically from the Boltzmann distribution i
the negative energy range and from the distribution obtai
for recombination relaxation. However, the electron veloc
distribution remains Maxwellian so that the concept of el
tron temperature can be used for this nonequilibrium me
stable state.

The electron temperature obtained after relaxation to
metastable state is higher than the initial value used to se
the initial particle velocities in the calculations~the initial
electron and ion coordinates are usually defined assum
with a uniform distribution!. If the initial temperature is suf-
ficiently high for the plasma to be ideal, negligible heati
occurs. If the initial velocities are close to zero~zero initial
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accompanied by heating, which impedes the developmen
a metastable plasma with an arbitrarily high degree of n
ideality.

Here we analyze the formation of a metastable plas
state from an initial, highly ideal state, and we consider so
properties of the limiting nonideal state of a metasta
plasma isolated from external stochastic influences. The
relation functions between the simultaneous positions of p
ticle pairs are calculated. Collective oscillations of the to
dipole moment of the particle system are studied. The res
of this new series of calculations confirm the general conc
sions reached in Refs. 1–8, that a metastable state exists
that the concepts of Debye length and Langmuir freque
do not become meaningless on transition to a nonid
plasma. The hypothesis is also put forward that recomb
tion relaxation is frozen as a result of interaction betwe
quasibound electrons and Langmuir oscillations of free e
trons.

LIMITING NONIDEALITY OF A METASTABLE CLASSICAL
COULOMB PLASMA

a) System of equations. An analysis was made of th
time evolution of a system ofn electrons andn ions con-
tained within a cube with absolutely rigid walls limiting th
particle motion~for further details see Refs. 1 and 2!. The
length of the cube edgea was selected to give the define
charged particle densityNe5Ni5n/a3.

We shall measure quantities having dimensions of len
in units of the interparticle spacingNe

21/3, and quantities
having dimensions of time in units of the reciprocal Lan
muir frequency

vL
215A me

4pe2Ne

,

89191-10$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



whereme is the electron mass ande is the electron charge.
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The system of Newton equations for the electrons a
ions, cast in dimensionless form is then

d2xk

dt2
5

1

4p (
lÞk

~21!m~xk2xl !

uxk2xl u3
GS uxk2xl u

x0
D , ~1e!

d2xk

dt2
5

m

4p (
lÞk

~21!m~xk2xl !

uxk2xl u3
GS uxk2xl u

x0
D . ~1i!

Here,xk5r kNe
1/3 is the dimensionless position vector of th

kth particle,t5vLt is the dimensionless time,m5me /mi is
the ratio of the electron to the ion mass~two values of the ion
mass were used in the calculations: the proton m
m51/1836 and the electron massm51), wherem51 for
particles of unlike charge andm52 for particles of like
charge, G(x)51 for x.x0 and G(x)5829x12x2 for
x<x0 is a function limiting the Coulomb potential at clos
distances~the particles are assumed to be charged sphere
small radiusr 0/2, x05r 0Ne

1/3), summation is performed ove
all 2n particles, and the index of thekth particle has values
between 1 andn in the equations for the electrons~1e! and
the ions~1i!.

The initial conditions were defined using a pseudor
dom number generator assuming a uniform electron and
spatial distribution and a Maxwellian velocity distributio
with the initial temperatureT0; the boundary conditions cor
responded to specularly reflecting walls~for further details
see Refs. 1 and 2!.

The degree of ideality~or nonideality! of the plasma is
characterized by

g5d1/35
e2~2Ne!

1/3

Te
,

d5
2e6Ne

Te
3

, nD5
1

A36pd
, ~2!

where nD54pr D
3 Ne/3 is the number of particles of like

charge in the Debye sphere,r D5ATe /(8pe2Ne) is the De-
bye length, ande2Ne

1/3 serves as a natural unit of energ
measurement.

Here the electron temperature was calculated as
thirds of the kinetic energy

Te5
2

3 (
k51

k5n menk
2

2
, ~3!

wherevk5drk /dt is the velocity of thekth electron.
Experience of previous calculations shows that t

value is close to that calculated using the velocity distrib
tion obtained.

Calculations were also made of the physical quanti
for various ranges of the total electron energy«. The total
energy of an individual particle was given by:

« j5
mjn j

2

2
1qj (

k51

2n
qk

ur j2r ku
G~ ur j2r ku/r 0!. ~4!
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Here G1(x)51 for x>1, G1(x)52.4x24x313x420.4x5

for x,1 is a function which takes into account the distorti
of the Coulomb interaction potential when the distance
tween the charged particles is smaller than the sum of t
radii r 0.

b) Universal relaxation curves. If a sufficiently large
number of particles and a sufficiently low initial temperatu
are considered, the degree of ideality of the plasma will o
be a function of the dimensionless time. This is supported
numerical calculations~Fig. 1! made for different densities
Ne and different initial temperaturesT0, selected so that the
initial ideality parameter for this series of calculations w
the same. An analysis was also made of the situation wh
the ions may be considered to be fixed (m→0) and the initial
average electron energy is low (T0→0). The barely notice-
able difference between the results of the calculations
different densities is clearly determined by the calculat
accuracy. The results of the numerical calculations of
relaxation of the average kinetic energy are well appro
mated by the simple expression

g5
a

t
1b, ~5!

wherea and b are the fitting parameters~for an H plasma
a'0.5 andb'0.35).

Calculations were also made for different ion configu
tions ~these were determined by defining different initial va
ues in the pseudorandom number generator!. It was show
that for different ion configurations, the time dependence
the degree of ideality is accurately described by the sa
simple expression.

It follows from these calculations that by defining th
initial conditions, it is impossible to obtain a plasma havi
an arbitrarily high degree of nonideality. Even if the initi
state of a classical Coulomb plasma is strongly nonid
(g@1), within a comparatively short time interval of th
order of the reciprocal Langmuir frequency, electron heat
occurs and the plasma becomes closer to ideal. The limi
values of the parametersg, d, and nD characterizing the
degree of ideality of the steady-state metastable state

FIG. 1. Relaxation of the degree of plasma idealityg to a quasi-steady-state
value:h — Ni5Ne51014 cm23, T050.001 eV,n — Ni5Ne51017 cm23,
T050.01 eV, d — Ni5Ne51020 cm23, T050.1 eV, solid curve—
g50.5/t10.4, total number of particles 2n51000, and
m5me /mi5331027.
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g50.460.1, d50.07660.05, nD50.34. For example, for
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the electron densityNe510 cm the lower limit of the
electron temperature isTe'0.2 eV.

The fact that the relaxation time is not determined by
Langmuir frequency does not contradict the results of Ref
and 10~see also Refs. 7 and 8!, where the relaxation time is
determined not by the Langmuir frequency, but by the el
tron transit time across the average interparticle spac
tei5Ni

21/3/ne . The fact is that, because of the strong heat
in this particular case of low initial temperature, the electr
velocity ~and thus the interparticle transit time! is not deter-
mined by the initial low average velocity but by the ener
of the Coulomb interaction and the Langmuir frequency

ne>A2e2Ne
1/3

me
;

tei5Ni
21/3/ne>A me

2e2Ne

5A2pvL
21. ~6!

When the initial temperature is high~the plasma is
ideal!, the time autocorrelation functions of the potential e
ergy of the various electrons and the potential created by
moving particles at the center of the cube decay within
time tei ~for further details see Refs. 7–10!.

The constraint on the degree of nonideality discus
here clearly applies to an isolated plasma not exposed to
external influence~for further details see Refs. 1 and 2!. We
could attempt to create a more nonideal plasma by coolin
by means of some external influence such as placing it
thermostat with cold walls or simulating cooling, inelas
collisions. However, it was shown earlier6–8 ~see also Refs. 1
and 2!, that an external stochastic influence with energy
change impairs the metastable state and stimulates relax
processes, particularly recombination. Further research is
quired to determine how a highly nonideal metasta
plasma could be formed.

c) Theoretical calculation of the limiting nonideality pa
rameter.We consider the case of equal masses of positiv
and negatively charged particlesmi5me because the theo
retical analysis put forward below can only be construc
for a completely steady-state metastable state. For sub
tially differing masses, it is impossible to investigate rela
ation as far as the stage where the electron and ion temp
tures become equalized.

Reasoning whereby particle diffusion and drift along t
energy axis in the negative energy range are determine
microfields was used previously~see Refs. 1 and 2! to obtain
the following expression for the particle distribution functio
in terms of the total energyy5«/Te :

f ~y!5
2C

Ap H Ay exp~2y!, y.ag,

C3 exp~C1y1C2y2/2!, uyu<ag,

C4 exp~by/g!, y,2ag.

Here

C15@2111/~2ag!1b/g1b/g#/2,

C25@2111/~2ag!1b/g2b/g#/~2ag!,
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C35a1/2Ag exp@2ag~11C11C2ag/2!#,

C45a1/2Ag exp@ab2ag~112C1!#,

C21512~2/Ap!•F~3/2,ag!1~2C3 /Ap!

3E
2ag

ag

exp~C1y1C2y2/2!dy

1~2C4g/Ap•b!exp~2ab!,

where a51.5, b50.4, andF(a,x)5*0
xe2 l ta21dt5g(a,x)

is an incomplete gamma function.
The function~1! can be used to find the total energy

the system per particle ^y&53/212^u&. Here
^x&5*2`

` dyx(y) f (y) is the average value ofx andu is the
potential energy per particle, measured in units ofTe .

Assuming that at zero time, both the kinetic energy a
the potential energy are close to zero~this corresponds to a
spatially uniform initial distribution with a low energy! and
bearing in mind that energy is conserved as a result of sp
lar reflection from the walls, in this case we obtain^u&53/4
for the metastable state. The dependence of^u& on d has
already been tabulated. According to the calculations,
energy corresponds tod50.26, and thereforeg50.64. The
results of a numerical simulation of an ion–ion plasma~Fig.
2! are accurately described by the function~5! with a50.55
andb50.64.

It has already been shown1,2 that the function used abov
accurately describes the distributions obtained by fi
principles modeling and yields expressions for the therm
dynamic quantities which gives the results of the Deb
theory in the weak Coulomb interaction limit. The agreeme
between the calculated limiting value of the nonideality p
rameter and the value obtained by direct modeling of ma
particle dynamics indicates that the theoretical reasoning
forward previously accurately describes the new data.

PARTICLE PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION

a) Calculation of the correlation functions.It is known
that the pair correlation functionswab(ra ,rb) give the prob-
ability of particlesa andb being found simultaneously nea
points ra and rb . In a spatially uniform isotropic plasma

FIG. 2. Relaxation of the degree of plasma idealityg to a quasi-steady-state
value in an ion–ion plasma,m51; the other values are the same as in F
1: 1 — g50.55/t10.64,2 — calculations.
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r 5ura2rbu. Thus, the correlation functions were calculat
as follows.

An interval equal to half the cube edge leng
(0,r ,a/2) was divided into numerous~two hundred in the
calculations! small intervals. In each time interval, we s
lected all the spacingsr i j between those particles for whic
the correlation function is determined~for example, by elec-
trons and/or ions! and we calculated the number of partic
incidences in each of these small intervals. Periodic bou
ary conditions were used to calculater i j . For instance, if it
was found that the difference between the projections of
particle position vectors on thex axis was greater than ha
the cube edge lengthxi2xj.a/2, the valuexi2xj2a/2 was
taken instead. Forxi2xj,/2, the valuexi2xj1a/2 was
taken. We stress that these standard periodic boundary
ditions were not used to solve the dynamic equations
merely to calculate the correlation functions.1! It was there-
fore assumed that the entire space was filled with clo
packed cubes with specularly reflecting walls. This avoid
nonphysical decay of the correlation functions over distan
comparable with half the cube edge length.

As a result of this procedure, we calculated a quan
proportional tor 2wab . The normalization of the correlatio
function was determined by

4pE
0

a/2

r 2drwab~r !5
4

3
pS a

2D 3

.

It was assumed that the number of incidences in a gi
small interval defines the value of the functionr 2wab at the
center of the interval.

Calculations were made of the electron–ion a
electron–electron correlation functions. In addition, t
electron–ion correlations were characterized by functi
calculated for different energy ranges: a! free electrons with
the energy«.1.5gT« , b! ‘‘quasicontinuum’’ electrons with
21.5gT«,«,1.5gT« , and c! electrons which may be arbi
trarily assumed to be bound with21.5gT«.«.

b) Results of the calculations.The calculated electron–
ion and electron–electron correlation functions were co
pared with the theoretical expressions obtained from
Bogolyubov theory~see, for example, Ref. 11!,

wab511~21!m
e2

T

exp~2r /r D!

r

511~21!mg
exp~224/3Apgx!

21/3x
. ~7a!

Here, as in Eq.~2!, x5ura2rbuNe
1/3 is the dimensionless in

terparticle spacing,m51 for particles of unlike charge an
m52 for particles of like charge, and the value ofg is de-
termined by formula~3!

Generally speaking, expression~7a! is more suitable for
the case of equal charged particle masses. Times for w
screening by ions has not been established were consid
for an electron–ion plasma. In this case, it is better to use
electron Debye length to describe the screening by the e
trons:
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Thus, for the correlation function, we have:

wab511~21!m
e2

T

exp~2r /r De
!

r

511~21!mg
exp~225/6Apgx!

21/3x
. ~7b!

A comparison between the calculated correlation functio
and theoretical ones reveals reasonable agreement~Fig. 3!.
Some differences are observed for quite small distan
(x,0.5), where bound particles make a substantial contri
tion. For anH plasma the distribution for particles of energ
«.21.5g ~free electrons and quasicontinuum electrons! al-
most agrees with the theoretical curve, apart from the s
caused by normalization. For particles of equal mass the
tribution of free and quasicontinuum particles decreases
small distances because, for equal masses, there are
bound particles as a result of wall recombination~for further
details see Ref. 12!.

FIG. 3. Electron–ion (e–i ) and electron–electron (e–e) pair correlation
functions. The initial conditions are taken as the final time in the calcu
tions of the establishment of the metastable state (t0;TL , where
TL52p/vL5A2pme /e2Ne), x5rNe

1/3 2n51024,Ni5Ne51017 cm23, the
time of observation of the system evolution ist5TL ; a — (mi51836me),
time-averaged electron temperatureTe50.17 eV, heavy curve —
wei511(0.394/x)e22.22x, dashed curve — distribution of electrons havin
the energy «.21.5gT« ; b — mi5me , time-averaged temperatur
Te50.12 eV, heavy curve —wei511(0.558/x)e23.74x, dashed curve — the
same as in Fig. 3a.
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FIG. 4. Time dependence of the projec
tions of the total dipole moment of a sys
tem of Coulomb particles on thex, y,
and z axes~the moment is measured in
units of neNe

21/3): a — short calcula-
tions, mi51836, initial temperatures
Ti050.22 eV, Te050.2 eV, 2n51024,
Ni5Ne51017 cm23; time of observation
of the system evolution 0,t,10TL ;
during the calculations the electron tem
perature increased toTe50.25 eV; b —
short calculations,mi5me , initial tem-
perature T050.43 eV, 2n51024,
Ni5Ne51017 cm23, 0,t,10TL ,
Te50.45 eV; c — long calculations,
H-plasma,Ti050.22 eV, Te050.2 eV,
2n5128, Ni5Ne51017 cm23,
0,t,100TL ; during the calculations
the electron temperature increased
Te50.3 eV.
Surprisingly, agreement between the results of the mod-
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eling and the theory is found outside the range of validity
the Debye model. First, the plasma is nonideal and sec
agreement is found up to distances shorter than the De
length and the average interparticle spacing. This obse
tion agrees with the results of previous studies9,10 ~see also
Refs. 7 and 8!, where substantial ‘‘tightening’’ of the validity
of the Debye concepts was observed: a! the Debye thermo-
dynamic functions agreed with the calculated values up
d;1 and b! the average potential over a large time interv
around a fixed sphere situated at the center of a cube, ag
with the Debye formula for screening even for short d
tances smaller than the average interparticle spacing.

DIPOLE MOMENT OF A SYSTEM OF COULOMB PARTICLES

1. Results of the calculations

a) Time dependence.Collective motion of the system
electrons should show up particularly in the time depende
of the total dipole moment of the entire system ofn posi-
tively charged andn negatively charged particles
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D~ t !5 (
k51

qkr k~ t !5eS (
j 51

r j
~1 !2 (

k51
r k

~2 !D . ~8!

Here,r j
(1) and r k

(2) are the trajectories of the positively an
negatively charged particles, respectively. The results of
calculations~Fig. 4! show that the plasma electrons under
some ordered motion which may be treated as collective
cillations. More accurately, the center of gravity of the ele
trons ~and the center of gravity of the ions in cases of eq
mass! undergoes periodic oscillations, which become app
ciable after summation over all the electron position vecto
Summation cancels out displacements as a result of cha
motion and against the background of this chaotic moti
the regular component becomes appreciable.

The amplitude of the collective oscillations is small a
corresponds to the displacement of each electron over a
tance of the order of 1/20 of the average interparticle sp
ing. The characteristic time scale of the collective oscil
tions is of the same order of magnitude as the Langm
frequency. However, these values are not exactly the sa
in the several series of calculations carried out by us,
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FIG. 5. Time dependence of the correlation functions of t
projections of the total dipole moment of a system of Co
lomb particles. The plasma and calculation parameters
the same as those in Figs. 4a and 4b; a —mi51836me ,
b — mi5me .
frequency of the observed oscillations was 1.5–2 times lower
H
ti

r
im

lower than the frequency of the Langmuir oscillations which
tive
e

than the frequency of the Langmuir oscillations for a
plasma. For equal masses, the frequency of the collec
oscillations was approximatelyA2 times higher than that fo
heavy ions, as was to be expected, and was also 1.5–2 t
ve

es

should be found for a plasma with equal masses of posi
and negative particles~in this case, in the expression for th
frequency of the Langmuir oscillationsme should be re-
placed by the reduced massme/2 of a particle pair!.
i-
cu-
. 5:
FIG. 6. Spectra of correlation functions of the d
pole moment of the system. The plasma and cal
lation parameters are the same as those in Fig
a — H plasma, b —mi5me .
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b) Dipole moment correlation functions.Although the
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5! show that the correlation functions have a periodic char-
tly

on
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. It
the
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time dependence of the dipole moment is conspicuously
clic, objective characteristics are required to demonstrate
collective oscillations of the system. In this context, calcu
tions were made of the time correlation functions of vario
projections of the dipole moment

Rab~t!5

1

t E
0

t

Da~ t8!Db~ t81t!dt8

maxS 1

t E
0

t

Da~ t8!Db~ t81t!dt8D . ~9!

Here a and b pass through the valuesx, y, and z corre-
sponding to the projections of the dipole moment on diff
ent coordinate axes. In view of the symmetry with respec
a and b, it is sufficient to calculate only six of the nin
correlation functions for each calculation. The results~Fig.
cillations are observed at a frequency slightly lower than th
th

ha
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3
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acter and the period of their oscillations is also sligh
greater than the Langmuir period

TL5
2p

vL
5A2pme

e2Ne

.

It is particularly noticeable that the cross correlati
functionsRxy , Rxz , andRyz are periodic, as are the autoco
relation functionsRxx , Ryy , andRzz, with the periodicity of
the cross correlation functions being even more defined
may be stated that the vector of the dipole moment of
system of Coulomb particles behaves as a harmonic osc
tor under an external influence.

c) Collective oscillation spectrum.The Fourier transfor-
mations of the correlation functions2! were calculated to ob-
tain the collective oscillation spectrum
he
Sab~v!5u
1

2pt E0

l

dteivtRab~t!u5AS 1

2pt E0

l

dtRab~t!cosvt D 2

1S 1

2pt E0

l

dtRab~t!sin vt D 2

. ~10!

The spectra obtained~Fig. 6! demonstrate that collective os- When this condition is satisfied, the real correction to t

eLangmuir frequency is small and the collisionless damping
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Langmuir frequency. However, the presence of noise and
comparatively few particles in the calculations means t
the spectral line profile of the dipole radiation of a me
stable plasma cannot yet be reliably determined

2. Collective oscillations

It should first be noted that in this energy range and
a nonideal plasma withnD,1, g;1, there is no small pa
rameter required to construct a quantitative theory. The
sults of the numerical calculations must therefore be d
cussed on the basis of qualitative reasoning near the limit
validity of the adopted theoretical concepts.

a) Langmuir oscillations and dipole moment oscill
tions. For a plane longitudinal wave in a plasma the Vlas
equation yields a dispersion relation linking the wave nu
ber k52p/l (l is the wavelength! with the frequencyv of
the collective electron oscillations~see, for instance, Refs. 1
and 14!

v25vL
213k2nTe

2 1 igLvL
25vL

2
•~116k2r D

2 1 igL!. ~11!

Here

gL5
Ap

~2k2r De

2 !3/2
expS 2

1

2k2r De

2 D
is the collisionless damping rate determined by Landau~the
expression is given for a Maxwellian electron distribution!.
The dispersion equation~11! is valid for fairly long-
wavelength Langmuir oscillations where

k2r De

2 ;k2nTe

2 /vL
2!1.
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rate is exponentially small. All the collective electron osc
lations take place at a frequency close to, but slightly hig
than, the Langmuir frequency.

Thus, the small correction merely increases the osci
tion frequency, whereas the simulation indicates that the
quency of the dipole moment oscillations is lower than t
Langmuir frequency. This may be associated with the bou
edness of the volume under study. However, for the c
edge lengtha5(n/Ne)

1/351.731025 cm, the correction to
the Langmuir frequency in the dispersion equation is s
fairly small

v5vLA116@~2p/a!r D#2'1.17•vL .

It may well be that, for the Langmuir oscillations, th
plasma studied cannot be considered to be ideal. Altho
the parameterd52e6Ne /Te

3 characterizing the degree of ide
ality of the thermodynamic quantities is still small in th
case,d50.075, the number of electrons in the Debye sph
is still less than onenD5(4p/3)r D

3 Ne51/A36pd50.34, and
the Debye length is appreciably smaller than the aver
interparticle spacingr DNe

1/3;0.35. Thus, if the Debye length
in the estimate is replaced by the average interparticle s
ing as the larger quantity, the correction to the oscillati
frequency is then comparable with the Langmuir frequen
v'2•vL.

The fact that the opposite effect is observed — that
frequency of the collective oscillations is lower, not highe
than the Langmuir frequency — may be attributed to dam
ing. It is known that for a harmonic oscillator with the nat
ral frequencyv0 and damping factorv0a, the oscillation
frequency decreases with increasinga: v5v0A12a2. In
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FIG. 7. Time dependence of the projections of the rad
vector of the electron center of gravity on thex, y, andz
axes. Solid heavy curves — center of gravity of free ele
trons, fine curves — center of gravity of electrons of ener
«,1.5gT« ; the plasma and calculation parameters are
same as in Figs. 5a and 5b.
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with time can be detected, even for a fairly long time interv
~Fig. 5b!. It may thus be postulated that the oscillations ta
place under the action of some external stimulating force

The question naturally arises as to the nature of
damping which shifts the oscillation spectrum into the lo
frequency range. Since the collisionless damping decrem
is comparable to unity in the range of parameters studied
decrease in the frequency of the electron collective osc
tions may be caused by collisionless damping. However,
collisionless damping may be caused not by interaction
tween the wave and cophasal fast electrons, as is the cas
Landau damping, but by interaction between the collect
field and quasibound particles.

b) Kepler frequency.It is known that the period of par
ticle rotation in a Coulomb field only depends on the bindi
energyu«u and specifically does not depend on the angu
momentum. The motion then takes place with the Kep
angular frequency

v«5A8u«u3

e4me

5A2

p
vLS u«u

e2Ne
1/3D 3

.

Thus, when the binding energy of an electron is of t
order of the interaction energy with other plasma electr
u«u;e2Ne

1/3 ~in this case the radius of the Kepler orbit is
the order of the average interparticle spacing!, the electron
rotates at a frequency of the order of the Langmuir freque
v«;vL . This electron should therefore interact effective
with the collective oscillations of the plasma electrons
exciting oscillations in the plasma and being exposed to
action of the plasma oscillations.

The dispersion equation given above clearly cannot
used directly to describe the interaction between bound e
trons and collective oscillations. This is because the cha
teristic size of the interaction zone~the radius of the electron
orbit! is smaller than, or of the order of, the average dista
between the charges. However, some results of nume
calculations can be put forward as indirect evidence to s
port the view that the oscillations of quasibound and f
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centers of mass of the free and quasibound electrons osc
in antiphase, so that the contribution of the free-electron
cillations to the dipole moment is compensated to a con
erable extent by the reverse motion of electrons having
energy «,1.5g. In our view, the antiphase nature of th
oscillations indicates that the oscillations of the quasibou
electrons excited by the Langmuir oscillations of free p
ticles are forced.

c) Simplest model of the effect of antiphase oscillatio
We first note that the main contribution to the oscillations
the dipole moment and the center of mass is made by
turbations of infinite wavelength~the entire spatial electron
distribution is shifted in some direction!. We postulate that
the free electrons in the system are shifted byx1. This shift
leads to the generation of the electric fieldE154peNe1x1.
For Ne15Ne , i.e., when only free electrons are taken in
account, the dynamics of the center-of-mass motion of
free electrons is determined by

mẍ152eE1 , or ẍ11vL
2x150.

As was to be expected, the free electrons will oscillate
the Langmuir frequency. We now postulate that these fr
electron oscillations cause a change in the motion of
bound electrons. In this case, the polarization of the bo
electrons will partially compensate for the motion of the fr
electrons and the resulting field is

E54pNe~a1x12a2x2!.

Herex2 is the shift of the bound electrons, anda15Ne1 /Ne

and a25Ne2 /Ne are the fractions of free and bound ele
trons, respectively. The equation of motion for an individu
bound electron then has the form

ẍ2F/me52eE,

whereF is the projection of the Coulomb force acting on a
individual electron, on thex axis.

If, for simplicity, a bound electron in the absence of
external field is treated as an oscillator oscillating at the K
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mass of the bound and free electrons have the form

ẍ152vL
2~a1x12a2x2!,

ẍ21v«
252vL

2~a1x12a2x2!.

We now consider the simplest situation where fe
bound electrons participate in the collective oscillations a
the shift of their center of gravity relative to the equilibriu
position is small. Then, assuminga151 anda250, we ob-
tain

x15a1 cos~vLt1w1!,

x25a2 cos~v«t1w2!2
a1

12vL
2/v«

2
cos~vLt1w1!.

Here a1 and a2 are the amplitudes, andw1 and w2 are the
initial phases of the oscillations. The ‘‘minus’’ sign in fron
of the second term in the second expression reflects the
that the free and bound electrons oscillate in antiphase.
antiphase behavior is most noticeable for electrons clos
resonance, i.e., for those rotating at the Kepler freque
close to the Langmuir frequency. The binding energy
these electrons is«'1.9•e2Ne

1/3.
The analysis can evidently be made more complex: a! by

performing more accurate averaging which gives oscillat
equations for the centers of gravity, b! by introducing damp-
ing, and c! by accurately solving the oscillating equatio
~without using the approximation of few bound electron!,
and so forth. However, it is not yet clear whether this w
give more accurate quantitative results. Nevertheless the
sence of the antiphase oscillation effect can be seen from
very simple model.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions of this study are given as follow
1. At a low initial electron temperature corresponding

a strongly nonideal initial plasma state, a stage of temp
ture relaxation to a higher value takes place. This relaxa
stage is characterized by the universal function~5!.

2. There is a limiting degree of plasma nonideal
(g'0.4) which may be achieved in the metastable state
the absence of any external influence.

3. The correlation functions of the positions of th
charged particles obtained by calculations of many-part
dynamics reveal reasonable agreement with the express
obtained using the Bogolyubov theory in the Debye appro
mation, where agreement between the results of the sim
tion and the theory is found outside the limits of validity
the Debye model: for a nonideal plasma and up to distan
smaller than the Debye length and the average interpar
spacing. This observation agrees with the results of prev
studies9,10 ~see also Refs. 7 and 8! where substantial ‘‘tight-
ening’’ of the validity of the Debye concepts was observe

4. The results of calculations of the total dipole mome
of a system of charged particles show that the center of g
ity of the electrons~and, if the masses are equal, the cente
gravity of the ions! undergoes periodic oscillations. Th
characteristic time scale of the collective motion is of t
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ever, these values do not agree exactly: the frequency o
observed oscillations is 1.5–2 times lower than the Langm
frequency. Moreover, the centers of mass of the free e
trons and the quasibound electrons of energy«,1.5gT« os-
cillate in antiphase, so that the contribution of the free el
tron oscillations to the dipole moment is compensated t
considerable extent by the reverse motion of the quasibo
electrons.

The results of calculations of the time correlation fun
tions show that these are also periodic and their period c
cides with the period of the oscillations of the total dipo
moment of the system. The cross correlation functions of
different projections of the dipole moment are also period
like the autocorrelation functions, and the periodicity of t
cross correlation functions is even more clearly defined.

The spectra of the correlation functions also demonst
that collective oscillations take place at a frequency sligh
lower than the Langmuir frequency.

5. On the basis of these results, it may be hypothesi
that the decrease in the oscillation frequency compared w
the Langmuir frequency is caused by collisionless damp
which takes place when oscillations of quasicontinuum el
trons describing Kepler orbits, whose radii are of the orde
the interparticle spacing, interact with collective oscillatio
of free plasma electrons. This allows us to hypothesize
the observed metastable recombination behavior of a sys
of classical Coulomb particles is caused by interaction
tween quasicontinuum electrons and collective oscillatio
of free electrons.

This work was financed by the Russian Fund for Fun
mental Research~under Project 93-02-16872!.

1!If periodic boundary conditions are used to solve the dynamic probl
this is stated separately. For a discussion of the unreliability of us
periodic boundary conditions to investigate the fundamental properties
system of many Coulomb particles see Ref. 6.

2!Calculations of the Fourier components directly from the projections of
total dipole moment did not give interesting results: the spectrum dis
peared almost completely against the noise background.
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Characteristics of sound wave generation in a gas discharge

dis-
A. R. Aramyan and G. A. Galechyan
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An analysis is made of the generation of sound waves in a dc gas-discharge tube by applying an
alternating component, and the optimum generation conditions are determined. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00708-3#

Continuous control of the plasma parameters at constantand three on the opposite side, as shown in Fig. 1. The
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electric current and gas pressure in a discharge is one o
major problems in plasma physics and the application of
discharges. An effective method of varying the plasma
rameters is to generate acoustic waves in the plasma.1–3

Sound waves propagating along a positive column m
compress and expand the plasma column, they may ind
the formation of ionization waves,4,5 they may create a uni
form distribution of excited gas at high pressures, and m
alter the electron and gas temperature in the plasma, the
tric field, and other parameters over a wide range.1–3

Sound waves can be excited in a gas discharge by
methods: 1! by introducing sound into the discharge chamb
from outside, by means of an electrodynamic genera
clamped to one end of the tube, 2! by generating sound
waves inside the chamber and adding an alternating com
nent to the dc discharge.6

The results of experimental investigations of the infl
ence of sound waves on the plasma parameters obtaine
these two methods show that they completely agree.1 The
second method~alternating current! is the more effective
method of generating sound waves in a discharge cham
In many cases, this method is the only one, particularly
controlling the plasma parameters in gas-discharge laser
which the optical cavity mirrors are mounted at the ends
the tube.

Here we consider the processes of sound wave gen
tion in a dc gas-discharge tube by the application of an
ternating component and we determine the optimum gen
tion conditions. A method is proposed to measure the
temperature in a low-temperature plasma by determining
resonant frequency of sound in the discharge chamber.

It has been shown that the maximum amplitude o
sound wave generated~at the resonant frequency! in a dis-
charge tube by an alternating current component depend
the ratio of the discharge length to the tube length~at con-
stant pressure!. The maximum amplitude is established wh
the length of the plasma column is half the tube length a
the discharge is located in one half of the chamber. In
case, matching of the resonances of the two cavities~one
nested inside the other! leads to an increase in the amplitud
of the sound wave.

The investigations were carried out using the appara
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The measurements w
made in a quartz discharge tube1 with an inner diameter of
6 cm and length 100 cm. Six tungsten electrodes 1 cm
diameter were soldered to the side wall, three on one
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tances between the electrodes were 16, 26, 53, 69, an
cm. A high dc voltage was supplied from a power supply3
via a high-voltage transformer winding4 to create a plasma
at the electrodes. A sound wave was generated in the
charge tube by sine-wave modulating the dc current
means of a discharge current modulation unit, consisting
generator5, an amplifier6, and a transformer4. A micro-
phone7 was attached to one of the plane ends of the tube
the signal was fed to an oscilloscope8. The discharge tube
was evacuated by a pump9 to a vacuum of 1022 Torr and
was then filled with gas to the working pressure, which w
measured with a U-shaped mercury manometer10.

A gas discharge was created at various distances
tween the electrodes at a fixed argon pressure of 80 Torr
a dc current of 50 mA. When the alternating component w
switched on~applied to the dc current!, a sound wave began
to be generated in the discharge tube and was detected
the microphone. The measurements were made at freq
cies near the first resonance at which the tube length co
sponded to half the wavelength.

Figure 2 gives the amplitude of the sound wave in t
tube as a function of the length of the discharge gap at v
ous frequencies near resonance, from which it can be s
that the largest amplitude of sound is established at a r
nant frequency of 184 Hz and a plasma column length of
cm, i.e., approximately half the length of the discharge tu
This corresponds to a quarter of the wavelengthl. When the
length of the discharge region is greater or less than;0.25l,
the amplitude of the sound wave decreases. This effect
evidently be explained as follows. If a discharge of leng
0.25l is positioned at the end of the tube, a cylindrical cav
is formed with one open end.7 From the open end of the
cavity, sound is emitted into that part of the tube where th
is no discharge, i.e., into the other cavity. When their re
nances are the same, the amplitude of the sound wave sh
the greatest increase.

Thus, optimum conditions for the generation of a sou
wave by an alternating current component are establishe
a discharge tube in which the length of the plasma colum
half the tube length and this discharge is located at the en
the tube.

It should be noted that generating the discharge at
center of the 53 cm long tube~between the second and fift
electrodes! did not produce such abrupt amplification of th
sound as between the first and fourth electrodes, and an
preciably lower sound amplitude was established, i.e., in

90101-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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case, only the resonance corresponding to the tube le
was effective.

Figure 3 gives the sound wave amplitude as a function
the frequency near resonance for discharge gaps of 26
and 85 cm, from which it can be seen that when the curr
and gas pressure in the tube are fixed, different discha
gaps correspond to different resonant frequencies of
sound wave. For instance, for gaps of 85, 53, and 26 cm,
resonant frequencies are 188, 184, and 180 Hz. This de
dence of the sound wave resonant frequency on the leng
the discharge gap at constant pressure and current ca
explained as follows. As the discharge gap increases,
discharge voltage increases at the electrodes and this i
companied by a rise in the gas temperature in the tube.
leads to an increase in the sound wave velocity which
accompanied by an increase in the resonant frequency.

FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus:1 — quartz discharge tube,2 — electrodes,
3 — high-voltage dc source,4 — transformer,5 — sound generator,6 —
amplifier, 7 — microphone,8 — oscilloscope,9 — vacuum pump, and
10 — manometer.

FIG. 2. Amplitude of sound wave versus length of discharge gap at an a
pressure of 80 Torr, current of 50 mA, and different frequencies near r
nance:1 — 180,2 — 184,3 — 188,4 — 192,5 — 196,6 — 200,7 —204,
and8 — 208 Hz.
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We shall now determine the average gas temperatur
an argon discharge for the three discharge gaps given in
3 for constant argon pressure and current~80 Torr and 50
mA! using the resonant frequencies and the well-kno
expression8

cs5Ag
RT

m
,

whereg5
cp

cv
, R is the gas constant, andm is the molecular

weight.
For a discharge gapl 1585 cm and a resonant frequenc

f 15188 Hz, the velocity of sound iscs5376 m/s and the gas
temperatureTg5375 K, for l 2553 cm andf 25184 Hz, we
find cs5368 m/s andTg5359 K, and for l 3526 cm and
f 35180 Hz, we findcs5360 m/s andTg5343 K.

The gas temperature is one of the main parameters
partially ionized plasma. It depends on the frequency of e
tic collisions between electrons and gas atoms, since mo
the electron energy, and specifically 2m/M ~wherem is the
electron mass andM is the atomic mass! is transferred to
neutral particles.

An increase in the discharge current is accompanied
an increase in the electron density and in the frequency
their collisions with atoms, which leads to an increase in
gas temperature in the plasma. A sound wave propaga
along a positive column reduces the gas temperature in
plasma~at constant discharge current and pressure!1–3 and
allows it to reach a particular value required for a spec
application or for a particular experiment.

Measurement and monitoring of the gas temperature
the plasma during an experiment is one of the most imp
tant tasks in studies of gas discharges or their practical
plication. It is particularly valuable to develop and monit
the gas-discharge parameters of lasers in which the gas
perature in the plasma determines the optimum lasing co
tions. Any change in this parameter leads to a substan
drop in the laser radiation intensity~such processes are typ
cal of carbon dioxide lasers, metal vapor lasers, and
forth!.

on
o-

FIG. 3. Amplitude–frequency characteristic of a sound wave in an ar
gas discharge for interelectrode gaps of 85~1!, 53 ~2!, and 26 cm~3! in a
tube of length 100 cm with an inner diameter of 6 cm at 80 Torr press
and 50 mA current.
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The most widely used method of measuring the gas tem-
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perature in a low-temperature plasma is the thermocou
method, which has various disadvantages. These include
sponse time, contact, i.e., some foreign body — a thermo-
couple — must be inserted in the plasma at a suitable p
to measure the gas temperature, and locality — the gas
perature is only measured in a small region where the t
mocouple is located.

Methods of measuring the gas temperature in a pla
by determining the velocity of sound were considered in R
9, where the velocity of sound was determined from the m
sured time taken for propagation of an acoustic pulse
tween two identical Langmuir probes positioned a spec
distance apart in the plasma column. In another experime10

the sound wave velocity was determined by an opti
method. The velocity of sound was studied in Ref. 11
inducing localized breakdown in a discharge in vario
gases.

The method of measuring the gas temperature in
plasma by determining the resonant frequency of a so
wave in the discharge tube~described above! does not have
the disadvantages inherent in the thermocouple method
others, it is simple to implement, can easily be automa
and can give information on the average gas temperatur
the discharge, which is very useful in many cases, part
larly for gas lasers. The resonant frequency can be de
mined very accurately from the amplitude-frequency char
teristic. In addition, the resonant frequency can also
determined from the profile of the sound wave oscillatio
~the microphone signal!, i.e., at resonance, the oscillation
are sinusoidal since the dispersion is zero. At nonreson
frequencies, the profile of the oscillations differs apprecia
from sinusoidal. It should be noted that when sound is
cited in a discharge by an alternating current whose osc
tion profile differs substantially from sinusoidal, sinusoid
sound waves are established~in resonance!.

It is desirable to measure the gas temperature i
weakly ionized plasma in resonance with the frequency
the sound by using a low intensity~up to 75 dB! in order to
avoid strong interaction between the acoustic waves and
plasma. This is because when the sound wave intensity
creases above 80–85 dB, the gas temperature in the pla
column decreases under the influence of the sound,1–3 and
this is accompanied by a decrease in the velocity of sou
This leads to a decrease in the resonant frequency w
must be continuously tracked by a frequency change at
master oscillator.

Thus, the interaction between the sound wave and
plasma operates on a feedback principle, i.e., an increas
the sound intensity causes a decrease in the gas tempe
in the plasma~as a result of the formation of vortex motio
which transfers heat to the walls!, which leads to a change i
the sound wave velocity and the resonant frequency. In o
words, the parameters of the sound and the plasma vary
sistently. This process is clearly demonstrated by the in
action between a sound wave pulse and a plasma which
shall analyze briefly.

Figure 4 gives the amplitude-frequency characteristic
an acoustic cavity consisting of a quartz tube 100 cm lo
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with an inner diameter of 6 cm, for an argon discharge a
pressure of 120 Torr and current of 50 mA. The characte
tic was obtained for a constant sound wave intensity supp
by an emitter attached to the end of the tube, in the freque
range shown. This intensity was low, i.e., it was such that
interaction took place between the wave and the plasma.
maximum of the sound intensity corresponds to a resona
at 390 Hz, for which the wavelength is equal to the length
the discharge tube. Figure 4 shows oscilloscope traces o
sound wave pulse propagating along the positive discha
column and reaching the microphone. The intensity of
sound wave supplied from the emitter to the discharge
constant in all the traces.

It can be seen from the trace at 320 Hz that the pu
amplitude remained constant over this length, i.e., the w
amplitude is not exposed to any plasma influences. The p
length was;2.5 s and the sound wave intensity was 84 d
The trace at 340 Hz shows that the amplitude of the soun
the tube increased, although the intensity of the wave fr
the emitter was the same as that at 320 Hz. In addition,
this may well be the main factor, the wave amplitude beg
to increase with time from the beginning of the pulse a
reaches a maximum after approximately 0.7 s, before de
ing. The wave intensity under these conditions was 86
The amplitude of the sound wave increases as it propag
along the discharge because its wavelength decreases an
conditions in the tube approach resonance. This decreas
wavelength occurs because the sound wave induces vo
motion in the discharge, which increases the transfer of h
from the discharge to the tube walls, reduces the gas t
perature, and decreases the velocity of sound. On the t

FIG. 4. Amplitude–frequency characteristic of acoustic cavity formed b
discharge tube 6 cm in diameter and 100 cm long at an argon pressu
120 Torr and discharge current of 50 mA, with oscilloscope traces of so
wave pulse.
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trace, obtained at 360 Hz, the amplitude increases to its
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maximum within 0.3 s since 360 Hz is closer to the 390
resonant frequency and the time taken to reach it is shorte
a result of the decrease in wavelength. It should be noted
on the trace at 360 Hz the amplitude of the sound wav
approximately 1.3 times that at 340 Hz and this has the re
that the gas absorbs that amount of energy which relaxes
frequency of 2 kHz after the sound is switched off. The
oscillations were indicated at the end of the trace. The so
intensity under these conditions was 88 dB. On the fou
trace, obtained at 390 Hz, the amplitude of the sound w
reaches a maximum 0.1 s after the beginning of the pulse
then decays. The wave amplitude at 380 Hz is lower th
that in the third trace at 360 Hz and corresponds to 87
This circumstance arises because as a result of intera
with the plasma, the sound wave becomes so retuned th
is far from resonance to the right of the maximum. On t
oscilloscope trace obtained at the resonant frequency the
plitude of the wave pulse decreases almost from the v
beginning. This occurs because as a result of negligible c
ing of the gas, the wavelength becomes shorter than the
length, the resonance condition is violated, and the so
amplitude decreases. The processes on the next two trac
400 and 420 Hz can be explained as for 390 Hz.

These experimental results indicate that the relative
fluence of the sound wave and the plasma becomes stro
the closer the sound frequency to the resonant frequenc

The following conclusions may be drawn:
1. It has been established that the optimum conditi

for the generation of a sound wave in a dc discharge
904 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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quency! is superposed on this current, the length of t
plasma column is half the tube length, and the discharg
located at the end of the chamber. In this way, two cavit
are created, one~a cylindrical cavity with an open end! act-
ing inside the other. When the two resonances are matc
the amplitude of the sound wave increases.

2. A method has been proposed to measure the gas
perature in a low-temperature plasma by determining
resonant frequency of a sound wave propagating along
discharge tube.

To conclude, we have great pleasure in thanking P
Pogosyan for helpful discussions of the results.
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Stochastic dynamics of a Josephson fluxon in an inhomogeneous junction

un-
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A study is made of fluxon motion in a long Josephson junction with a local inhomogeneity
~microresistor! in the presence of an alternating external current. Nonlinear resonances in the
fluxon dynamics are considered. The process by which a fluxon trapped at an inhomogeneity
is stochastically depinned under the influence of a periodic current is investigated analytically and
numerically. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00808-8#
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The dynamics of Josephson vortices in long inhomo
neous junctions are attracting considerable attention am
researchers because of the possible physical applica
such as a parametric Josephson oscillator, tunable gener
of submillimeter radiation, logic devices,1,2 and so on. The
analyses deal with the influence of two types of inhomo
neities on the fluxon motion: distributed~frequently in the
form of periodic reliefs! and point~microshorts or microre-
sistors! inhomogeneities. It was shown in Ref. 3 that a flux
may become trapped alongside an inhomogeneity under
influence of a dc current. The establishment of stocha
fluxon dynamics under the influence of an alternating curr
was studied in Ref. 4. Stationary fluxon states in the field
two microshorts were studied in Ref. 5 while the stochas
acceleration~an analog of the Ulam problem! of a fluxon
under the action of an oscillating impurity was investigat
in Ref. 6. The analysis of stochastic fluxon dynamics un
the action of an alternating current, reported in Ref. 4,
volved studying a special type of mapping valid for moti
near the separatrix on the phase plane of the fluxon par
eters in the absence of damping. Here, we report an ana
and numerical study of fluxon dynamics in a wide range
nonlinear resonances and we obtain a criterion for stocha
motion of a Josephson fluxon, which also allows for dissi
tion effects.

This problem is also of interest for nonlinear wa
theory. The mechanisms for the onset of dynamic chao
nonlinear waves have not been sufficiently well studied a
the proposed simple model may serve as a basis for com
ing the theoretical conclusions and the experiment.

FLUXON MOTION IN THE FIELD OF A POINT
INHOMOGENEITY

We consider the dynamics of a fluxon in a long Jose
son junction under the action of an alternating external c
rent. In standard dimensionless variables, the equation
the phase difference of the wave functionsw(x,t) has the
form1–3

w tt2wxx1sin w52aw t1bwxxt2F~ t !

1F(
i 51

N

« id~x2ai !sin w i G , ~1!
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neling of normal electrons across the barrier and the flow
normal electrons parallel to the barrier, the ter
F5F0 sin(V0t) describes the influence of a distributed exte
nal current, and the spatial variablex and timet are normal-
ized to the Josephson penetration lengthlJ and the recipro-
cal plasma frequency 1/vp of the long Josephson junction
respectively.

The junction has point inhomogeneities positioned at
distanceai . The case« i,0 corresponds to microshort
while « i.0 corresponds to microresistors. We shall sub
quently study the case« i.0, where the distance betwee
inhomogeneities is assumed to be much greater than
fluxon dimension, i.e.,ai@d, where d;(12v2)1/2. Then,
the interaction between the fluxon and each inhomogen
can be analyzed separately, since the influence of the ne
boring inhomogeneity can be neglected. For small«, g, b,
and F!1, a solution may be sought in the form of a kin
~antikink! with variable parameters~the center coordinate
z(t) and the velocityv(t))

w~x,t !54 arctanFexpS s
x2z~ t !

A12v2~ t !
D G , ~2!

wheres561 is the polarity corresponding to a kink~anti-
kink!.

Applying perturbation theory to the sine–Gordo
equation,3,7 we can derive equations forz(t) andv(t)

dv
dt

52av~12v2!2bv/31~psF0/4!sin~V0t !

3~12v3/2!2~«/2!~12v2!sinh~y!/cosh3~y!,

dz

dt
5v1~«/2!vz sinh~y!/cosh3~y!, y5z/~12v2!1/2.

~3!

We shall subsequently investigate the case of low velo
ties (v2!1), since this is of interest for small perturbation
In this case, system~3! may be written as3,4

d2z

dt2
1

sinh~z!

cosh3~z!
52G

dz

dt
1 i sin~Vt!, ~4!

90505-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



where G5(a1b/3)/n0, f 5psF0 /(4n0
2), V5V0 /n0,
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t5tn0, and n05(«/2) is the frequency of small oscilla
tions of the kink alongside an inhomogeneity.

Thus, the problem of fluxon dynamics in a long Josep
son junction reduces to studying the motion of a particle
unit mass in the field of an attractive anharmonic poten
U(z)52(1/2)sech2z under the influence of an external var
able force. Note that in addition to changes in the flux
parameters, small perturbations also cause the fluxon to
linear electromagnetic waves. However, at low velocities
radiation energy is low (;exp(21/v2)) and equations in the
adiabatic approximation may be used for timest, f 22. An
equation similar to~4! is also obtained by studying the inte
action between a soliton of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tion and an oscillating impurity.8 In addition, this problem is
similar to that of the beam propagation in a medium who
refractive index depends on the spatial coordinates.9

ANALYSIS OF FLUXON MOTION IN THE ABSENCE OF
DISSIPATION. CRITERION FOR STOCHASTICITY OF
THE MOTION

In this section we use Eq.~4! to study fluxon motion for
the case of negligibly small dissipation whenG50 can be
assumed. The Hamiltonian of the system can then be wri
as follows:

H5H01 f H1

5~1/2!@~dz/dt!22sech2~z!#2 f sin~Vt!z. ~5!

We first consider the main features of the unperturb
particle motion (f 50). The phase portrait for this case
given in Fig. 1. The separatrix~curve 1! determined by the
relations

z56arcsinh~t!, v56~11t!21/2 ~6!

separates the region of periodic~finite! and drift ~infinite!
trajectories~curves2 and3, respectively!. To analyze motion
in the regionH0,0, it is convenient to use the action–ang
variables (J,Q). As a result, we obtain

H0~J!52~12J!2/2, v0~J!5dH0 /dJ512J, ~7!

wherev0(J) is the frequency of the unperturbed oscillation
The value of the actionJ varies between 0 for oscilla

tions alongside the bottom of the well and 1 near the se
ratrix. The frequencyv0 varies accordingly between 1 and
As the particle energy increases further (H0), the motion
changes to drift motion.

An external force destroys the integrability of the syste
and leads to an additional term in the Hamiltonian. Adopt
the approach used in Ref. 9, we can derive the follow
relations:

f H1~J,Q!52 f sin~Vt!arcsinh@a sin~Q!/~12a2!1/2#

52 f sin~Vt !(
k50

`

H1, 2k11~J!sin@~2k11!Q#,

~8!

where
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H1, 2k11~J!5
2G~k11/2!•G~k13/2!a2k11

p~2k11!•G~2k12!

3F~k11/2,k13/2, 2k12, a2!,

a25J~22J!,

whereG(x) is a gamma function andF(a,b,c,d) is a hyper-
geometric function.

It can be seen from expression~8! that the perturbation
only has odd harmonics inQ and thus the trajectories reso
nant with the external perturbation will be those for whi
the following relation is satisfied

v0~J!5V/n, n52k11. ~9!

When an external influence is taken into account,
character of the motion can be assessed most easily by m
of a Poincare´ map. This map determines a sequence of po
corresponding to the cross sections of some trajectory in
phase space of Eq.~4! at the time intervals 2p/V. For small
f , according to the Kolmogorov–Arnol’d–Moser theorem
the nonresonant trajectories are only negligibly deform
~Fig. 2, region1!. Near resonant trajectories whose unp
turbed frequency satisfies condition~9!, a nonlinear reso-
nance — splitting of a given trajectory — occurs. This lea
to the appearance of pairs of singular points of the Poinc´
map — elliptic and hyperbolic. Figure 2~region2! shows the
separatrix of the nonlinear resonance forn53. Using a stan-
dard nonlinear resonance technique,10 we can estimate the
width of thenth resonance

Dv52@ f H1, n~J!uv08u#
1/2, v085dv0~J!/dJ. ~10!

The frequency spacing between the resonances is d
mined by

udvu5uv2k112v2k13u52V@~2k11!~2k13!#. ~11!

If « increases, the width will increase resonantly a
may overlap neighboring resonances. In this case, the mo
becomes chaotic, i.e., similar to the motion of a Browni

FIG. 1. Phase portrait of the unperturbed system~4!. The separatrix~1!
divides the region of periodic~2! and drift ~3! trajectories.
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particle ~Fig. 2, region 3!. According to the Chirikov
criterion,11,12 stochasticity occurs near thenth resonance
when the conditionK5(Dv/dv)2>1 is satisfied or, if Eqs.
~10! and ~11! are used, when

f > f th5V2/@H1, nn2~n12!2#. ~12!

Thus, the fluxon motion will be stochastic for almost a
initial conditions and parameters of the problem satisfy
condition ~12!. At this point, it should be noted that even
a region of advanced stochasticity, there are always reg
of regular motion.

The analytic results were checked by a numerical sim
lation of Eq. ~4! using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
Merson method. The results of the numerical calculations
V52 are given in Table I.

The degree of chaos was estimated quantitatively by
termining the largest Lyapunov exponent13 characterizing the
local instability of the trajectories in the phase space.10 If we
take initial points positioned at the distanced(0), thespacing
between the trajectories at timet may be written as
d(t)>d(0)exp(lt). If l,0, the motion is locally stable an
regular~periodic or quasiperiodic!, whereas ifl.0, the mo-
tion is locally unstable~chaotic!. Table I gives values ofl
for various initial conditions and parameters. The results
the numerical simulation show that the resonance ove
criterion gives a satisfactory estimate of the onset of stoch
ticity. The difference between the analytic and numeri

FIG. 2. Poincare´ map for the caseG50, V52, «50.14:1 — nonresonant
trajectory, initial coordinates and velocity equal~0, 20.4!, 2 — motion near
resonance withn53 ~0, 20.898!, and 3 — stochastic motion and fluxon
depinning~0, 20.957!.
TABLE I.
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glected the shift and width of the neighboring (n12)th reso-
nance.

Note that chaotic motion in this system is a transie
process. A fluxon which has acquired a sufficient amoun
energy during diffusion via resonances becomes separ
from the inhomogeneity and then moves as a free parti
Thus, the stochasticity condition~12! may be considered a
the condition for depinning of a fluxon from a local inhom
geneity.

INFLUENCE OF DISSIPATION ON FLUXON MOTION

In this section we consider the influence of dissipati
(GÞ0) on the characteristics of the establishment of cha
When damping is ‘‘switched on’’ in system~4! ~near the
points ~0,0!, (6`,0)!, attractive points of the Poincare´ map
— attractors — appear, whose position and parameters
pend on the ratio of the parametersG, f , andV. Most of the
trajectories are attracted to the main attractor near~0, 0!. As
the amplitude of the external forcef increases, the neighbor
hood of this point may become unstable as a result of
formation of a homoclinic structure as follows. The equili
rium (6`,0) and separatrix points~Fig. 1, curve3! of the
unperturbed system~3! generate fixed mapping points an
invariant stable and unstable manifolds related to the gi
points, in the perturbed system. For specific values of
parameters, these manifolds may intersect at a so-called
moclinic point. The existence of one homoclinic point giv
rise to the existence of an infinite set of similar points~Refs.
10 and 13, p. 88!. The presence of these points or the ex
tence of a homoclinic trajectory implies local instability o
the phase space, i.e.,sensitivity of the system to the in
conditions. In this case we talk of the establishment of h
moclinic chaos.10,13From this point of view, Eq.~4! is inter-
esting because the unperturbed system has no hyper
equilibrium positions, although a homoclinic structure do
occur, as we shall see subsequently. The Mel’nikov metho14

is used to obtain the conditions for the formation of such
structure in the system, that is stochasticity. This meth
involves calculating the Mel’nikov functionM (t0) character-
izing the distance between perturbed invariant manifolds
M (t0) has simple zeros, there exists a homoclinic point
which the manifolds intersect.14 For Eq.~4! M (t0) is

M ~ t0!5E
2`

`

@2Gvs~ t !1 f sin~V~ t1t0!!#vs~ t !dt, ~13!

wherevs is the velocity at the unperturbed separatrix~6!.
907. N. Tso 
Resonance Initial velocity Threshold amplitude Threshold amplitude Largest
numbern (x50) from ~12! f th from numerical analysisf th Lyapunov exponentl

9 0.9750 0.0262 0.011 3.5231022

7 0.9584 0.0506 0.022 2.7731022

5 0.9166 0.1226 0.058 5.8031022

3 0.7454 0.5106 0.253 3.9431022
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FIG. 3. Invariant stable~1! and unstable~2! manifolds of Eq.~4! for the stationary pointx→1` V51, G50.02, threshold amplitudef c50.075: a —
nonintersecting manifolds forf 50.06, b — homoclinic structure forf 50.1.
From the conditionM (t0)<0, we obtain the criterion of
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the onset of stochastic fluxon motion

f > f c5pG/@2K0~V!#, ~14!

whereK0(V) is the Macdonald~modified Bessel! function.
Using the asymptotic formK0(V), we can obtain the

following conditions:

f >G~pV/2!1/2exp~V! for V@1,

f >G~pG/2!@ ln~V/2!#21 for V!1. ~15!

Figure 3 shows invariant manifolds corresponding to
fixed point atz→1`. It can be seen that for below-critica
values off , no homoclinic points exist~Fig. 3a!. For f . f c

we have an intersection of invariant manifolds. Figure 3 w
plotted using a Poincare´ map of a fairly small segment nea
z>10, where an unstable manifold was calculated fort.0
and a stable manifold was calculated fort,0. Note that we
are only aware of one study in which the existence o
homoclinic structure is demonstrated analytically and
merically for an infinite potential~Morse potential!.15

The numerical simulation shows that condition~14!
fairly accurately determines the intersection of the ma
folds. This intersection initially occurs near the unperturb
separatrix and then, with increasingf , covers larger and
larger regions of the phase space. As a result, the neigh
hood of the main attractor also becomes unstable, wh
gives rise to randomness over almost the entire space. A
the caseG50, the chaos is transient. In this case howeve
particle having acquired energy does not go to infinity b
‘‘sticks’’ at large z (dz/dt'0) as a result of dissipation an
stays there for a long time. Since these distances are m
greater than the characteristic dimension of influence of
inhomogeneity, this drift may be interpreted as depinning
a fluxon from a microresistor.
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It has been shown that the application of an exter
currentJ(t) leads to nontrivial fluxon dynamics. In the ab
sence of a current, the fluxon will be trapped by a micro
sistor and will undergo damped oscillations alongside it. T
action of an alternating current induces periodic, quasip
odic, and stochastic motion. Stochastic motion is obser
when a fluxon, having undergone chaotic oscillations alo
side an inhomogeneity and having acquired a suffici
amount of energy, becomes detached from this inhomoge
ity. We estimate the external current density required
stochastic fluxon depinning. We take the following values
the typical parameters of a long Josephson junction1,2

vp;108 rad/s,G;0.01 (a,b;1023–1022), critical current
density Jc;108 A/m2, and «;0.1. Then, from conditions
~15! we obtain the amplitude of the external current dens
J:

1! v in;(1023–1022)vp!vpn0 — low frequencies of
the external current:

J>2n0Gu ln~V/2!u21Jc;1052106 A/m2,

2! v in;vp@vpn0 — high frequencies of the externa
current:

J>4n0
2G~2p!1/2V1/2exp~V!Jc;107 A/m2,

V5v in /~vpn0!.

This effect of stochastic fluxon depinning may well b
useful for determining the quantitative characteristics of
cal inhomogeneities in long Josephson junctions. For
purpose, a slow Josephson fluxon is generated which
comes trapped by a microresistor and localized at it a
result of damping. The inhomogeneity parameter« can then
be estimated from the amplitude of the alternating curren
which the kink becomes detached from the impurity.
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A new universal method of monitoring layer parameters and surface roughness in
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Tunnel-thin films of various materials around 2–10 nmsilicon wafers with an initial rms roughnesss50.4 nm. Car-
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thick have recently become increasingly widely used in
toelectronics and microelectronics. These films have
tremely extensive fields of application, ranging from no
volatile memory elements to applications as functional lay
in multilayer structures. Metals, semiconductors, and die
trics have all been used. When such ultrathin films are u
their parameters~thickness, density, and surface roughne!
must be strictly monitored directly during the technologic
process — so-calledin situ monitoring.

At present, laser interferometry and ellipsometry a
most commonly used for this purpose.1,2 Disadvantages o
laser interferometry are that it cannot be used to ana
coatings of submicron thickness (d,0.1mm! and materials
whose refractive index varies as a function of the deposi
conditions ~such as diamond-like films3,4!. Thus, ellipsom-
etry is usually used to analyze ultrathin layers. Howev
ellipsometry is extremely sensitive to the state of the s
strate surface. This makes it difficult to use when transit
layers are present at the film–substrate interface, since
optical constants of the material on its surface vary dur
the initial growth of the film. In addition, ellipsometry cann
be used to study absorbing materials~such as metals!.

Thus, a method of monitoring the reflection coefficie
in the x-ray wavelength range between 0.05 and 0.3 nm
proposed to analyze the properties of ultrathin films.5,6 In this
range, all materials have an extremely low absorption co
ficient so that the three most important parameters of
films can be determined: the thickness, surface roughn
and refractive decrement, which is directly related to the d
sity of the material.

An important advantage of this method is its univer
applicability, i.e., it is not sensitive to the parameters of
vacuum technological process~such as the pressure, workin
gas composition, and plasma parameters! or to the type of
deposited material. In this case, the x-ray source and dete
are located outside the working chamber.

Here we present results of using x-rayin situ monitoring
to monitor the growth and etching processes of multila
carbon structures, and also for monitoring the surface qua
during treatment.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the vacuum chamber w
the in situ x-ray measuring system. The angle of incidenc
the x-ray beam isQ51 deg. The x-ray radiation source wa
a tube with a copper anode (l50.154 nm!. The beam re-
flected specularly from the surface was recorded by the
tector. The results were fed to a computer via a data proc
ing system and interface. The substrates were polis
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bon films were deposited by two methods: by magnet
sputtering of a graphite target in argon and by gas-ph
deposition in a plasma excited by an rf discharge. The wo
ing gas was cyclohexane, C6H12, vapor.

Figure 2a gives the time dependence of the reflect
coefficientI 0(t) for the deposition of carbon layer I on sili
con from cyclohexane~C6H12) vapor in an rf discharge
plasma~Fig. 2a, curve1! and for layer II obtained by mag
netron sputtering of a graphite target in Ar~Fig. 2a, curve2!
during its deposition on the first layer~the dependence is
reversed!. The arrows in Fig. 2a indicate the beginning~b!
and end~e! of the deposition process.

The initial intensity of the reflected beam was 17
pulse/s. Growth of the carbon layer causes the intensity
the x-ray beam reflected by the film–substrate system to
cillate. The period of the oscillationsL is determined by the
Bragg condition 2L sinQ5l. In accordance with the Bragg
condition, both layers have the same thicknessd58.8 nm. It
can be seen from Fig. 2a that the growth rateV0 of the first
layer is slower than that of the following layer. The min
mum observed on the curveI 0(t) in the first interference
order indicates that the density of the film material is low
than that of the substrate material.5 The smaller amplitude of
the peak on curve2 ~Fig. 2a! corresponds to the higher den
sity of the second layer relative to the first. The densities a
roughness of the growing layer may be determined by a
lyzing the behavior ofI 5 f (t). The film parameters average

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus:1 — radiation source,2 — colli-
mating system3 — entry window,4 — vacuum chamber,5 — sample,6 —
detector,7 — recording unit,8 — computer,9 — rf generator, and10 —
magnetron source.

91010-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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in the rangeL/2 are presented in Table I. The average de
sities and rms roughness of the films are calculated in
thickness ranged5L/2 because then, by converting from
I 5 f (t) to I 5 f (d), we can obtain analytic expressions t
calculater ands ~Refs. 5 and 6!.

It can be seen from Table I that the density and roug
ness of the first layer increase during its growth. The dens
of layer II is higher than that of layer I and is close to th

FIG. 2. Experimental time dependences of the reflection intensity for de
sition of carbon layers on a silicon substrate~a! and etching~b!. 1 — layer
obtained in a plasma excited by an rf bias,2 — layer obtained by magnetron
sputtering.

TABLE I. Parameters of layers I and II obtained during deposition an
etching.

Layer Thickness Deposition Etching
No. d r, g/cm3 s, Å V0, Å/s r, g/cm3 s, Å Vet , Å/s

I 02L/2 1.78 4.00 3.7 1.84 4.01 4.4
L/22L 1.81 4.32 3.7 1.88 4.58 4.4
L23/2L 1.90 4.31 3.7 2.01 4.54 4.4

3/2L22L 1.96 4.96 3.7 1.96 4.81 4.4
II 0 2L/2 2.11 4.90 11 2.05 3.82 2.8

L/22L 2.04 3.44 11 2.00 2.90 2.8
L23/2L 2.05 3.10 11 2.02 2.90 2.2

3/2L22L 2.11 3.70 11 2.09 3.68 2.5

911 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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density of graphite~2.26 g/cm3). In addition, the surface of
layer II has a lower value ofs. The difference in the densi-
ties of the carbon layers is a consequence of the differ
contents ofsp2 andsp3 states and hydrogen.3,4

This two-layer coating was etched by a standard tech
logical process in an oxygen plasma excited by supplying
power to the cathode on which the silicon substrate w
mounted. The curveI et(t) obtained for etching is plotted in
Fig. 2b. It can be seen~in Fig. 2b, curves1 and2 correspond
to Fig. 2a! that, in terms of absolute values of the record
signal, the curveI et(t) accurately reproducesI 0(t) but in
reverse order. As a result, the dependencesr(d) and s(d)
calculated fromI et(t) show a good correlation with the val
ues obtained fromI 0(t). However, the rate of etching (Vet)
of the layer obtained by magnetron sputtering in argon
slower ~Fig. 2b, curve2! than that for the layer obtained by
deposition in an rf discharge~Fig. 2b, curve1!. This is
clearly the result of a difference in the densities of the fir
and second layers.

The substrate surface is usually subjected to ion-plas
cleaning before the thin-film coating is deposited. Physic
sputtering, ion-chemical etching, and plasma-chemical et
ing are used to clean the surface.7 In many cases, it is im-
portant that the substrate cleaning process should not
crease the surface roughness or cause oxidation or adsorp
of carbon.

Figure 3 shows the behavior ofI (t) when an x-ray beam
is reflected by a silicon wafer undergoing treatment in
argon plasma with added oxygen. It can be seen that at
beginning of the treatment process in Ar, the intensity of t
reflected signal from the surface of the Si wafer falls sharp
~Fig. 3, curve1!. The reflected signal then remains consta
However, when oxygen is added to the Ar, the reflecti
coefficient increases abruptly, reaching a constant val
When the silicon wafer then undergoes further treatment
pure argon, the intensity falls again and reaches a level c
responding to the refection before the oxygen was add
~Fig. 3, curve2!. This behavior of the reflection coefficien
may be attributed to changes in the surface roughness of
silicon.

Figure 4 shows the behavior ofI (t) during the treatment

o-

FIG. 3. Experimental curves of the reflection intensity versus treatment t
for a silicon wafer.1 — in an Ar 1 O2 mixture and2 — in Ar.

911Baranov et al.
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of a silicon wafer in a CF4 plasma. It can be seen that th
reflected signal is more than halved. In accordance with
Debye–Waller conditionI 5I sexp@2(4ps sinQ/l)2# ~where
I s is the intensity before the treatment process!,8 this corre-
sponds to an increase in the rms surface roughness of
wafers from 0.4 to 1.3 nm. The observed increase in
silicon roughness has no single mechanism. It is the co
bined result of various processes taking place on the silic
surface in a CF4 plasma~for example, etching of an SiOx

FIG. 4. Experimental curveI (t) for the treatment of a silicon wafer in CF4

~1! ands(t) ~2!.
912 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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radicals at sites of emergence of dislocations, deposition
carbon atoms on Si, and so on!.

To sum up, it has been shown that in situ x-ray monit
ing at 0.154 nm can be used to monitor the surface qua
and to study the growth kinetics of single-layer a
multilayer structures to within 0.1 nm. This method has t
advantages that it is easy to implement, it can be univers
applied to study any substrates and films, and can also
used to determine the most important parameters of thin-
coatings ~thickness, density, and roughness! at the initial
stages of film growth.
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Sources of 1/ F noise in gallium arsenide IMPATT diodes

he
S. A. Kornilov, K. D. Ovchinnikov, and É. B. Kislitsyn

M. A. Bonch-Bruevich State University of Telecommunications, 191186 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 30, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 65–70~August 1997!

The quasistatic approximation is used to analyze 1/F noise in IMPATT diodes in the static and
dynamic~self-oscillating! modes. Sources of 1/F noise are defined in accordance with the
fluctuator model: allowance is made for fluctuations of the charge of traps and fluctuations of the
electron drift velocity caused by their scattering by traps and metastable neutral centers. It
is shown that the fluctuations of the voltage across the diode and the fluctuations of the oscillation
frequency are mainly determined by the fluctuations of the trap charge, while the fluctuations
of the oscillation amplitude are determined by scattering by neutral centers. A method
is developed to determine the intensity of noise sources using the results of measurements of the
fluctuations in the static and dynamic modes of IMPATT diodes and a method of checking
the model as a whole is checked. Experimental results are presented and these show satisfactory
agreement with the calculations. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!01008-8#
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Information on sources of 1/F noise in semiconductor
with hot carriers is scant and frequently contradictory. Ho
ever, this problem is interesting from the physical point
view and has important applications — many semiconduc
microwave devices utilize hot electrons. IMPATT diodes a
an attractive research prospect because they operate in
tremely high fields~hundreds of kV/cm! and can expand the
experimental base by including dynamic measurements.
aim of the present paper is to select an adequate mod
1/F noise sources in IMPATT diodes, to check this mod
experimentally, and to develop a method of determining
intensity of the sources using the results of the meas
ments.

MODEL OF 1/F NOISE SOURCES IN IMPATT PHOTODIODES
AND AN APPROACH TO CHECK THIS MODEL

We shall briefly consider models of 1/F noise sources
which have been used to describe this noise in high fields
Refs. 1–6 it is assumed that bulk 1/F noise is caused by
fluctuations in the carrier mobility~drift velocity!. The origin
of these fluctuations is either not specified or is attributed
scattering by acoustic phonons2–4 in the spirit of the Hooge–
Vandamme concept.7 This last concept presupposes that t
phonon concentration exhibits 1/F noise, which is difficult to
reconcile because the phonon frequency has a lower lim
samples of finite dimensions.

The authors of Refs. 8 and 9 proposed an alterna
model of 1/F noise, where this noise is attributed to fluctu
tions of the energy level population in the density-of-sta
‘‘tail’’ extending into the semiconductor band gap. In oth
words, the 1/F noise is attributed to the behavior of the trap
which leads to fluctuations in their total charge and the f
carrier concentration. This model, which is similar to t
well-known McWhorter model,10 was used in Ref. 8 to cal
culate the voltage fluctuations at IMPATT diodes. The tr
model can explain the 1/F spectrum and, which is particu
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involvement of traps in the formation of 1/F noise~sample
illumination experiments9!. However, this model does no
solve all the problems. The authors of Ref. 9 note t
sample illumination experiments indicate that in addition
the ‘‘trap’’ component, the 1/F noise has another compone
whose nature has not yet been identified.

The concept of the origin of 1/F noise known as the
fluctuator model has recently attracted serious attention.11 It
was demonstrated in Ref. 12 that this model may be app
to disordered regions of high-temperature semiconduct
This model assumes that the 1/F noise is caused by interac
tion between charge carriers and metastable centers pos
ing a relaxation time distribution~fluctuators!. In semicon-
ductors, these may be neutral formations such as two-le
systems and generation-recombination centers. In the
case, fluctuations of the carrier mobility~drift velocity! occur
as a result of scattering and in the second case, fluctuat
of the trap charge and free carrier concentration are a
added. The fluctuator model is supported by strong exp
mental evidence, including the observation of the behavio
single fluctuators and the transition from a Lorentzian to
1/F spectrum with increasing number of fluctuators~see the
review presented in Ref. 13!, the influence of light on the 1/F
noise already mentioned,9 and the demonstration that th
low-frequency noise spectrum in ultrapure semiconductor
a superposition of Lorentzians.14

An important factor is that the fluctuator model in a ce
tain sense combines the Lorentzian model and the mob
fluctuation model, but attributes the latter to scattering
metastable centers rather than by phonons. This model
used in Ref. 15 to analyze the influence of electron hea
on 1/F noise in a homogeneous sample, but the influence
traps was neglected.

Here we analyze 1/F noise in IMPATT diodes using the
fluctuator model with allowance for interaction of charg
carriers with charged and neutral fluctuators.16 Thus, the fol-
lowing sources of 1/F noise are introduced in the theory
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velocity fluctuationsdv t correlated withdNt ~the result of
scattering by traps!, and drift velocity fluctuationsdvn un-
correlated withdNt ~the result of scattering by neutral fluc
tuators!.

A widely used method of checking models of 1/F noise
sources involves comparing calculations of the current no
with an experiment conducted in the static operating mod
the samples or devices~dc measurements!. The method pro-
posed here combines dc measurements with measureme
the oscillation fluctuations in the generation regime of
IMPATT diode. This obviously makes the calculations a
experiment more complicated, but enlarges the scope of
model and allows more comprehensive information to
obtained on the noise sources.

ANALYSIS OF 1/ F NOISE IN IMPATT DIODES

The theory is developed for single-drift, unanneale
GaAs IMPATT diodes with a uniformly donor-doped bas
which were used in the experiment. The slowness of theF
noise compared with the transient processes in the diode
the oscillator allowed the fluctuation problem to be solved
the quasi-steady-state approximation using equations
scribing steady-state modes. The processes in the diode
analyzed using the equivalent multiplication layer model.17

dc regime

In the absence of any oscillations, the processes in
PATT diodes are described by a system of equations con
ing of the solution of the Poisson equation for the deplet
layer,

u5S 11
l d

l a
Dua2

q~ND1Nt!l d
2

2« S 11
l a

l d
D1

i l d
2

2«svs
S 11

l a

3l d
D ,

~1!

the avalanche equation

i 5 i sF12 l aā S ua

l a
D G21

, ~2!

the supply circuit equation

Eb5u1 iRb, ~3!

and an equation derived from the condition of zero elec
field at the end of the depletion layer, obtained, like Eq.~1!,
from the Poisson equation

ua

l a
2

q~ND1Nt!l d

« S 11
l a

2l d
D1

i l d

«svs
S 11

l a

6l d
D50, ~4!

whereu is the voltage across the depletion layer,ua is the
voltage across the multiplication layer,i is the avalanche
current, which is equal to the diode supply current,Eb and
Rb are the electromotive force and the internal resistanc
the supply source,l a and l d are the lengths of the multipli
cation and drift layers,s is the cross-sectional area of th
structure,i s is the saturation current,ā (ua / l d) is the impact
ionization coefficient averaged over the length of the mu
plication layer,q is the electron charge,« is the permittivity,
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andvs is the saturated electron drift velocity.
In accordance with the adopted model of 1/F noise

sources, the perturbations are introduced into Eqs.~1!–~4! by
the spontaneous fluctuationsdNt anddvs5dv t1dvn which
lead to fluctuations of the variablesu, ua , i , and l d . Ex-
pressing the time-dependent quantities by sums of the a
ages and the fluctuations (Nt5N̄t1dNt , u5 ū1du, and so
on! and using the smallness of these fluctuations, we
linearize the system~1!–~4! with respect to the fluctuation
and find the relation betweendu, d l d , and the perturbations

du

ir d
52S ht

ND

n0
2hhvD dNt

ND
2hv

dvn

vs
, ~5!

d l d

l d
52S HtND

ND2n0
2h

Hvn0

ND2n0
D

3
dNt

ND
2

Hvn0

ND2n0

dvn

vs
. ~6!

Here ht511 l a / l d , hv511 l a/3l d , Ht511 l a/2l d ,
Hv511 l a/6l d , n0 is the electron concentration in the depl
tion layer,h5(tp/2tpt)(ND /Nt),

r d5 l d
2/~2«svs! ~7!

is the differential resistance of the junction.
In Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, the component of the velocity fluc

tuations caused by scattering by traps is expressed in te
of dNt : dv t /vs52(tp/2tpt)(dNt /Nt), wheretp andtpt are
the resultant momentum relaxation time and that associ
with scattering by traps. To simplify the notation in Eq
~5!–~7! and subsequently, the average notation is omitt
i.e., it is assumed thatN̄D is written asND , l̄ d asl d , and so
on.

The following approximations were used to derive Eq
~5! and ~6!: a! Rb@r d ~the diode power supply has a hig
internal resistance!; b! ND2n0@Nt ; c! l a 5 const~it can be
shown thatd l a!d l d , at least forRb@r d).

Oscillation generation mode

Representing an IMPATT-diode self-excited oscillat
near the oscillation frequency as a singly resonant oscilla
circuit ~Fig. 1!, we can write the equations for the stead
state oscillations as follows:

R1Re~B,v0!50, ~8!

v5v01
1

2L
xe~B,v0!. ~9!

Herev05(LC)21/2, whereC is the diode capacitance,L is
the equivalent inductance of the cavity,R is the loss resis-
tance~including the losses in the load!, Re is the diode re-
sistance for the first harmonic andxe is the ‘‘electron’’ com-
ponent of the reactance for the first harmonic~the total
reactance is 1/vC2xe). According to Refs. 17 and 18,Re

andxe are given by

Re52
~Va /v0!2F~B!~12cosQd!/Qd

v0Cd@12~Va /v0!2F~B!#
, ~10!
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xe52
~Va /v0!2F~B!

12~Va /v0!2F~B!
F 1

vCa
1

sin Qd

vCdQd
G . ~11!

Here Ca and Cd are the capacitances of the multiplicatio
and drift layers,Qd5v0l d /vs is the drift angle in the drift
layer,Va5@2ā8i /Cata#1/2 is the avalanche frequency (ta is
the transit time in the multiplication layer,ā8 is the deriva-
tive of ā with respect to the electric field!,
F(B)52I 1(B)/@BI0(B)#, whereI 0(B) andI 1(B) are modi-
fied Bessel functions,B52ā8Ua /Qa (Qa5v0ta), where
Ua is the amplitude of the voltage across the multiplicati
layer. The quantityB and the amplitudeA of the first har-
monic of the currentİ 1 ~Fig. 1! are related by17

A5Fv0CaQa

2ā8
2 iF~B!GB. ~12!

Equations~8!, ~9!, and~12! with allowance for Eqs.~10!
and ~11! form a system determining the steady-state qua
ties B, A, and v. After linearizing with respect to all the
stochastic variables, we can find a relation in the qua
steady-state approximation between the fluctuationsdv, dA,
and the primary perturbationsdNt , dv t , and dvn , which
modulate the parameters dependent on them. The fluc
tions of the length of the drift region must also be taken in
account using Eq.~6!. Calculations carried out using th
same assumptions as those used to derived Eqs.~5! and ~6!
yield the results

2
2dv

v0
5S b12

b2

QL
D dNt

ND
2S b32

b4

QL
D dvn

vs
, ~13!

where

b15
C

Cd
S Ht2hHv

n0

ND
D ND

ND2n0
,

b25
Qd

12cosQd
H S 11

Cd

Ca

Qdsin Qd

12cosd
D

3F HtND

ND2n0
2hS 11

Hvn0

ND2n0
D G1h

Cd

Ca
J ,

b35
C

Cd

Hvn0

ND2n0
,

b45
Qd

12cosQd

FIG. 1. Circuit diagram of IMPATT-diode self-excited oscillator~for the
first harmonic!.
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H S Ca 12cosQd
D S ND2n0

D Ca
J

1

P~B!

dA

A
5a1

dNt

ND
2a2

dvn

vs
, ~14!

where

a15
Qd sin Qd

12cosQd

HtND

ND2n0

1hF11
11P~B!

P~B!@12~Va /v0!2F~B!#

2
Qd sin Qd

12cosQd
S 11

Hvn0

ND2n0
D G ,

a2511
11P~B!

P~B!@12~Va /v0!2F~B!#

2
Qd sin Qd

12cosQd
S 11

Hvn0

ND2n0
D .

In Eq. ~13!, QL5v0L/R is the Q factor of the loaded
cavity and in Eq. ~14!, P(B)52@122(Va /v0)2w8#
3(12Bw8/w)21 , wherew5I 1(B)/I 0(B) andw85dw/dB.
An analysis of expressions~5!, ~13! and~14! shows that the
influence of the trap charge fluctuationsdNt on du, dv, and
dA is considerably stronger than the influence of the d
velocity fluctuationsdv t correlated withdNt . In all these
expressions the action ofdv t is mapped by terms propor
tional to h50.5(tp /tpt)(ND /Nt)50.5(tp /tpD)(tpD /tpt)
3(ND /Nt), where tpD is the momentum relaxation time
associated with scattering by donors sincetpt /tpD5ND /Nt

andh50.5tp /tpD . From this it follows thath!1 since at
high temperature~around 450 K for IMPATT diodes! scat-
tering by phonons predominates (tp!tpD). Assuming that
the coefficientsht , hv , Ht , andHv are of the order of unity,
andn0 /ND is of the order 1021, terms proportional toh can
be neglected in Eqs.~5!, ~13!, and~14!, and this will be done
subsequently. We merely note that, as applied to Eq.~14!,
this approximation is valid provided thatQd<0.9p, which is
satisfied in most cases.

Figure 2 illustrates the channels of action of the no
sources ondu, dv, anddA. The dashed lines indicate chan
nels whose influence is known to be weak and is neglecte
the calculations. These include modulation of the parame
by the sourcedv t and modulation of the frequency and am
plitude of the oscillations by the current, whose fluctuatio
according to Eq.~3! ared i 52du/Rb and are small becaus
Rb is assumed to be large.

We now consider the energy spectra of the fluctuatio
writing them in normalized form. Assuming thatdNt and
dv t are uncorrelated, it follows from Eqs.~5!, ~13! and ~14!
that

Su85~htND /n0!2SNt8 1ht
2Svn8 , ~15!

Sa85a1
2SNt8 1a2

2Svn8 , ~16!

915Kornilov et al.
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PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE INTENSITY OF 1/F
NOISE SOURCES FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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Sf85S b12
b2

QL
D 2

SNt8 1S b32
b4

QL
D 2

Svn8 . ~17!

Here Su85Su /( ir d)2, Sa85Sa /P2(B), and Sf854Sf / f 0
2 ,

whereSu is the spectrum of the voltage fluctuations acro
the diodedu, Sf is the spectrum of the fluctuations of th
cyclic frequencyd f 5dv/2p, andSa is the spectrum of the
relative amplitude fluctuationsdA/A. These spectra are d
rectly measured experimentally. The normalized fluctuat
spectra dNt and dvn were determined as follows
SNt8 5SNt /ND

2 andSvn8 5Svn /vs
2 .

For a given supply current to the diode the oscillati
mode of the oscillator depends on the loss resistanceR ~Fig.
1!, which may be varied experimentally by changing the
lation between the cavity and the load. This will be acco
panied by variations in the cavity Q factorQL , the amplitude
of the current oscillationsA, and the amplitude of the voltag
across the multiplication layer, which is characterized by
parameterB. The theory allowsQL andB to be related to the
coupling parameterb5 i / i th , wherei is working supply cur-
rent andi th is the threshold supply current~corresponding to
the self-excitation threshold of the oscillator!17,6

b5BI0~B!/2I 1~B!, ~18!

QL5
Cd

C

Qd

12cosQd
S v0

2

Va
2
b21D . ~19!

The threshold current is easily measured. Thus, Eqs.~18!
and~19! link the calculations made using Eqs.~16! and~17!
to the experiment.

FIG. 2. Channels of action of 1/F noise sourcesdNt , dv t , and dvn on
fluctuations of the amplitudedA, frequencydv of the oscillations, and the
voltage across the diodedu. The numbers of the equations controlling th
coupling are given in parentheses.
TABLE I. Average values ofSu , Sa , Su8 , Sa8 andSNt8 ,
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We use the system~15!–~17! to determine the spectra
densities~intensities! of the 1/F noise sourcesSNt8 andSvn8 ,
using the results of measurements of the spectral densitie
the fluctuationsSu , Sa , and Sf . Two equations,~15! and
~16!, are adequate for this purpose. The remaining equa
~17! can be used to check the overall fit of the model.

Assuming that the left-hand sides of Eqs.~15! and ~16!
are known (Su85Su /( ir d)2, Sa85Sa /P2(B), whereSu andSa

are measured quantities!, we find

SNt8 5
a2

2Su82hv
2Sa8

~a2htND /n0!22a1
2hv

2
, ~20!

Svn8 5
~ht

2ND /n0!2Sa82a1
2Su8

~a2htND /n0!22a1
2hv

2
. ~21!

Obviously these relations are only effective when t
minuends in the numerators of Eqs.~20! and~21! and in their
common denominator are greater than the subtrahends.
is achieved in particular whenND /n0@1, although the pos-
sibility of a combination of parameters and mode for whi
this condition is not satisfied cannot be excluded. At a
rate, the relation between the minuends and subtrahe
should be monitored when making calculations using E
~21! and ~22!.

Equation~17! was chosen from the three possible equ
tions to check the model because it contains the cavity
factor QL , which varies substantially with varyingb, i.e.,
the coupling between the resonator and the load. By com
ing the dependence calculated using the values ofSNt and
Svn determined from Eqs.~20! and~21! with the experimen-
tal curve, we can assess the accuracy of the adopted n
source model and the procedure for determining their int
sity.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiment was carried out using unannealed G
IMPATT diodes in the 10 GHz range with a Schottky barri
and a uniformly doped base. The diode parameters w
ND51016 cm23, n05731014 cm23, l a50.9 mm,
l d52.1 mm, Qd50.9p, and r d525 V. All the measure-
ments were made at the analysis frequency of 30 Hz
which the 1/F noise predominated over the avalanche no
over a wide range ofb for Rb51.3 kV and a supply curren
i 580 mA. The value ofb was regulated by changing th
relation between the resonator and the load.
Svn8 for two batches of like IMPATT diodes.

916ilov et al.
Batch No. Su ,V2
• Hz21 Sa , Hz21 Su8 , Hz21 Sa8 , Hz21 SNt8 , Hz21 Svn8 , Hz21

1
~9 diodes! 4.3310212 1.5310213 1.1310212 8.4310214 1.6310215 1.3310213

2
~5 diodes! 2.9310212 10213 7.1310213 5.6310214 1.1310215 8.6310214
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Determination of the intensity of 1/ F noise sources.

Table I gives the measured values ofSu and Sa , their
normalized valuesSu8 andSa8 , and also the noise source in
tensitiesSNt andSvn calculated using Eqs.~20! and~21!. The
measurements and the calculations were made forb51.85.

Check of the model

Figure 3 shows the curvesSf(b) calculated using Eq.
~17! for both batches of diodes using the previously det
mined values ofSNt8 and Svn8 ~Table I!. Also shown are the
scatter zones of the experimental values ofSf(b). It can be
seen that the theory agrees with the experiment, showin
weak dependence ofSf on b. This result is by no means
trivial, since Eq.~17! contains the Q factorQL which varies
substantially withb; agreement can only occur ifSNt8 and
Svn8 are correctly determined. The calculated and measu
levels ofSf are also fairly close.

We compare these results with those obtained by simp
models which only assume one source of 1/F noise — ve-
locity fluctuations or trap charge fluctuations. These varia
are described by Eqs.~15!–~17! in which SNt8 50 should be
assumed for the velocity fluctuation model orSvn8 50 for the
charge fluctuation model. In both cases, the noise source
tensity can be determined from Eq.~15!: Svn8 5Suhv

22 or
SNt8 5Su(htND /n0)22. For diodes in batch 1 we have
Svn8 58310213 Hz 21 and SNt8 51.9310215 Hz21. In this
case, Eqs.~16! and ~17! remain independent and may b
used to check the models. The results are plotted in Fig. 4
can be seen that the velocity fluctuation model leads to
serious qualitative discrepancy between theory and exp
ment in terms of the dependenceSf(b) while the charge
fluctuation model leads to a less serious quantitative discr
ancy in theSa level.

Thus, the model assuming the simultaneous action
two uncorrelated sources of 1/F noise shows considerably
better agreement with the experiment. In this model, the vo

FIG. 3. CurvesSf(b) for diodes in batch 1~a! and batch 2~b!: i 580 mA,
F530 Hz; 1 — calculated results,2 — scatter zone of experimental data
TABLE II. Contribution of noise sourcesSNt8 andSvn8 to
Sa8 calculated forb51.85.
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age fluctuations across the diode and the fluctuations of t
oscillation frequency are mainly determined by trap charg
fluctuations, while the fluctuations of the oscillation ampli
tude are determined by fluctuations of the electron drift ve
locity associated with their scattering by neutral metastab
centers. This is demonstrated by the results of the calcu
tions made using Eqs.~15!–~17!, which are given in Table II,
and by the data given in Table I.

Note that the conclusion that fluctuations of the tra
charge play a dominant role in the formation of 1/F noise in
the diode voltage essentially agree with the viewpoint pu
forward by the authors of Ref. 8.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a model assuming two uncorr
lated sources of 1/F noise in an IMPATT photodiode~fluc-
tuations of the trap charge and fluctuations of the scatteri
by neutral metastable centers! satisfactorily agrees with the
experiment. It has been established that the level of low
frequency fluctuations of the voltage across the diode and t
frequency fluctuations in the oscillation mode are mainly de
termined by fluctuations of the trap charge, whereas the a
plitude fluctuations are determined by fluctuations of th
scattering by neutral centers. In all cases, fluctuations of t
scattering by traps play a minor role. A method has bee
developed to determine the intensity of the 1/F noise sources
from the results of measurements of the fluctuations in sta
and oscillatory modes.

It is envisaged that these results, including the method
investigation, may prove useful not only for the physics o
IMPATT diodes but also for the more general problem o
studying 1/F noise in high fields.

FIG. 4. Curves ofSa(b) ~a! andSf(b) ~b!. 1 — calculations for model with
1/F noise sourcedNt : 2 —- the same with the sourcedvn , 3 — scatter
zone of experimental data,i 580 mA, F530 Hz.
Su8 , Sa8 , andSf8 for diodes in batch 1. Data forSf8 and

917ilov et al.
Su851.1310212 Hz21 Sf8510215 Hz21 Sa851.1310212 Hz21

SNt8 contribution Svn8 contribution SNt8 contribution Svn8 contribution SNt8 contribution Svn8 contribution

9310213 2310213 9.3310216 7310217 5310216 8.35310214
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Use of the speckle effect to analyze vibrations of a rough surface

pen-
Yu. P. Presnyakov and V. P. Shchepinov

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted January 18, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 71–75~August 1997!

An analysis is made of a contactless method of recording the vibrations of a rough surface using
the speckle effect. Dependences of the percent modulation of the photodetector electric
signal on the vibration amplitude and the parameters of the optical system are given and this
optical dependence is checked experimentally. Results of a spectral analysis of the
vibrations of an electric motor casing are presented for illustration purposes. It is noted that this
method may be used to study vibrations of heated surfaces and transparent media. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01108-2#
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rotate through angles which are greatest at the nodes
smallest at the antinodes. Let us assume thatQ is the angle
of rotation of such an element relative to an axis tangen
its surface. Then, when a section of the vibrating rough s
face substantially smaller than the spatial period of the vib
tions is illuminated by a laser beam, the reflected radiatio
turned through the angle 2Q. As a result, the random distri
bution of the reflected radiation intensity in the plane of t
photodetector diaphragm positioned at a distancez from the
illuminated section of the surface is shifted byh(t), which is
a periodic function of time

h~ t !52Q~ t !z, ~1!

whereQ(t)!1.
The intensity of laser radiation reflected by a rough s

face is described by a random functions of the coordina1

whose correlation intervald ~speckle size! is given by

d'~lz!/d, ~2!

wherel is the wavelength of the laser radiation andd is the
size of the illuminated part of the surface.

When the speckles are displaced in the plane of the
phragm as a result of vibration of the surface, the photo
tector electric signal is a periodic function with a perio
equal to that of the surface vibrations. If the size of t
diaphragm isD!d, the amplitude of the electric signal for
photodetector with a linear characteristic is proportional
the optical intensityJ(t)

u~ t !;J~ t !. ~3!

This approach to study the vibrations of a rough surfa
was considered in Ref. 2 where the diaphragm sizeD5 5–10
mm satisfies the conditionD!s. In this case however, cali
bration measurements of the electric signalu(t) must be
made for a known displacementD of the diaphragm relative
to the fixed speckle structure in order to determine the a
plitude of the functionh(t). In accordance with formula~3!,
we haveh(t)5D for u(t)5u0(D).

Here we examine a method of investigating the vib
tions of a rough surface by means of an integrated spe
effect, whereby the diaphragm area iss@d2.
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dence of the intensity, averaged over the diaphragm, o
specific realization of the speckle structure. This effect w
analyzed theoretically in Refs. 3 and 4, where it was sho
that the probability density of the distribution of the intens
I , averaged over the diaphragm, is approximately descri
by the gamma distribution

p~ I !5
1

G~m!S m

J0
D m

I m21expS 2mI

J0
D , ~4!

where I>0, J0 is the average intensity in the plane of th
diaphragm,G(m) is a gamma function,m>1 is the number
of independent correlation cells, wherem>s/d2 for a two-
dimensional diaphragm andm>L/d for a slit diaphragm of
lengthL, whose width isD!d.

Periodic vibrations of the surface lead to periodic d
placements of the speckle structure in the plane of the
phragm as a result of which the output electric signal fro
the photodetector also varies periodically and the spect
of this signal is proportional to the vibration spectrum of t
surface.

The method of spectral analysis of the vibrations o
solid surface is shown schematically in Fig. 1a. Radiat
from a cw laser1 is focused by a lens2 onto the section of
surface being studied3. The reflected radiation is passe
through a diaphragm4 onto the sensitive surface of a phot
diode5, from which the output electric signal is amplified b
an amplifier6 and passed via an analog-to-digital converte7
to a computer8. Figure 1b show the plane of the diaphrag
which comprises a rectangular aperture with side lengthsa
and 2b in a nontransmitting screen. The axes of the Car
sian coordinate system (x,y) are parallel to the sides of th
rectangular aperture and the origin is located at the cent

When the speckle structure is displaced in the plane
the diaphragm, the output electric signal from the photo
tector is given by

u~ t !5AE
2a

a E
2b

b

J@x1hx~ t !,y1hy~ t !#dxdy, ~5!

whereA is a constant which depends on the power of
reflected radiation in the region of the diaphragm and on

91919-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus~a! and
plane of photodetector diaphragm~b!.
sensitivity of the photodetector, andhx(t) andhy(t) are the
ru

to
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ity

e
e
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as
components of the displacement vector of the speckle st
ture h(t).

The amplitudeh0 of the displacement vector is related
the amplitude of the angle of rotationQ0 of the illuminated
part of the surface by formula~1!. For the displacement o
speckles of amplitudeh0!d, i.e., substantially smaller tha
the speckle size, we can confine ourselves to the first
terms of the series expansion of the intensity

J@x1hx~ t !,y1hy#>J~x,y!1¹•J~x,y!h, ~6!

where¹ is the gradient operator.
Substituting expression~6! into Eq.~5! and dropping the

constantA, we obtain

u~ t !5E
2a

a E
2b

b

J~x,y!dxdy1E
2a

a E
2b

b

h•¹J~x,y!dxdy.

~7!

We write expression~7! in the form

u~ t !5u01u;~ t !,

where u054abI is the constant component of the elect
signal andu;(t) is the varying component, which has th
form

u;~ t !5hxE
2a

a E
2b

b ]J~x,y!

]x
dxdy1hyE

2a

a E
2b

b ]J~x,y!

]y
dxdy. ~8!

After integrating, expression~8! has the form

u;~ t !5h~ t !g, g5$gx ,gy%, ~9!

where

gx5E
2b

b

@J~a,y!2J~2a,y!#dy,

gy5E
2a

a

@J~x,b!2J~x,2b!#dx.

For a given amplitudeh0, the value ofugu determines the
random amplitude of the varying signalu;(t), which is in-
variably nonzero since the probability that, for instance,

920 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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E
2b

J~a,y!dy5E
2b

J~2a,y!dy,

is zero according to the definition of the probability dens
function.

For terms forming the components of the vectorg we
have

I 5
1

2bE2b

b

J~6a,y!dy

andm5mb5(2b)/d for

E
2b

b

J~6a,y!dy.

For the terms

E
2a

a

J~x,6b!dx

in formula ~4!, we have

I 5
1

2aE2a

a

J~x,6b!dx

andm5ma5(2a)/d.
It follows from Eqs.~1! and~9! that the spectrum of the

electric signalu;(t) is proportional to the spectrum of th
angle of rotationQ(t). This result forms the basis of th
proposed method of analyzing the mechanical vibrations
rough surface.

The expression for the percent modulationg of the elec-
tric signal for a specific realization of the speckle structure
given by Eq.~9! has the form

g5
uh0•gu

u0
.

The rms percent modulationf is given by

f 25^g2&5K ~h0•g!2

u0
2 L , ~10!

920Yu. P. Presnyakov and V. P. Shchepinov
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phragm.

In expression~10! the numerator and the denominat
are statistically independent, so that

f 25
^~h0•g!2&

^u0
2&

.

Formula~7! gives

^u0
2&516a2b2^I 2&,

where the random quantity

I 5
1

4ab E
2a

a E
2b

b

J~x,y!dxdy

is distributed according to the law~4!, from which it follows
that

^I 2&5
m11

m
J0

2 , m5
ab

d2
.

From the previously assumed conditionF@d2 it follows
that m@1 and

^I 2&'J0
2 , ^u0

2&'16a2b2J0
2 .

The average value of the numerator in Eq.~10! is

^~h0•g!2&5h0x
2 ^gx

2&1h0y
2 ^gy

2&12h0xh0y^gxgy&. ~11!

The random quantitiesgx and gy are statistically inde-
pendent and their averages are zero, so that the last ter
the right-hand side of Eq.~11! is zero. Using the statistica
independence ofgx andgy and the distribution~4!, we easily
find that

^gx
2&5

8b2

mb
J0

2 , ^gy
2&5

8a2

ma
J0

2 .

The final expression for the rms percent modulation
the form

f 5
Ad

2ab
Abh0x

2 1ah0y
2 . ~12!

When the diaphragm is oriented orthogonal to its init
position, the rms percent modulationf' is

f'5
Ad

2ab
Aah0x

2 1bh0y
2 . ~13!

Thus, by measuring the rms percent modulation for t
orthogonal orientations of the diaphragm (a Þ b), we can
determine the components of the displacement vector of
speckle structure using formulas~12! and ~13! and conse-
quently, the components of the vector of the angle of rotat
of the surface point.

For a circular diaphragm of radiusR, the amplitude of
the displacement vector is determined from

f 05
h0

R
Ad

R
. ~14!
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Formula ~14! was checked experimentally forh0x5h0,
h0y50. In this case, we have

f 5
h0

2a
Ad

b
. ~15!

The speckle size is determined by means of a spe
transparency5 mounted on a two-coordinate micromet
table. The value ofd was determined from thee21 level of
the correlation signal at the photodetector exit as the spe
transparency was displaced. The measurement error for
displacement was 1mm.

Figure 2 shows an oscilloscope trace of the intens
correlation function of the speckle structure with its negat
image, obtained by displacement of the speckle transpare
at a constant rate from one position of total decorrelation
another via the correlation extremum. In this case, the ex
mum is a minimum since the speckle transparency is a ne
tive. The lower horizontal line was recorded with the las
switched off.

The percent modulationg i for the i th realization ofn
independent speckle structures was measured using a d
oscilloscope, with periodic transverse displacement of a p
todiode mounted on the two-coordinate stand. For meas
ments of the speckle size, the plane of the diaphragm
matched with the plane of the speckle transparency. The
plitude h0 was monitored from the digital readout of th
displacement. An independent realization of the spec
structure for alternate measurements ofg i was achieved by
transverse displacement of the diaphragm and the phot
tector by an amount greater than the speckle sized. The rms
percent modulation was determined by

f 25
1

n (
i 51

n

g i
2 . ~16!

As a result ofn510 measurements ofg i for h050.3
mm ands50.9 mm, the rms percent modulation determin
using formula~16! was f 50.120. The theoretical value off
obtained from formula~15! for a50.5 mm andb55 mm
was 0.127. The difference between the experimentally m
sured value and the theoretical value is less than 6%. T
in order to make calibration measurements of the amplit
of the angle of rotation using this method, there is no need
bring the vibrating surface to a state of rest, which is imp
tant when studying the vibrations of industrial equipme
with a continuous operating cycle.

A series of measurements of the correlation depth
various positions of the photodetector in the recording pla

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope trace of intensity correlation function.
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FIG. 3. Oscilloscope trace of photoelectric signal of the motor vibration~a! and its spectrum~b!.
must be made to calibrate a vibration speckle detector, using
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It should be noted that, unlike the method using piezo-
vi-
can
dia
this
the
an

k.
a circular diaphragm for instance. Then,h0 should be deter-
mined using formulas~16! and~14! andQ0 should be deter-
mined using formula~1!. The conditions5const must be
satisfied for the measuredg i .

This method of analyzing vibrations was used to inv
tigate the vibrations of the casing of an electric motor rot
ing at 50 Hz. The results are plotted in Fig. 3. An oscill
scope trace of the varying component of the photodete
electric signal, observed on the screen of an IBM PC use
an oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b shows
vibration spectrum calculated by means of a fast Fou
transformation. The high-intensity lines correspond to f
quencies of 50, 100, 150, and 200 Hz. The peaks corresp
to the nonlinear vibration process of the part of the mo
casing being studied.
922 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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electric detectors, this method is contactless so that the
brations of heated surfaces can be studied. The method
also be used to study the vibrations of transparent me
inserted between mat glass and the photodetector. In
case, the displacement of the speckles in the region of
diaphragm is caused by refraction of the laser radiation in
optically inhomogeneous medium.

1Laser Speckle and Related Phenomena, edited by J. C. Dainty~Springer-
Verlag, Berlin, 1975!.

2K. J. Ebeling, Optik54, 295 ~1979!.
3A. A. Scribot, Opt. Commun.11, 238 ~1974!.
4R. Barakat, Opt. Acta20, 729 ~1973!.
5V. M. Dobrido, V. V. Manikalo, and Yu. P. Presnyakov, Opt. Spektros
65, 212 ~1988! @Opt. Spectrosc.~USSR! 65, 125 ~1988!#.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Some characteristics of relief formation on photothermoplastic carriers used in double-

f

exposure interferometry
L. M. Panasyuk and I. V. Chapurin

Moldavian State University, 277009 Kishinev, Moldavia
~Submitted June 8, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 76–78~August 1997!

An analysis is made of the main trends in the development of a surface relief on
photothermoplastic carriers of optical information used to record double-exposure holographic
interferograms. It is shown that high-quality interferograms require recording conditions
~taking into account the composition of the material and the heating temperature of the
thermoplastic carrier layer, as well as the parameters of the sensitizing corona discharge!
where the surface of the photothermoplastic carrier can be treated in the equipotential
approximation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01208-7#
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We report results of investigations of the processes
relief formation during the recording of double-exposure
terferograms on a photothermoplastic carrier~PTPC!. This
carrier consists of a double-layer structure, formed by a p
tosensitive semiconductor and a thermoplastic polymer c
ing layer, deposited on a metallized substrate. This type
PTPC is charge-sensitized in the field of a corona discha
accompanied by simultaneous heating and exposure.1 The
mechanism of relief formation in this method of recordi
optical information has been studied in fairly great detail
various authors, as in Refs. 2–5 for instance.

One of the important practical applications of PTPCs
in double-exposure holographic interferometry,6,7 where two
holographic images of a test object in different states
recorded consecutively on a continuously heated PTPC.
process incorporates two corona charging cycles of
PTPC and the time interval between charging is utilized
create conditions conducive to high-quality recording of
second hologram on the surface relief formed on the PT
by recording the first hologram. In general, the problem
simulating the processes taking place in a PTPC system
ing the formation of double-exposure interferograms,
duces to identifying how the relief formed initially on th
PTPC surface tends to vary under additional exposure
deforming forces.8

If a surface relief having the spatial frequencyk and
depthA5A0 coskx, simulating the initially recorded holo
graphic image, is formed on the PTPC surface before
undergoes repeated charging, the corona charging of
PTPC also modulates the surface charge density harm
cally s5s01s1 coskx. The deformation amplitudeA0 is
then clearly much smaller than the layer thicknessd. The
equation of motion of the thermoplastic layer is then writt
~as in Ref. 9! as

tm

dB

dt
1~12Fe2v f t!B1Ye2vyt50, ~1!

whereB5Ak is the normalized depth of the surface relie
tm is the characteristic time for mechanical relaxation o
viscoelastic liquid modeling the thermoplastic layer, the c
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the thermoplastic layer exposed to a density-modula
charge of amplitudes1 and frequencyk, and the coefficients
F andv f characterize the evolution of the relief under un
form charging of the thermoplastic layer with the surfa
charge densitys0.

INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF CORONA
CHARGING OF A DEFORMED PHOTOTHERMOPLASTIC
CARRIER SURFACE ON THE EVOLUTION OF RELIEF DEPTH

We shall assume that the charged PTPC surface is e
potential. This approximation characterizes a thermopla
carrier layer with a low surface resistivity, allowing the the
moplastic surface to be treated as ‘‘metallized.’’ We exam
the main trends systematically characterizing the time evo
tion of the PTPC surface relief.

1. Corona charging of a PTPC surface exhibiting so
initial relief is accompanied by effective modulation of th
surface charge as a result of redistribution of the corona
rent in the indentation of the surface relief.10 This increases
the density of the deforming forces acting on the initia
formed surface deformations of the PTPC and increases
depth of the initial relief as the surface potential reaches
equilibrium value over the entire PTPC free surface.

2. After the PTPC surface has reached an equipoten
state, an appreciable surface charge densitys0, much greater
than the modulated densitys1, builds up on the surface
Since the latter is proportional toY, it may be assumed tha
Y50 and Eq.~1! may be rewritten as

tm

dB

dt
1~12Fe2v f t!B50. ~2!

The solution of Eq.~2! for times t!v f
21 has the form

B~ t !5B~0!e2
~12F !t

tm . ~3!

These calculations show that the relationF.2 is usually
satisfied for these types of PTPC. Thus, the depth of
surface relief continues to increase exponentially with
growth rate (F21) times greater thantm

21 .
3. As the depth of the surface relief increases, so d

the parameterv f ~Ref. 9!. At a certain time corresponding t

92323-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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parameterv f increases to such an extent that the exponen
term in Eq. ~2! becomes negligible and deepening of t
surface relief is replaced by infilling with a characteris
depth reduction time equal totm .

4. Cessation of corona charging of the PTPC with co
tinued heating slows the reduction in the depth of the surf
relief, with the time constanttm* .tm . The time constanttm*
is increased because in the absence of corona charging
thermoplastic layer is simulated, not by a viscoelastic flu
but by a Newtonian viscous fluid.

The choice of thermoplastic layers with enhanced s
face resistivity, where a ‘‘dielectric’’ model representation
the system is achieved, determines the value ofv f,0, and
the increase in the surface deformations accompanying
rona charging of the PTPC is not limited by the factor d
scribed above. In this case, the relief develops over the t
thickness of the thermoplastic layer~‘‘funnel’’ deformation!.
However, at high spatial frequencies deformations fr
neighboring interference lines begin to partially overlap
the recorded holographic images. This leads to a reductio
the spatial frequency in the recorded image, thus limiting
mechanical breakdown of the thermoplastic layer but at
same time, appreciably reducing the quality of the ima
recorded in the PTPC.

INFLUENCE OF UNIFORM ILLUMINATION OF A CHARGED
PHOTOTHERMOPLASTIC CARRIER ON THE
EVOLUTION OF ITS SURFACE RELIEF

If a deformed PTPC surface is exposed to uniform il
mination at the same time as corona charging, the influe
of this illumination reduces the surface potentialVs , as a
result of increased leakage currents across the PTPC,
increases its differential capacitanceC because of the accu
mulation of negative charges at the interface between
semiconducting and thermoplastic layers. Our experimen
study the kinetics of the variation inVs , using the apparatu
described in Ref. 11, showed that under illumination the
crease inVs is on a larger scale than the increase inC, and
this tendency is enhanced with increasing illuminationE.
Thus, both the total surface chargeV5VsC, and the surface
charge densitys0 determined by it decrease with increasi
illumination of the PTPC. Bearing in mind thatF.s0

2 ~Ref.
9!, we note that an increase inE appreciably reducesF. If
the relationF.1 is satisfied for certain values ofE, the main
laws governing the evolution of the PTPC relief describ
above are conserved. However, from a certain illuminat
the situationF,1 begins to arise. We shall consider this
greater detail as a function of the sign of the parameterv f .

a! The casev f.0, characterizing a thermoplastic wit
an equipotential~‘‘metallized’’ ! surface. Transition pro-
cesses leading to the establishment of an equipotential
and characterized by appreciable deepening of the relie
the PTPC are followed by a stage involving exponential
filling of surface deformations, as given by Eq.~3!, with time
constants exceedingtm by the amount by whichF is close to
unity. Thus, the role of uniform illumination accompanyin
charging of a PTPC with an initial surface relief reduces
changing this relief by the required amount.
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high surface resistivity~‘‘dielectric’’ approximation!. In this
case, the situation is similar to the charging of an unillum
nated PTPC analyzed above, and leads to mechanical br
down of the thermoplastic layer. The depth of the surfa
relief is not modulated as a function of the illumination.
addition, it is preferable to use a mechanism of recording
the PTPC for which the growth of surface deformation
limited ~or controlled! in some way.

EVOLUTION OF A SURFACE RELIEF FORMED INITIALLY
ON A PHOTOTHERMOPLASTIC CARRIER DURING
REPEATED RECORDING OF A HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE

Since the surface potentialVs decreases with increasin
illumination of a charged PTPC, the additional charging c
rent becomes redistributed on the most strongly illumina
parts of the PTPC.12 Bearing in mind that the total chargin
current is constant over the entire PTPC, we note that
causes a decrease in the charging current in the less illu
nated parts of the PTPC, which then reduces the values os0

and the related coefficientF in these sections. In addition
the parameterv f increases as a result of decrease in
resistivity of the semiconducting layer of the PTPC as
illumination is increased.9 All these factors interact to modu
late the depth of the initially formed PTPC relief as
evolves as a function of the distribution of the illumination
the recorded second image. The recording of a dou
exposure interferogram may involve the simultaneous rec
struction of the initially recorded hologram and modulati
of its surface relief by the holographic image recorded by
second. This is the mechanism for the recording of a dou
exposure interferogram on a PTPC.

We consider how the parameters of the thermopla
layer influence the quality of recording a double-expos
interferogram.

a! Thermoplastic in the dielectric approximatio
(v f,0). We have shown above that the initially forme
relief first undergoes partial infilling, and only fort.uv f

21u
does it begin to deepen. Sincev f depends on the illumina
tion of the different parts of the PTPC, the transition to e
hancement of a partially infilled relief image occurs at d
ferent times for parts of the PTPC with different record
illuminations. In this case however, the first of the record
holographic images will predominate in the resultant int
ferometric image and the double-exposure interferogram
possess low contrast.

b! Thermoplastic in the metallic approximation (v f.0).
If there is a fairly large difference between the minimum a
maximum illuminations in the recorded second holograp
image, we observe a situation where each of the dark
light interference lines may be represented as an equipo
tial surface characterized by different values of the coe
cient F: F.1 andF,1, respectively. In the first case, th
depth of the relief first increases and then decays expon
tially with the characteristic timetm . In the second situation
this exponential decay is preceded by a section where
reduction in the depth of the surface relief is slowed witho
being preliminarily deepened. We then have a situat
where reconstruction of the first holographic image is
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companied by the formation of an image of the hologram
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1L. M. Panasyuk,Data Storage Methods in Silverless Media, Vol. 8 @in
Russian#, Vishcha Shkola, Kiev~1977!, pp. 12–24.

e

hn.
exposed by the repeated corona charging. Thus, a dou
exposure interferogram is formed throughout the PT
charging process and the quality of the recorded dou
exposure interferogram is almost independent of the cor
charging duration.

CONCLUSIONS

These characteristic features observed in the forma
of a double-exposure interferogram on an PTPC suggest
the evolution of an initially applied surface relief under r
peated charging of the PTPC is influenced by the hea
parameters of the thermoplastic layer and by the conditi
of charge sensitization and exposure of the PTPC. A deci
factor for the high-quality recording of a double-exposu
interferogram on a PTPC is the choice of recording para
eters which allows the surface of the thermoplastic laye
be treated as metallized in the corona charging regime.
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able attention has been devoted in the literature to stud
the evolution of optical breakdown in the bulk of alkali h
lide crystals initiated by heating of absorbing inhomoge
ities contained in these crystals, under the action of C2

laser radiation with different pulse parameters.1–18 The
breakdown thresholds according to data given by vari
authors cover a wide range of values between;1 –10~Refs.
1–11! and 300 MW/cm2 ~Ref. 13!. One of the main reason
for such a large discrepancy is the well-known depende
of the breakdown threshold on the diameterD of the effec-
tive radiation spot which leads to an increase in the exp
mentally measured threshold with decreasingD. In fact, in
Refs. 1–11 the measurements were made forD>0.2 mm
and in Ref. 13, forD;0.070 mm. Another factor may b
that the breakdown threshold also depends on the conce
tion and absorption cross sections of the inhomogeneitie
the samples.

The results of Refs. 2 and 3 indicate that the numbe
damage sites formed within an irradiated zone and the in
sity of the accompanying luminescence formation dep
not only on the laser radiation intensityq but also on the
numberN of pulses acting at the same point on the samp
For N51 within the caustic of the lens used to focus t
laser radiation into the sample, it is observed that a la
number~for D>0.2 mm it is several tens! of damage sites is
formed and the formation of each one is accompanied
luminescence. As a result of multiple exposure (N>2) of
the same part of the crystal to pulses of constant radia
intensity (q5const!, the vast majority of the previously
formed damage sites do not luminescence. However,
damage sites are formed, accompanied by luminescence
some luminescence is observed from a negligible numbe
the already formed damage sites. Typically, the morphol
and dimensions of the damage sites which do not lumine
under repeated exposure, do not vary with increasingN
whereas those damage sites which do luminesce under
exposure expand and their morphology changes from
pulse to another. AsN increases, the number of new
formed damage sites decreases to zero. The integrated i
sity of the luminescence flash either also decreases to
~under conditions where no new damage sites are formed
the old ones luminesce repeatedly! or it undergoes irregula
oscillations ~with repeated luminescence from previous
formed damage sites! about some average, which is betwe
two and three orders of magnitude lower than the intensity
the first flash.3 Results of studying changes in the dama
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site were described in Ref. 14.
Particular attention was paid in Refs. 1–18 to studyi

the various phenomena accompanying the evolution
breakdown, particularly the kinetics3–5,17,18 and lumines-
cence spectra,6,7,15,17and also the dynamics of the growth o
breakdown centers9,16 and the kinetics of the scatterin
caused by these centers.4,18 The kinetics and spectra of th
luminescence flashes were investigated in Refs. 3–7, for
ample, at radiation intensities~1–10 MW/cm2) possibly
closer to the thresholdq* for the appearance of lumines
cence flashes, whereas the intensities used in Refs. 15
were 100–1000 MW/cm2 and the value ofq* was not indi-
cated.

An analysis of these experimental conditions,1–18 and of
their results and conclusions on the luminescence mecha
indicates that two main viewpoints were adopted as to
nature of the luminescence flashes accompanying br
down. One of these viewpoints was based on experime
data obtained forD>0.2 mm andq;q* ;1–10 MW/cm2.
In this case, the luminescence flashes may consist of i
vidual more or less resolved pulses3–5 and the luminescence
spectra exhibit narrow peaks~in Refs. 6 and 7, for instance
of ;1 mm width which is determined by the spectral res
lution of the apparatus!. The size of the damage sites und
these conditions is;10 mm. The authors of Refs. 3–6 pu
forward the hypothesis that the observed luminescenc
mainly attributable to the crystal triboluminescence cau
by cracking under the influence of thermoelastic stresses
ated near heated inhomogeneities. The authors of Ref. 6
cuss possible reasons for the differences in the spectra o
triboluminescence accompanying crystal damage near la
heated absorbing inhomogeneities and excited by conv
tional methods, such as grinding the samples.19 According to
estimates made forq;q* 510 MW/cm2 ~Ref. 3!, the heating
temperature of the most dangerous absorbing inhomog
ities only reaches;1000 K by the end of the laser pulse.

Another viewpoint is based on the results of measu
ments made for smallD and q; 100–100 MW/cm2 ~with
no indication ofq* ) ~Refs. 13–18!. Under these conditions
the luminescence flashes are fairly smooth and no nar
peaks are observed in the spectra. Some of the obse
luminescence spectra are well approximated by a Pla
curve with temperatures of 5000–15 000 K, and the dim
sions of the damage sites are;100 mm. The authors of this
series of studies hold the view that the luminescence flas
are of a thermal nature. It was also emphasized in Ref.

92626-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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that triboluminescence should be discarded as a possible
jor factor in the luminescence observed when absorbing
homogeneities are heated by laser radiation. Such a s
ment made without specifying the range ofq values for
which the results are valid is obviously unjustifiably ca
egorical.

The contradictory nature of these results and treatm
of the nature of the luminescence accompanying laser br
down damage in crystals provided the basis for the pre
study. Here we present results of investigations of the kin
ics of luminescence flashes carried out forq;q* which in-
dicate that the observed form of the flashes under these
ditions cannot be explained using concepts whereby
recorded luminescence is of a thermal nature.

The experiments were carried using an apparatus w
differed little from that described in Ref. 3. The laser rad
tion was focused into the bulk of the crystals by an NaCl le
of ;250 mm focal length. The diameter of the effecti
radiation spot at 1/e of the maximum intensity was;0.2
mm. Signals from an FD-0.5 detector using carrier increa
which recorded the shape of the CO2 laser pulses, and from
an FÉU-84-3 photomultiplier, which recorded the lumine
cence flashes, were fed to an S8-14 oscilloscope. The
pulse, typical of TEA CO2 lasers, consisted of a short lea
ing spike of ;50 ns half-height duration~Fig. 1! and an
;1.5ms tail ~Fig. 2!. The spike contained approximate
;50% of the total pulse energy. The measurements w
made at q;10–12 MW/cm2 whereas the threshold i
q* ;961 MW/cm2.

The shape of the luminescence flashes for single~a new
point in the bulk of the sample was irradiated each time! and
multiple ~successive irradiation of the same site! exposure to
laser pulses, respectively, was investigated for arbitrary
ues ofq and forq5const. Only the flashes corresponding

FIG. 1. Laser pulse. Horizontal scale sweep rate 50 ns/div.

FIG. 2. Laser pulse~upper trace! and kinetics of luminescence flash:q510
MW/cm2, N55. Horizontal scale 200 ns/div.
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the formation and luminescence of one damage zone w
recorded. For cases of multiple exposure luminescence
observed from the same zone with successively chang
features.

The intensity and shape of the flashes depends onq and
on the number of pulses which had previously acted on
irradiated site. Oscilloscope traces of the observed lumin
cence flashes are shown in Figs. 2–4. Figures 3 and 4 s
the kinetics of the luminescence flashes for the succes
action of several laser pulses (q5const! when the radiation
is focused at the same point for two samples. On exposur
the first laser pulse, the flash intensity is higher than that
the subsequent pulses. This flash consists of a larger num
of more or less overlapping spikes than those for the sub

FIG. 3. Laser pulse~1!, and kinetics of luminescence flashes~2, 3!. Hori-
zontal scale 500 ns/div:q511 ~2! and 10 MW/cm2 ~3!, N51 ~2! and 3~3!.

FIG. 4. Laser pulse~1! and kinetics of luminescence flashes~2– 4!. Hori-
zontal scale 500 ns/div:q510 MW/cm2, N53 ~2!, 4 ~3!, and 5~4!.
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amplitude of the spikes, and also their overlap. In most ca
the first spike, whose onset approximately corresponds to
maximum of the leading laser pulse spike, has a larger
plitude than the others but the reverse situation is also p
sible. In some cases, the amplitude of the first flash sp
may be close to zero~Fig. 4!.

The amplitude of the following spikes and their positio
within the flash varies when the irradiated site is chang
and for multiple irradiation of the same site, which is respo
sible for the irreproducibility of the shape of the lumine
cence flashes from one pulse to another. When the cry
are irradiated by pulses withq;q* , the spikes with the larg-
est amplitudes are generally found in a range of;2 ms from
the beginning of the laser pulse. Outside this range, the
tensity and number of the spikes decreases. Neverthe
their intensity within a range (;3 ms! twice the laser pulse
length remains comparable with the intensity of the spike
the beginning of the flash. The authors of Refs. 4, 5, and
merely reported the observation of delayed luminesce
pulses within the flash. The nature of the observed kinetic
the luminescence flashes cannot be attributed to a the
mechanism. However, these results agree with the previo
developed concepts whereby the flashes are caused b
triboluminescence2,3 accompanying cracking in the bare
heated zone surrounding a heated inhomogeneity. Th
cracks should be formed under the influence of thermoela
stresses at the initial stage of the damage formation. In m
cases, a further supply of laser pulse energy leads to c
propagation, the appearance of new cracks, and ultimate
cavity formation.1–3,10–14

An estimate of the heating temperature of absorbing
homogeneities with an absorption coefficientb;103–104

cm21 at the beginning of a luminescence flash correspond
to the maximum of the leading spike of the laser pulse
q;12 MW/cm2, made in accordance with Ref. 20, give
T5(3/4)(bqt/2c);100–1000 K, wheret550 ns is the
half-height duration of the leading spike of the laser pu
andc52 J/cm3

•K is the specific heat per unit volume of th
inhomogeneity, which is assumed to be the same as the
cific heat of the crystal. The thermoelastic stresses form
near the heated inhomogeneity may be estimated ass;aET
~Ref. 20!, which givess 5 1600–16 000 kg/cm2@s* ; 20
kg/cm2, wherea5431025 1/K is the coefficient of linear
expansion,E543105 kg/cm2 is Young’s modulus, ands*
is the macroscopic tensile strength of the material. The us
the macroscopic tensile strength is clearly justified here
least for the crystal zone surrounding the inhomogeneity

Changes in the morphology of the damage zone can
identified by examining under a microscope samples expo
to successive laser pulses: a primary damage cente
formed, consisting of a micrometer-sized cavity from whi
cracks emanate along the cleavage planes, new cracks a
and old cracks show systematic growth, accompanied by
minescence. In some cases, under the action of mul
pulses, luminescence can be detected from a growing c
propagating in the opposite direction to the laser radiati
The distance between the luminescent region in the cr
and the initial damage site may be tens of micrometers.
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the initially absorbing region of the crystal has not been fu
clarified. However, from these observations the observed
netics of the luminescence flashes may be attributed to
regularity of the triboluminescence, by ascribing the appe
ance of each spike of a flash to the expansion of
individual crack or ascribing its active section to an e
hanced density of electric charges at the walls.21

A comparison between data reported here and the res
of Refs. 15–18 indicates that here, as in Ref. 2–7, where
authors advanced the hypothesis that the luminescence
companying the evolution of breakdown in crystals is o
triboluminescent nature, attention was focused on the n
threshold luminescence, whereas in Refs. 15–18, the lu
nescence accompanying the advanced stage of breakd
was most likely studied. This is particularly evidenced by t
large dimensions of the damage centers~up to 100 mm!,
which are almost an order of magnitude greater than th
observed in Refs. 2–7. Since an increase inq is accompanied
by an increase in the number of spikes in the luminesce
flash and by their overlap, it is highly unlikely that resolve
spikes could be observed for a considerable excess overq* .
This should also be promoted by a systematic increase~with
increasingq) in the contribution made by the thermal radi
tion from the absorbing inhomogeneities to the recorded
minescence flashes as their heating temperature incre
The contribution of this thermal radiation in the rang
q;108–109 W/cm2, for which the investigations were mad
in Refs. 15–18, was clearly a decisive factor. In this conte
the fact that fairly smooth luminescence flashes were
served in Refs. 17 and 18, whereas in Refs. 15 and 17
spectra of the luminescence flashes were accurately
scribed by a Planck curve with temperatures of 5000–15
K, is not unexpected and does not contradict the pres
results or those observed in Ref. 12 since in this case,
spectra of the luminescence flashes in KCL, for instan
were investigated forq;3 MW/cm2.

To sum up, a comparison between the published d
and our results indicates that the observed luminesce
flashes are initiated by heating of absorbing inhomogene
contained in the crystals, and the characteristics of the
corded luminescence should be determined by the rela
between the contributions of the triboluminescence and
thermal radiation. At known above-threshold laser radiat
intensities, the contribution of the thermal radiation predom
nates whereas at near-threshold intensities, the tribolumi
cence prevails. Luminescence flashes consisting of ti
resolved short (;100 ns! spikes have been observed for th
first time, indicating that these flashes are of a nonther
nature.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project No. 96-02-16977a!.
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Influence of nonuniformities of a magnetic-mirror field on the space–time characteristics

of a long-pulse relativistic electron beam
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An experimental investigation is made of the influence of local nonuniformities of a mirror-
configuration magnetic field on oscillations of the space charge and the structure of a long-pulse
relativistic electron beam. It is found that the outcome depends on the axial configuration
of the nonuniformity. A nonuniformity near the cathode can substantially reduce the amplitude
of the oscillations and improve the beam transport. The creation of a nonuniformity far
from the cathode leads to an accelerated increase in the oscillations and causes spreading of the
transverse structure of the beam. A possible explanation is given for the mechanism
responsible for the influence of these local magnetic field nonuniformities assuming reflection of
the cathode plasma and electron flux from the magnetic mirror, and also allowing for a
jump in the drift velocity. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01408-6#
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The possibility of using relativistic electron beams
produce superpower microwave devices~see Refs. 1–3, for
example! has stimulated interest in studying their space–ti
characteristics. Unfortunately, only fragmentary informati
is available on the space charge oscillations and structur
a relativistic electron beam. Data on long-pulse relativis
electron beams is particularly scarce. This is mainly beca
of the difficulties involved in experimental studies of hig
current, high-energy, electron beams. A method develo
by us earlier4–7 provides information on the ‘‘instantaneous
characteristics of space charge oscillations in a wide
quency band and in different sections of the beam trans
channel. This method was used to determine the charact
tics of the oscillation spectrum and to identify their spat
variations.6,7 In order to refine this model of collective pro
cesses, we consider how local nonuniformities of a mirr
configuration magnetic field in the beam transport chan
influence the space-charge oscillations and structure o
long-pulse relativistic electron beam.

MEASUREMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS

The measurements were made using the SE´ R-1 system
described in Ref. 4 and 8. A cross section through the be
shaping and transport system is shown schematically in
1a. Electrons from a 20 mm diameter, explosive-emiss
edge cathode1, made of stainless steel, are accelerated b
voltageU in the gap between the cathode and an anod3,
then drift in the magnetic field inside a beam transport ch
nel 4 connected electrically to the anode, before being
posited on a collector6 in a decaying magnetic field. Th
transport channel had a diameter of 32 mm and a lengt
;1.2 m. The cathode was positioned 27 mm from the ano

The collector currentI col reached 1.1 kA per pulse. It
time variation was monitored by studying the space cha
oscillations using the x-ray emission from the collecto7

Since the discharge circuit of the pulse voltage generator

930 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997 1063-7842/97/080
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180 kV at the leading edge of theI col current pulse.
The magnetic field was generated using four coax

main solenoids7, together with coils9 and10 positioned 0.2
m and 0.6 m from the cathode, respectively. When the c
were switched off, a pulsed magnetic fieldB0 of approxi-
mately 10 ms duration, was generated with nonuniformit
not exceeding 10% far from the edges of the solenoid s
tem. The distribution of the magnetic inductionB0 along the
z axis is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 1b. The co
connected in series with the solenoids were used to introd
local nonuniformities in the mirror-configuration magnet
field ~dashed curve!. The variations in the magnetic fiel
DB(z) reached a maximumDBm below the center of the
coils. The nonuniformities had a half-width of;0.1 m and
the measurements were made for fixedB051 T.

The characteristics of the space charge oscillations w
determined using probes11 and12 positioned 0.4 and 0.8 m
from the cathode, respectively, which almost exclusively
corded the induced signals, according to an analysis mad
Refs. 5–7. In special cold measurements the sensitivity
the probes to space charge oscillations in the beam was
approximately the same~to within ;20–30%! by altering
the insertion depth of the probes relative to the aperture
the transport channel. The detected probe signals were fi
so that time variations of the oscillation amplitude could
identified.

The transverse structure of the relativistic electron be
was determined by observing the x-ray emission from
end collector. The x-ray emission in the collector plane w
determined using a special x-ray image converter simila
that described in Ref. 9. The radiation from the collector w
fed into the image converter via a pinhole camera with a;1
mm diameter aperture. Supplying the image converter w
;100 ns pulses yielded information on the structure of
relativistic electron beam at different times, by changing
delay of the supply pulse relative to the beam current pu
By using a dc supply voltage, it was also possible to de
mine the beam structure averaged over the pulse timetb . A

93030-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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spatial resolution of;2 –3 mm was achieved in the imag
converter measurements.

The apparatus was evacuated continuously during
experiments. The pressure did not exceed 1025 Torr.

FIG. 1. a — Schematic of cross section through beam shaping and tran
system:1 — cathode,2 — vacuum chamber,3 — anode,4 — transport
channel,5 — electron beam,6 — collector, 7 — solenoids to generate
magnetic fieldB0, 8 — protective electrode,9, 10 — auxiliary coils,11, 12
— rf probes,13 — pinhole camera,14 — x-ray image converter; b —
Magnetic induction versusz: solid curve — with no local nonuniformities
dashed curve — local magnetic field nonuniformities generated by co9
and10. The end of the cathode~1! and the surface of the end collector~6!
are positioned atz50 andz51.2 m, respectively.
e

The creation of local nonuniformities of the mirro
configuration magnetic field led to appreciable changes
the oscillation intensity. Figure 2 shows typical time beha
ior of the collector currentI col ~Fig. 2a! and the amplitudeA
of the detected signals from probes11 and12 in the absence
of local magnetic field nonuniformities~Fig. 2b!, as well as
the behavior when local isolated magnetic field nonuniform
ties, with an amplitudeDBm/B0 of around 30%, were cre
ated using coils9 ~Fig. 2c! and10 ~Fig. 2d!.

If there are no magnetic field nonuniformities, the pro
signals increase monotonically with time as far as the pu
peak of the collector currentI col (;1.2 ms! ~Fig. 2b!. In this
case, the amplitude at probe12 some distance from the cath
ode is considerably greater than that at probe11 as a result of
an increase of the space charge waves along the bea6,7

Decay of the currentI col after the pulse peak only leads to
decrease in the signal at the distant probe. The signal f
probe11 continues to increase, reaching a maximum 1.7–
ms after the beginning of the pulse. This increase is clea
caused by an influx of cathode plasma to the probe11. With
this configuration of probes, the average plasma velo
should be;23107 cm/s, which agrees with the measur
ments made by other authors.3,10 Like probe11, the probe12
some distance from the cathode only records the oscillat
from the near-field zone of the relativistic electron beam a
does not ‘‘feel’’ the influence of the plasma over the tim
t,2.5–3ms.

The introduction of a magnetic field nonuniformity usin
coil 10 increases the growth rate of the oscillations of bo
probes. The largest signals from probe12 ~the region
0.5<t<1.6 ms in Fig. 2d! are close to the maximum in th
absence of local magnetic field nonuniformities~Fig. 2b!.

The faster~compared with the caseDB50) oscillations
of probe 11 in the time intervalt<1 ms ~Fig. 2d! can be
explained if the magnetic mirror near coil10 can cause re-

ort
-
ls

e

FIG. 2. Time behavior of the collector cur
rent and amplitude of the detected signa
from probes12 ~1! and11 ~2!. The values of
A are given in arbitrary units which are th
same for all the graphs.
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FIG. 3. Typical x-ray images of beam track on end collector: a, d — for a beam propagating in a uniform magnetic field, b, e — with a magnetic field
nonuniformity created by coil9; c, f — with a magnetic field nonuniformity created by coil10; a–c — time-averaged images, d–f — instantaneous ima
at the center of the leading edge of the beam current pulse.
flection of beam electrons. Reflection leads to the develop-
on
m
gy

rotron systems.6,11 As the magnetic fieldB varies adiabati-
he
ment and rapid increase in the amplitude of the oscillati

in the single trap between the cathode and the magnetic
ror, similar to that observed in helical electron beams in

932 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
s
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-

cally, the mirrors reflect those electrons for which t
transverse (V'0) and longitudinal (Vi0) components of the
velocity ahead of the mirror satisfy
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FIG. 4. Radial distributions of the luminescence intensityI R at
the image converter screen recorded in a uniform magn
field ~a–c!, and with a magnetic field nonuniformity created b
coil 9 ~d–f!: a, d — time-averaged distributions; b, e — instan-
taneous distributions at the center of the leading edge of
beam current pulse; c, f — instantaneous distributions at th
peak of the beam current pulse. The values ofI R are in arbi-
trary units. The characteristicsI R(r ) are normalized so that the
maximum ofI R on each graph is 1. The radial coordinater is
taken from the edge of the image.
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Vi0
>~B0 /DBm! .

Thus, the relativistic electron beam should contain el
trons having fairly high transverse velocitiesV'0>1.7•Vi0
near the coil10, since reflection is observed forB0 /DBm.3.
Electrons with this velocity ratio may occur mainly as a r
sult of emission of cathode plasma from the side surface
the transport channel, where there is a strong electric fi
transverse to the magnetic field. An increase in the ra
V'0 /Vi0 may also be promoted by the action of alternati
space charge fields.

The accelerated increase in the amplitude of the sig
from the probe12 when the coil10 is switched on, may be
caused by the oscillations in the trap influencing the evo
tion of the space charge waves, or it may be the resul
additional electron bunching in the beam as it passes thro
the magnetic field nonuniformity. This enhanced bunch
effect is observed~see Refs. 12 and 13, for example! in the
presence of space charge oscillations in sections of dec
ing electron velocity~drift velocity jump!.

The nonuniform field generated by the coil9 has a dif-
ferent effect~Fig. 2c!. An abrupt decrease in the amplitude
the signal from the probe11 in the time interval
1.0,t,2.5 ms is clearly caused by reflection of the catho
plasma flux from the magnetic mirror. The decrease in
signals from probe11 for t,1 ms and from probe12 over
the entire current pulse is clearly attributable to mechanis
which did not play an important part when coil10 was
switched on.

In order to understand why the same magnetic field n
uniformities in different sections of the system along the a
have a different influence on the collective processes in
relativistic electron beam, we note that these nonuniformi

933 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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of the beam with alternating fields of widely differing ampl
tude. An increase in the space charge waves with increa
distance from the cathode can appreciably alter the elec
transverse velocities and the current distribution over
beam cross section. These changes may be responsibl
the differences in the action of the nonuniform fields gen
ated by coils10 and 9. The drift velocity jump may also
depend on the amplitude of the alternating fields in the be

This explanation taking into account the space cha
oscillations is also supported by studies of the beam struc
near the collector. These studies indicate that the recor
oscillations influence the electron confinement and curr
distribution over the beam cross section. The results are
lustrated in Figs. 3–5, which show typical x-ray images
the beam track on the end collector~Fig. 3! and radial dis-
tributions of the luminescence intensityI R(r ) on the screen
of the image converter~Figs. 4 and 5!. Assuming that the
magnetic field at the end collector (Bcol) is reduced com-
pared with that at the cathode (Bc) and assuming a corre
sponding expansion of the beam, the linear scale on the
scissa in Figs 4 and 5 is reduced (Bc /Bcol)

1/2 times. This
makes it more convenient to determine the changes in
beam shape at the collector compared with the cathode.

In the absence of any local magnetic field nonuniform
ties, the intensity drop over the beam cross section is c
paratively small, not exceeding a factor of;3 ~Figs. 3a, 3d,
and 4a, 4c!. The instantaneous distributionsI R(r ) vary sub-
stantially during the pulses~Figs. 4b and 4c! and no annular
beam structure can be identified on the time-averaged di
bution ~Figs. 3a and 4a!. A comparison between the instan
taneous distributions at different times indicates that
beam diameter increases at a rate of 2–43105 cm/s at the

933Bogdanov et al.
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pulse leading edge, which agrees with the existing publis
data3,10 and is caused by expansion of the cathode plas
The ‘‘blurredness’’ of the beam under these conditions
probably caused by the action of the alternating fields
the beam oscillations.

The introduction of a magnetic field nonuniformity usin
coil 9 enhances the contrast of the image and stabilize
~Figs. 3b and 3e; Figs. 4b, 4e, and 4f!. As a result, the an-
nular structure of the beam can be identified clearly on
time-averaged distribution. The drop in the intensityI R over
the beam cross section reaches a factor of;10. The change
in the beam distribution over the cross section is clea
caused by the suppression of the space charge oscillatio
the beam by the mirror-configuration magnetic field nonu
formity near the cathode. The establishment of this nonu
formity improves the confinement and transport of the bea

The introduction of a magnetic field nonuniformity usin
the coil10 some distance from the cathode causes a dete
ration in the beam confinement, even compared with the c
where both coils are switched off. This is observed as
increase in the luminescence intensityI R of the central part
of the cross section~compare Figs. 3d and 3f, and also Fig
4b and 5b! and is caused by the increased oscillations~Fig.
2d!.

FIG. 5. Radial distributions of the luminescence intensityI R at the image
converter screen, obtained with a magnetic field nonuniformity created
coil 10: a — time-averaged distribution and b — instantaneous distribution
at the center of the leading edge of the beam current pulse.
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The space–time characteristics of a long-pulse relati
tic electron beam have been determined and the influenc
mirror-configuration magnetic field nonuniformities on the
characteristics has been established. The mechanism fo
action of these nonuniformities on the oscillations and str
ture of the beam has been explained assuming that
plasma and electron flux are reflected by the magnetic mi
and also allowing for a drift velocity jump. The possibility o
suppressing space charge oscillations and improving b
confinement by using a magnetic field nonuniformity ne
the cathode has been identified.
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Two-period cylindrical energy analyzer with end electrodes

oth
L. P. Ovsyannikova and T. Ya. Fishkova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 27, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 89–91~August 1997!

Analytical expressions are obtained for the main parameters of a cylindrical analyzer with flat
end electrodes held at the potential of the inner cylinder. Calculations are carried out for
its one- and two-period operating regimes with first-order focusing with respect to angle for an
object lying outside the analyzer. It is found that the greater the distance from the object
to the front end of the analyzer, the smaller its focal power. The exit beam intensity is calculated
for the situation in which the surface of the sample is scanned by the primary beam, and
also for the case of an object of finite dimensions. Empirical formulas are found for the falloff of
the intensity with distance from the center of the object. A comparison of numerical
calculations using a program for two-dimensional charged-particle optics and calculations from
our analytical formulas shows that their difference does not exceed 10%. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01508-0#

In Ref. 1 we proposed a cylindrical mirror analyzer with slowly. In this case, the entrance to the analyzer can be b
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flat end electrodes and found its optimal operating regim
which provides energy dispersion and focal power as goo
those of the classical cylindrical mirror. Here the ou
distance of the object~its distance from the front end of th
analyzer! is equal to one-half the radius of the inner cylinde
which is insufficient for the solution of a number of physic
problems.

In the present paper we investigate the parameters o
analyzer for which the out-distance of the object is sign
cantly greater. In this case the course of a trajectory is
mirror-symmetric relative to its turning point. For this re
son, in what follows we call such a device a cylindrical an
lyzer with end electrodes~CAE!.

We have found~in analogy with a cylindrical deflecto
with side electrodes2! an analytical expression for the pote
tial distribution of a CAE for which the distance between t
end electrodes is at least four times the distance betwee
cylindrical electrodes. It has the form~we placez50 at the
position of the front end!

f~r ,z!5V11~2/p!~V2

2V1!Ar 2 /r Farctan
sin~pz/ l !

sinh p~r 22r !/ l

2
2sin~pz/ l !sinh p~r 22r !/ l

sinh 2p~r 22r 1!/ l G , ~1!

whereV1, V2 and r 1, r 2 are the potentials and radii of th
inner and outer cylindrical electrodes, respectively, andl is
the distance between the end electrodes at potentialV1.

It is useful to divide the potential distribution inside th
CAE into two regions: a near-end region and a region
which the potential varies logarithmically. If the length
the near-end region is of the order of half the distance
tween the cylindrical electrodes, then the potential distri
tion in it is found by expanding expression~1! in a series.
Solving the equation of motion to first order, we find that
the near-end region the charged particles move equ
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through the end and through the inner electrode. At the
trance to the field region with logarithmically varying pote
tial the slope angle of the trajectory remains equal to
value at the entrance to the CAE, but the energy of the p
ticles decreases to a value corresponding to the equipote
at the entrance to the region.

At the exit of the charged-particle beam through the
ner electrode, first-order focusing with respect to angle in
axis-to-axis regime is possible if the following relation b
tween the focal power of the analyzer and the focusing an
~the initial entrance angle of the central trajectory! is ful-
filled:

Ap~r j /r 1!exp~g2!@erf~g!1erf @Ag21 ln~r j /r 1!##

5P22~r j /r 1!g/~112g2!,

where g5sinu0@ln(r2 /r1)/(2F)2ln(r j /r1)#
1/2,

r j5( l 01D l )tanu0,

P5
2g tan u0

tan u i~ tan2u022g2!
F11

ln~r 2 /r 1!tan4u0

2Fg4tan2u i
G ,

tan u i5tan u0Ag21 ln~r j /r 1!/g,

F52e~V22V1!/«0 . ~2!

Here l 0 is the distance from the front end of the CAE to th
object, D l is the length of the near-end region,u0 is the
entrance angle~to the CAE! of the central trajectory,r j is the
coordinate of the trajectory at which it exits the near-e
region, andu i is the exit angle of this trajectory from th
CAE. F and«0 denote the focal power of the analyzer and
tuning energy, ande is the charge of the particle. The base
the analyzer and its energy dispersion in the longitudi
direction have the form

L/r 15cot u i1@Pg1~r j /r 1!/~112g2!#cot u0 ,

Dz /r 15sin2u0ln~r 2 /r 1!g22~2F !21@~112g2!L/r 1

2~r j /r 1!cotu02tan2u0cot3u i #. ~3!

93535-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2
1
3
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nd
If the particles enter and depart through the inner el
trode at a distance from the ends greater than half the
tance between the electrodes, then the base of the ana
and the longitudinal dispersion have the form

L/r 1522F cot3u0@2 ln~r 2 /r 1!cos2u01F#21,

Dz5L/~2 cos2u0!. ~4!

In formula ~4! the relation between the focusing ang
and the focal power of the analyzer is the same as fo
classical cylindrical mirror.3

We have calculated the main parameters as function
the out-distance of the object for a CAE with geometric
dimensionsr 2 /r 152.3 and l 55.2r 1. The results of a nu-
merical calculation of the CAE in the single-period operati
regime~with single intersection of the system axis! are listed
in Table I.

In Table I, l k is the distance from the rear end of th
analyzer to the beam crossover region, located on the sy
axis; dk is the diameter of the crossover region;a is the
beam capture angle;Dr is the energy dispersion coefficient
crossover under the condition of uniform initial intensity d
tribution in angle~the maximum intensity corresponding
the optimal operating regime of the analyzer atl 50.5r 1 is
taken to be equal to unity!. The energy resolution of the CAE
in the indicated regimes is 0.8–0.9%. Results calculated
ing formulas ~2!–~4! coincide with the numerically calcu
lated results listed in Table I to within 5–10%.

In Ref. 4 we determined the parameters of a sing
period cylindrical mirror analyzer with end electrodes in t
regime of surface scanning of an object with a thin prima
beam, and also for an object of finite dimensions in the
timal operating regime. Here the exit beam intensity fa
quite rapidly although not as rapidly as for a classical mirr
To increase the energy dispersion and also the beam in
sity, including the scanning case, it is necessary to us
two-period operating regime~with two intersections of the
system axis; Fig. 1!. In what follows we will call such an
energy analyzer a two-period cylindrical analyzer with e
electrodes~TCAE!. We kept the transverse geometrical d
mensions of the TCAE the same as for the single-per
analyzer. The longitudinal dimension was found from t
condition of focusing a beam exiting from a point object a
distance from the front end of the system varying with
wide limits 0.5< l 0 /r 1<2.5. Numerical calculations show
that the distance between the flat end electrodes shoul
equal to 11r 1. In this case, beam focusing is realized on t
system axis at a crossover with diameterdk50.1r 1, and its
position remains unchanged and equal tol k50.6r 1. The re-
maining parameters for the TCAE are listed in Table II.

l 0 /r 1 2F l k /r 1 dk /r 1 u0
0 a0 Dz /r 1 Dr /r 1 I 0

0.5 0.662 0.54 0.06 42.5 9 7.4 6.7 1.
1.0 0.655 0.21 0.06 39 6 6.9 6.6 0.5
1.5 0.643 0.08 0.06 35 4.5 6.5 6.5 0.3
2.0 0.623 0.07 0.06 32 4 6.3 6.5 0.2
2.5 0.602 0.06 0.06 29 4 6.2 6.3 0.1
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It can be seen from Table II that for a TCAE the ener
dispersion is roughly two times higher than for a singl
period analyzer, but the beam capture angle is somew
greater for a small out-distance of the object (l 0<r 1). For
l 0>1.5r 1 the values of this angle for single-period and tw
period analyzers are identical.

Figure 2 plots the exit beam intensityI scaled by the
beam intensityI 0 at the tuning energy of the TCAE, as
function of the particle energy~the instrument function!. It
can be seen from the figure that for a position of the obj
l 050.5r 1 the energy resolution at half-maximumD«/e0 is
equal to 0.75%, and forl 052.5r 1 D«/e050.52%. Calcula-
tions of the instrument function at intermediate positions
the object showed that asl 0 increases between these tw
limits, the energy resolution of the TCAE remains within th
limits 0.8–0.5%. Note that all the calculations, includin
those of the instrument function, assume the presence
ring diaphragm at the entrance to the analyzer. Its dim
sions correspond to the transmission angles of the analyz
the various operating regimes~Tables I and II!. To avoid
field distortions, all openings in the electrodes should be c
ered with netting.

When scanning the surface of a sample with a thin p
mary beam in the direction transverse to the system axis,
intensity of the beam falling on the exit diaphragm falls co
siderably more slowly than for a single-period analyzer. F
ure 3 plots the dependence of this intensity, scaled by
maximum intensity in the optimal operating regime, on t
magnitude of the displacement of the primary beam from
center of the object. The fall in intensity when scanning c
be approximated by a parabolaI 5I 0@12(s/h)2# for
l 0<0.5r 1 and by a straight lineI 5I 0(12s/h) for l 0 /r 1>1.
Hereh is the distance of the primary beam from the center
the object at whichI 50. Its magnitude can be found from
the empirical formulah/r 150.1320.03/(l 0 /r 1). Note that
the intensity of the beam from the center of the objectI 0

FIG. 1. Two-period cylindrical energy analyzer with flat end electrodes a
path of the charged-particle trajectories for an outlying object.

TABLE II.

l 0 /r 1 2F u0
0 a0 Dz /r 1 Dr /r 1 I 0

0.5 0.662 41 11.3 17 15 1.0
1.0 0.647 39 11 17 15 0.79
1.5 0.633 35 4.5 18 16 0.31
2.0 0.625 32 4 19 18 0.23
2.5 0.613 29 4 19.5 18.5 0.19
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~Table II! falls noticeably as the object is distanced from t
TCAE and, although the falloff of the intensity here tak
place more slowly~Fig. 3!, the focal power of the TCAE is
substantially decreased.

The results obtained when scanning the object can
be used in the case of an object of finite dimensions. Un
the condition of a uniform distribution of the initial beam
intensity on an object of radiusr 0, the intensity at crossove
is equal to

I k5I 0pr 0
2@120.5~r 0 /h!2# for l 0 /r 1<q0.5,r 0

2

3~122r 0/3h! for 1<ql0 /r 1<q2.5. ~5!

To summarize, analytical expressions have been
tained for the main parameters of a cylindrical energy a

FIG. 2. Instrument function of the TCAE for different positions of th
object: l 050.5r 1 ~1!, 2.5r 1 ~2!.
937 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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lyzer with end electrodes under the condition of first-ord
focusing with respect to angle. We have found the opera
regimes for positions of the outlying object varying with
wide limits. We have calculated the instrument function
the analyzer, the energy resolution, and the focal power,
cluding the case of an object with finite dimensions.
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Translated by Paul F. Schippnick

FIG. 3. Focal power of the TCAE when scanning an object in the transv
direction for different values of its location outside the analyz
l 050.5r 1(1), 1.0r 1 ~2!, 1.5r 1 ~3!, 2.5r 1 ~4!.
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Study of aberration correction in two types of electrostatic lenses

op-
L. A. Baranova and S. Ya. Yavor

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 26, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 92–96~August 1997!

A detailed comparative study is carried out of chromatic and spherical aberration in a crossed
lens and in a lens formed by four cylindrical electrodes, the two inner ones of which are
cut into four symmetrical longitudinal sections. The study was performed by numerical modeling.
The possibility of simultaneous correction of both types of aberration in a linear image is
demonstrated. A comparison is made with an equivalent axisymmetric lens. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01608-5#

The main aberrations governing the resolving power ofsuch a way that the system is analogous in its optical pr
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most electron-optical devices are the spherical and the c
matic. They cause distortions of the image of point sour
located both off and on the optical axis. To correct f
spherical aberration, one usually uses multi-electro
lenses—octupoles and sextupoles.1 It has also been show
that under certain conditions a single three-electrode cro
lens creates a linear image with zero or negative sphe
aberration.2 Correction of chromatic aberration has so f
been realized mainly with the help of superimposed elec
and magnetic quadrupoles.3 However, the use of a magnet
field has a number of disadvantages significantly complic
ing practical work with the system. In Ref. 4 it was show
that chromatic aberration of a linear image can also be
rected in a purely electrostatic lens formed by a set of
quentially placed cylinders, some of which are cut into fo
symmetrical longitudinal sections~Fig. 1!. The potentials are
applied in such a way as to create a superposition of
axisymmetric lens and a doublet of quadrupole lenses
Ref. 5 it was shown that in addition to chromatic aberrati
spherical aberration of a linear image can also be correcte
such a lens. Reference 6 investigated correction of chrom
and spherical aberration of a five-electrode crossed lens.
lens is formed by flat electrodes with rectangular openin
turned in neighboring electrodes by 90° relative to the n
one ~Fig. 2!. The potentials are applied to the electrodes

FIG. 1. Lens formed by four cylindrical electrodes, where the inner e
trodes are cut into four equal sections.
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erties to a doublet of quadrupole lenses with a superimpo
axisymmetric lens. Thus, in purely electrostatic lens
formed by a superposition of axisymmetric and quadrup
field components, we have unveiled the possibility of corr
tion of chromatic and spherical aberrations~apart from their
dependence on the shape of the electrodes creating the fi!.
At the same time it is well known that sequentially arrang
axisymmetric and quadrupole lenses do not possess
property.1

In the present paper we present a detailed compara
study of chromatic and spherical aberrations in the two ty
of electrostatic lenses described above~Figs. 1 and 2!. This
work was carried out by numerical modeling using a thre
dimensional program for calculating the field and t
trajectories.7 The geometrical parameters of the investiga
lenses were as follows. In the first lens we took the diame
D of the cylinders as our unit of length, and in the second
took the lengtha of the short side of the rectangular openin
as our unit of length. The lengths of the two inner cylinde
of the first lens were taken to be equal to half the diame
~0.5!. The spacing between the cylinders was taken to
equal to 0.02, and the width of the longitudinal cuts w

-
FIG. 2. Five-electrode crossed lens.
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the coordinate system was located at the geometrical ce
of the system, and the two outer cylinders were closed of
flat disks atz566. The distances between neighboring ele
trodes of the second lens were taken to be equal tos50.25,
and the ratio of the sides of the rectangular openingb/a52.
The center of the coordinate system, as before, was locat
the geometrical center of the lens. The system was con
ered to be enclosed within a rectangular box with cor
coordinatesx561.25,y561.25,z566. The thickness of
the electrodes was assumed to be negligibly small. In ob
and image space the potentials on the bounding box w
constant and equal to the potentials of the electrodes in
tact with the lens. Between the electrodes the potentials
the box varied linearly.

The potentials applied to the lenses are shown in Fig
and 2. The potentialsU1, U2, U3, U4 forming the axisym-
metric component of the field are applied to the four cyl
drical electrodes in sequence as shown, and the poten
6V1 and 6V2, applied to the segments of the two inn
cylinders, form a quadrupole doublet, the first lens of wh
disperses charged particles in thexz plane and the secon
lens collects them. The potentialsU12U5 are applied to the
electrodes of the crossed lens. The first potential differe
U22U1 retards the charged particles, the following two p
tential differencesU32U2 andU42U3 accelerate them an
the last differenceU52U4 again retards them. For the a
rangement of electrodes shown in Fig. 2, such a poten
feed leads to the result that the first two potential differen
U22U1 andU32U2 disperse the charged particles in thexz
plane and the last two potential differences collect the
Thus, in both lenses, thexz plane is theDC plane of the
quadrupole doublet~dispersing–collecting!, and theyz plane
is theCD plane~collecting–dispersing!.

A detailed study of chromatic aberration of both types
lenses shows that its correction is achieved comparati
easily with astigmatic focusing. An entire series of regim
was obtained, characterized by zero and negative chrom
aberration of one of the linear images. We present results
a parallel beam at the lens entrance. Figure 3 plots the
pendence of the positionz(Fix) of the linear image in thexz
plane for four regimes on the charged particle energyE,
whereE is given in units ofeU1. Curves1–3 correspond to
the lens formed by cylindrical electrodes. In all casesU151
and U454.0, for curve 1 U250.4, U355.0, V151.068,
V251.40, for curve 2 U250.5, U354.0, V150.933,
V251.20, and for curve3 U251, U354.0, V150.971,
V251.20 ~here and below all potentials are given in units
U1). Curve4 corresponds to the crossed lens with potent
U151.0, U2522.8, U353.8, U3510.0,U554.0.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the dependence ofz(Fix) on
the particle energy has the same character for both len
Note that for the same acceleration and the same f
lengths, the potentials on the intermediate electrodes of
crossed lens are substantially higher in absolute value
on the electrodes of the cylindrical lens, i.e., the former
weaker than the latter. For the particle energy less than
the position of the image approaches the lens as the ener
increased, i.e., the chromatic aberration in this region
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negative. For largeE (E.2) the image moves away from
the lens as the energy is increased, which corresponds
positive chromatic aberration. In the intermediate regio
0.6,E,2 chromatic aberration is small and at some point
vanishes. Curves3 and4 have a wavy shape in this region,
where the amplitude of oscillation exceeds the error of ca
culation.

We were able to obtain negative and zero chromatic a
erration of a linear image only in accelerating lenses in th
plane where the first quadrupole lens disperses. This image
located much farther from the lens than the second imag
perpendicular to it and therefore has significant length. W
give by way of example the data for curve4 ~the crossed
lens! at the pointE51.0. For this energy the position of the
focus in thexz plane is equal toz(Fiy)50.213, and the
corresponding focal lengths are equal tof ix54.52 and
f iy50.723. The corresponding linear focal lengthl scaled by
x0, where x0 is the distance of a trajectory to the axis in
object space, is equal tol /x0511.7.

It is of interest to consider chromatic aberration o
shorter linear images, which corresponds to decreasing t
astigmatism of the lenses. The latter may be achieved, f
example, by increasing the potentialU2 in the case described
above. If we increaseU2 from 22.8 to21.8, then the focal
lengths become equal tof ix52.65 and f iy51.08, and the
positions of the foci take on the valuesz(Fix)53.85 and
z(Fiy)50.390. In this case the length of the linear image
decreases tol /x053.20. The coefficient of chromatic aberra-
tion becomes positive, but its magnitude remains sma
Ccx50.29 forE51.0.

Further decrease of astigmatism can also be achieved
varying the potentialU5. If the potentials applied to the five
electrodes of the crossed lens are equal to 1.0,21.0, 3.8,
10.0, and 3.0, then the first-order parameters aref ix51.56,
f iy51.75,z(Fix)52.13, andz(Fiy)50.730. It is interesting
to note that although the focal length in theyz plane is now
greater than in thexz plane, the focal lineFiy as before is
located closer to the lens than is the focal lineFix . This is
because the principal plane in thexz section is noticeably
shifted toward image space while the principal plane in th
yz section is shifted toward object space. In the given ex

FIG. 3. Position of linear focus in thexz plane plotted versus particle
energy.
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is now equal tol /x050.8. The chromatic aberration coeffi
cient Ccx is small as before and equal toCcx50.22 for
E51.0.

The above results may be compared with the analog
results for an axisymmetric lens formed by three flat el
trodes with opening diameter equal to 1 and inter-electr
distance equal to 0.5. For similar focal power, its chroma
aberration coefficient is roughly an order of magnitu
greater than the corresponding coefficient for astigm
lenses.

We were unable to find negative or zero chromatic
erration in single or retarding lenses by numerical model
with any choice of parameters. Spurred by this negative
sult we undertook an effort to analyze the situation on
basis of an approximate analytical calculation. We cons
ered a system consisting of two thin quadrupole lenses in
spatial interval between which the energy varies disconti
ously. We showed that in this approximation the coefficie
of chromatic aberration in theDC plane can vanish o
change sign for intermediate acceleration, and in theCD
plane, for intermediate retardation. The regions of regim
with corrected aberration found in the approximate calcu
tion were then investigated by modeling lenses with cyl
drical electrodes. Good agreement of the results of the
proximate calculation and those of the more accur
numerical calculation was observed for intermediate ac
eration between the quadrupole lenses. For intermediate
tardation no such agreement was observed, i.e., neither n
tive nor zero chromatic aberration was observed. This
apparently explained by the excessive positive chromatic
erration inherent to retarding axisymmetric lenses, wh
was not taken into account in the approximate calculatio

Since in some regimes the lenses under study pos
unusual chromatic aberration for electrostatic fields, it is
interest to also examine other properties in these regim
first of all spherical aberration. We calculated the spher
aberration in both types of lenses in regimes with zero
negative chromatic aberration. The results obtained for lin
focus in thexz plane are plotted in Fig. 4. The regime
represented by the curves are the same as in Fig. 3, an
particle energy isE51.0. The variable plotted along the a
scissa,xi8, is the slope angle of the trajectory in imag
space, and the variable plotted along the ordinate,Dz, is the
longitudinal spherical aberration, i.e., the difference in
coordinates of intersection with the axis of the paraxial a
non-paraxial trajectories. The differenceDz is assumed to be
positive for positive spherical aberration.

It can be seen from Fig. 4~notation the same as in Fig
3! that spherical aberration is negative for all regimes.
analysis of the region of smallxi8 values shows that the
third-order aberration coefficientsC3x are very small, and for
the crossed lens and for regime3 of the cylindrical lens
C3x50. With growth ofxi8 spherical aberration of the cy
lindrical lenses begins to grow abruptly in absolute va
while for the crossed lens it remains small. Thus, it follo
from a consideration of Figs. 3 and 4 that in certain regim
the investigated lenses can form a linear image with c
rected spherical and chromatic aberration.
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We also calculated spherical aberration of shorter line
foci, corresponding to decreased astigmatism of the lens
The two regimes of this kind described above, are charact
ized, as was indicated, by small but positive chromatic abe
ration. The spherical aberration in these regimes is al
small; however, the coefficientC3x can be either positive or
negative.

We also examined stigmatic regimes of lenses forming
point image of a point object. Of special interest here is th
region of short focal lengths in which probe systems creatin
an image with large reduction operate. In axisymmetr
lenses it is possible to achieve large reductions only with
retarding potential on the middle electrode, which leads to
high level of both spherical and chromatic aberration. Th
investigated lenses allow a significant reduction of the lev
of aberrations although in the stigmatic regimes we were n
able to obtain negative or zero values.

By way of an example, we present results obtained fo
single lenses. In lenses with cylindrical electrodes we inve
tigated in detail the regime characterized by the followin
electrode potentials:U15U451.0, U250.8, U352.39,
V150.686,V251.36. Here the focal lengths in thexz andyz
planes are equal, respectively, tof ix50.667 andf iy53.53
while the positions of the foci in these planes coincide
z(Fix)5z(Fiy)51.44. The crossed lens with the same foca
length in thexz plane (f ix50.667) has the following elec-
trode potentials: U15U551.0, U2520.86, U351.8,
U457.21. Here the focal length in theyz plane is equal to
f iy53.46 while the positions of the foci are equal to
z(Fix)5z(Fiy)51.45. In both lenses the principal planes in
thexz andyz planes are found at a greater distance from on
another, with both shifted in opposite directions away from
the center: e.g., for the crossed lensz(Hix)50.79 and
z(Hiy)522.0.

The chromatic aberration coefficients for the cylindrica
lens are equal toCcx50.60 and Ccy58.4, and for the
crossed lens are equal toCcx50.37 andCcy510.3. The co-
efficients of spherical aberration are equal toC3x51.3 and
C3y560 for the cylindrical lens andC3x50.56 andC3y540
for the crossed lens.

FIG. 4. Longitudinal spherical aberration of linear focus in thexz plane
plotted versus slope angle of the trajectory in image space.
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rameters of the single three-electrode axisymmetric l
whose geometry was described above. ForU15U351.0 and
the potential on the middle electrodeU2520.82 the focal
length of this lens is equal to the focal length of the inves
gated lenses in thexz plane (f 50.667). The position of the
focus in this case is equal toz(Fi)50.522, i.e., it almost
coincides in position with the last electrode of the lens. C
sequently, astigmatic lenses provide a significantly gre
working interval.

The chromatic aberration coefficient of the axisymmet
lens is equal toCc54.8, which is roughly an order of mag
nitude greater than the coefficients of the investigated len
in thexz plane. In theyz plane the coefficients of chromati
aberration of astigmatic lenses are somewhat greater. H
ever, as a consequence of the large focal length in this p
the exit slope angle of the trajectories is roughly five tim
smaller than in the axisymmetric lens, wherefore image b
ring caused by chromatic aberration in they direction re-
mains smaller than in the axisymmetric lens by at leas
factor of two.

The spherical aberration coefficient of the axisymme
lens is equal to 4.3, which is several times greater than
coefficient of the investigated lenses in thexz plane. The
spherical aberration coefficient of the astigmatic lenses in
yz plane is an order of magnitude greater, however, a
consequence of the fact that the cube of the slope angl
the trajectory in this plane is two orders of magnitu
smaller, and image blurring in they direction is again
smaller than in the axisymmetric lens.

Figure 5 displays aberration figures due to spherical
erration for a parallel beam at the lens entrance, the o
trajectories of which are described by the equat
(x0

21y0
2)1/250.2. Curve1 corresponds to the cylindrical lens

and curve2, to the crossed lens. Each aberration figure w
calculated as the set of points of the real intersections of
trajectories with the focal plane. Consequently, for a co
paratively large entrance beam radius~0.2!, they correspond
to total spherical aberration and not just third-order abe
tion. It follows from Fig. 5 that the ratio of maximal dimen
sions of the aberration figure in theyz andxz planes is 3.5
for the cylindrical lens and 4.0 for the crossed lens. At
same time, the ratio of third-order aberration coefficients
the first case is equal to 46, and in the second, to 71. T
fact is mainly explained by the large difference in exit slo
angles of the trajectories in thexz and yz planes, as was
indicated above. The radius of aberrational focal blurring
the axisymmetric lens for the same diameter of the ente
parallel beam is equal to 0.3, which is at least five tim
941 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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greater than the maximum spot size in astigmatic lenses
In summary, a comparison of two types of lenses diffe

ing significantly in electrode design has shown that their a
errational properties are similar. In certain regimes bo
lenses allow simultaneous correction of spherical and ch
matic aberration of a linear image. In stigmatic regimes
significant reduction of these aberrations is possible in co
parison with an equivalent axisymmetric lens in the region
short focal lengths. In addition, astigmatic lenses provide
larger working interval, thanks to the shift of the princip
planes, than does an axisymmetric lens. These propertie
the investigated lenses make them promising candidates
application in probe systems.
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FIG. 5. Aberration figures in the focal plane for stigmatic regimes.
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Electrostatic plasma lenses~PL!, proposed in Ref. 1 as a This expression is valid at any point of the phase traj
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development of the idea of the Gabor lens with electro
space charge,2 have over the course of many years demo
strated convincing advantages in comparison with conv
tional ion-optical systems. Their study continues to transit
at a quickening pace from the sphere of fundamental
search to applications.

Strong-current plasma lenses, i.e., lenses in which
potential of the transmitted beam substantially exceeds
maximum value of the external potential applied to the fix
electrodes of the lens, possess particularly interesting ad
tages. As experiments have shown,3 such lenses posses
many degrees of freedom, which allows one to vary the
dial profile of the electric potential within wide limits. Thi
makes it possible to eliminate spherical aberrations, ther
ensuring good focusing and defocusing of the beam~such a
lens possesses the unique property of also working in
dispersing regime4!, and also to use spherical aberrations
vary the radial profile of the beam on the target. This eff
was discovered in Ref. 5, where it was shown that by re
lating the spherical aberrations it is possible to regulate
radial profile of the beam transmitted through the plas
lens, in particular, to make it uniform. There, on the basis
the method of calculating the inner structure of nonlami
axisymmetric charged particle beams with zero phase
ume which was proposed and developed on the basis
consistent kinetic approach in Ref. 6, a differential equat
was obtained relating the initial beam profile at the entra
to the thin lens with the nature of the aberrations for wh
the beam profile at a given distancez becomes uniform.

The aim of the present paper is to find the self-consis
electric profile of a plasma lens transforming an inhomo
neous radial beam profile at the lens entrance into a unif
one in a given cross section beyond the lens.

For clarity it would be opportune to repeat the ma
points leading to the desired differential equation. We rep
sent the radial profile of the beam current densityj (r ) as a
sum of elementary beams

j ~r !5 (
n51

N

i n~r ,Vn ,z!, nP@1, . . . ,N#,

whereVn is the radial velocity acquired by thenth beam as
it passes through the lens, andr and z are the radial and
longitudinal coordinates, respectively.
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tory. By virtue of the equation of continuity in Lagrang
form the following equation is valid for each of the eleme
tary beams:

i n5 i 0n~r 0n~r ,Vn ,z!!
r 0n~r ,Vn ,z!

r

]r 0n

]r U
V5Vn

.

Representing the condition of uniformity of the bea
j (r ) in an arbitrary cross sectionz in the form

] j ~r !

]r
5 (

n51

N
] i n

]r
50

and taking account of the specifics of the passage of
beam through the thin lens, which affect only the radial co
ponent of the beam velocity, we obtain

] ln i 0n

] ln r 0n
2

z~V0n8 2V0n /r 0n!/Vb

11V0nz/Vb10n
2

zV0n
n r 0n /Vb

11V0n8 z/Vb

50, ~1!

where Vb is the drift velocity along thez axis; V0n is the
radial velocity at the point (r 0,0), which generates the veloc
ity Vn(r ), V0n8 5]V0n /]r 0n , V0n9 5]2V0n /]2r 0n .

This relation, carried back to the cross sectionz50,
where the thin lens is located, defines the conditions un
which a beam with a given initial radial profile at the e
trance to this lens can become uniform in an arbitrary p
scribed cross sectionz. In particular, representing the radia
profile of the entering beam as a Gaussian distribut
i 0n5 i 0exp$2r0n

2 /u 2% and neglecting the quantitie
V0nz/Vbr 0n andV0n8 z/Vb , which is valid ifz!F, whereF is
the focal length, reduces Eq.~1! to the form

dS 2
r 0n

2

u2 D 5
z

Vb
S V0n9 1

1

r
V0n8 2

1

r 2
V0nD . ~2!

The solution of Eq.~2!, which is bounded on the axis
has the form

V0n~r 0n!52
1

2
C0r 0n2

1

4

Vbr 0n
3

zu2
. ~3!

Allowing for conservation of energy in the thin plasm
lens in the formV0n

2 52ew(r 0n)/M and the boundary condi
tion w(r )uR5w l , we obtain the desired potential distributio

94242-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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w~x!5F S Aw2
Vb

4z

R3

u2 D x1
Vb

4z

R3

u2
x3G 2

, x5r /R. ~4!

Figure 1 plots the radial distribution of the potential f
different values ofu. It can be seen that for the smaller valu
of u the shape of the potential curve differs substantia
from parabolic. Figure 2 plots the dependencew(x) for two

FIG. 1. Radial distribution of the potentialw(x) for different values of the
parameteru: w0 is the curve without the term inx3; w1 is the curve with the
term in x3 taken into account foru52; w2 is the curve with the term inx3

taken into account foru51; w l5300V, beam energy 20 kV,z510 cm.

FIG. 2. Radial distribution of the potentialw(x) for different values of the
parameterz: w0 is the curve without the term inx3; w1 is the curve with the
term inx3 taken into account forz510 cm;w2 is the curve with the term in
x3 taken into account forz520 cm;w l5300V, beam energy 20 kV,u52.
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In the solution of Eq.~1! we neglected the second ter
in the denominators of the second and third terms. In t
case, the fundamental solutionr 0n

21 , which we found for the
simplified system, satisfies the complete homogeneous e
tion

~y82r 0n
21y!

11«r 0n
21y

1
ynr 0n

12«y8
50, ~5!

of which it is easy to convince oneself by direct substitutio
And since the general solution of Eq.~1! is equal to the sum
of the general solution of the homogeneous equation~5! and
the particular solution of the corresponding inhomogene
equation, the general solution of the complete equation
given by formula~3!. Here note the following: iterative pro
cesses, as a rule, lead to infinite series. Equation~5!, how-
ever, possesses a remarkable property: the second and h
approximationso(«2), o(«3), etc. are equal to zero. Thi
finiteness of these series is extraordinarily important for fin
ing the exact solution.

We will make use of this result to find the exact solutio
of Eq. ~1! for initial distributions of parabolic form
i 0n5 i 00(12r 0n

2 /a2), wherea is some constant. Then

] lnF i 00S 12
r 0n

2

a2 D G5y91
1

r 0n
y82

1

r 0n
2

y,

and consequently

y~r 0n!5
ln i 00r 0n

2
1

C1r 0n

2
2

a2

2

1

r 0n

3F S 12
r 0n

2

a2 D lnS 12
r 0n

2

a2 D 2S 12
r 0n

2

a2 D G1C0 .

If we make the same assumptions about the integra
constants and take the first term of the Taylor series
ln(12r0n

2 /a2), then fora5u we obtain formula~3! for V0n .
Now we can consider the second case. Let the fieldw in

the lens be so large that at the pointr 0 there areN particles
all with different velocities. Then the results of the first ca
do not obtain. We will solve the problem of obtaining
uniform beam in thez cross section in the following way.

We average the sum(1
Ni 0nr 0n]r 0n /r ]r over r 0n and ob-

tain j 0]r 0
2/2r ]r , where r 0

25(1
Nr 0n

2 ,
j 05(r 0

2/2r )21(1
Nj 0nr 0n]r 0n /r ]r . Now r 5r 01V0z/Vb ,

whereV0 is the mean velocity at the pointr 0, which we must
determine from the condition

]

]r F j 0

1

2r

]

]r
r 0

2G50.

Noting that ]r /]z5V0(r 0)/Vb , V0z/Vb5«x,
V08z/Vb5«x8, andx85]x/]r , we again arrive at an equatio
of the form ~1!

] ln i 0

] ln r 0
5S V082

V0

r 0
D2V0

nr 0 . ~6!
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(r 0 ,V0) have a different meaning. They characterize the m
tion at this point as a mixture of flows with different veloc
ties.

Remark 1. In differentiating the velocityV0 with respect
to the radiusr we assumed that this operation can always
performed. However, this assumption can fail if we assu
generalized flows. Nonlaminar and moreover turbul
flows, as is well known, satisfy only a weak condition
differentiability. As Young7 showed, weak limits are indee
a good mathematical model of turbulent motion.

Remark 2. In the present work we have postulated t
distribution functionI 0n ; however, a different one may b
entertained. As Morozov noted, the problem of beam form
tion in a consistent formulation should be a variational pro
lem ~Ref. 8, p. 300!. Moreover, this should be a problem o
optimal control if we take heed of Remark 1.

If we denote lni0n asu, then the above problem can b
formulated thus. Find the controlu such that

y81
1

r 0n
y5u, uuu<1

and some functionalF(y,u) characterizing the quality of the
process~energy consumption, beam diameter, current d
sity at the cross sectionz, etc.! attains its minimum~maxi-
mum!.

To summarize, in this work we have demonstrated
possibility of finding by analytical methods the radial profi
of the electric potential of a thin plasma lens transformin
beam with nonuniform transverse profile into a unifor
beam on a target located a given distance from the ce
plane of the lens.

A few words are in order here about the practical app
cability of our results. The fundamental principle of equip
tentialization of magnetic lines of force ensures in sta
plasma optics a one-to-one correspondence between the
tric potential in the volume of the system and the magne
944 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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w5kC(r ,z), where k is a constant and the line
C(r ,z)5const are the lines of force of theH field. Using
only this ~bijective! functional relation allows us quite accu
rately to predict the distributionw(z,r ) over the fixed elec-
trodes needed to eliminate spherical aberrations, i.e., to
tain the dependencew(0,r )5Ar2 in the volume. At the same
time, plasma optics in its present form does not give a dir
recipe for obtaining any prescribed distributionw(0,r ). At
the same time, however, as experiments have convincin
demonstrated,5,9 varying the parameters of the system~the
transmitted beam current, configuration of the lines of for
distribution of the external potential! allows us to choose
empirically the necessary distributionw(0,r ).
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Properties of diamondlike films obtained in a barrier discharge at atmospheric pressure

he
S. P. Bugaev, A. D. Korotaev, K. V. Oskomov, and N. S. Sochugov

Institute of High-Current Electronics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
634055 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted February 23, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 100–104~August 1997!

Diamondlike films are synthesized from gaseous hydrocarbons in a barrier discharge at
atmospheric pressure. The films were investigated using transmission electron microscopy, electron
diffraction, and infrared spectroscopy. A technique for determining the quantitative
characteristics of the films~hydrogen content, ratio of different types of carbon–carbon bonds
and hydrocarbon groups! using standard samples is described. The highest-quality films
were obtained from methane~ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms H/C51.04, fraction of
diamondlike to graphitelike bondssp3 : sp25100% : 0%! and from a mixture of acetylene and
hydrogen in the ratio 1:19~H/C 5 0.73,sp3 : sp2 5 68% : 32%!. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01808-4#
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Diamondlike films~DLF! have attracted significant a
tention thanks to their unique properties, such as extre
hardness~up to 100 GPa!, low wear and low friction coeffi-
cient, high electrical resistivity, chemical inertness and re
tance to corrosion, high thermal conductivity, and bioco
patibility. Today there is a wide range of techniques
obtaining diamondlike films.1

Diamondlike films were first obtained by depositio
from carbon ion beams.2 The films consisted almost com
pletely of carbon atoms (a-C films! with diamond hybridiza-
tion of the valence electrons (sp3-hybridization!, but the di-
mensions of the crystallographically ordered regions did
exceed a few tens of nanometers. It proved to be possib
enhance the properties ofa-C films by using argon ion
beams to sputter deposit a graphite target~with subsequent
deposition of carbon atoms on the substrate! and to act on the
film at the time of growth.3 Diamondlike films obtained by
chemical deposition from gaseous hydrocarbons activa
with the help of radio-frequency,4 microwave,5 and other
types of plasmas, contain a significant quantity of hydrog
~as high as 50%! and consist of several phases~finely dis-
persed diamond, graphite, and polymer phases!. Neverthe-
less, such films are similar to diamond in their properties a
are called amorphous diamondlike hydrogenated films,
a-C:H films.

The use of vacuum plasma methods to obtain diamo
like films informs the productivity and value of these tec
nologies. In light of the above said, it is justified to attem
to produce diamondlike films with the help of electric di
charges at atmospheric pressure. In the literature one can
reports on producing carbon films6 in a radio-frequency
plasma,7, in an acetylene-torch flame,8 and in a barrier
discharge9 at atmospheric pressure. Besides the simplic
that a barrier discharge presents, another attractive fea
that it offers is the possibility of depositing diamondlik
films on low-melting-point substrates. However, at pres
there are now data on the structure and properties of ca
films produced in a barrier discharge at atmospheric p
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Deposition of carbon films in a barrier discharge w
carried out in a reaction chamber~Fig. 1!, which consisted of
two plane-parallel electrodes1 and 2 and, located between
them, the dielectric barrier3 ~a glass plate of thickness 1.
mm! and vacuum-packed~6! gas-filled space4 of thickness
about 1 mm, through which with the help of an inflow
outflow system5 the reaction gas (CH4, C2H2, C2H21H2,
C2H21Ar) was pumped through the chamber. The press
in the chamber was kept equal to atmospheric. Upon feed
unipolar microsecond voltage pulses of 1002200 mm, am-
plitude U from 217 to 117 kV and pulse repetition fre
quency f 50.223 kHz to the high-voltage electrode, a ba
rier discharge is created in the spacer gas. Under th
conditions, the reaction gas dissociates, and carbon films
deposited on the dielectric barrier and the grounded electr
from the radicals forming as a result.

We found that higher-quality films are formed on th
cathode than on the anode, and that their quality, as in Re
improves with growth of the breakdown voltage of th
spacer gas. This is apparently due to the spatial inhomo
neity of the barrier discharge.10 On this basis, all subsequen
experiments on deposition of films were carried out
U5217 kV with f 51 kHz. The gas flow rate was 324
liter/h. Further increase of the pulse repetition frequencf
led to a decrease of the breakdown voltage of the spacer
as a consequence of residual ionization of the gas, w
lowering f did not lead to any changes besides a decreas
the rate of growth of the films. Varying the gas flow ra
within the limits 1230 liter/h also had no effect on the qua
ity of the films.

The films obtained as described above were examined
transmission electron microscopy, electron diffraction, a
infrared absorption spectroscopy. Since diamondlike car
films are usual amorphous, the most complete informat
about their structure and chemical composition is obtain
spectroscopically: by Raman light scattering~Raman

94545-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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spectroscopy!,11 Auger spectroscopy,12 electron energy loss
spectroscopy,13 etc. Infrared absorption spectroscopy is o
of the most informative methods and at the same time it
quite simple and accessible method for studyinga-C:H
films.

The region of valence vibrations of the C–H bonds
usually used for a quantitative and qualitative analysis of
structure and composition ofa-C:H films. It is well known
that the frequency and intensity of absorption of an in
vidual C–H bond depend on the elemental and phase c
position of the film as a whole, but only on the state
carbon atoms directly linked with a hydrogen atom~the type
of electronic hybridizationsp3, sp2, or sp and the type of
hydrocarbon group CH3, CH2, or CH!.14 The concentration
of any of the above-enumerated types of C–H bonds is p
portional to the absorption integral calculated in the region
valence vibrations of the given bond type,15

ni5AiE @~a~k!/k!dk# i , ~1!

wherea(k) is the absorption coefficient,k is the wave num-
ber, andAi is a proportionality factor.

On this basis, the authors of Ref. 16 proposed a form
for the ratio of hydrogen atoms to carbon atoms

H/C51/96~cm21!E ~a~k!/k!dk. ~2!

However, according to Ref. 15, which presents a
tailed theoretical and experimental analysis of the beha
of various Si–H groups ina-Si:H films under conditions of
infrared spectroscopy, the absorption intensities of the S
bonds in SiH, SiH2, and SiH3 differ substantially. This sug-
gests that the proportionality factorsAi for a-C:H films are
also different, and consequently formula~2! in general does
not apply. Subsequent experiments have confirmed this.

Since the dependence of the absorption coefficient on
wave number for each type of C–H bond is approximat
described by a Lorentz curve centered at the character
absorption frequency,15 formula ~1! may be rewritten in the
form

ni5AiSi /ki , ~3!

whereSi is the area under the curve,ki is the wave number
corresponding to the characteristic absorption frequency
the given type of C–H bond.

FIG. 1. Reaction chamber.
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relations~3! by breaking down spectrograms of a material
known chemical composition and density into Loren
curves~using tabulated values ofki), computing the corre-
sponding areasSi , and calculating the concentrationsni of
the corresponding types of C–H bonds from the tabula
data.

We performed this procedure for thin films of polypro
pylene and polystyrene. We obtained the dependencesa(k)
from spectrograms taken with an IKS-29 infrared spectro
eter. The spectrograms were decomposed into their cons
ent Lorentz curves with the help of a software package ca
ORIGIN, and the values ofki were taken from Ref. 14. In
this way we succeeded in obtaining the proportionality fa
tors Ai for the hydrocarbon groupssp3 CH3 ~a! ~2960!,
sp3 CH2 ~a! ~2925!, sp3 CH ~2900!, sp3 CH3 ~s! ~2870!,
sp3 CH2 ~s! ~2850!, sp2 CH ~3030! (sp3, sp2, andsp are the
types of hybridization of the carbon atom; the numbers
parentheses are the wave number in cm21 corresponding to
the characteristic absorption frequency of the bond; and
notation~a! and~s! denote antisymmetric and symmetric v
brations, respectively. Because of the absence of stan
thin films containingsp2 CH2 ~3080! and sp CH ~3300!
groups, a direct experiment to determine their proportiona
factors was not carried out. Their values, according to R
14, coincide roughly with the proportionality factors fo
sp2 CH ~3030! and sp3 CH2 ~2925!, respectively, and we
used these latter values in our calculations. It should be no
that the antisymmetric and symmetric vibrations belong
the same type of hydrocarbon group, and in the calculati
it was necessary to use one type of vibration.

Now, having obtained from the spectrogram of an u
known hydrocarbon film the dependencea(k) and having
decomposed it according to the above list of frequencies,
possible to findni from formula~3! since the proportionality
factors Ai for all possible C–H bonds are already know
Next it is easy to calculate the ratios of different types
hydrocarbon groups~CH3:CH2:CH!, carbon–carbon bond
of different hybridization (sp3 : sp2 : sp) and the ratio of
hydrogen atoms to carbon atoms

H/C512/~r/~Sni•1u!21!, ~4!

wherer is the film density and 1m is the atomic unit of mass
This approach gives, in our opinion, more accurate qu

titative characteristics of hydrocarbon films in general.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using methane as the reaction gas, the deposition rat
the hydrocarbon film was 2mm/h. The density of the film,
measured by submersion after separating it from the s
strate, was 1.3 g/cm2. Transmission electron microscop
studies showed that the films have a finely dispersed, am
phous structure~Fig. 2!. It is clear that the film is inhomo-
geneous in density and most probably consists of sev
phases. The diffraction pattern obtained from a segmen
the film consists of two diffuse rings whose centers cor
spond to interplanar distances of 2.08 and 1.18 Å. In Ref.
it was shown theoretically and experimentally that the giv

946Bugaev et al.
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pattern is characteristic of diamondlike films in which t
dimensions of the regions of coherent electron scattering
not exceed 5210 Å.

The dependence of the absorption coefficient on
wave number in the region of valence vibrations of the C
bonds for a film obtained in a barrier discharge from me
ane is shown in Fig. 3. The decomposition ofa(k) into its
component Lorentzians is indicated by dashed lines. The
nificance of the labeling of the curves was given above.

Calculations using formula~4! show that the given film
contains a significant quantity of hydrogen (H/C51.04).
From formula ~3! we obtained the ratios of hydrocarbo
groups and C–C bonds: CH3 : CH2 : CH526% : 12% : 62%,
and the bonds were all diamondlike. This confirms the c
jecture made in Ref. 18 that a high hydrogen content in
film and in the gas phase (H/C54) favors the formation of
preferentially diamondlike bonds. A positive role here is a
played by the initialsp3-hybridization of carbon in the meth
ane molecule. The relatively high content of CH3 groups in
the film points to a preferentially methyl mechanism of

FIG. 2. Segment of film deposited from methane, and the correspon
diffraction pattern, both obtained by transmission electron microscopy.

FIG. 3. Absorption coefficient versus wave number for a film obtained fr
methane, broken down into its components.
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tion in a barrier discharge, as in any nonequilibrium plasm
appear as a consequence of dissociation of methane
ecules by electron impact. The presence of CH2 and CH
groups is explained by the active removal of bound hydrog
from the film surface during the growth process (* indicat
radicals included in the film!20

CH4�CH31H,

CH3�CH3* ,

CH3* 1H�CH2* 1H2,

CH2* 1H�CH* 1H2. ~5!

The wide absorption band near 2750 cm21 in Fig. 3 in-
dicates the presence in the film of oxygen, whose inclusio
explained by insufficient purity of the methane. Chroma
graphic analysis revealed the presence in the methan
around 1 vol % oxygen. If we take its high chemical activi
into account, then this amount is entirely sufficient to d
grade the properties of the film, especially its adhesion.
the oxygen atoms in the considered film ha
sp3-hybridization whereas for typicala-C:H films the
sp3/sp2 ratio lies within the limits of 1 to 4~Ref. 21!. The
film density ~1.3 g/cm3) was higher than in most polymer
~0.95 g/cm3) but lower than in solid diamondlike films
(.1.7 g/cm3).22 Therefore, it may be surmised that the fil
consists of a mixture of at least two phases: a polymer ph
characterized by a high hydrogen content, and a finely
persed diamond phase. The hydrogen fraction in the fi
exceeds the mean value for solid diamondlike film
(H/C50.320.5) but is near the upper limit of the interval o
allowable H/C values since there are reports ofa-C:H films
with a hardness of 30–40 GPa, containing 50–60 at
hydrogen.22,23 Thus, the carbon films we have synthesiz
from methane in a barrier discharge can be assigned to
class of diamondlikea-C:H films.

The abrupt increase in the film growth rate~up to 60
mm/h! attendant to substituting acetylene for methane agr
with the experimental results of other authors24 and is ex-
plained by the fact that the activation energy for film grow
from C2H2 is lower than for CH4 ~Ref. 25!. The wave-
number dependence of the absorption coefficient of film p
duced from acetylene~Fig. 4! differs from the analogous
dependence for the film produced from methane~Fig. 3! by
the presence of a significant quantity of graphite phase~ab-
sorption bands near 3020 and 3070 cm21) and carbyne~lin-
ear carbon! phase (3300 cm21). The ratios of types of C–C
bonds and hydrocarbon groups weresp3 : sp2 : sp
534% : 55% : 11% and CH3 : CH2 : CH 5 5% : 13% : 82%,
respectively. The film density was around 1.2g/cm3. Despite
their quite low hydrogen content~H/C 5 0.66!, these films
cannot be called diamondlike since the fraction of graph
and carbyne phases in them is large.

Even strongly diluting acetylene with argon~7% C2H2

1 93%Ar! does not lead to any positive changes in the str
ture of the film. Against the background of an insignifica
increase of the fraction of diamondlike bonds due to a
crease in the fraction of carbyne~linear-carbon! bonds

g
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(sp3 : sp2 : sp 5 39% : 54% : 7%! and an associated de
crease in the percent content of the CH groups~CH3 :
CH2 : CH 5 6% : 19% : 75%! ~Fig. 4! the relative hydrogen
content of the film grows abruptly~H/C 5 1.30!. The reason
for this is possibly an increase in the mean activation ene
of the electrons in the discharge. A similar effect—an
crease in the degree of electron dissociation of the molec
of the hydrocarbon gas attendant to dilution with argon
was observed~and modeled! in a plasma arc reactor.20

Diluting acetylene with hydrogen also does not lead
any noticeable changes all the way to 5% C2H2 in H2. Figure
5 plots the dependence of the absorption coefficient on
wave number for a film obtained in a barrier discharge fr
a 5% C2H2 1 95% H2 mixture. The rate of film growth
dropped to 20mm/h, and the density of the resulting film
was 1.3 g/cm3. In comparison with the two previou
samples, no carbyne phase was observed in the film and
amount of graphitelike carbon was also significantly d
creased (sp3 : sp2 : sp 5 68% : 32% : 0%!. An increase in
the fraction of CH3 and CH2 groups ~CH3 : CH2 : CH
522% : 12% : 66%! and also an increase in the number
diamondlike bonds indicates the occurrence of a proces
saturation by atomic hydrogen of the unsaturated carb
carbon bonds (C[C, C5C). Here the hydrogen content i
the film remains low (H/C50.73) since bound hydrogen i
removed from the film as it reacts with atomic hydrog
present in the discharge. Thus, ignoring the presence o
unknown amount of admixed oxygen~the absorption band
near 2750 cm21), the film has parameters typical of dia
mondlikea-C:H films.

Further increase of the hydrogen content in the reac
mixture ~2.5% C2H2 1 97.5% H2) together with an increas
in the fraction of diamondlike bonds (sp3 : sp2 : sp
589% : 11% : 0%! leads to a growth of the H/C ratio in th
film to H/C51.45 ~Fig. 5!. The hydrocarbon groups now

FIG. 4. Absorption coefficient versus wave number for films deposited
barrier discharge:1 — C2H2, 2 — C2H2 1 93% Ar.
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stand in the ratio CH3 : CH2 : CH 5 18% : 11% : 71%.
These numbers allow us to classify this film as a polymerl
a-C:H film.

CONCLUSIONS

Amorphous diamondlike hydrogenated films (a-C:H
films! have been synthesized with high growth rates~tens of
microns per hour! in a barrier discharge at atmospheric pre
sure from hydrocarbon gases. The highest-quality films w
obtained from methane and from a 5% C2H2 1 95% H2

mixture, which is the optimal acetylene–hydrogen mixtu
for a barrier discharge.

Infrared spectroscopic data were used to determine
chemical composition and other quantitative characteris
of the films. We employed an improved technique based
the use of standard hydrocarbon films. For films obtain
from methane H/C51.04, sp35100%, and for films ob-
tained from the 5% C2H2 1 95% H2 mixture H/C50.73 and
sp3 : sp2 5 68% : 32%. On the basis of these numbers, th
films may be called diamondlike. This conclusion is co
firmed by transmission electron microscopy studies.
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A new theoretical model is proposed to describe the behavior of films of composite hydrogen-
containing compounds during heat treatment. The model is based on the thermal generation
of hydrogen atoms and atoms of the composite compounds with their subsequent diffusion to the
boundaries of the film and percolation through the surface into the atmosphere. Calculations
are performed for the heat treatment of films of silicon nitride. A comparison with the experimental
data in the literature demonstrates the high efficiency of the proposed model. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01908-9#
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Thin semiconductor and insulating films, obtained bo
by the traditional method of gas-phase deposition and
new methods using non-thermal activation~photo- and
plasma-activation!, contain a large amount of hydrogen.1–3

Its presence is the main factor governing the physi
chemical stability and operating characteristics of the ma
rial. In particular, in MNOS structures~metal–silicon
nitride–silicon oxide–semiconductor! using silicon nitride to
record a charge, the concentration of traps for electrons
holes is one of the governing parameters affecting the r
ability of devices.4 A simple model of dehydrogenation o
silicon nitride layers was proposed in Ref. 5 which expla
quite well the experimental data obtained by the tensome
method of annealing the N–H bonds. The model allows
the following processes: 1! breaking of the N–H bonds with
formation of atomic hydrogen, 2! regeneration of the N–H
bonds, 3! diffusion of atomic hydrogen to the external inte
face, 4! formation of molecular hydrogen and its desorpti
~‘‘passage of hydrogen through the surface’’5! from the sur-
face of the film, and 5! adsorption of molecular hydrogen t
the surface of the film.

The authors of Ref. 5 also assumed thatCNH
0 @CNH

` ,
which corresponds to complete removal of hydrogen fr
the film as t→`. The system of equations describing t
indicated processes was solved in the limiting cases in wh
the dehydrogenation process was limited by the breakin
the N–H bonds, by hydrogen transport through the film, a
by its passage through the surface. In the first case the
composition rate does not depend on the film thicknessd0, in
the second the process ratedC/dt;d0

22, and in the third
dC/dt;d0

21. However, the model proposed in Refs. 5 and
does not completely describe transformations taking plac
the film during annealing. For example, it was shown ear
in Ref. 7 that during annealing of silicon nitride films, alon
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flected in the kinetic equations of Ref. 5. In addition, t
model is applicable only within a limited temperature rang
above the rupture temperature of the Si–H bonds. At
same time, the electrical properties of silicon nitride films,
particular the concentration of charged defects, depend
the content of unsaturated~dangling! silicon and nitrogen
bonds in configurations~in a simple nitrogen vacancy N5Si,
a divacancy Si5N, a silicon vacancy Si–N and divacancie
Si–N ... N–Si!, which are traps for charge carriers. The
traps determine various charge characteristics of me
insulator–semiconductor devices,4,8–10 specifically the fixed
charge, density of surface states, position of the centroid
strong-field-trapped charge, etc. The aim of the present p
is to develop a theoretical model of physico-chemical tra
formations in thin hydrogen-containing films linking the a
nealing conditions during their preparation with their char
characteristics.

PHYSICAL MODEL

It is assumed that in a thin film of MNx:H~where M5
Si, B! the following bonds exist: M–N, M–H, and N–H
Processes taking place in the film can be described by
system of quasichemical reactions

M2H�
k2

k1

M21H, ~1!

N2H�
k4

k3

N21H, ~2!

M2H1H⇒
k5

M21H2, ~3!

N2H1H⇒
k6

N21H2, ~4!

95050-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



M2N �
k7

M 1N, ~5!
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2

M21N⇒
k8

M2N. ~6!

Equation~1! describes the rupture of an M–H bond wi
reaction rate constantk1 and the formation of an M–H bond
~the reverse reaction! with rate constantk2. Equation~2! de-
scribes analogous processes for the N–H bond with forw
and reverse rate constantsk3 and k4. Equations~3! and ~4!
characterize the process of formation of molecular hydro
in the volume of the film with participation of the M–N an
N–H bonds, respectively, with rate constantsk5 andk6 ~Ref.
11!. Equation~5! allows for the possibility of the formation
of free atomic nitrogen and its entrapment by a free~dan-
gling! M bond with rate constant of rupture of the M–N2

bond k7 and rate constantk8 of entrapment of nitrogen by
the ruptured bond. It is assumed that the nitrogen has a
gling bond M–N_. Finally, Eq.~6! describes the process o
saturation of the dangling bonds M_. As it is written, Eq.~5!
assumes that the reaction of M–N bond rupture does not
place and formation of free nitrogen takes place only a
result of rupture of M–N_~nitrogen with a dangling bond!
~5!.

System of chemical kinetic equations~1!–~6! corre-
sponds to the following diffusion–kinetic equations:

]CH

]t
5

]

]xS DH

]CH

]x D1k1CMH1k3CNH2k2CHCM

2k4CHCN2
2kCHCMH2k6CHCNH , ~7!

]CMH

]t
52k1CMH1k2CM2

CH2k5CMHCH , ~8!

]CM2

]t
5k1CMH2k2CM2

CH2k5CMHCH

1k7CMN2
2k8CM2

CN , ~9!

]CH2

]t
5

]

]x
S DH2

]CH2

]x
D 1k5CMHCH1k6CNHCH , ~10!

]CNH

]t
52k3CNH1k4CN2

CH2k6CNHCH , ~11!

]CN2

]t
52k7CMN2

1k3CNH2k4CN2
CH1k6CNHCH ,

~12!

]CN

]t
5

]

]xS DN

]CN

]x D1k7CMN2
2k8CM2

CN , ~13!

where the constantsk1, k3, and k7 characterize the rate o
thermal generation of hydrogen atoms upon rupture of M
and N–H bonds and of nitrogen atoms upon rupture
M–N_bonds, respectively; the constantsk2, k4, andk8 char-
acterize the rate of formation of bonds of hydrogen w
dangling bonds M_and N_and entrapment of nitrogen ato
by dangling bonds M_ respectively; the constantsk5 andk6

characterize the rate of formation of molecular hydrogen
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atomic and molecular hydrogen and atomic nitrogen. H
CMH andCNH are the concentrations of hydrogen atoms
the M–H and N–H bonds andCM2

andCN2
are the concen-

trations of the dangling bonds;CH , CH2
andCN , CN2

are the
concentrations of free-atomic and molecular hydrogen
nitrogen, respectively. For system of equations~7!–~13! we
used the following boundary conditions: an inner bound
impervious to hydrogen and nitrogen:

]CH

]x
~x5L, t !50;

]CH2

]x
~x5L, t !50;

]CN

]x
~x5L, t !50,

and at the outer boundary we used equality of fluxes:

2DH

]CH

]x
~x50, t !5K10CH2K11CH

cham. ~14!

2DH2

]CH2

]x
~x50, t !5K20CH2

2K21CH2

cham, ~15!

2DN

]CN

]x
~x50, t !5K30CN2K31CN

cham. ~16!

Here it was assumed that evolution of hydrogen and nitro
takes place through a stage of desorption of products f
the surface.CH

cham, CH2

cham, andCN
cham are the concentration

of atomic and molecular hydrogen and atomic nitrogen in
vacuum chamber. It is assumed that rapid recombination
atomic hydrogen and atomic nitrogen takes place in the
action chamber with formation of molecular forms, i.e., t
recombination timet rec is much less than the characterist
diffusion timestdif and characteristic times of formation o
nitrogen and hydrogen in the filmt reac. ThereforeCH

cham50
andCN

cham50. The constantsK10, K20, andK30 characterize
the permeability of the boundary of the film to reaction pro
ucts in it. The rate of permeation of molecular hydrog
from the vacuum chamber into the film was assumed to
zero. In other words, the process of adsorption of molecu
hydrogen was assumed to be very slow and to have a s
sticking coefficient. We also allowed for the permeability
the quartz glass of the vacuum chamber to hydrogen. In
case we may write the following relation for the hydrog
flux from the chamber into the surrounding air:

JH2
5g2~CH2

2CH2

amb!Scham, ~17!

where g2 is the permeability coefficient of quartz glass
thicknessl 0, Schamis the surface area of the vacuum chamb
~here we have introduced yet additional constants and
rameters to the problem—g2, l 0, Scham).

The chamber walls were assumed to be impermeabl
nitrogen as experiment indicates.7

The initial conditions for the concentrations were a
signed in the form of uniform profiles along the thickness
the film

CMH~x,t50!5CMH
0 , CM2

~x, t50!5CM2

0 ,
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CN2
~x, t50!5CN2

0 CH2
~x, t50!50,

CH~x, t50!50, CN~x, t50!50.

For the initial concentrations of dangling bonds we us
experimental data for a test case with silicon nitride,7,10

which indicate that the concentration of the N–H bonds
equal toCNH

0 52.431021 cm23. The concentrations of the
Si–H bonds and of the dangling bonds Si_and N_were
sumed to be insignificant, i.e., we haveCSiH

0 ,1016 cm23,
CSi2

0 ,1016 cm23, and CN2

0 ,1016 cm23. To solve the sys-

tem of equations~7!–~13! numerically, we used an implici
scheme. The time derivatives were approximated to first
der. The time step was chosen to grow with time with inc
mentdtn/dtn2151.1.

To approximate the spatial derivatives, we used
second-order conservative scheme on a nonuniform g
The nonlinear system of difference equations was solved
successive scalar fitting using the solution from the previ
iteration. The accuracy of calculation was not worse th
0.1%.

To estimate the parametersk1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6, k7, k8,
DH , DH2

, DN , K10, K20, K30, we invoked the following
considerations. For the diffusion coefficientsDH , DH2

, and
DN and generation rate constants we assumed the Arrhe
law

Di5Di0 exp~2dEi /kT!,

kj5 f j 0 exp~2dEj /kT!,

where the activation energy for diffusion of atomic hydrog
dEH was taken to be equal to 0.45 eV~Ref. 12!, and molecu-
lar hydrogendEH2

, 2.43 eV~Refs. 13 and 14!.
The activation energies for bond rupturedEj were taken

to be as follows:dE151.5 eV for rupture of the Si–H bond,8

dE352.0 eV for rupture of the N–H bond,dE752.2 eV for
rupture of the Si–N bond. The frequency factorsf j 0 are of
the order of the characteristic frequency of the phonon vib
tions of the atoms in the latticef 0;1011s21. For the rate
constantsk2, k4, k5, k6, and k8 we used the diffusion ap
proximation, which allows us to write

k254pDHr MHj2 , k454pDHr NHj4 ,

k554pDHr MHHj5 ,

k654pDHr NHHj6 , k854pDHr MNj8 ,

wherer MH andr NH are the interaction radii of atomic hydro
gen with the dangling bonds of the M atoms and N atom
respectively;r MHH and r NHH are the interaction radii of hy
drogen atoms with hydrogen atoms on the M–H and N
bonds, respectively;r MN is the interaction radius of atomi
nitrogen with dangling bonds of the M atoms; the consta
j2, j4, j5, j6, j8 are the probabilities, respectively, that a
atom that has approached a defect will saturate the dang
bonds in reactions~1!, ~2!, ~5!, and ~6! or form molecular
hydrogen in reactions~3! and~4!. The values of all the con
stants used in the model areK105831028 cm/s,
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f 3510 cm , f 7510 cm , dE151.5 eV, dE352.0 eV,
dE752.2 eV, DH05831024 cm2/s, dEH50.45 eV,
DH205531024 cm2/s, dEH2

50.45 eV, DN05431024

cm2/s, dEN52.43 eV, r MH51027 cm, r NH51027 cm,
r MHH51027 cm, r NHH51027 cm, r MN51027 cm,
j251025, j451025, j551027, j651026, j851026,
g151024 cm/s,g25531025 cm/s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test the proposed model we used experimental d
on the time dependence of the pressure in a vacuum cham
during thermal processing. Since in the course of solv
system of equations~7!–~13! we know the diffusive fluxes of
atomic and molecular hydrogen and nitrogen we can find
nitrogen and hydrogen concentrations as functions of tim
for nitrogen we have

CN2

cham~ t !521/2V0 E
0

t

SkDN

]CN

]x
~x50, t !dt, ~18!

and for hydrogen we have

CH2

cham~ t !521/V0

3S E
0

t

SkS DH2

]CH2

]x
~x50, t !

1DH/2
]CH

]x
~x50, t ! D dt

2E
0

t

Schamg2~CH2

cham2CH2

cham~ t !!dtD , ~19!

whereV0 and Scham are the volume and surface area of t
vacuum chamber andg2 is the permeability coefficient o
quartz for molecular hydrogen.

In the model of an ideal gas it is possible to calculate
partial pressures of hydrogen and nitrogen

PN2
~ t !5CN2

cham~ t !•kBT, ~20!

PH2
~ t !5CH2

cham~ t !•kBT0 . ~21!

The latter quantities were measured experimentally
Ref. 7. In the solution of system~7!–~13! we also considered
boundary conditions of another type. The approximat
~7!–~13!, ~14!–~16! assumes that hydrogen and nitrogen m
grate to the surface and are then desorbed from it with c
acteristic timetd!tdes. In addition, it is also assumed tha
the reverse process—adsorption of nitrogen and hydro
followed by their penetration into the film—is blocked. An
other formulation of the boundary condition on the ou
surface of the film is possible.15 In this formulation the par-
ticle flux from the surface is proportional to the concent
tion difference between the film and the chamber. For
ample, for nitrogen we have

JN.hN~CN2CN
cham!,

wherehN is the permeability of the surface for nitrogen.
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A study of the latter boundary condition showed that
this case the experimental values of the nitrogen pressu
the chamber are not achieved. The calculated value of
pressure was always two orders of magnitude lower than
experimental value for variation of the parameters ove
wide range of values.

Figure 1 plots the experimental and calculated values
the nitrogen pressure in the chamber. The parameters
erning the reproduction of the experimental values are
initial concentration of the N–H bondsCNH

0 , the permeabil-
ity of the film surfaceK30 and the diffusion coefficientDN .
The initial concentrationCNH

0 and the permeabilityK30 influ-
ence the maximum value of the nitrogen pressure while
permeability and the diffusion coefficient influence the ra
of growth of the pressure~they assign the initial value of th
time derivative of the pressure and determine whether
profile is concave or convex, i.e., the sign of the seco
derivative!.

Figure 2 plots experimental and calculated values of
total pressure versus time. Note that at early times the t
pressure is controlled by the hydrogen pressure; then, aro
102 min the hydrogen pressure reaches its maximum va
and begins to decrease due to the permeability of the qu
walls. For this reason, starting around 102 min, when the
values of the nitrogen and hydrogen pressures have eq
ized, the nitrogen pressure governs the behavior of the t
pressure curve. The parameters governing the position
magnitude of the maximum pressure are the permeabilit
the film surface to molecular hydrogenK20 and the perme-
ability of the chamber walls to atomic and molecular hyd
gen, g2. Figure 3 shows the concentration distribution
atomic nitrogenCN over the width of the film at differen
times. As follows from the figure, the nitrogen profile

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the nitrogen pressure in the chamber
Si3N4 film. Circles are experimental values from Ref. 6, the solid cu
plots the calculated dependence.
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uniform over the width of the film; only at late times doe
the nitrogen concentration near the surface noticeably d
as a result of the fact that generation of nitrogen atoms
creases but the permeability of the surface remains
changed. The profiles of the remaining concentrationsCNH ,
CN_

, CH , CH2
, CSiH , andCSi_

remain uniform functions of
the thickness coordinate of the film and vary only with tim
~Figs. 4–7!. Thus, Fig. 4 plots the time dependence of t
atomic hydrogen concentration. At first, there is a rap
growth up tot;1024 min thanks to thermal rupture of th
N–H bonds; then, after the concentration has reached a v

a
FIG. 2. Time dependence of the total pressure for a Si3N4 film; notation—
the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Distribution of free nitrogen over the thickness of the structu
t ~s!: 1 — 101, 2 — 102, 3 — 103, 4 — 104, 5 — 105.
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of CH;1019 cm23 it falls due to depletion of the hydroge
source~Fig. 5!, i.e., the initial complement of N–H bonds
The temporal behavior of the nitrogen concentration~curve
3, Fig. 6!, is analogous to that of hydrogen. The characte
tic time to reach maximum concentration is;2 min, which
is much larger than the time required by the mobile hydrog
to reach its peak concentration. These times stand in app
mately the same ratio as the diffusion coefficien
tH /tN;DH /DN . Thanks to the small value of the diffusio
coefficient ~in comparison with hydrogen! and the smaller
value of the permeability, the maximum value of the conc

FIG. 4. Time dependence of the concentration of atomic hydrogen.

FIG. 5. Time dependence of the concentration of the N–H bond~1! and of
the broken nitrogen bonds~2!.
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tration of mobile nitrogen reaches the value of the init
concentration of N–H bonds:CN;CNH;1021 cm23. The
maximum concentrations of molecular hydrogenCH2

and the
dangling silicon bondsCSi_

are of the same order of magn
tude. The time to reach maximum is the same as before. N
that at late times the concentration of dangling silicon bon
CSi_

rolls out to a plateau with the value;1021 cm23.
As our calculations showed, the parametersj i for the

reverse reaction constants turned out during fitting to h
very small values (!1) ~see the parameter values liste
above!. This indicates that the obtained defects Si_and N_
unstable and an energy relaxation of the centers to a diffe
geometric defect configuration takes place. In particular,

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the concentration of molecular hydrogen~1!,
the broken silicon bonds~2!, and atomic nitrogen~3!.

FIG. 7. Time dependence of the concentration of the Si–H bonds.
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2Z. L. Akkerman, M. L. Kosinova, and N. I. Faineret al., Thin Solid Films
260, 156 ~1995!.

s

u-
bonds close up with each other and the reconfigured de
center is no longer paramagnetic.8,16

As follows from these calculations, during thermal pr
cessing not only is hydrogen removed from the film, but
concentration of dangling bonds also varies nonmonoto
cally. These dangling bonds are traps for carriers, and
latter result may therefore lead to electrical degradation
the film and, consequently, to degradation of the dev
structure. The nonmonotonic variation of the dangling bo
concentration with time necessitates close attention to
process of annealing of the structure. In particular, at e
times during the annealing it is possible to increase the
fect concentration instead of decreasing it.
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System for recording and analysis of reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns

to
G. M. Gur’yanov, V. N. Demidov, N. P. Korneeva, V. N. Petrov, Yu. B. Samsonenko,
and G. É. Tsyrlin

Institute of Analytical Instrument Making, Russian Academy of Sciences, 198103 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted November 22, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 111–116~August 1997!

An efficient and fast system for recording and analysis of reflection high-energy electron
diffraction ~RHEED! patterns is described. The software developed for this system includes three
program packages: one for operating in the single-window mode, one for operating in the
four-window mode, and one for the linear regime. Examples are given of the use of the system
for monitoring and control of growth of III–V semiconductor compounds by molecular-
beam epitaxy. Using this system, we discovered an effect wherein a periodic splitting of the
RHEED peaks occurs during the growth of GaAs~100!. © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02008-4#
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Reflection high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED! is
one of the most effective means for monitoring a solid s
face and is widely used in semiconductor fabrication te
nologies, including molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!. Infor-
mation in the RHEED method is contained in the ima
obtained on a fluorescent screen as a result of diffractio
electrons with energies in the range 5–50 keV incident o
solid surface at grazing angles.1 An analysis of static diffrac-
tion images allows one to assess the crystal structure of
surface layer and also examine the microrelief of the surfa
and also obtain quantitative information about the density
the monoatomic steps and the distribution of tw
dimensional nuclei on the surface.2,3 Observation of the dy-
namics of a RHEED pattern during epitaxial film grow
makes it possible to evaluate with great accuracy the rat
growth, where the growth time of one monolayer cor
sponds~in general! to a period in the oscillating time depen
dence of the reflection intensity in the diffraction image.4 For
complete and effective exploitation of the RHEED method
is necessary that recording and quantitative analysis of
diffraction patterns be performed on the image as a wh
and in its parts. In this context, discrete measurements o
images should usually take significantly less time th
growth of a single monolayer.

A photomultiplier is most frequently used for these pu
poses, recording the variation of the intensity of the RHE
signal on the fluorescent screen.5 However, such a system i
extremely limited and allows one to measure in real time
intensity of only one reflection, and at that an integra
intensity. At the same time, however, information about
RHEED intensity in different reflections and about the sha
of the reflection is extremely important from the point
view of studying fundamental surface processes dur
MBE.

At present there exist a number of systems allowing o
to record small segments of diffraction images in real time6,7

however, they either are not fast enough or are too cum
some and costly and require the use of special instrume
tion. In the present paper we describe an inexpensive and
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computer analyze diffraction images and also measure r
time intensity variations of fragments of diffraction patter
~up to 2000 points on an IBM PC AT 286! with a discreti-
zation of 40 ms. Such a system also includes a softw
package designed for solving problems of molecular-be
epitaxy. Using this system allowed us to discover an effec
periodic splitting of the RHEED peaks during epitaxi
growth of GaAs~100!.

SYSTEM FOR RECORDING RHEED PATTERNS

A structural diagram of the system for recordin
RHEED patterns is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists
television video camera~TV camera! with power supply,
video monitor, frame grabbers, an IMB PC AT person
computer with monitor and specially designed software.
formation from the fluorescent screen can also be written
video recorder.

As the television camera we used a PTU-84 camera p
duced by the firm ‘‘Volna’’ in Novgorod and realized on
super silicon~diode array! camera tube, which provided hig
spectral sensitivity in the fluorescence region of the lumin
phore. It should be noted that any TV camera can be use
the given system as long as it puts out a standard televi
signal. The camera was mounted to the flange of the gro
module of the MBE setup~ÉP1203! in such a way as to
prevent direct light from hitting the objective and to provid
a clear view of the required region of the image on the flu
rescent screen. RHEED patterns, formed on the fluores
screen, are recorded by the video camera, the video si
from which is fed in parallel to the frame-grabber card a
video monitor, providing uninterrupted observation of t
RHEED pattern during the course of the experiment. T
frame grabber is realized on a printed circuit card fitting in
a free slot of the computer. The computer can be any IB
compatible personal computer.

The frame grabber is designed to convert an ana
video signal into digital form~256 gray levels, 5123512
pixels! and to store the grabbed frame in a buffer with
50-Hz refresh rate. It provides programmable read-out fr

95656-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Structural diagram of the system for recording diffraction images.
the buffer to the computer. A structural diagram of the frame
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grabber, elucidating its operation, is shown in Fig. 2. T
device includes an analog-to-digital converter~ADC! with an
input amplifier for amplitude encoding of the input vide
signal, a master clock providing temporal discretization
the video signal, CTX and CTY counters designed to addr
the buffer in the recording regime, RGX and RGY registe
designed to address the buffer in the regime of programm
data transfer to the computer, bus formers~BF and DAT BF!
ensuring signal matching. Line and frame clock pulses~LCP
and FCP!, tapped from the TV camera, ensure synchroni
tion during temporal encoding of the television signal.

The main specifications of the system when using
type of TV camera indicated are the following: spectral s
sitivity region 350–800 nm, maximum sensitivity of the T
camera 531025 lm, number of pixels 5123512, read-in
time of one pixel to the buffer 80 ns, number of gray leve
256.

SOFTWARE

The software for this system is written in C program
ming language, and is divided into three independent pa
ages: a! the single-window regime, b! the four-window re-
gime, and c! the linear regime. All three packages consist
programs for information acquisition and processing. All
the programs have a user-friendly menu with explanation

a! The single-window regime. The main goal of this
package is to record intensity variations within the chos
segment of the diffraction image~reflection! at the video
refresh rate~50 Hz! and to determine the rate of growth o
the epitaxial layer of the desired composition by second
processing of the acquired information. When working
this regime, the overall pattern is first culled from the flu
rescent screen and imaged on the monitor (5123512 pixels!.
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(1283128 pixels in size! and imaged on the monitor with
magnification. After this, the size of the window is assign
and its position chosen at some arbitrary point of the mag
fied image. Next, a time is chosen over which informati
will be acquired from the window and on the operato
command the program commences readings. Here the in
mation being recorded~signal intensity! is averaged over the
area of the window and displayed on the monitor in the fo
of a dependence of the intensity on measurement time. W
the set time is up or the program is paused by the oper
before completion, the operator can, with the help of spe
markers, measure intervals between arbitrary points in ti
calculate the rate of growth, write information to disk~in-
cluding information about the diffraction image! or open up
the obtained result. If this is necessary, then the user
subsequently analyze the acquired information with the h
of the processing program. An example of the use of t
program is given in Fig. 3. This example pertains to t
growth of a GaAs/~Al,Ga!As/AlAs hetero semiconductor su
perlattice~the left, middle, and right parts of the oscillatin
dependence, respectively!, grown at a substrate temperatu
of 600 °C and effective arsenic pressure in the growth z
of 4.231026 Pa. Information was read off in the zero refle
tion in the@01̄1# at an electron beam energy of 12.5 keV a
1° incidence angle. Note that each opened-up result ca
provided with an explanatory caption~up to 150 characters!.

b! Four-window regime. This package can be used whe
measuring RHEED intensities in several diffraction beams
once at a rate equal to the video refresh rate~50 Hz!. The
main difference between this case and the single-wind
regime is the possibility of choosing up to four windows
arbitrary size at arbitrary positions within the diffraction im
age; in every other respect all the options of the previo

957Gur’yanov et al.
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FIG. 2. Structural diagram of the frame
grabber. ADC — 1107PV2 analog-to
digital converter, MC — master clock
LCP and FCP — line and frame clock
pulses, Buf — buffer, RGX and RGY —
registers for addressing the buffer whe
transferring information to the computer
CTX and CTY — binary counters for
addressing the buffer, BF and DAT BF
— bus formers.
package are retained. Figure 4 shows an example of the use
n
m
io
n-

th

oscillations in different diffraction beams is evident, which
ting

-
to

in-
of this software for a GaAs epitaxial layer grown under co
ditions of transition of the surface reconstruction fro
(234) to (432) ~substrate temperature 550 °C, flux rat
As4/Ga 5 1/2!. Time dependence curves of the RHEED i
tensity were read off in the@011# direction at different reflec-
tions. From the figure the presence of a phase shift of
-

e

demonstrates possibilities of the system when investiga
peculiarities of the mechanism of MBE growth.

c! The linear regime. This package is intended for analy
sis of profiles of diffraction images with a frequency equal
the video refresh rate~50 Hz!. The main difference from the
previous regimes is the possibility of measuring RHEED
-
FIG. 3. Time dependence of the RHEED inten
sity for the single-window mode.
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tensities in the quasilinear variant between two arbitrar
chosen points in the area of interest of the diffraction ima
The line consists of a set of windows~up to 16! with arbi-
trary but fixed size. All possible operations when recordi
the image~monitoring the RHEED intensity in any window
writing to disk, opening up the results, the possibility
operational measurement of the rate of growth! remain the
same as in the previous regimes. The information obtaine
this regime is the most complete in comparison with t
above two regimes and allows one to investigate comp
physical phenomena associated with MBE growth.

The secondary processing program allows the use
graphically image information~in the form of time depen-
dences of the signal intensity! recorded in any of the win-
dows at different wavelengths in the unsmoothed
smoothed~by spline approximation! regime, where from 1 to
16 curves can be displayed on the screen simultaneou
Next, the rate of growth or various characteristic times c
be calculated~e.g., the time of evanescence of the oxi
layer, the rate of change of the surface reconstruction,
transition time from a two-dimensional to a four-dimension
mechanism of growth of the film, etc.!.

EFFECT OF PERIODIC SPLITTING OF RHEED PEAKS
DURING GROWTH OF GaAs(100)

The results for the linear regime demonstrate the hig
informative nature of the RHEED method for studying MB
growth processes. In particular, the use of this regime
lowed us to discover an effect of periodic splitting of th
RHEED peaks during epitaxial growth of GaAs~100!.

FIG. 4. Time dependence of the intensity at different points of the diffr
tion image for the four-window mode.
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After the standard procedure of removing the oxide la
from the substrate surface8 and growing a buffer layer unde
conditions that ensured 234 surface reconstruction, growt
was interrupted and the surface was kept under a stream
arsenic to smooth it down. After this, the Ga door w
opened and measurements were made of changes in the
file of the intensity distribution in the specular reflection
the @01̄1# direction in the linear regime over the course
30 s. Here the range of measured angles of the diffrac
beam along the profile was 124° and the angle of incidenc
of the primary electron beam was equal to 1°.

Figure 5 displays profiles of the~00! reflection in the
MBE growth process at different times. The essence of
discovered effect reduces to a redistribution of the inten
of segments of the diffraction image, located along the d

-

FIG. 5. Profile of the~01! reflection for growth of GaAs~100!, measured at
different times ~in numbers of monolayers!: 1 — initial profile ~before
growth!, 2 — 0.5, 3 — 1.0, 4 — 2.5, 5 — 3.0.
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its intensity minimum, the oscillating specular reflectio
splits into two or three maxima, where the additional pea
are located at larger (.1°) reflection angles. Despite the fa
that there have been many studies reporting the observa
of oscillations and there has even been mention of a ph
shift of the oscillations recorded at different points of t
diffraction pattern, this is the first report of such a result.

We compared the distribution of the additional intens
maxima relative to the main peak of the specular reflect
with the distance between the zero reflection and the f
tional reflections of the zero Laue zone. We took this a
manifestation of surface reconstruction during the MB
growth process in the direction parallel to the plane of in
dence of the ray allowed at the times of the appearanc
nuclei of the new layer during layered growth, i.e., at t
times when the intensities of the main reflections of the d
fraction pattern are minimal. We hope to present a m
detailed study of this effect in a separate paper.

CONCLUSION

We have described an inexpensive and effective sys
for recording and analysis of RHEED patterns and have p
sented concrete examples of its application to the growth
III–V semiconductor compounds by molecular-beam e
taxy. In our view, the system we have described make
possible to observe and analyze all the main features
960 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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taxy. In addition, the system we have described allowed u
discover an effect of periodic splitting of the RHEED pea
during epitaxial growth of GaAs~100!. In addition, it may be
noted that this system can be incorporated in an autom
growth complex and will enable the growth of quantum-s
structures with an accuracy of film thickness control of fra
tions of a monolayer.
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Effect of focusing of primary electrons on their reflection from a crystal and on the

in
associated Auger emission
M. V. Gomoyunova and I. I. Pronin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 29, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 117–123~August 1997!

The orientational dependence for different groups of secondary electrons — quasi-elastically
scattered, inelastically reflected with excitation of a plasmon and with ionization of the core level
M4.5, and the Auger electronsM4.5VV — are measured in the primary electron energy
range 0.621.5 keV. The data are obtained for a Nb~100! single crystal by varying the azimuthal
angle of incidence of the primary beam, with complete collection of secondaries. A
relationship is established between the processes of focusing and defocusing of the electrons that
have penetrated into the crystal in the^110& and ^133& directions, which differ substantially
in the atomic packing density. Specific details of the Auger orientation effect, due to the focusing-
induced variation of the flux density of the reflected electrons, are identified and explained.
The contributions, both of anisotropy of ionization of the core level and of variation of the
backscattering intensity, to the angular dependence of Auger emission and reflection with
ionization loss are estimated. The possibilities of using such orientational dependences for an
element-sensitive analysis of the local atomic structure of surfaces are assessed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02108-9#
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In recent years, in connection with the large succes
achieved in the structural analysis of surfaces by moder
energy photoelectron and Auger electron diffraction,1–3 and
also with the application toward these ends of qua
elastically scattered electron diffraction,4–7 interest has again
arisen in orientation effects due to the primary beam.3,8–12

The reason for this interest lies in the generality of t
mechanism of formation of the effects used by these diffr
tion methods, which consists in focusing of electrons
atomic chains.

Effects associated with the primary beam, as was sho
already in many early works,13–20 are manifested in an am
plification of the secondary electron emission as the prim
electrons move along the densely stacked atomic planes
directions of the crystal. For a long time they were explain
on the basis of interference of Bloch waves within the fram
work of the formalism of the dynamic theory of electro
diffraction.18,21,22These ideas, however, are difficult to app
to the description of electron scattering processes in the
near-surface layers of a crystal~with thickness of the order o
a monolayer!, where it is necessary to allow for the discre
nature of the construction of its atomic planes. In this sit
tion, it is simpler to use models based on an analysis
electron scattering by the individual atoms of the crystal~for-
ward focusing! and focusing of electrons by atom
chains.8,9,23To date, however, not all aspects of this proble
have been sufficiently well examined and the literature c
tinues to discuss questions pertaining to the maxim
lengths of the focusing chains, their dependence on in
atomic distances and electron energy, the mechanism of e
tron defocusing, etc.11,24–30What is needed is a clarificatio
of the possibilities of using orientation effects due to t
primary beam in the structural analysis of surfaces.
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information about focusing and defocusing of primary ele
trons in the thin near-surface layer of a crystal by investig
ing the orientation effect for quasi-elastically scattered el
trons and electrons that have undergone a one-time en
loss upon reflection. It is, second, to clarify the possibiliti
of applying the orientational dependence of Auger emiss
and reflection with ionization energy losses to an eleme
sensitive analysis of the local atomic structure of surfac
As the object of study we have chosen a single crysta
niobium, whose surface structure has been well studied.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The measurements were performed in a three-grid q
sispherical braking-field energy analyzer with an ene
resolution of 0.5% in the range 0.6–1.5 keV of primary ele
tron energiesEp . Secondary electrons in different segmen
of the spectrum were recorded by modulational methods.
mary attention was given to electrons emitted by the t
near-surface layer of thickness on the order of 10 Å. Su
electrons are quasi-elastically scattered electrons that h
interacted with phonons upon reflection, electrons that h
been reflected inelastically with one-time characteristic
ergy losses, and Auger electrons. The amplitude of the e
tic reflection peak may serve as a measure of the intensit
quasi-elastic scattering since in the investigated energy ra
the above types of electrons make the overwhelm
contribution.7

We investigated the effect of orientation of the prima
beam on the intensity of secondary electron emission in
most direct way—by varying its azimuthal plane of inc
dence with the polar angleQ held fixed at 45°. The azi-
muthal angle of incidence of the beamw could be varied
within the limits 02360°. The azimuthal dependences r

96161-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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corded for the quasi-elastically scattered electrons posse
good symmetry. Taking account of the symmetry of t
^100& face of a body-centered cubic crystal, it is possib
when measuring low-intensity signals~of the electrons re-
flected with ionization energy losses and of the Auger el
trons! to restrict the range of variation of the anglew to an
interval of 45°. In order to exclude the effect of diffraction
secondary electrons on the examined orientation effect,
collected all of the electrons emitted into the reflecti
~back! hemisphere.

The accuracy of exposure of the Nb~100! face was bet-
ter than 1°. The sample surface was cleaned by takin
through several cycles of high-temperature heating in su
high vacuum with subsequent heating in an oxygen atm
sphere at a pressure of (5210)31024 Pa. Oxygen and car
bon surface contamination did not exceed 0.1 monola
which was monitored by Auger spectroscopy. The meas
ments were carried out at room temperature in a vacuum
poorer than 531028 Pa.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Experimental curves of the azimuthal dependenceI (w)
for Nb ~100!, measured atEp51 keV are shown in Fig. 1 for
four groups of electrons: quasi-elastically scattered electr
electrons reflected with one-time energy loss due to exc
tion of plasmons (\vp525 eV! and due to ionization of the
core levelM4.5 (Ei5206 eV!, and finally Auger electrons
M4.5VV. These dependences are in many ways similar. In
cases a significant amplification of emission for incidence
primary electrons in the crystallographic direction^110&,

FIG. 1. Orientational dependenceI (w) of the intensity of quasi-elastic elec
tron scattering~1!, reflection with single excitation of a bulk plasmon~2!
and with ionization loss NbM4.5 ~3!, and emission of Auger electron
M4.5VV ~4!, obtained by varying the azimuthal angle of incidence of t
primary beam.
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near thê 133& direction, and parallel to the densely stack
~110! planes is observed. Note that since the disorientatio
the beam relative to thê133& direction did not exceed 2°
and the full-widths at half-maximum of the experiment
curves was equal to roughly 10°, this factor may to fi
order be neglected.

Quantitatively, the magnitude of the orientation effe
~anisotropy of reflection or emission of Auger electrons! can
be estimated with the help of the parameterx characterizing
the degree of focusing of the primary electrons on the io
framework of the crystal:x5(I max2I min)/I max, whereI max

and I min are the signal intensity at the considered maxim
of the azimuthal dependence and its deepest minimum.
dependence ofx on the energy of the emitted electrons f
Ep51 keV is plotted in Fig. 2. The points, indicated by di
ferent symbols, belong to different groups of characteris
electrons. The curve~corresponding to the continuum ele
trons! reflects the anisotropy of the secondary electrons
the continuum. It is clear from the figure that the highe
values ofx are observed for electrons reflected with on
time excitation of a plasmon. The anisotropy of reflection
electrons with ionization energy losses is somewhat low
but exceeds that observed for quasi-elastic scattering an
also substantially higher than the anisotropy of the ba
ground of secondary electrons having the same energy.
lowest degree of focusing among the above groups of e
trons is observed for the Auger electrons. In this case
orientation effect for the secondary electrons of the c
tinuum is also much more weakly expressed.

The effect of the energy of the primary electrons on th
focusing in the crystal is illustrated by the curves in Fig.
which correspond to electrons reflected with ionization e
ergy losses. Similar azimuthal dependences were also
served for the remaining groups of electrons. These data
generalized in Fig. 4, where they are displayed in the form
energy dependencesx(Ep). It can be seen that the focusin
effect is manifested differently for different orientations
the primary beam. The results for the Auger electrons a
differ in their specifics. Thus, for thê110& direction the
values of x for all groups of reflected electrons increa

FIG. 2. Values of the parameterx: l — quasi-elastically scattered prima
ries, . — electrons reflected with excitation of a plasmon,m — electrons
reflected with ionization energy loss,j — Auger electrons, andd —
electrons of the continuum.
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monotonically with Ep , but for the Auger electrons the
vary hardly at all or even fall somewhat in the region
energies below 1 keV; only above 1 keV do they grow, a
only insignificantly at that. For the electron beam oriented
the ^133& direction focusing is generally not observed f
Ep50.620.7 keV. It arises and is rapidly amplified only
higher energies. This allows us to speak of the existenc
an energy threshold. Finally, for the primary electrons in
dent in the~110! planes the dependencesx(Ep) have a spe-
cial form and exhibit maxima for the above groups of r
flected electrons.

DISCUSSION

1! Quasi-elastic electron scattering (QEES) and inela
tic reflection with excitation of plasmons. The simplest
model of quasi-elastic scattering treats the phenomeno
consisting of three stages: 1! small-angle elastic scattering o
electrons penetrating into the crystal, which causes a fo
ing effect; 2! quasi-elastic scattering of electrons at a lar
angle as a result of their interaction with phonons; 3! subse-
quent release of electrons from the crystal. The maxima
the orientational dependences are explained within
framework of the model by an increase in the primary el
tron flux density near the scattering centers of the crystal
growth of the probability of phonon scattering of the ele
trons as a consequence of the focusing effect arising
result of the motion of the primary electrons along t
densely packed rows of atoms. A departure from such or

FIG. 3. Effect of primary electron energy on the form of the orientatio
dependenceI (w) for reflection with ionization of the core levelM 4.5 for
Ep50.6 ~1!, 1 ~2!, 1.5 keV ~3!.
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tations is accompanied by a weakening of focusing an
decrease of the probability of quasi-elastic scattering.

Inelastic reflection of electrons with excitation of pla
mons brings one more elementary act into the picture, wh
may take place both before and after quasi-elastic scatte
into the back hemisphere. Since excitation of plasmons
curs as a result of the long-range Coulomb interaction w
the electronic subsystem of the crystal, their probability
generation is essentially insensitive to electron focusing.
sides, since the electron has the greatest probability of ex
ing long-wavelength plasmons with small momentum,
noticeable change in the momentum of the primary elect
takes place in this case. As a result, acts of plasmon gen
tion disturb the process of electron focusing only slight
and differences in the orientation effects for the given gro
of electrons as well as for the quasi-elastically scattered e
trons arise mainly as a consequence of differences in t
mean depths of emergencez. Since this magnitude is roughl
twice as large for the electrons reflected with excitation
plasmons, the relation between the corresponding valuesx
is determined by whether focusing of the primary electro
at depths greater than the mean depth of emergence o
quasi-elastically scattered electrons is amplified or atte
ated.

Basing ourselves on the above model, let us estimate
lengths of the focusing chains for the^110& and^133& direc-
tions, the interatomic distancesd for which are equal to 4.4
and 7.2 Å, respectively. The path traversed by a qua

l FIG. 4. Energy dependence for quasi-elastic scattering~1!, reflection with
excitation of a plasmon~2!, reflection with ionization of the core level~3!,
and Auger emission~4!, characterizing focusing of primary electrons alon
the ^110& ~a! and ^133& ~b! directions.
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elastically scattered electron in the crystal is determined
the mean free pathl of the electron relative to the inelast
interaction and consists of two parts: the pathl of the elec-
tron as it penetrates into the crystal, and the pathL traversed
by it as it moves back up toward the surface. The sum
these two pathlengths is equal tol. In our case of complete
collection of the reflected electrons for the incident po
angle equal to 45°, we may takel >L. Thus, knowing the
values ofd and l ~Ref. 31!, we can express the lengths
the focusing chainsl in terms of the number of interatomi
distances traversed on average by the electron up to th
of quasi-elastic scattering:n5l/2d. This allows us to map
the curvesx(Ep) onto the curvesx(n) shown in Fig. 5
~curves1 and2!. Figure 5 also shows the analogous curv
for the case of reflection with excitation of a plasmon~curves
3 and4!. In the case of quasi-elastic scattering only a sm
number of atoms take part in the focusing process. For
^110& direction the values ofn on average do not excee
three, and for thê133& directionn,2. Hence the reason fo
the appearance of the electron focusing threshold, obse
for the given direction, becomes clear. Indeed, in order
focusing of an electron as it scatters from a surface atom
have an effect on the probability of quasi-elastic scatter

FIG. 5. Dependencex(n) of the degree of focusing of the primary electro
in the ion core of the crystal on the mean number of atoms~equal ton11)
with which the electrons interact as they move along the^110& ~a! and^133&
~b! directions. The graphs shown in the insets plot the dependenceDx(n)
demonstrating the variation of the absolute increment of the degree o
cusing going from the quasi-elastically scattered electrons to the elec
reflected with excitation of a plasmon.
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served electron should have at least been able to reach it
the relationn.1 must be fulfilled. As can be seen from Fi
5, the critical pointn51 for the direction̂ 133& lies in the
considered energy range. In this case, forn,1 the values of
x are near zero while in the regionn5121.4 an abrupt
linear growth ofx to the value 0.33 is observed forEp51.5
keV. Note that the given ‘‘crystallographic’’ threshold dif
fers in its nature from the well-known ‘‘energy’’ threshol
due to the mechanism of scattering of the electrons by
atoms.32

For the^110& direction the value ofn significantly ex-
ceeds unity forEp50.6 keV and the corresponding thresho
is not observed. However, in this case the efficiency of
cusing grows significantly with growth ofn although not as
rapidly as for the thê 133& direction. In both cases this
growth is due to forward elongation of the electron–ato
scattering diagram with increasingEp and overall amplifica-
tion of forward scattering in comparison with backscatterin
which diminishes the role of quasi-elastic scattering from
upper monolayer, which does not contribute to the orien
tion effect. In the regionn.2 (l .9.2 Å! growth of focusing
is weakened andx(n) is observed to deviate from a linea
dependence, which indicates the onset of electron defo
ing, which, as is well known, is most strongly manifested f
the most densely packed directions.

For the electrons reflected with excitation of a plasmo
the dependencex(n) for the ^133& direction also grows lin-
early withn at first ~Fig. 5, curve4!. Then, at aroundn.2.5
( l 518 Å! its growth is observed to slow down. The reas
for this slowing down must also be ascribed to the onse
defocusing of the electrons propagating in this direction. T
given value ofl is considerably larger than that obtained f
QEES for beams oriented along the^110& direction. This
indicates that in the case of atomic chains with low pack
density defocusing processes come into play only at la
distances. For thê110& direction the dependencex(n) can
be traced out only starting fromn52.7 ~Fig. 5, curve3!. It
has essentially no linear segment, which indicates the c
bined occurrence of processes of primary electron focus
and defocusing in the given range of scattering chain leng
in agreement with the above-described results.

Let us now consider how the orientation effect is a
fected by the twofold increase in the depth of emergence
the electrons observed for a fixed energy in going from
quasi-elastically scattered electrons to the electrons refle
with excitation of a plasmon. For greater ease of visuali
tion in such a comparison the corresponding points in Fig
are connected by dashed lines. It can be seen that lengt
ing of the atomic chains is always accompanied by a gro
of x, demonstrating that in all cases focusing dominates o
defocusing, in particular for thê110& direction, at least for
n55. Amplification of this effect is manifested in differen
ways for rows of atoms with different packing density. Thu
an absolute increase in the anisotropy for the^133& direction
is observed up to values ofEp greater than for thê110&
direction~Fig. 5, insets!, so that the values ofx for Ep51.5
keV for the atomic chains are equalized to a significant
gree. This means that the focusing properties of two differ
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atomic chains of the same length, but consisting of a differ-
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ent number of atoms, turn out to be very similar.
To conclude this section, let us dwell briefly on the s

lient features of quasi-elastic scattering of electrons pene
ing into a crystal parallel to the densely stacked~110! planes.
In this case, forQ545° the electrons scattered forward b
the atoms of the upper layer pass in the immediate vicinity
only one other atom of the chain and then move a signific
distance between chains. The high values ofx observed in
this case already forEp50.6 keV are apparently due t
quasi-elastic scattering by their nearest neighbors, of the
mary electrons focused by the surface atoms. Amplificat
of the orientation effect for energies up to 1 keV can
explained by the already noted peculiarities of the electro
atom differential scattering cross sections, and the su
quent falloff—by an increase in the contribution from th
region of electron propagation in the space between
chains.

2! Inelastic reflection of electrons with ionization ener
loss, and Auger electron emission. Excitation of a core elec-
tron by a primary electron with transfer of the binding e
ergy Ei , which is considerably smaller thanEp , leads to
scattering of the primary electron through only a small ang
Reflection of electrons with ionization energy loss und
such conditions may be treated in a manner similar to ine
tic reflection with excitation of plasmons, where this exci
tion comprises a process of primary electron focusing, i
ization of a core level, and scattering through a large an
However, in contrast to generation of plasmons, the pr
ability of excitation of a core electron depends on the deg
of overlap of its wave function with the wave function of th
primary electron and, consequently, should be, like qu
elastic scattering through a large angle, sensitive to elec
focusing. In this case, the influence of the anisotropy of p
non scattering of electrons is realized mainly upon reflecti
when scattering through a large angle precedes ioniza
The anisotropy of ionization of a core level is manifest
mainly through the second component of reflection, wh
excitation of a core electron outstrips the changing of dir
tion of motion of the primary electron. What form of aniso
ropy prevails in the orientation effect can be determined
comparing these results with those obtained for reflec
with excitation of plasmons. It is clear from Fig. 4 that f
Ep50.6 keV the values ofx for them are roughly equal
Noting that the mean depths of emergence of both group
reflected electrons are similar, we may conclude that the
isotropy of ionization of the core levelM4.5 is roughly the
same as for phonon scattering through a large angle,
though with increasing energy the latter becomes somew
higher. Thus, despite the fact that the loss itself is sensitiv
the nature of the ionized atoms, the effect of primary elect
focusing on the probability of quasi-elastic scattering~aver-
aged over the entire zone of emergence of the electr!
hinders the use of the orientation effect of the conside
group of electrons as a new method of structural analysi
surfaces possessing elemental sensitivity.

Focusing of primary electrons, which is the cause of
anisotropy of ionization of the core levels, is also manifes
in the orientation effect of emission of Auger electrons ge
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muthal dependences for theM4.5VV Auger electrons are
qualitatively similar to those observed for the reflected el
trons. Differences between them are revealed by compa
the energy dependencesx(Ep), especially for thê 110& di-
rection ~Fig. 4a!. To explain the specifics of the orientatio
effect of Auger emission, it is necessary to take into acco
that there exist two sources of excitation of Auger electro
first, the primary electrons propagating into the depths of
crystal and, second, the inelastically reflected and fast t
secondary electrons, also passing through the emerg
zone of the Auger electrons as they move toward the surf
It should be stressed that in all the applications of the Aug
emission orientation effect to surface structural analy
known to us the role of the backward flux has not be
considered although this question has been analyzed in
nection with the problem of quantitative Auger analysis
crystals.33 At the same time, as is evident from Fig. 2, th
intensity of the backward flux also depends on the orien
tion of the primary beam and this factor must be taken i
account in an analysis of the angular dependence of the
ger electrons. Growth of their emission is due not only to
influence of primary electron focusing on ionization of th
core levels, but also to an increase in the backward elec
flux intensity due to it.

The variation with growth of the primary energyEp of
the contributions of the forward and backward fluxes to g
eration of the Auger signal leads to a redistribution of t
roles of these sources in the formation of the Auger-emiss
anisotropy. As is well known, the greatest probability of io
ization of the core electrons with binding energyEi is real-
ized for the primary energyEp5(223)•Ei . In our case,
this condition is fulfilled for primary electrons with energ
0.6 keV. The efficiency of the backward flux is considerab
lower, and since the total intensity of secondary electro
capable of exciting Auger electrons does not exceed 20%
the intensity of the primaries, the overwhelming fraction
the Auger electrons~in any case more than 80%! are excited
by the forward flux. As for the anisotropy of excitation of th
Auger electrons, for the backward flux it is also lower th
for the primary electrons since as the energy losses grow
anisotropy decreases~Fig. 2!. In sum, forEp50.6 keV the
orientation effect is determined almost entirely by the infl
ence of primary electron focusing on the ionization of t
core levelM4.5 and, consequently, can be the basis of a str
tural analysis of surfaces that is sensitive to the nature
their atoms.

With growth of the energy of the primary electrons th
probability of excitation of Auger electrons falls. At th
same time, the intensity of the backward flux of electro
capable of generating Auger electrons grows. The orien
tional dependence of the backward flux intensity also
creases somewhat according to our data. In sum, the co
bution of the forward flux to the anisotropy of Auge
electron generation falls asEp increases, while the contribu
tion of the backward flux, on the contrary, increases, wh
leads to a compensation effect. This explains the abo
noted weakness of the initial segment of the experiment
observed dependencex(Ep) for the ^110& direction ~Fig.
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4a!. The thickness of the near-surface layer is no longer de-
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termined only by the depth of emergence of the Auger e
trons and can be noticeably larger since it now also depe
on the backward flux. Therefore the Auger orientation eff
at largerEp partly loses its sensitivity to the nature of th
atoms emitting the Auger electrons and now depends on
total anisotropy of electron reflection by the investigated
ject, which complicates the structural analysis.

CONCLUSION

1. On the basis of the dependence of the intensity
quasi-elastic electron scattering and inelastic reflection w
excitation of plasmons on the azimuthal angle of inciden
of the primary beam, we have analyzed the focusing prop
ties of atomic chains with widely different packing densit
We have shown that for the primary beam oriented along
densely packed̂110& direction, for which we observed th
greatest reflection anisotropy, focusing processes domin
at least for chains consisting of six atoms. The effect
defocusing becomes noticeable for chains constructed f
three or more atoms. For the^133& direction, we have dis-
covered a ‘‘crystallographic’’ threshold of focusing, dete
mined by the relation between the interatomic distance
the chain and the length of the mean free path of an elect
Differences in the focusing properties of different chains
crease with growth of the electron energy~with increase of
their length!.

2. We have shown that the orientation effect of electr
reflection with ionization energy lossesM4.5 is controlled
both by anisotropy of ionization of the shell level itself an
by anisotropy of quasi-elastic scattering of primary electro
through large angles. The latter circumstance hinders the
of the given orientation effect as a new element-sensi
method of analysis of the local atomic structure of surfac
The azimuthal dependences of emission of Auger electr
excited during ionization of the same shell level are qual
tively similar to those observed for the reflected electro
However, there are fundamental differences in the trend
their variation with energy for the densely packed^110& di-
rection. The specifics of the Auger orientation effect are d
to the presence of two sources of Auger electron genera
the forward and backward electron fluxes. Only at the low
primary electron energies is the role of the backward fl
unimportant, where the effect is governed only by the ani
tropic nature of ionization of the shell levels, which allows
to be used for an element-sensitive structural analysis of
thin near-surface layer of crystals. For kilovolt primary ele
966 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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intensity, which complicates the interpretation of the expe
mental data.

This work was carried out within the framework of th
Russian State Program ‘‘Surface Atomic Structures
Project No. 95-1.21.
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Precise estimates of modulational reconstruction of the response function and its

derivatives

N. D. Kuz’michev

N. P. Ogarev Mordovian State University, 430000 Saransk, Russia
~Submitted May 7, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 124–127~August 1997!

Formulas are obtained which estimate the errors arising in the modulational reconstruction of the
response function and its first and second derivatives in the hysteresis-free case. The
algorithm used can yield formulas for estimating the errors in the presence of hysteresis. The
results presented can be used to recover the magnetization and theI 2V characteristics
of high-temperature superconductors from the amplitude spectrum of the harmonics of the response
signal obtained by subjecting the sample to modulated magnetic field and current. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02208-3#

Recently, in studies of the magnetic properties and also
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the I 2V characteristicsof high-temperature superconduc
ors ~HTSC! attention has been given to the harmonic sp
trum of the response signal obtained by subjecting
sample to a modulated magnetic field or current~see Refs.
1–6, etc.!. The response signal here is a periodic function
time and by virtue of nonlinearity and hysteresis of the pro
erties~e.g., magnetic! of the sample has a complicated~non-
sinusoidal! shape. Even for small modulation amplitudes t
response spectrum contains higher harmonics. A study o
nonlinearity of physical properties in many problems of e
perimental physics is of special interest. Thus, the prob
arises of reconstructing initial dependences. This prob
can be solved with difficulty if the nonlinear part of the d
pendence in question is manifested against a significant
ear background. An additional difficulty arises as a resul
hysteresis. The initial dependence~response function! recon-
structed from the spectrum of amplitudes of the higher h
monics of the response signal is of greater value than
directly measured dependence. This is because the hi
harmonics contain rich information about the analytic pro
erties of the response function and its derivative.

In many cases the well-known modulation techniqu7

allows one to get around the above problem, but it was
veloped for the case of small modulation amplitudes in
absence of hysteresis in the investigated quantity. In R
8–10, I attempted to generalize the indicated technique to
case of derivatives of the modulation amplitudes with allo
ance for hysteresis with the help of Taylor and Fourier se
and obtained formulas for reconstructing the initial dep
dences.

In the present paper I estimate the errors arising i
reconstruction of the response function using the modula
technique.

We denote the modulating influence~magnetic field, cur-
rent, etc.! by x5x01a cos(vt). Here x0 is the static or
slowly varying influence,a is the modulation amplitude,v is
the angular frequency, andt is time. We denote the investi
gated dependence~response function! as Y. The response
function will be a periodic function of time. The Fourie
series for the hysteresis response functionY will have the
form
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n51
@ n ~ ! n ~ !#

~1!

The Fourier coefficientsYn8(x0 ,a) andYn9(x0 ,a) „ampli-
tudes of the real~in-phase! and imaginary~quadrature! parts
of the harmonics of the response function… are given by

Yn85
1

p E
0

2p

$@Y2~x01a cosvt !1Y1

3~x01a cosvt !#/2%cos~nvt !d~vt !, ~2!

Yn95
1

p E
0

p

@Y2~x01a cosvt !2Y1

3~x01a cosvt !#sin~nvt !d~vt !. ~3!

HereY1 is the branch of the functionY for growing x, and
Y is the branch for fallingx. The following formulas were
obtained in Ref. 10 for reconstructing the response funct
and its first and second derivatives:

Ȳ~x0!5@Y2~x0!1Y1~x0!#/25~Y0/2!

1 (
n51

`

~21!nY2n8 ~x0 , a!, ~4!

DY~x0!5Y2~x0!2Y1~x0!5 (
n51

`

~21!nY2n119 ~x0 , a!,

~5!

d

dx
Y~ x̄0!5

1

a (
n51

`

~21!n11~2n21!Y2n218 ~x0 ,a!, ~6!

d

dx
DY~x0!5

2

a (
n51

`

~21!n11~2n!Y2n9 ~x0 , a!, ~7!

d2

dx2
Y~ x̄0!5

1

a2 (
n51

`

~21!n11~2n!2Y2n8 ~x0 , a!, ~8!
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~9!

Formulas~4!, ~6!, and ~8! are valid in the absence o
hysteresis inY(x) since in this caseY5 Ȳ andDY50.

The indicated numerical technique for reconstructing
initial dependences requires measurements of the de
dence of the amplitudes of the harmonicsYn of the response
function on the static influencex0 for a give modulation
amplitude, which is not always feasible. In some cases
easier to measure the dependence of the harmonicsYn on the
modulation amplitude forx050. For this case, in the ab
sence of hysteresis the reconstruction formulas are

Y~a!5Y0~a!/21 (
n51

`

Yn~a!,

dY/da5~1/a! (
n51

`

n2Yn~a!. ~10!

In practice in the reconstruction of the response funct
with the help of formulas~4!–~10! it is necessary to use finit
sums instead of series and to allow for experimental m
surement errors, particular measurement noise defined b
signal-to-noise ratio. In this case, to estimate the accurac
reconstruction of the initial dependence and its derivative
is necessary to use the criterion of series convergence@Ref.
11, p. 426#, in particular for the Fourier series~1!, and in
some cases it is not necessary to take into account a l
number of terms of the series~strong convergence!.

In many experimental situations the response functio
a voltageU ~emf! on a sensor which is directly proportion
to the dependence in questionY or its first derivativedY/dx,
for example, theI 2V characteristic or the differential mag
netic susceptibilitydM/dH (M is the magnetization!.1–6

Taking the above said into account, we may write

U~x!5CY~x!. ~11!

HereC is the instrument constant. In the case ofI 2V char-
acteristicsC51 andx[I ~whereI is the current!. Note that
the amplitudesUn of the harmonics of the response sign
are directly proportional toYn .1,2,4,8,9We write this conver-
gence criterion, by way of example, for series~6! in the
absence of hysteresis inY, i.e., for Y5 Ȳ, as

Ua dU

dx
2 (

n51

N

~21!n~2n21!U2n21U,dU, ~12!

where a is the modulation amplitude,Y is the true initial
dependence,dU is the voltage defining the accuracy of r
construction, andN is the number of odd experimental poin
Uk .

The numberN is bounded byUnoi or Duk , whereUnoi is
the rms noise voltage. The errorDuk of the voltage measure
mentsUk is determined byUnoi . For all k < N Uk.Unoi or
Duk .

The second term on the left-hand side of inequality~12!
is
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~21! ~2n21!U2n21 .

As our final estimate of the accuracy of reconstructi
we have

UdY

dx
2

dY*

dx U& dU

uCua
, ~13!

i.e., the true value of the derivative is included within th
limits

dY

dx
5

dY*

dx
6

dU

uCua
.

HeredY* /dx is the approximately reconstructed first deriv
tive. Analogous estimates may be obtained for quantities~4!,
~5!, and~7!–~10!. Note that for prescribed values ofUnoi or
Duk the numberN ~the number of observed harmonics! is
proportional to the modulation amplitude and the degree
nonlinearity of the initial dependence. The degree of non
earity is determined by the number of dominant terms of
Taylor series forY. A high degree of nonlinearity and th
presence of hysteresis result in slow convergence of se
~1!.

Now let us estimatedU. Assume that the measureme
error has the same valueDu for all the harmonics. For the
sum in inequality~12! the error is equal to@Ref. 12, p. 598#

A(
n51

N

~2n21!2Du25DuAN~2N21!~2N11!/3.

This means that the exact value of the sum in inequa
~12! lies within the limits
Ca(dY* /dx)6DuAN(2N21)(2N11)/3. Now only the re-
sidual termRN in series~6! remains to be taken into accoun
which is smaller in absolute value thanU0 /N, i.e.

uRNu,U0 /N. ~14!

HereU0 is some positive value of the voltage which we w
estimate below. In fact, since for absolute convergence of
residual term(n5N11

` (21)n(2n21)U2n21
t it is necessary

that the true valuesU2n21
t ~not to be confused with the ex

perimental valuesU2n21) have the estimate~assuming the
existence of the second derivatived2U/dx2, satisfying the
Dirichlet conditions! uU2n21

t u,U0 /(2n21)3 @Ref. 13,
p.505; Ref. 14, p.495#, we obtain

uRNu5U (
n5N11

`

~21!n~2n21!U2n21
t U,U0

3 (
n5N11

`
1

~2n21!2
,U0 (

n5N11

`
1

n2
,

U0

N
.

As U0 we may take, for example, the maximum absolu
value of the set of experimental amplitudes of the harmon
U2n21, i.e., U05maxuU2n21u. Heren51, 2, 3, . . . .Then the
accuracy of reconstruction is equal to
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dU5A@N~2N21!~2N11!/3#Du21~U0 /N!2. ~15!
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The quantitydU(N) has a minimum, and the valueNopt, at
which the minimum ofdU occurs is found by solving the
fifth-order algebraic equation

~4N221/3!Du252U0
2/N3

or, neglecting the 1/3 term on the left-hand side of the eq
tion, we obtain

Nopt'221/5@U0 /~Du!#2/5'0.87~U0 /Du!2/5. ~16!

For example, forU0 /Du510 ~10% accuracy! we obtain
N'2.18, i.e.,Nopt52. This means it is necessary to take t
amplitudes of the first and third harmonics.

The error of reconstruction of the first derivative of th
response function is given by

d~dY/dx!5
dU

uCua

5A@N~2N21!~2N11!/3#Du21~U0 /N!2.

~17!

In the reconstruction of the response function itselfY we
obtain the following estimates:

CY* 5U0/21 (
n51

N

~21!nU2n ,

A(
n50

N

Du25DuAN11,

du5A~N11!Du21@U0 /~2N!#2, ~18!

Nopt5221/3~U0 /Du!2/3'0.8~U0 /Du!2/3. ~19!

HereU05maxuU2nu, n50, 1, 2, . . . .
In the reconstruction of the second derivative of the

sponse functiond2Y/dx2 we obtain the following estimates

a2C~d2Y* /dx2!5 (
n51

N

~21!n11~2n!2U2n ,

A(
n51

N

~2n!4Du25
4Du

~30!1/2

3AN~N11!~2N11!~3N213N21!,

dU5A~8/15!N~N11!~2N11!~3N213N21!Du21@U0 /~2N!#2.

~20!

The quantityNopt is found by solving a seventh-orde
algebraic equation.Nopt may be approximately estimated b
the formula

Nopt'~32!21/7S U0

DuD 2/7

'0.61~U0 /Du!2/7. ~21!

Note that in the reconstruction of the response funct
we assumed the existence of its first derivative, and in
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istence of the third derivative, both satisfying respective D
richlet conditions.

As can be seen, for example, from expression~17!, the
quantity d(dY/dx) „we will denote it by d15d(dY/dx)…
also depends on the modulation amplitude inver
proportionally and throughU0. As the modulation amplitude
grows, the first term in the radicand decreases and the se
one grows. The rate of growth of (U0 /N)2 is determined by
U0. Thus, there is an optimal value of the modulation amp
tudeaopt. The quantityaext ~extreme value! can be found by
solving the approximate equation

a'8U0 /@3~dU0 /da!#. ~22!

In order to find the minimum, it is necessary in additio
to follow d1 to its minimum. In the reconstruction of th
response functionYaext is found by solving the equation

U0~dU0 /dx!'0. ~23!

Equations~22! and ~23! can be used in the case when, f
example, the amplitude of thekth harmonic ofU(0) remains
maximal upon variation of the modulation amplitude and t
analytic or numerical form ofU0(a) has been determined.

If the indices of the maximum amplitudes change up
variation of the modulation amplitude, then Eqs.~22! and
~23! remain valid, but the analytic form ofU0(a) will be
different in different regions of variation of the amplitude.

Under conditions in which a small number of harmoni
are observed, e.g.,N of the order of 3–5, the error of recon
struction is mainly determined by the first term of the ra
cand in Eq.~17!, i.e., by the term containingDu. The reason
for this lies in the rapid convergence of series~6!, whose
residual term ~14! is much smaller thanU0 /N, i.e.,
uRNu!U0 /N. In general, the residual term of the series
estimated byuRNu } U0 /Nm. Here the exponentm may be
of the order of 10 or greater. Analogous estimates can be
obtained for formulas~5!, ~7!, ~9!, and~10! with the help of
the given algorithm.

To summarize, it has been found that with the help o
modulational measurement and reconstruction technique
possible to determine the numerical form of the respo
function and its derivatives~at least the first and second!. In
addition, it is possible to determine the error of reconstr
tion of the indicated function and its derivatives.

1!The dependence of the voltage responseV on the currentI , i.e., V(I ).
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
Measurement of the thermal diffusivity of the surface layers of opaque solid objects
V. I. Turinov

~Submitted February 20, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 67, 128–130~August 1997!

A method is discussed for the layer-by-layer determination of the thermal diffusivitya and
thicknessd of the subsurface layers of opaque solid objects from measurements of the phase
difference of signals of two centered ring-shapedp2n photodiode junctions by successively
varying the coefficient of angular magnification of the optical system of the device in which a
radiation source with Gaussian cross-sectional beam power density creates a thermal
object on the surface of the object in the form of harmonically varying concentric heat waves.
Estimates are found for the frequency range and minimum angular magnification
corresponding to the limits of validity of the relations used to calculatea andd. © 1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02308-8#

In the development of the method for measuring the Applying the decomposition theory to Eq.~3! ~which has
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thermal diffusivity according to the scheme laid out in R
1, let us consider the thermal problem arising in the irrad
tion of a sample by focused radiation varying according
the harmonic lawQ5Q1(1/2)(11m cosvt), whereQ1 is
the radiation power density~W/cm2), m is the modulation
depth coefficient,v52p f is the radiation frequency, andt
is time. For simplicity we setm51. As a result of the irra-
diation of the surface of the sample, a heat wave~thermal
object! is formed, propagating symmetrically outward fro
the heated spot. Let the distributionQ1 over the beam cros
section be described by a Gaussian l
Q15Q0exp(2r2/2r0

2) as is characteristic of laser beam
electron beams, plasma jets, and a number of other sou

For a semi-infinite object~under the condition of cooling
due to heat conduction! the problem of surface heat waves
polar coordinates has the form

]T

]t
5a

]2T

]r2
1

a

r

]T

]r
, 0,t,`, ~1!

T2t0→0 for r→`,

]~T2t0!

]r
5

Q0

l
exp~2r2/2r0

2!cosvt, ~2!

wherea is the thermal diffusivity,l is the thermal conduc
tivity, and t0 is the surface temperature of the object in t
limit r→`.

Taking the Laplace transform int with the parameters
in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we obtain2

TL2
t0

s
5

Q1

l

sI0SAs

a
r D

~s21v2!I 1SAs

a
r0D , ~3!

whereI n(m) is the modified Bessel function.
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simple rootss56 iv andmn), we arrive at the solution for
the original function

T2t05
Q1Aa

2lv2F ivAivI 0SAiv

a
r D eivt

I 1SAiv

a
r0D

1

~2 iv!A2 ivI 0SA2 iv

a
r D e2 ivt

I 1SA2 iv

a
r0D G . ~4!

Relation~4! is valid for a periodic steady-state distribu
tion of the surface temperature of the object in the lim
t→` ~neglecting the sum of terms corresponding to t
roots of the Bessel functionsmn).

Let us analyze these approximation solutions, which
of practical interest for measurements of the thermophys
parameters of samples according to the scheme laid ou
Ref. 1. Let, as in Ref. 1, the thermal object, the optical s
tem ~in the simplest case a lens!, and the ring-shapedp2n
photodiode junctions be centered and the widthr0,r 1 /K,
whereK is the angular magnification coefficient of the op
cal system andr 1 is the small radius of the first ring of th
p2n junction.

1. In Eq. ~4! we expandI n(m) in the asymptotic series

I 0~z!'~1/A2pz!e2zS 11
1

8z
5 . . . D ,

I 1~x!'~1/A2px!e2xS 12
3

8x
1 . . . D

at largez and x and keep only the first term. The approx
mate solution for the original function~4! now takes the
form

97171-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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(1) , where dmax
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T2t05
l23/2

A
r
A

v
exp@2~w2w0!#

3cosFvt2~w2w0!1
p

4 G ,
w i5r iA v

2a
. ~5!

For the first and secondp2n junctions we set the coor
dinates of the centers of the rings of the thermal object wh
the photodiode ‘‘sees’’ equal tor i5(r i1Ri)/2K, wherer i

andRi are the small and large radii of the ring-shapedp2n
junctions and are such that their fields of view do not ov
lap. The signals of thep2n photodiode junctions, e.g., in th
spectral range 8214 mm for T<600 K ~the Rayleigh–Jean
range! are described by the functional dependen
Ui5AiRd

( i )(T2t0), whereRd
( i ) is the differential resistivity

of thep2n junctions, andAi is a proportionality factor.1 The
wavelengthsln of the periodic oscillations of the surfac
temperature of the sample, which are equal to integer f
tions of the segmentr22r1, are equal to

r22r152pnA2a

vn
5nln , ~6!

wheren51, 2, 3, . . . .
For n51 the wave has its maximum length.
Substituting the corresponding expressions forr2 andr1

in relation ~6!, we obtain

an5
vn

2
@~r 21R22r 12R1!/n4pK#2, ~7!

i.e., the thermal diffusivity is determined by the measur
frequenciesvn of the maxima of the harmonic signals on th
first and second rings of the ring-shapedp2n photodiode
junctions with a 2p phase difference.

Assuming the second term of the asymptotic series
I 1(x) to bee times less than the first, we estimate the ran
of variationvmin8 > (3e/8)2(a/2r0

2) in which the approximate
solution ~5! is valid. This condition overlaps the more strin
gent condition m2>4(n11), which gives vmin>8a/2r0

2.
Since the thicknessd of the sample layer from which infor
mation about the coefficienta is taken is proportional to the
thermal wavelength, by puttingvmin8 into relation ~6! we
find dmax<11pr0 /e ~for n51) and Kmin

>(3e/8)2@(r 21R2)2(r 11R1)#/pr0. We measure ~for
Kmin5const) the sequencevn from n51 ~for v1>vmin8 ) to
n5K and calculate the corresponding sequencesdn5dmax/n
andan from formulas~6! and ~7!. The quantitiesan are the
values averaged overdn . Invoking the rule of moments, we
perform a correction and refine the valu
an

(0)5@(an
(1)1«n11)(an

(1)2«n11)#1/2, «n115uan2an11

3 (dmax/n11) u, an
(1)5@(an

(2)1«n12)(an
(2)2«n12)#1/2, etc.

up to n1m5K, wherean
(0) is the refined value of the ther

mal diffusivity of the nth interior layer of thickness
dn,n115dmax/n(n11). To structure with respect toa a lower
layer of thicknessdmax/2, we vary the magnification coeffi
cientK so as to measure the diffusivitya of a lowest layer of
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from formula ~6! for n51 andK5K1. We assign the coef-
ficient a1 to be equal to the averagea15(a1

(0)1a1
(1))/2.

Measuringvn for K15const, we obtain the new sequenc
dn

(1) andan
(1) , which give a finer structuring~with respect to

a) of the upper layers, analogous to the procedure outli
above. The required sequenceKp is chosen in accordanc
with the goals of the study. The data setan

(m) and dn
(m) is

correlation-processed with the aim of revealing in whi
layer an inhomogeneity in the coefficienta ~a flaw! is lo-
cated or how many layers it occupies, the ultimate repres
tation being in the form of thermographic images of subs
face layers in a fixed-step scan.4

To extend the range ofKmin ~with the aim of increasing
the depth of layer-by-layer scanning! we retain the first two
terms in the asymptotic series forI 0(z) and I 1(x). We then
write the approximate solution~4! as

T2t05
Q1

lA2
S r0

r D 3/2A2a

v
exp@2~w2w0!#

3cos@vt2~w2w0!1C#,

C5arctanH F8~w018r0r!2
3

2S 2a

v D G Y
F8~3w028r0r!1

3

2S 2a

v D G J , ~8!

r22r152pnA2a

vn
2~C22C1!A2a

vn
. ~68!

Expanding arctan@(b2c)/(11bc)# in a power series and
neglecting terms of the order of the small parameterr0 re-
duces Eq. (68) to the form

~r22r1!F11
1

~r21r1!
A2a

vn
G52pnA2a

vn
, ~688!

by way of which the coefficienta is determined from mea
sured values ofvn by iteration for the limiting valuedmax9 .
When vn is increased abovevmin8 we arrive again at
relation ~6!.

Relations (68) and ~8! are valid forvmin9 >0.61a/(2r0
2),

i.e., vmin8 /vmin9 '1.7. Consequently, the frequency band is
creased by a factor of;1.7, anddmax, by a factor of 1.3, by
decreasingKmin by a factor of 1.3. Taking additional term
of the asymptotic series into account leads to a complica
of the formulas for calculating the coefficienta from the
measured frequenciesvn , an insubstantial gain indmax, and
in practice to the appearance of phase shifts requiring
grammatic solutions with a smaller value ofKmin and are
therefore without purpose.

2. Here we consider the case in whichz andx in relation
~4! are small, andx2<4(n11)/e. ExpandingI n(m) in a
power series and retaining the first two term

I 0(z)'11(z/2)2, I 1(x)'(x/2)@11 1
2!(x/2)2# transforms the

approximate expression~4! into the following form

T2t05
Q1

l

4a

r0
cos~vt2F!,
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F5arctanF S
w0

2
1

2
w D /~122~r/r0! !G , ~9!

whereF is the phase shift between the signal at thep2n
junction and the reference voltage of the radiation sourc

We setF22F15arctan@(b2c)/(11bc)#52p in Eq. ~9!.
Hence tan arctanV5tan 2p50 and a56 ivr0

2/4A2, i.e.,
under the prescribed conditions onz andx in the frequency
rangev<vmax5(8/e)(a/2r0

2), thermal wavelengths that ar
multiples of r22r1 are absent. Expanding arctanV in a
power series and neglecting terms higher than second o
in r i , we arrive at an approximate expression for the m
sured phase differenceDF'3(w2

22w1
2)/(113w1

2w2
2), from

which we determine the coefficientag , the thermal wave-
length

lg5A8pAag

vg

~in terms of the thermal accommodation coefficientAag /vg;
Ref. 2!, and the layer thicknessdg'1/lg . By varying the
frequencyvg and the magnification coefficientK, we obtain
the sequencesag

(m) anddg
(m) in analogy with the above resu

and get the corresponding thermographic image of sub
face layers.

The difference between the procedure in Sec. 2 and
procedure in Sec. 1 is that the frequencyvg varies smoothly
while vn varies discretely and it forms the setsan

(m) and
973 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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measurements are carried out near the center of the the
object, where the effect of instrument errors on the meas
ments is higher since the temperature gradient is m
larger, and averaging overag takes place in addition over
wide temperature range in comparison with the proced
outlined in Sec. 1, where the measurements are carried o
the ‘‘tail’’ of the heat wave.

Strictly speaking, asK varies, so do the surface region
from which the photodiode receives radiation. The giv
procedure is therefore best suited for studying samples w
layerwise-homogeneous thermal diffusivitya, e.g.,
multilayer metallic coatings on hybrid circuit boards, to r
veal flaws in the joining of the layers. Alternatively,K may
be varied in such a way that a partial overlap of two neig
boring regions of the surface takes place upon succes
variations ofK, so that an averaged image ofa in each layer
is obtained.

1V. I. Turinov, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.62, 175 ~1992! @Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys.37,
714 ~1992!#.

2A. V. Lykov, Theory of Heat Conduction@in Russian#, Vysshaya Shkola,
Moscow ~1967!.

3G. N. Watson,Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Functions, 2nd ed.~Cam-
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1952!.

4E. V. Bernikov, S. S. Gaponov, and V. I. Turinov,Abstracts of the Seventh
All-Union Conference ‘‘Photometry and Its Metrological Basis’’@in Rus-
sian#, VNIIOFI, Moscow ~1990!, p. 114.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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Effect of dispersion of orthorhombic anisotropy fields on the ferromagnetic resonance

be-
linewidth in iron garnet films
A. M. Zyuzin and V. V. Rada kin

N. P. Ogarev Mordovian State University, 430000 Saransk, Russia
~Submitted March 11, 1996; resubmitted July 22, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 131–134~August 1997!

The effect of the dispersion of anisotropy fields on the width of the ferromagnetic resonance line
is calculated in films with orthorhombic anisotropy. The results of the calculation, based on
a model of linear variation of the anisotropy fields with thickness and on the assumption of
additivity of the different contributions to the resulting linewidth, are in good agreement
with experimental results. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02408-2#

The ferromagnetic resonance linewidth in magnetic filmstions, and the minima, at intermediate orientations. Such
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depends on many factors. Besides relaxation mechani
the linewidth is affected, for example, by variation of th
equilibrium orientation of the magnetization1 occurring dur-
ing recording of the absorption line. Broadening can ta
place due to the presence of defects~pores, dislocations! both
in metallic films and in ferro-insulator films.2 The mecha-
nism associated with the magneto-elastic contribution to
anisotropy field and leading to broadening of the resona
line in polycrystalline films was investigated in Ref. 3. Re
erences 4 and 5 investigated peculiarities of the broade
associated with angular dispersion of the anisotropy. In
type of dispersion the maxima in the angular dependenc
the resonance field are observed in intermediate~between
hard and easy! directions of the static magnetic field.

Studies of epitaxial iron garnet films of the compositi
~YBiTmGd!3~FeGa!5O12 grown on substrates of neodymiu
gallium garnet with~110! orientation revealed an angula
dependence of the resonance linewidths, shown in Fig.
This same figure shows the angular dependence of the r
nance fieldHp(wH). The anglewH between the fieldH and
the hard axis was varied in the film plane. Note that the fil
were grown in the regime of linearly decreasing temperat
growth and possessed orthorhombic anisotropy. The or
rhombic anisotropy fields

Hku5
2Ku

M
24pMs and Hkr5

2Kr

M

were equal to 1098 and 1411 Oe, respectively. In the ab
expressionsKu and Kr are the constants of growth-induce
uniaxial and rhombic~describing the anisotropy in the film
plane! components of the anisotropy.6–8 The thickness of the
original films was 2.5mm, the saturation magnetizatio
4pMs was equal to 713 G, and the gyromagnetic ratiog was
equal to 1.393107 Oe21

•s21. The latter was determine
from the resonance fields for the static fieldH oriented along
the hard and soft directions in the film plane and in t
direction normal to it.6 Measurements of the ferromagnet
resonance parameters were carried out at a frequency of
GHz. As follows from Fig. 1a, the linewidth varies strong
in the angle interval from 0 to 180°. A peculiarity of th
observed dependence 2DH(wH) is that the maxima of 2DH
are observed forH oriented along the hard and soft dire

974 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997 1063-7842/97/080
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havior of 2DH cannot be explained by the abov
enumerated broadening mechanisms.

Results of layered etching experiments show that as
film thickness is decreased the amplitude of variation of
linewidth in the angular dependence 2DH(wH) decreases
~Figs. 1b and 1c!. The interval of variation of the resonanc
field also decreases. Hence it follows that the observed
pendence 2DH(wH) can also not be explained by a possib
anisotropy of the damping parameter.

To explain the angular dependence of 2DH we begin by
assuming the presence of a nonuniformity simultaneousl
Hku and Hkr over the thickness of the film, which is con
nected with the unsteady kinetics of its growth. Dispersion
Hku andHkr should lead to the appearance of an additio
contribution to the linewidth. In the case of sufficiently larg
values of the damping parametera the absorption line in a
nonuniform film can be considered as a superposition
lines from different layers. Therefore the resulting linewid
was considered under the assumption of additivity of
intrinsic linewidth 2DHe and the contribution due to dispe
sion of the anisotropy fields 2DHd . The latter can be calcu
lated by representing it in the form

2DHd52S ]H res

]Hkr
DHkr1

]H res

]Hku
DHkuD , ~1!

whereDHkr andDHku are the dispersions of the correspon
ing anisotropy fields.

However, the expression for 2DHd in this representation
is very cumbersome. Therefore, the contribution 2DHd for a
given value ofwH was determined as the difference of th
maximum and minimum fields in the family of resonan
curves constructed for given intervals of values ofHku and
Hkr .

The analysis was based on a model of linear variation
Hku and Hkr over the thickness of the film~Fig. 2!. This
corresponds to an equiprobable distribution of the magn
moments of the film relative to the fieldsHku andHkr in the
intervals of variation of these fields. The resonance cur
were calculated with the help of the method of effective d
magnetizating factors.9 The energy density of the anisotrop
of the magnetic film with allowance for the energy of th
demagnetizing field can be written in the form

97474-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Ua5KuS 12
Mz8

2

M2 D 1Kr

M y8
2

M2
12pMz8

2 , ~2!

whereMz8 andM y8 are the components of the magnetizati
in the coordinate system whosez8 andy8 axes coincide with
the anisotropy axes of the film.

We found the values of the components of the tenso
effective demagnetizing factors by comparing the expr
sions for the effective field9

Ha
eff52

]U

]M
and Ha

eff52NeffM . ~3!

To start with, we determined the components of the t
sor (Neff)8 in the above-mentioned coordinate system. Th
have the following form:

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of 2DH and Hp : a! original film
(h152.5 mm), b! after first stage of etching (h251.76mm!, c! after second
stage of etching (h351.0 mm!. Circles and squares correspond to expe
ment, solid lines to calculation, and the dashed line to calculation with
dispersion only ofHkr taken into account.
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S ↔NeffD 8
5S 0 0 0

0
2Kr

M2
0

0 0 2
2Ku

M2
14p

D . ~4!

We found expressions for the components ofNeff in the
coordinate system where thez axis coincides with the mag
netization with the help of formulas for transforming th
components of a tensor when transforming from one coo
nate system to another.10 The resonance relation for the ca
whenH lies in the plane of a film with orientation~110! has
the form

S v

g D 2

5@H cos~wH2wM !1Hkr cos 2wM#

3@H cos~wH2wM !2Hku14pM

2Hkr sin2wM#. ~5!

Here wM is the angle betweenM and the hard axis, whos
value was found from the condition of equilibrium orient
tion of the magnetization. As analysis of the experimen
angular dependences of the resonance field showed, the
bic anisotropy constantK1 in the investigated films was
roughly an order of magnitude lower thanKu andKr . There-
fore we neglected cubic anisotropy in the calculations
2DH(wH).

The family of resonance curves for the original film wi
the corresponding intervals of variation ofHku and Hkr is
shown in Fig. 3. As follows from the calculations, the spre
of the resonance fields forwH50 and 90° is roughly equal
The minimum is observed at angleswH ~betweenH and the
hard axis! close to 30°.

As the film thickness is decreased by means of laye
etching, the intervals of variation of the anisotropy fieldsHku

andHkr are observed to decrease~Fig. 2!. In this connection,
the contribution to 2DH due to this factor should also de

e

FIG. 2. Distribution of fields of the uniaxial componentHku and rhombic
componentHkr of the anisotropy over film thickness. The points of inte
section with the vertical dashed lines determine the values ofHku andHkr

on the surface: a! original film; b and c! after first and second stages o
etching, respectively.
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crease. Experiments and calculations confirm this con
sion. As follows from Figs. 1b and 1c, as the film thickne
h is decreased from 1.76 to 1.0mm the amplitude of varia-
tion of 2DH in the angular dependence decreases subs
tially. The variation of the minimum values of 2DH here
does not exceed the error of measurement. This is expla
by the fact that the minimum of the contribution 2DHd is
insignificant and, consequently, the minimum value of 2DH
is determined mainly by the intrinsic linewidth.

As h is decreased, the maximum resonance field in
angular dependenceHp(wH)is observed to decrease and t
minimum resonance field to increase. This indicates that
absolute values ofHku andHkr increase from the substrate
the free surface of the film, and notvice versa. The calcu-
lated dependencesHp(wH) ~Fig. 1! were obtained from the
mean values ofHku andHkr for the given thickness. It can b
seen that there is quite good agreement between the the
ical and experimental dependences both of 2DH(wH) and
Hp(wH).

Some of the difference between them may be due t
deviation from a linear distribution of the magnetic mome
of the sample on the prescribed intervals of variation ofHku

andHkr , and also to effects of exchange and dipole narro
ing of the inhomogeneously broadened line.

Good agreement was observed for the calculated
experimental polar-angle dependences 2DH(uH) when the
angleuH betweenH and the film normal was varied in th
planes passing through the hard and easy directions in
film plane and the film normal. Note that taking only th
dispersion of the rhombic component of the anisotropy fi
into account does not make it possible to obtain satisfac
agreement between the calculated~dashed curve in Fig. 1a!
and experimental results. In these calculationsHku was taken
to be equal to its average value over the corresponding in
val.

Temperature studies also confirm the hypothesis of
presence of dispersion of the anisotropy fields and its ef
on 2DH. Figures 4a and 4b plot the temperature depende
of 2DH andHp for different orientations ofH relative to the
hard axis. It can be seen that there is a clear correlation in
behavior of 2DH and Hp for all three orientations. With

FIG. 3. Family of resonance curves calculated for values ofHku and Hkr

corresponding to different layers of the original film.
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decrease of the absolute values ofHku andHkr upon increase
of the temperature the magnitude of their dispersion
creases. This in turn leads to a decrease of 2DHd .

As the Curie temperatureTk is approached, the reso
nance fields for different orientations of the magnetic fie
converge, which indicates thatHku andHkr approach zero in
this limit. In this limit 2DH also tends to one value fo
different orientations. The minimum value of 2DH varies
weakly all the way to temperatures nearTk . For this orien-
tation the contribution toHp due to the fieldsHku andHkr is
minimal. Consequently, the contribution to 2DH due to dis-
persion of these parameters is also minimal.

To summarize, we may make the following conclusion
1. The effect of dispersion of the anisotropy fields on t

ferromagnetic resonance linewidth has been taken into
count.

2. A model based on simultaneous variation ofHku and
Hkr over the thickness of the film and the assumption
additivity of the various contributions to the linewidth mak
it possible to explain the angular and temperature dep
dences of 2DH and also the results of layered etching e
periments.

3. The presence of dispersion ofHku and Hkr in films
with orthorhombic anisotropy leads to a qualitatively diffe
ent angular dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance
width.

1A. M. Zyuzin, Fiz. Tverd. Tela31, No. 7, 109~1989! @Sov. Phys. Solid
State31, 1161~1989!#.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of 2DH ~a! andHp ~b!. 1,2— for the field
H parallel to the hard and easy axes, respectively,3 — for H parallel to the
direction at which 2DH takes it minimum.
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One way of increasing the speed of magnetooptical de-We assumed that in the system BixGd32xFe5O12 the satura-
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vices based on single-crystal bismuth-containing iron ga
films is to use films with rhombic magnetic anisotropy.1–5

Rhombic magnetic anisotropy occurs, in particular, for su
films with orientations other than~111! if they contain Y31

ions in addition to the Bi31 ions.2,6–9 Rhombic anisotropy
has also been observed in films also containing Gd31

ions.10,11However, it remains unclear whether the Gd31 ions
contribute to the anisotropy or if it is completely determin
by the Bi31 and Y31 ions. The present paper seeks to answ
this question.

BixGd32xFe5O12 films were grown by liquid-phase ep
taxy from a supercooled PbO-Bi2O3-B2O3 based fluxed melt
on nearly ~100! and ~110! oriented Nd3Ga5O12 substrates.
The crystallographic orientation~the angleu of the deviation
of their plane from the basal plane! was monitored on a
DRON-2.0 diffractometer with an accuracy of 0.1°.

The lattice mismatch of the film and substrateda/a was
determined by the standard method from the rocking cur
measured on a two-crystal x-ray spectrometer. The spectr
eter assembly consisted of a DRON-3M diffractometer an
monochromator unit using a high-quality germanium crys
and~333! reflection. To identify the peaks from the film an
substrate, the rocking curves were recorded for two order
reflections and the ratios of peak intensities compared.

For the investigated films only one essentially und
torted diffraction peak was observed. Calculation of the l
ear absorption coefficient for BixGd32xFe5O12 films with
0.5,x,1 gives the valuem'1500 cm21 for Cu Ka radia-
tion. The maximum film thicknesshmax allowing one to
record the rocking curves from the film and substrate w
estimated from the formula12–14

hmax5k~sin u!/~2m!, ~1!

wherek54.61 for the case in which the fraction of radiatio
scattered from the film is 99%; for this casehmax'7 mm.

The absence of a second peak may be interpreted as
to a small value of the mismatch, preventing us from reso
ing the peaks of the film and substrate. The upper limit
this mismatch can be estimated as half the half-width of
observed rocking curve Du5209, which gives
da/a'831025. The values ofu and da/a are given in
Table I. Noting the absence of a lattice mismatch betw
the film and substrate according to the data in Table 9.4
Ref. 12, we obtainx50.78.

To estimate the saturation magnetization 4pMs of the
investigated films, we used the data of Table 9.3 in Ref.
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tion magnetization increases linearly with growth ofx from
the value corresponding to Gd3Fe5O12 to the value corre-
sponding to Bi3Fe5O12. The saturation magnetization for th
latter was taken to be the same as for Y3Fe5O12. An estimate
gives 4pMs5500 G.

The magnetic anisotropy parameters were investiga
by the ferromagnetic resonance method at a frequency
9.34 GHz. Here we recorded the resonance fields for
external magnetic field oriented perpendicular (Hn , perpen-
dicular resonance! and parallel (Hin , parallel resonance! to
the plane of the film, and also the corresponding values
the resonance line width 2DHn and 2DHin . To determine
the anisotropy in the film plane, we recorded the azimut
dependencesHin(w) for parallel resonance. The results
these measurements are listed in Table I, whereHinmin and
Hinmax are the minimum and maximum values of the res
nance field for parallel resonance, anddHin is the difference
of these values.

Since the investigated films do not contain rapidly rela
ing magnetic ions, and the gyromagnetic ratio of the slow
relaxing ions Gd31 and Fe31 is the same and equal t
g051.763107Oe21

•s21, for an iron garnet according to th
formula of Wangness1,16

g5~MGd1MFe!/~MGd/gGd1MFe/gFe!, ~2!

the effective value of the gyromagnetic ratiog is equal tog0.
HereMGd is the total magnetic moment of the Gd31 ions in
the dodecahedral sublattice of the garnet structure,MFe is the
total magnetic moment of the Fe31 ions in the tetrahedra
and octahedral sublattices. This circumstance allows us
contrast to Refs. 17 and 18, to determine the effective m

TABLE I. Results of x-ray and resonance measurements
(Gd,Bi)3Fe5O12 films.

Orientation ~100! ~110!

u, deg 2.3 1.6
da/a3104 ,0.8 ,0.8
Hinmin , Oe 3130 2240
Hinmax, Oe 3490 3330
dHmin , Oe 360 1090
2DHmin , Oe 170 70
Hn , Oe 3390 4300
2DHn , Oe 170 70
Heff , Oe 2207 2870

97878-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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netic anisotropy fieldHeff only from the perpendicular reso
nance data. For this field the resonance relation can be w
ten as

v/g5Heff1Hn , ~3!

wherev is the angular frequency of the ferromagnetic re
nance.

The fact that the Gd31 and Fe31 ions behave identically
in the dynamics is corroborated by the results of studies n
the angular momentum compensation point.5,18,19In particu-
lar, when Gd31 ions are added to the film the level of su
stitution of iron by nonmagnetic ions required to bring abo
compensation of the angular momentum is lowered. Val
of Heff are given in Table I.

Typical dependences ofHin(w) for ~100! and~110! ori-
ented films are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, wh
the insets show the arrangement of the crystallographic a
in the film plane. It can be seen that for~100! oriented films
the presence of four equivalent maxima on theHin(w) curve
~Fig. 1! reflect the crystallographic anisotropy of the film
while their positions correspond to~100! type axes. Here the
value ofdHin is relatively small~see Table I!.

In ~110! oriented films in comparison with~100! ori-
ented films the magnetic anisotropy in the film plane m
than three times higher~compare the values ofdHin in Table
I!. In this case only two peaks are observed in the azimu
dependence of the resonance field~Fig. 2!, which is charac-
teristic of films with rhombic magnetic anisotropy.

A comparison of the above estimate of 4pMs and the
values ofHeff listed in Table I allows one to conclude th
the demagnetization fields deliver the main contribution
the effective field.

To summarize, in this paper we have shown that a rho
bic magnetic anisotropy is induced by epitaxial growth
~110! oriented iron garnet films containing only Gd31 and
Bi31 ions in their dodecahedral sublattice.

FIG. 1. Azimuthal dependenceHin(w) of the resonant field in parallel reso
nance for films with~100! orientation.
979 Tech. Phys. 42 (8), August 1997
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Transformation of beams of dia-, para-, and ferromagnetic particles by the magnetic
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Some possibilities of transformation and trapping of beams of small (102121024 cm! dia-,
para-, and ferromagnetic particles by the magnetic field of a linear, constant current are
investigated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02608-1#
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We consider homogeneous~before transformation!
beams of small, spherical (102121024 cm! particles of
dia-, para-, and ferromagnetic materials, moving in vacu
with the same initial velocity (v05const). The beams ar
sufficiently rarefied that interactions between their partic
can be neglected. The beams are transformed by the m
netic field of a constant, rectilinear, cylindrical curre
I 5const of radiusa. The motion of the particles is describe
in cylindrical coordinates (z,w,z), where thez axis is di-
rected along the current axis,r is the distance from this axi
to the particle, andw is the angle of rotation about thez axis.

This study is restricted to two cases: longitudinal a
transverse transformation. In longitudinal transformation,
until the transformation the particle beam has a hollow
lindrical shape, coaxial with the current, bounded by an in
radiusq and an outer radiusQ (a,q,Q). The initial ve-
locities of the beam particles are directed parallel to the c
rent with an offset distance relative to the current axisr 05p
(q<p<Q) which is different for each particle. The partic
trajectories remain planar during the transformation proc
lying in the w5const plane.

In transverse transformation, a ribbon-shaped beam p
to the transformation, at a large distance from the curr
axis r 02 l @Q at which the action of the field may be ne
glected, moves in a direction crossed with the current
perpendicular to it. The offset distance of a particle~the
shortest distance from its initial direction of motion to th
current axis! we denote byp. The offset distances of th
particles bounding the ribbon beam we denote byq andQ,
respectively (a,q<p<Q); thus, the thickness of the bea
before the transformation isQ2q.1! The particle trajectories
in this transformation also remain planar, but lying in plan
z5const. The polar anglew is the angle between the hal
line extending from the current axis, antiparallel to the init
velocity of the particlev0, and the polar radiusr .

TRANSFORMATION OF BEAMS OF DIA- AND
PARAMAGNETS

If it is assumed that the magnetic fieldH of the linear
current is quasistationary over the extent of a particle of
dius R and with permeabilitym, the magnetic moment1 of
the particle will be equal to
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It is customary to express the forceF acting on the par-
ticle in the first approximation as2

F5R3
m21

m12
~H•¹!H. ~2!

The magnetic field of a linear current,

H5
2I

cr
ew ~3!

(ew is the unit vector in theH direction! has the property tha
the force according to relation~2! is equal to zero; we there
fore go to the next following approximation:

F5M•

]H

]r
er , ~4!

whereer is the unit radial vector outward from the curre
axis.

Equations~1!, ~2!, and~4! yield

F52
4pR3I 2

c2

m21

m12
r 23er . ~5!

a! Longitudinal transformation. In this transformation of
the beam the motion of a particle of densityr in the plane of
its motion (w5const) is described by the differential equ
tion

r̈ 52ar 23, ~6!

where

a5
3I 2

pc2r

m21

m12
~7!

and

z5v0t, ~8!

a,0 for diamagnets anda.0 for paramagnets.
Integrating Eq.~6! with initial conditions t050, r 05p,

ṙ 050 and eliminatingt via Eq. ~8!, we find the equation of
the particle trajectory

r 25p22
a

p2v0
2

z2. ~9!

98080-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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toward the current, and as a result the beam particles
trapped by the current — they reach the current surf
(r 5a). Trapping in thez coordinate takes place within th
intervalzq<z<zQ , whose end-pointszq andzQ are given by
the formula

zg5gaAg22a2

a
~10!

with g replaced byq or Q, respectively. The timeT the
particles are trapped at the offset distancep is given by

T5pAp22a2

a
. ~11!

The trapped particle densityh(z) decreases with in-
creasingz

h~z!5h~zq!

zAa2

2
1Aa4

4
1

a

v0
2

zq
2Aa4

4
1

a

v0
2

zq
2

zqAa2

2
1Aa4

4
1

a

v0
2

z2Aa4

4
1

a

v0
2

z2

.

~12!

The trajectories of diamagnetic particles curve aw
from the current axis — they are scatttered, and at la
distances (z@ Q2v0

2/Auau) they are transformed into a ho
low diverging beam, bounded by the anglescQ and cq

(cQ<c<cq), where the formula

cg5arctan
Auau
gv0

~13!

yields these angles upon substitutingQ andq, respectively,
for g. By transforming, the beam becomes twisted, and
inner and outer~from the axis! beam trajectories chang
places. After this transformation, a uniform beam becom
nonuniform, decreasing in densityh(c) with growth of the
scattering anglec. At large distances

h~c!'h~cQ!
sin2cQ

sin2c

p

Q
. ~14!

b! Transverse transformation. In this transformation the
motion of a particle in polar coordinates (r ,w) in the plane
of motion (r 5const) under the action of the force~5! is
described by the differential equations

r̈ 2r ẇ252ar 23 ~15!

and

r 2ẇ5pv0 . ~16!

Eliminating t, we obtain a differential equation for th
particle trajectories

d2S 1

r D
dw2

1S 12
a

p2v0
2D 1

r
50. ~17!
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particle by integrating Eq.~17! for w050, r 05p, and

S 1

r 2

dr

dw D
0

52
1

p
,

r 5
kp

sin kp
, ~18!

where

k5A12
a

p2v0
2
. ~19!

This trajectory is curved away from the current a
passes at a minimum distancer m5kp from it for wm5p/2k.
As a result of the transformation, the beam of diamagnet
transformed into a diverging beam, bounded by the surfa

r 5

A11
uau

g2v0
2

sinS wA11
uau

g2v0
2
D ~20!

with g replaced byQ and q, respectively. These surface
approach the asymptotic limits

wg5
p

A11
uau

g2v0
2

~21!

with g replaced by the same values as above. As a co
quence of the transformation, the diamagnet beam beco
twisted and nonuniform. At larger (r @kQ) the density
h(w) of the transformed beam decreases with increasingw

h~w!'h~wq!S p22wq
2

p22w2D 3/2

. ~22!

The transverse transformation of a beam of paramag
depends on the sign of the radicand in expression~19! for k.
For a/(p2v0

2),1, expression~18! remains the solution of
Eq. ~17!, but with a trajectory curved toward the current. If
this caser m,a, i.e., p22a2,a/v0

2, the particle is trapped
by the current. If

Q22a2,
a

v0
2

, ~23!

the entire beam is trapped.2! The time a particle is trapped a
the offset distancep is equal to

T5
1

2v0
ln

l 21Al 22p21
a

v0
2

a21Aa22p21
a

v0
2

. ~24!

If, on the contrary,r m.a for all the particles, i.e.,
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, ~32!

ne
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e

am
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y

q 2a .
v0

2
, ~25!

then the beam, curving toward the current, is transform
into a diverging beam, bounded by the surfaces~20! and~21!
with the 1 sign replaced by a2 sign. In contrast to the
transformation of a beam of diamagnetic particles, a beam
paramagnets is not twisted as it scatters, but becomes
uniform in density. At larger (r @kQ) its density h(w)
decreases with increasingw

h~w!'h~wQ!S wQ
2 2p2

w22p2 D 3/2

. ~26!

In the transformation of a paramagnet beam in the c
a/(p2v0

2).1 Eq. ~17! leads to trajectories

r 5
2pl

elw2e2lw
~27!

with

l5A a

p2v0
2

21.

Moving along a helical trajectory, the paramagnetic p
ticles ~and consequently the entire beam! are trapped by the
current. Trapping of a particle with offset distancep takes
place during a time

T5
1

v0
~Al 21l2p22Aa21l2p2!. ~28!

TRANSFORMATION OF FERROMAGNETIC PARTICLE
BEAMS

We represent the magnetizationJ of ferromagnetic par-
ticles, as in Ref. 3, as consisting of a remanent componenJ0

and an induced componentJi , both directed along the mag
netic fieldH of the linear current:

J5J01Ji5J0

H

uHu
1

3

4p

m21

m12
H. ~29!

We assume that during the transformation of the bea
J0 andm remain constant. Then the magnetic moment o
particle is expressed by

M5
4

3
pR3J0

H

uHu
1R3

m21

m12
H. ~30!

We restrict the discussion to transformations of fer
magnet beams through the remanent magnetization w
J0@Ji and to transformations through the induced magn
zation whenJi@J0. In transformations of beams in the rem
anent magnetization we neglect the induced magnetiza
Motions of such particles in the case of a longitudinal tra
formation are described by the differential equation

r̈ 52br 22, ~31!

where
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and Eq.~8!. Integrating Eq.~31! for t050, r 05p, andṙ 050,
we find the equation of motion of the particle in the pla
(w5const) of its motion

rAp

r
2112p arctanAp

r
215A2b

p
t. ~33!

This equation, together with Eq.~8!, defines the trajec-
tory of the particle

rAp

r
2112p arctanAp

r
215A2b

p

z

v0
. ~34!

Equation~34! shows that the particle trajectory is be
toward the current and the particle in moving along it a
cording to Eq.~33! is trapped by the current. We obtain th
trapping timeT of a particle with offset distancep directly
from Eq. ~33! by settingr 5a,

T5A p

2bS aAp

a
2112p arctanAp

a
21D . ~35!

Trapping of particles in thez coordinate takes place in
the intervalzq<z<zQ , where

zg5v0A g

2bS aAg

a
2112g arctanAg

a
21D , ~36!

and g, as above, takes the valuesq and Q. The particle
trapping densityh(z) decreases with increasingz in the
rough approximation

h~z!'h~zq!
3Azq

z
. ~37!

For transverse transformation of a ferromagnet be
through the remanent magnetization, motions of the partic
in the planesz5const are described by differential equatio
~16! and

r̈ 2r ẇ252b ṙ 22. ~38!

We find the differential equation of the trajectory b
eliminating t from Eqs.~16! and ~38!,

d2~1/r !

dw2
1

1

r
5

b

p2v0
2

. ~39!

We find the particle trajectory by integrating Eq.~39!

under the condition thatt050, w0.0, (1/z0).0, ṙ 0.2v0,
and r 0

2ẇ05pv0 „according to Eq.~16!…,

r 5
P

11e sin~w1q!
, ~40!

where

P5
p2v0

2

b
, ~41!

e5A11
p2v0

4

b2
, ~42!
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tanq52
pv0

2
. ~43!

The curve~40! is a hyperbola subtending the current ax
with minimum distance of approachr m

r m5
P

11e
. ~44!

If r m,a, then the particle becomes trapped by the c
rent. The condition of trapping of the entire beam is3!

Q2v0
2

b1Ab21Q2v0
4

,a. ~45!

We obtain the trapping timeT of a particle with offset
distancep for r 05 l ( l @Q) by integrating Eq.~31!. To first
order

T'
1

v0S l 1
b

v0
2

ln

p1a1
b

v0
2

2l 1
b

v0
2

D . ~46!

If, however,

a,
q2v0

2

b1Ab21q2v0
4

, ~47!

then the beam is transformed into a diverging beam, c
tained within the angular intervalwQ<w<wq , whose end-
points are given by the formula

wg5p1arcsin
1

A11
g2v0

4

b2

1arctan
b

gv0
2

~48!

with g replaced byQ andq, respectively. The transforme
beam is nonuniform in densityh(w) and at larger (r @Q)
decreases in density with increasing scattering angle. T
in a weak (b!pv0

2) field

h~w'h~wQ!!
cosw

coswQ
, ~49!

and in a strong field (b@pv0
2)

h~w!'h~wQ!

p21
b2

v0
4

Q21
b2

v0
4

. ~50!

In the calculation of transformations of ferromagn
beams through the induced magnetization, we have
glected the remanent magnetization. Thus, with allowa
for the adopted simplifications the mathematical formali
for describing the transformation of ferromagnet beams
mains the same, and with the same notation, as for param
net beams. Thus, for longitudinal transformation all formu
obtained for paramagnet beams, including~9!–~13! and
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beams. The same applies for transverse ferromagnet be
in particular formulas~23!–~28! and their consequences.

However, the efficiency of transformation of ferroma
net beams differs substantially from that for paramag
beams due to differences in them of several orders of m
nitude in m21 and also by the presence of remanent m
netization in ferromagnets. A rough calculation shows t
transformations of dia- and paramagnet beams by mean
the magnetic field of a linear current are feasible at curre
of the order of tens and hundreds of thousands of ampe
and for ferromagnet beams — at tens and hundreds of
peres. Therefore the application of the above transformat
of dia- and paramagnet beams is hindered in practice
may be realized only at very high currents, for example
powerful line discharges and short-circuits. On the oth
hand, transformations of ferromagnet beams by the magn
field of a linear current may be implemented under ordin
laboratory and production conditions.

Note that the dimensions of the particles do not en
into the equations of motion of magnetic particles and th
trajectories in the magnetic field of a linear current; theref
their beam transformations do not depend on particle dim
sions. In addition, as in Refs. 4 and 5, we may conclude
the transformations of ferromagnet beams through the re
nent magnetization depend on the shape of the particle,
in the remaining cases~transformations of dia- and parama
net beams through the induced magnetization! the shape of
the particles only weakly influences the transformations.

In conclusion I would like to point out that the calcula
tions presented here involve a number of major simplifi
tions and idealizations. Thus, in reality for ferromagnetsm
depends onH, their magnetization process is hysteretic, a
the remanent magnetizationJ0 varies with the magnetic field
Nevertheless, the results of our idealized calculations sho
prove helpful~as first approximations! for more accurate cal-
culations of transformations of magnetic beams by the m
netic fields of constant linear currents.

1!The width of the ribbon beam is arbitrary, but such that edge effects du
the finite length of the linear current do not affect the transformations
the beam.

2!For q22a2,a/v0
2,Q22a2 partial trapping takes place.

3!If ( Q2v0
2/b1Ab21Q2v0

4).a.(q2v0
2/b1Ab21q2v0

4) , then partial trap-
ping takes place.
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